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Submitter Details
First Name: Nigel
Last Name: Searles
Organisation: N/A
Street: 23 Dee Street
Suburb: Island Bay
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6023
Daytime Phone: 0273584258
Mobile: 0273584258
eMail: nigel_searles@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No

1

1
Comments
On appropriate tracks as proposed. I.e. Only on one way and wider 4x4 style tracks to reduce other
user conflict.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Perhaps waypoints with location codes and an app with information on those locations.

2

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If

1
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Cyclists should take care on shared pathways and a bell should be encouraged, but not essential.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
On appropriate tracks. E.g. easy slow speed tracks.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I think it is time to reconsider some open space areas that are currently closed to mountain biking.
Ahu Mairangi Hill is a currently under-utilised area that lends itself to multiple uses. I have done a
lot of commuting and walking on Ahu Mairangi and it is fairly rare to see people off the ridge track or
the Northern Walkway. Well done to the council on the safety enhancements for walkers on Mt
Victoria. Reducing conflict and making clear delineations between walking and biking tracks is a
very good thing.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Cameron
Last Name: Uridge
Street: rangoon street khandallah
Suburb: Wellington
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6035
Daytime Phone: +64220230201
Mobile: +64220230201
eMail: cameronuridge@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I beleive there should be some more access points tho the skyline for mountainbikers in the ngaio
/Khandallah area

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Unfair for mountainbikers in some areas such as makara peak .Maybe allow them on four wheel
drive tracks only

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.

4

2
Yes
No
Comments
In some areas only

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Use similar singage to makara peak mountain bike park which is exeptionally good and easy to
follow

5

2
Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Walkers should have a bell too then

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
More access points to the skyline from ngaio/khadallah for mountainbikers.Also the section of
skyline between mtkaukau and crows nest has steep pinch climbs and sould be bypassed out of
the wind so that it is more ridable which would make more people use the area and enjoy it.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
yes

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
More access points to the skyline from ngaio/khadallah for mountainbikers.Also the section of
skyline between mtkaukau and crows nest has steep pinch climbs and sould be bypassed out of
the wind so that it is more ridable which would make more people use the area and enjoy it.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Raymond
Last Name: Kemp
Organisation: N/A
On behalf of: N/A
Street: 10 Ashwood Street
Suburb: Woodridge
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6037
Daytime Phone: 021-026-88295
Mobile: 021-026-88295
eMail: cleancode@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I think all bikes that have the ability to assist pedaling through some form of motor should be
regarded as motorised vehicles.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.

7

3
Yes
No
Comments
I agree with e-bikes being able to use commuter routes that are on the pavement, but I do not agree
that e-bikes should be used off road. I particularly and strongly disagree with e-bikes being used at
the Makara Peak mountain bike park. I do understand that they offer opportunities for those with
differing fitness levels / mobility issues, however I feel that this is the thin end of the wedge and
people with more powerful e-bikes will make use of the tracks. Having a blanket ban on e-bikes on
off-road recreation areas is my preference to ensure an easy ability to manage the access, use and
enjoyment of tracks by traditional cyclists.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
e-bikes should be restricted to paved areas and not off-road tracks.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?

8
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Yes
No
Comments
I think that more signage on longer off road routes that indicate where you're going would work well.
Sometimes with lengthy off-road routes (e.g. the Skyline track etc.) there are intersection points
where it is easy to take a wrong turn. In terms of technology, having an app / website that allows
easily printable maps of tracks to carry with you for wayfinding would work really well as not all
people want to pull their phone out to find where they are (particularly in the rain). These options
exist already on Trailforks and tracks.org.nz, but sometimes the accuracy is a bit off due to how up
to date these third party resources are kept. Having something specifically maintained by the
council for tracks would be really good.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Making subsidised bells available to cyclists through the council that can be easily removed would
help encourage this.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
e-bikes should not be allowed on off-road tracks and I believe they will inhibit the ability of
traditional cyclists to make use of the off-road network of trails.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
They should be limited to paved areas.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I just want to re-iterate that e-bikes should be confined to paved areas.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Richard
Last Name: Parry
Street: 62A St Johns Terrace
Suburb: Tawa
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 5028
Mobile: 0274667530
eMail: richard.parry@outlook.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I support their use provided right-of-way signs are quite clear
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
They should be also be physically marked as routes at least so the public know where they can go.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
See tracks.org.nz for a good way to make tracks available digitally as downloads for phones and
GPS devices

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?

11
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Yes
No
Comments
Getting passed by a bike moving quickly on a narrow track is not a nice experience - I often yield if I
know they're coming as it's easy to do so.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
More tracks

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Improve signage for access rights - many cyclists I have challenged using Trelissick park in the
past claimed to have not seen any signs despite their presence. Ensure that mixed use tracks allow
ample space along whole length for passing - if insufficient width, them drop to walker/runner.
Barriers on Chastudon Pl access to Spicer forest to prevent motorcyclists
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Valentino
Last Name: Luna Hernandez
Street: 13 Ruth Grove
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0278844826
eMail: valentino.lunahernandez@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I agree with the increased access to outdoor recreation provided to e-bike users I am not satisfied
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that the council has not provided an estimate of the number of new users that will be allowed from
the changes, and what (if any) risks this will pose to walkers and runners There appears to be no
detection and enforcement mechanism for those e-bikes that are more powerful than the
specification in the plan

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I support the current network of tracks provided for e-bikes

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
I fully support that paper roads should be included as part of the open space network. better
visibility of these roads should be promoted and implemented by the council through signage, flyers
and maps that are available to walkers and runners

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
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Comments
web-mapping tools and a 'WCC tracks' apps would be a fantastic addition

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
in my experience as a walker/runner/cyclist, I have never got into risky situations by cyclist not
using their bells. If bells are to be used, they should be used by all track users and not only cyclists.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Long gully was recently closed to runners and bikers, that is a shame. owners or leases of public
land in the gullies areas (Red Rocks to Otari) should be encouraged to provide more access to the
public to the ridges of Wellington

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Only on sealed tracks that are over 2metres wide

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Please advertise paper roads more widely and keep working in the consultation.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Ben
Last Name: Sandle
Street: 8 Pimble Avenue
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: +64278141181
Mobile: +64278141181
eMail: bensandle@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
They should be allowed on commuter mountain bike tracks as shown on mt vic etc, through main
wide paths in botanical gardens such as bowen street to top of cable car and main entrance on
glenmore street up to glen or boundary roads as these provide good commuter routes off busy
roads full of traffic. These tracks are already wide with plenty of room for bikes and ebikes to share
with walkers and runners. ebikes should not be allowed all through makara peak, be fine on the 4x4
tracks but the single track should remain for pedal powered bikes only.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
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the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Limited access for ebikes is fine but should only be allowed on certain mountain bike tracks. Tracks
such as transient is fine but more technical gravity tracks such as tts, trickle falls jail break etc
should remain pedal powered only

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
ebikes should be allowed on tracks that create good commuter links and on 4x4 tracks. Allowing
them on all of makara peak is not a good idea, be fine on 4x4 track to summit The mt vic tracks in
plan are pretty good but they should generally be limited to grade 3 and below tracks/ the double
tracks. Transient, clinical and fenceline track is fine. Miramar should remain pedal powered only

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
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better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Could be usefully but safer to grab the brakes and go slow around pedestrians then going fast
ringing bell and not slowing down. fumbling looking for bell could cause issue that my not happen if
cyclist respects pedestrians and slows down.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
They should be allowed on certain tracks that are wide and smooth, they shouldn't be allowed on
all tracks

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Seperating walkers and mountain bikers is very important. High speed descending bikes and
walkers don't mix well. There should be separate tracks in conflict areas such as mt vic and bike
tracks should be built to be single direction. Transient while a great track doesn't work well at busy
times with two way bikes. More should be down to make Clinical the uphill and transient downhill or
a new downhill built to avoid downhill bikes conflicting with uphill. Bikes should be allowed through
main wide paths in botanical gardens as it provides a great offroad link between CBD and
Kelburn/Northland/Karori. Roads in the area are busy with lots of traffic at peak times, some roads
are pretty narrow. The tracks in the botanical gardens are wide and as long as cyclist give way to
pedestrians should not cause any issue on the wide double track/roads through the gardens. The
narrow tracks should remain pedestrian only. The part by the metservice works well so extending
this down between metservice and cemetry entrance and glen road to glenmore street shouldn't
cause any issues and creates commuter route, removing need for cycling infrastructure up
glenmore street.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Liam
Last Name: O'Leary
Street:
Suburb:
City:
Country: New Zealand
eMail: sirliamalot@me.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
There is no way to distinguish whether a specific e-bike complies with this standard. Models are
already available with up to 10kW power, and common models limited to 25km/h assist ca be easily
modified to remove the speed assist cut-out.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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I support controlled access for e-bikes, but believe that they should have to be specifically
approved on a trail by trail basis instead of carte-blanche. I don't support general access at this time
to congested areas such as Mt Vic, and am concerned that members of the public will be unable to
tell the difference between e-bikes and mountain bikes, potentially putting mountain bike access at
risk.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Generally in favour of the access shown, except at Makara Peak. At Makara Peak I'd prefer that
more difficult tracks are closed to e-bikes, as their greater weight and potential power could
significantly accelerate track wear and the likely demographic for e-bikes are unlikely to have the
skills to ride these trails without injuring themselves. Walking an e-bike down these trails would be
difficult to do safely due to the higher weight. This should apply to Trickle Falls and Vertigo as a
minimum. Also, part of Sally Alley is shown as suitable for e-bikes, but no other uphill-only tracks.
This seems to be an outlier.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Shared spaces require shared attention - a large number of pedestrians and runners now wear
headphones and a bell will not help in these cases. I'd prefer instead to encourage pedestrians and
runners to not use headphones.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Should be limited to road-width spaces to prevent conflict and to minimise stranding..

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
The plan states that 'a wide range of skill and fitness levels, abilities and interests will be catered
for by the network.' This is not currently the case for advanced mountain bikers, and even more so
since the closing of Long Gully. There appears to be significant opportunity to create advanced
trails on Tinakori Hill, in an area where these are less likely to attract attention from novice riders
who will find themselves out of their depth. More spaces should be made available for advanced
maintain bike trails, and in particular Tinakori Hill should be opened for controlled trail development.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Martin
Last Name: McCrudden
Street: 97 Woodman Drive
Suburb: Tawa
City: Wellington
Country: New
PostCode: 5028
Daytime Phone: 0223180927
Mobile: 0223180927
eMail: altmmccrudden@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I am blown away at how well Wellington City Council are perceiving our open spaces. More of the
proposed link trails should be shared use to connect as many users as we can (keeping people off
the road and into enjoyable reserves and parks to link communities is just awesome) Referring to
bikers priority; Serendipity should be added, Squatters isn't very well used (not very interesting to
ride) Please look at adding more allowance to riders on Te Ahumarangi as mountain bikers in the
Wadestown to Johnsonville area have a long way to get into the likes of Makara Peak and Polhill to
do some enjoyable singletrail.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit

8
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes and no, if they are courteous and just seem to all users as a mountain biker that will be okay. If
they however race around, don't give way to other users and people start saying 'bloody mountain
bikers' we will need to do something about that.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Why not

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Better to ban headphones and have shared space signage to ask users to be aware of
surroundings and all users at all times, downhill traffic giving way to the uphill traffic who are doing
the hard work and trying to keep a steady rhythm.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Details on the new link trails are needed. I live in Tawa and more and more I will ride from home
and the more offroad links into neighboring suburbs, the more I will leave the car at home and
ride/run from home. It would be a huge mistake for WCC to create northern suburb link trails
walking only. The Northern suburbs are way behind the central city on connectivity for all user
types,; Walkers, runners and riders, we can share.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
I get a bit upset when I see paved paths in reserves or parks, the city and suburbs are full of paved
paths. Please limit the paved paths especially if it is the only trail in the reserve or park.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Well done WCC, really enjoyed looking at what quality of life all us Wellingtonion's will have in a
few years. Linking all the parks and reserves are a no brainer and there is nowhere else quite as
well set up as Wellington with connectivity. I can not stress enough, love the ideas, but please
quality trails like the mountain bikers build and as many of the trails as possible, especially
community links to be shared users. Thank You.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jarek
Last Name: Zdziech
Street: 47 Tiketike Way
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 0277700769
eMail: jarek69@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Disallow ALL e-bikes from Makara Peak MTB park. Policing e-Bike activity is impractical and
encouraging e-bikes can lead to alterations, 'rooting', 'jail-breaking', etc. of e-bikes to perform
beyond the manufactured restrictions.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
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No
Comments
Yes but only encouraged not compulsory as Mountain Bikes do not usually fitted with bells

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
A dedicated single trail for Mountain Bikers should be permitted to be built from the Tip Track to
Red Rocks as to complete the magnificent Single track trails from Aro Valley to Red Rocks

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, within reason

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Trails marked as illegal and closed in Tinakori Hill should be reopened for advanced riders.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Lincoln
Last Name: Mackay
Street: 108 Cecil Road
Suburb: Wadestown
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 021891804
Mobile: 021891804
eMail: lincoln.mackay@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Best way to achieve the vision is to work with community groups and informal track builders to
enhance the track network.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Council should stick to signs. 3rd parties can handle online more effectively than council.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments
A cheery hello is just as affective to alert other users, nicer and does not require a bell

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
The large number of Tracks and areas closed to mountain biking is no longer appropriate.
Reviewing all of these areas in schedule A and immediately opening all of tinakori should be a
priority. Tinakori is underutilized, and has a group of keen Mtb users that are locked out by
outmoded access policies.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes access should be allowed

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Tim
Last Name: Davidson
Street: 4 Winston Street
Suburb: Crofton Downs
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6035
Mobile: 0274546429
eMail: tim.davidson@commscope.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
It would be hard to differentiate between an 'approved' e-bike of less that 300 watts, and something
more powerful, therefore all e-bikes should be treated equally.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
My preference is to continue the ban on all e-bikes from the open space network. It would be hard
to differentiate between an 'approved' e-bike of less that 300 watts, and something more powerful.
As a Mountain Biker, I'm very conscious about maintaining a high level of courtesy and safety with
regards to walkers on multi-use trails, and adding e-bikes would potentially allow the anti-biking
walkers further reason to protest about cycling on these trails due to increased speeds uphill as
well as downhill.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
My suggestion would be that any e-bikes should be restricted to use at more dedicated mountain
biking areas, such as Makara Peak and Wainuiomata Trail Park. As mentioned above, I think
allowing e-bikes in the mixed use areas would encourage conflict between walking and bikers.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
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No
Comments
Creating a mobile app similary to 'Trail Forks', which contains a database of approved trails for the
user to access, and will help provide directions when using GPS coordinates from your own phone

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Bells won't be adopted by most members of the mountain biking community, for several reasons
(they would rattle when riding, break off when crashing, and be very unfashionable), so this would
be ignored by most cyclists anyway. Signs reminding riders to use caution on two way shared use
trails, would be more useful

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi (Tinakori Hill) contains some of the best advanced level mountain bike trails in the
lower North Island. These have been in place more many years, and used without conflict, but were
never officially approved or sanctioned by the WCC. After a small number of complaints (less than
5), the trails have now been quite right closed and blocked off for cyclists to use. There has been
excellent communications within the mountainbiking community to try and ensure cyclists no longer
use the illegal trail network across the hill, but lobby for the trail network to be approved for use
again. This could be done relatively easily by removing the key areas of danger where the illegal
MTB trails intersect with walking trails at right angles, and filtering the MTB traffic to a slow speed
so they enter walking trails running parallel with the walking trail. This has been done successful
across Mt Victoria, which has far higher levels of traffic of both cyclists and walkers. By allowing
access on an approved basis and improving the safety of the trail network for walkers, it keep both
parties happy about shared use of the hill, and stop any of the few remaining cyclists who may
continue to use the trails illegally

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Mobility devices wouldn't pose the same issues as e-bikes in the open spaces network, due to their
much slower top speed - therefore shouldn't pose any danger, and be allowed in all areas.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jed
Last Name: Soane
Street: 8 Connaught Terrace
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 021 533 782
eMail: jed@video.geek.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I am happy for the trial of e-bikes on designated trails. They seem like a good way to get older or
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less-abled people out there enjoying the trails. I don't know how well they will interact with other
track users but would support a trial to see if there are any unexpected problems.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments
Please also encourage runners to not wear headphones.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
I don't think you can ever go far enough to address accessibility but of course there will be a
financial limit. The plan does seem to make a solid start.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, limited to certain areas.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Daniel
Last Name: Webster
Street:
Suburb: Newlands
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
eMail: dan.webster@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I believe the plan is not appropriate as it does not include enough new track development in sector
9 - Newlands and sector 11 - Te Ahumairangi In saying that, it is a very good plan and there are
some great initiatives here, particularly the Harbour Escarpment track through to Ngauranga.
Newlands has poor outdoor recreation & track facilities, but significant potential for a great track
network in some unique areas, one that would provide for what is quite a large population that
currently doesn't have many non-residential outdoor options immediately, compared to
neighbouring suburbs. I would like to see more track development in the area off Miles Crescent in
Newlands. It is a large, accessible and scenic area that could be a great area to be enjoyed by the
community, but which is currently near totally inaccessible. Tracks could run on either side or the
top ridgeline, depending on a number of factors. Additional access tracks include one starting
approximately at the corner of Spenmoor Street & Wakely Road, following behind Miles Crescent to
link into the Escarpment project, providing provide good access for residents, those coming in from
town and those wanting to walk the area in a loop. At the height of the Miles Crescent area,
mountain biking tracks would make great use of the area's size and elevation. There existing track
& 4WD road would make it a great community project for the area. Sector 11, Te Ahumairangi Hill is
a similar, yet very different situation to Newlands. Similar in that it has a large population close by,
significant elevation and great potential, yet no one is using it. Different in that it does however
have a developed track network. Te Ahumairangi has a range of tracks from 4wd road to
singletrack, as well as some of Wellington's most revered high-grade mountain bike trails. It is very
steep, and it is very under utilised. Even with the southern end lookout in place as a tourist beacon,
it is currently unmarked from the road and gets little use. The biggest current user is dog walkers
on the top grassy areas. More access and usage should be given to this area for mountain biking.
Dedicated trails catering for expert riders that are subtle, low impact environmentally and hugely
enjoyable for a large community of cyclists. Proactive planning and usage of this space could lead
to Wellington competing with areas which are currently drawing a growing number of mountain
biking tourists, making riding immediately out of the CBD potentially the best worldwide,
comparable to Vancouver's North Shore, Queenstown and Nelson. With rules around the use of the
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area and accesses onto the reserve Te Ahumairangi would be a better used and enjoyed space.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I'm not well versed on e-bikes but this sounds about right to me.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, however: I think we should be promoting active, healthy lifestyles, and even at the power
rating for e-bikes you've displayed there, the our open spaces should be enjoyed by people getting
out under their own power, except for exceptions around disability. Changes in the e-bike market
could also mean damage to our open spaces if they become very cheap or popular in a short
period of time. However some trails should be e-bike accessible.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I don't think Makara Peak Mountain Bike Park should have e-bikes. E-bikes should be for
commuting and 4wd roads, not tracks created for technical mountain biking. This is mainly due to
the the potential danger to e-bike users. Easy access to technical trails seems dangerous to me.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives
1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

yes no
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Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Signage of these would be an excellent way to get them more used by walkers and cyclists.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Have an easily updateable .pdf or module that you can keep current of the tracks and their details.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, however I do think that alot of walkers would not appreciate having a bell rung at them, even if
it is in their best interest. A good communications plan and education piece would be required here.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
I believe that many existing areas have great accessibility. Gradually, tracks of more recent areas
get upgraded so they have better accessibility for a wider range of people. Access to more remote,
difficult areas for mountain biking needs to be considered for the large group of cyclists who enjoy
it. We have great areas that could work for multiple user groups, but the councils needs to be
proactive in communication with those groups.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
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Comments
Yes. Perhaps put a map out that shows which areas can be accessed by mobility scooters.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Signage and a diverse range of tracks for different user groups will create a renowned and well
used outdoor track network.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Benedict
Last Name: Taylor
Street: 61 Herald Street
Suburb: Berhampore
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6023
eMail: bjtaylor01@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The vision sounds bureaucratic and focuses on improvements and distribution, which are
important, but the vision catches nothing of the magic that comes with exploring our parks and open
spaces. Too much signage takes away the fun of wandering and discovering. Sometimes you need
the thrill of a steep scramble up a narrow path to really enjoy the view from the top. Also, the vision
should reflect and understanding that the value of the tracks is fundamentally in the way they
enable people to experience the beauty of our landscape.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Most conventional push bikes won't get up to 25km/h on Wellington's tracks and at that speed, they
will pose an unnecessary risk to walkers (including children) and other cyclists. If e bikes are to be
allowed on the tracks they should be limited to no more than 20km/h.
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, it will enable more people to experience Wellington's great open spaces and encourage more
cycle commuting. But they should be limited to 20km/h to enable other users to enjoy the tracks
safely.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
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No
Comments
In collaboration with local iwi, the signage should present site-specific and significant aspects of the
Maori history of Te Upoko o te Ika. It would be great to see pouwhenua and interpretive signs
shedding light on the lives of the ancestors and the places the lived on, fought for and travelled
over. Be good if this information could also explain how the land came into the ownership of the
council.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
But pedestrians should also be encouraged to look out for cyclists.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes but only on designated tracks and, subject to the a 20km/h speed restriction

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There should be more tracks where dogs are permitted off lead.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Ant
Last Name: Simon
Street: 36 Sefton Street
Suburb: Wadestown
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 049723005
Mobile: 0272429288
eMail: info@simonspharmacy.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I do not agree with the level of exclusion of mountain bikers from Te Ahu Mairangi Hill. There is a
large network of tracks on the hill which had for many years been used in relative harmony with
walkers, until a vocal minority became active against such use. I believe there should be
develomment of more tracks on the hill, given its close proximity to the CBD. I would like to see the
'legalisation' of a selection of the current 'illegal' tracks

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
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not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Rob
Last Name: Holmes
Street: 14 Khouri Avenue
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0211600507
eMail: rob.holmes.nz@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I believe the definition needs to completely exclude bikes which can be powered solely by battery
power. Many bikes, while intended to be pedaled, can be simply used as e-motorbikes - using the
equivalent of a throttle.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
I definitely oppose the use of e-bikes in our open space network. In my mind these spaces are for
those who want to escape from the congested areas of our city - and are prepared to put in the
physical effort required to do so. These areas attract people with the same values, and therefore
sharing these spaces generally works remarkably well. I believe these values are grounded in the
fact that everybody has got there under their own steam. Allowing motorised transport into our
green spaces feels terribly wrong - and although I can see an argument to open commuter link
routes to e-bikes - I fear this would be the think edge of a wedge leading to heavy volumes of
motorised traffic through the heart of what are currently peaceful retreats.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
No (as above). I think it would be best not to not allow e-bikes on any tracks within our open space
network. There are plenty of public roads within the city where e-bikes can be used.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments
I think the following statement from the plan is spot-on: 'Continue investigating (and developing)
web base technologies to better inform users of linkages and tracks throughout the open space
network ' I believe it is worth exploring how to best promote the amazing tracks we have in the
Wellington area. Making data available to (and easy to consume by) other parties (bike shops, bike
magazines, book publishers) may help get the word out.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Plenty of warning when approaching walkers is important. If not using a bell - then certainly
promoting the practice of calling out well in advance of passing.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes they should be allowed - and provision made for access by these devices in certain areas.
(This is a real challenge when considered alongside the e-bike access question!)

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
The existing track network is an incredible feature of our wonderful city. I fully appreciate (and
applaud) the work from all those involved. It is this network which attracts and holds many of my
friends and family within the Wellington region. The creation and maintenance of many of the tracks
has been contributed to by some very hard working volunteers. Is it possible that we allow the
voices of these volunteers to be listened to in particular when making decisions about access?
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jude
Last Name: Murdoch
Street: 134 Evans Bay Parade
Suburb: Roseneath
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: 0276179382
Mobile: 0276179382
eMail: handicapped_golfer@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Wellington features prominently on the world map of good mountain biking destinations. The tracks
are well made and enable excellent scope for recreation, conservation and healthy community
engagement and interaction. Mountain bikers value all of these things and invest in them locally in
terms of time, energy and money. The simple point I wish to make is that the more the City Council
and Regional Council support trail consenting, building, maintenance and associated conservation,
the more the Councils invest in creating a better, healthier Wellington.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Encouragement is probably a good thing, provided it does not turn into regulation.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes. To not support such access would unjustly discriminate against disabled folks. I favour
enabling as much access for such mobility devices as possible provided such access is safe and
reasonably compatible with other users' access.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I strongly support allowing mountain bike trail construction and development on Te Ahumairangi
(Tinakori Hill) for the following reasons: 1. Mountain biking trails that are close to the City make
Wellington unique. WCC quite sensibly aspires to 'develop world-class trails and facilities as key
visitor attractions, in partnership with the mountain biking community'. Opening up Te Ahumairangi
for trail construction and development strongly promotes this aspiration and the Open Space
Framework, which aims to develop trails '.. close to where people live'. Aside from the Skyline trail
there are not very few trails near Ngaio and Khandallah. 2. It is unclear why Te Ahumairangi is
closed to trail building when it is spacious, already caters for other recreational activities and could
easily accommodate mountain biking. The recent Wellington town belt bill says the town belt
'..should be available for a wide range of recreational activities'. As part of the town belt, Te
Ahumairangi should promote this objective by allowing mountain biking. 3. Mountain bikers invest
economically and environmentally in their surrounds. Trail building projects around Wellington (for
example, at Polhill and Makara Peak) have seen substantial conservation and environmental gains
through removal of rubbish and weeds, and planting seedlings and other natives. This often goes
hand-in-hand with trail building, as is the case at Makara Peak where volunteers from the Makara
Peak Mountain Biking Supporters Club have carried out hundreds of hours of conservation and
planting activities. On an economic level, mountain bikers spend money in local bike stores, cafes,
restaurants and bars. This is part of the healthy, enthusiastic culture of the mountain biking world.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Eric
Last Name: Jacolin
Street: 15 Tai Paku Paku Rd
Suburb: Karaka Bays
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6022
eMail: eric@jacolin.net
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I wish you would consider reopening the beautiful hiking trail between the old Mt Crawford prison
and the Massey Memorial. It is well-formed, and closed for no apparent reason. Property of the
Defence Ministry apparently.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
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No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Pat
Last Name: Pierre
Street:
Suburb:
City:
Country:
eMail: patpierre14072016@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Wellington is part of a region with amazing recreational opportunities. This is probably my favourite
thing about the city. Every week, my family and I are out and about enjoying the great outdoors that
are so close to home. The vision captures this, and aims to make our great surrounds accessible to
residents and visitors. I think it is definitely appropriate to a city in our setting, where outdoor
activities are such a central part of life for so many people.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I am a very keen mountain biker who supports and encourages the participation of all in this sport.
The issue of e-bikes is one some people feel very passionate about. However, I feel that many
people are unclear on what an e-bike actually is, and what e-bikes are capable of. I commend the
Council for including a definition of e-bikes in this Plan. I agree with this definition and consider that
the key components are 'pedal-powered' and 'limited to 25 km/h'. Many people do not realise that to
make an e-bike go anywhere uphill, you do actually have to pedal. You stop pedalling, it stops
going! The speed cap on e-bikes is also very important to supporting a clear understanding of what
e-bikes are and are not. They are not ferocious speed machines. They are bikes, that help their
riders along a little.
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
E-bikes give people who may have physical challenges access to the world - outdoor recreational
opportunities, social opportunities, and the chance to pursue bike riding - an activity with proven
health and well-being benefits. In some ways I think of e-bikes like wheelchairs. I've heard some
people say that if you can't ride a normal bike you should give up on riding. However, those same
people would probably never say to a person who couldn't move around by walking that they
should just give up instead of getting a wheelchair. Just like wheelchairs for less able people, ebikes open up the world to people and foster quality of life. I know of three people who have
invested in e-bikes. One got an e-bike because he is getting older and couldn't keep up on his
regular bike with his rider friends. One has a son with motor neurone disease whose weakening
body prohibits getting out on a regular bike. The third person is middle-aged with a heart condition.
Getting an e-bike has changed the worlds of all three people, making activities enjoyable and
accessible that would not have otherwise been - positive life-changing stuff with no negative
impacts on others. I totally support allowing e-bikes on trails because they mean more people can
enjoy, and gain health and well-being benefits from getting out and about in our beautiful
surrounds. I consider that supporting the use of e-bikes is completely aligned with the Council's
vision statement and welcome the progressive approach of the Council in this regard.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I consider that e-bikes meeting the Council's definition should be able to access anywhere that
regular mountain bikes can access. As the Council's definition emphasises, these are not trail bikes
- which I think many opponents of e-bikes mistake them for. They must be pedalled and they cannot
exceed 25 km/h under power. Many people fly past me going downhill on their regular mountain
bikes at greater speeds than 25km/h. If we're ok with them, how can we propose to not be ok with
e-bikes? In addition to the enforced limit on e-bike speeds (the 25 km/h), rider speed is also limited
by the nature of trails and rider skill. On twisty turny and difficult trails, there is no way that a rider
could go 25 km/h without smacking into a tree or falling off a bank! For example, on the uphill trails
at Makara (which I've ridden myself, many times), I can't imagine navigating those tight corners and
fantastic technical sections faster on an e-bike than what I could do on a regular bike. I certainly
can't imagine navigating those trails at a consistent 25 km/h or anything close - it wouldn't end well!
So, in such areas, the speed capability of an e-bike is largely irrelevant - rider ability constrains
speed well before the e-bike's technical capability. In the controversy between regular riders and ebike riders, I am reminded of the past animosity between mountain bikers and some trampers.
Hopefully we've all moved on from that - MTBers and trampers now share trails all over this
country, and the world has not come to an end! I hope that e-bikes and regular mountain bikes can
be the same. I propose as an alternative that the Council allows e-bikes (as defined by the Council)
everywhere that regular mountain bikes go for a set period (e.g three years), after which this
access is reviewed. If significant problems appear to have occurred, restricting access may be
warranted. However my feeling is that the shared use of trails will continue as it is now, but with
more happy e-bike riders, as well as happy and possibly more open-minded regular-bike riders.
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Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I have been thanked many times by walkers and runners for my use of a bell on my mountain bike
on trails and my road bike in shared use areas (e.g. around the waterfront). Riders can move faster
than people on foot, and the bell is an excellent way, and amongst the most effective ways, that we
can warn people we are coming. I still slow down and make way for other people, but I don't want to
give anyone a nasty surprise by showing up undetected.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
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Yes
No
Comments
I refer to my previous comments on e-bikes. I believe all areas accessible to regular mountain bikes
should be open to e-bikes. This increases people's accessibility to our fantastic open spaces,
improves quality of life and provides health and well-being benefits. Again, I suggest a trial period if
there is residual reticence amongst the Council following this consultation with stakeholders. Let's
try an 'all bikes in all bike areas' access policy for 3 years, then review.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes I believe they should be allowed. No I don't think their access should be limited. Being disabled
is horrendous enough as it is - why not support people who live with disabilities to get out and
about and enjoy our great city and surrounds more easily? The world shrinks when you're sick or
disabled with it being so much harder to move around. Mobility devices are amazing uses of
technology that provide for better lives.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Ingrid
Last Name: Downey
Street: 25 Holloway Road
Suburb: Aro Valley
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 0212443078
eMail: iicd@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
I think that when locals suggest to WCC that signs be added or clarified, we should get some
priority. As regular users, our opinion can be really helpful and should be give some attention. I was
happy to see my concerns about Polhill signage got a bit of action, thank you.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
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No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I am very pleased to see the support of keeping Waimapihi for walking only. The 3 tracks that lead
into/out of Waimapihi also need to be walking only and clearly signed (Ridgeline, Dogs, Planet
Ride, Pink Tohunga). Lots of bike use in Polhill, and it is easy for some of them to stray into the
walking only trails that lead into Waimapihi - so signage needs to be really clear and stanch. Also,
the Lower George Denton (downhill) track that completes the Clinical (providing a circuit) is well
used by walkers, dog walkers and runners, so I don't think it should be priority bike. I understand
that bikes going fast downhill need to be accommodated, as they have a harder time
stopping/slowing down than walkers and joggers. However, I don't think we should give precedence
on this trail or any trail in and around Polhill. We should maintain that bikes have to be as polite as
other users, no priority for anyone. Happily as we walk our dogs, we have only had good interaction
with bikes - everyone is really polite. I just worry that if one user is given priority in one small area, it
would upset the balance of all users in the surrounding area.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Marc
Last Name: Paynter
Street: PO Box 58126
Suburb: Whitby
City: Porirua
Country:
PostCode: 5245
eMail: marc.paynter@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The current maps are fine.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
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Comments
Get the walkers off the bike tracks is much safer, especially when there are adjacent walking
tracks.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
A sealed cycle way between Ohirau Road and Broken Hill Road would open up a fantastic road
cycling loop extending the current Karori to Makara loop commonly used by road cyclists.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
we need some mobility friendly trials

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Johnsonville hill(Middleton Road) shouldn't be chip seal but should be smooth seal as it carries all
road cyclists north of the city.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Charlie
Last Name: Hopkins
Street: 36 Wrights Hill Road
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0272285292
eMail: charliemorganhopkins@outlook.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Allowing e-bikes access to the tracks identified on the Proposed e-bike Track Maps will allow a
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greater number of Wellington residents to lead active and exciting recreation, leading to greater
mobility and health in the community.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I am of the opinion that the proposed tracks for e-bike access are appropriate for e-bike use and
will generally be accessible by riders that are 'likely' to ride e-bikes. Some of the dedicated
mountain-bike tracks found in Wellington (Makara Peak, Mt Crawford, Wrights Hill) are
inappropriate for e-bike use given their technical difficulty.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
#5 The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and beyond to
the coast sounds like a great idea in terms of accessibility for local riders not needing a car to
access the ride. #2 The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
would be difficult to access without a car but would provide for northern residents. #4 The Rural
Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach; this option is probably
unrealistic in terms of cost and construction time. Unlikely to be used by local residents but would
be great for Wellington tourism in summer. Miserable in Winter.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Paper roads can lead to very difficult positions between WCC and landowners. While the local
authority have authority over the Paper Road, these roads are often subject to encroachment and
after an extended period of time are viewed as private property. Some of these roads may be
fenced/ vegetated/ encroached upon. I support in theory but acknowledge that this could be
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problematic.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Increased signage will always improve a network. However, community integration and education is
also required to improve the attitudes of those whom disregard advice and signage. This is
especially problematic with walkers in predominantly biking areas AND vise versa.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
The attitudes of modern mountain bikers this will not be an effective mitigation method. Most trail
users would say 'hello' before using a bell.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, mobility scooters and other mobility devices should be allowed in Council open spaces. This
will increase the mobility, health and attitudes of the general public with increased rates of exercise
and interaction with green spaces. This must be conducted appropriately otherwise could lead to
serious conflict with other open space users (bikers, runners, dogs).

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Rob
Last Name: MacIntyre
Organisation: Destination Planning Ltd
Street: 34 Motuhara Road
Suburb: Plimmerton
City: Porirua
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 5026
Daytime Phone: +64272277445
Mobile: +64272277445
eMail: Rob@DPL.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
It needs to include reference to enhancing biodiversity as trail projects can be implemented badly or
along best practice sustainability guidelines. Trails engage the community in projects like planting,
weed and pest management and this has been especially evident where MTB trails have been
allowed. Often the people who object to new trails do so on the assumption that they will cause
siltation of waterways and significant damage to the flora and fauna. Giving people better access to
open spaces using their preferred mode of movement is the first step in getting them to care about
what's there and helping enhance it.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
They are encouraging a wider group of the community to get exercise, appreciate and therefore
value our open spaces. Policy needs to remain flexible as this will be a very fast-changing sector.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
All trails should be shared use and appropriate gradients to facilitate biking where possible. Cycling
was the fastest growing rec activity in the last SportNZ survey. Walking declined. If we want people
to exercise more and access open spaces we need to accommodate the real areas of demand
growth. The Skyline to Old Coach Road connection needs to be seen as part of a grander plan to
connect Peka Peka to Red Rocks via Whareroa Farm, Puketiro, new cycleways around
Transmission Gully, Colonial Knob-Spicer.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
All possible routes logically need to be assessed.
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Not a yes no question is it? Don't go and waste a whole lot of money developing your own apps as
they are evolving so fast and will become redundant. Maximise the use of existing specialist trail
apps and digital channels that cover other trail networks. This creates additional market exposure
to their vastly larger user base.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Some of the areas closed to MTB should be considered for carefully planned, sustainably built
MTB or dual use trails. Redwoods Bush Reserve, Tawa is a classic example where 1 or 2 trails
could connect a significant urban residential area more directly with Spicer Forest and Colonial
Knob. Te Ahumairangi Hill could accommodate both MTB and walking if it is well planned. This
boosts Wellington's unique position compared with other MTB destinations which is trails VERY
close to the CBD.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes and yes

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Wellington Region needs an overarching off-road walking and cycling network strategy. It is
ridiculous that this plan stops on WCC boundaries, especially in places like Tawa as it does not
reflect reality in the way communities want to connect to open spaces near them (across the
boundary). That plan should include an EPIC Trail from Peka Peka to Red Rocks via Whareroa
Farm, Puketiro/Battle Hill, Colonial Knob, Skyline, Red Rocks. This would become a major cycle
tourism and talent attraction drawcard as well as being accessible to the region's residents.
Councils need to be more proactive with private Developers to encourage early integrated planning
of off-road bike connections including singletrack MTB trails through new developments. This is
what will make a world-class residential or commercial development. What happens at the moment
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is developers carve off the most useless and steepest sections of land, call it a reserve donation
and then we are forced try to build steep unpleasant paths. A little forethought in mapping out the
developments could make a massive difference to the end result.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
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Last Name: Adams
Street: 51 Huntingdon Street
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
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eMail: thomasadams82@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The plan's vision is appropriate, albeit limited in perspective. The council has a key outcome of
'Getting Everyone Active and Healthy', and this plan facilitates this, but does not inspire it. There is
a fundamental difference between facilitating existing users with an extension of the status quo, and
inspiring an increased usage across a larger demographic. This plan is firmly in the former. To
make the network 'one of the best urban open space access networks in the world', WCC need to
address elements to make it inspirational, and well as convenient. These include: - Access to
wilderness - Spectacular views - High grade mountain bike tracks that inspire people to ride. The
first two items are well addressed with the six key initiatives, although this appears to come at
considerable cost. The last item is not well addressed by this plan, and is ironically by far the most
cost effective of them all. It is to this last item that the rest of this comment is concerned. High grade
mountain bike tracks provide the spark that drives the mountain bike community, and bring in new
members. Potential bikers seldom pick up a bike or shovel because they are inspired to ride grade
2 tracks, and the media and culture relish in the challenge and foresight of pushing the boundaries
of skill on grade 5+. The WCC approach is analogous to acknowledging that in rugby the ball is
typically in play for less than half of the time, and scoring tries for less than 1%. Therefore, by this
logic, rugby would be improved by banning tries - as they represent a trivial part of the game - and
instead spending the time setting up endless scrums and lineouts. In this example the fallacy
becomes apparent - tries are the inspiration for the game, but not the main occupation. Similarly,
high grade tracks are the inspiration for most mountain bikers, even if many are content never
riding them. Visitors to world renown biking towns such as Whistler, Queenstown or Morzine are
often drawn there by tracks they knowingly will never ride, but upon which the reputation and allure
of that resort lie. User data demonstrates 'trail pyramids' or 'trail diamonds' of usage by grade, by
myopically fail to realise why people ride in the first place, and how to create more riders. A survey
of trail grade by media coverage shows a complete inversion of this distribution, with high grade
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tracks taking the bulk of the coverage. To attract more members of the public to pick up a bike and
ride, WCC must allow Wellington to develop a network of tracks that inspire riding. High grade
tracks that thread between the arterial connector tracks could showcase the city, promoting its
riding, inspiring the public and eventually drawing in skilled labour from elsewhere. Furthermore,
high grade tracks can be dug entirely from volunteer effort, and are much more likely to achieve the
track criteria to'keep the tree canopy intact and not create canopy gaps'. It is win - win for the
council: easily achieved goals for virtually zero outlay. Unofficial high grade tracks already exist
throughout the city, as they do in Rotorua. The Rotorua Trails Trust have solved this problem by
working with the trail builders and incorporating these tracks into the official network for minimal
cost. Wellington could do the same. The areas of Te Ahumairangi Hill, Johnston Hill Reserve and
Huntleigh Park that are closed to bikers should be reviewed, as they provide great opportunities for
inspirational tracks. The rationale that they are closed to bikes for 'walkers to facilitate quiet
contemplative outdoor experiences' is clearly erroneous, as the noise from runners and dog walkers
more than equals that from bikers. In lieu of any better reason to exclude bikers, opening these
areas to trail development would provide great benefit to all users. The plan is a great start, but
WCC need to try and change mindsets away from our current car-commuting CO2-creating
paradigm, and by inspiring an empowered and stimulated cycling community we would be
beginning that process.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
This needs to be reviewed periodically, as impacts on the network and also new technologies
become apparent.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
More people accessing the network with minimal negative impacts.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
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Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
These are great additions to the network, and serve important, practical purposes. Some of these
could also be inspirational in regards to distance, scenery and remoteness. It is worth pointing out
that tracks that are inspirational through technicality could be created for a cost several orders of
magnitude less than these tracks.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, but there is no need to spend more than a few $100 on it. Some crowd-sourced usage data
(e.g. from strava) is all that is needed.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
A human voice is louder than a bell, has a much wider range of meaning, is easier and faster to
use, and practically everyone already has one.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
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Yes
No
Comments
Accessibility - great. Inspiration - could do better.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes. The terrain will be limiting enough.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jonathan
Last Name: Coakley
Street: 39 Carlton Street
Suburb: Melrose
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6023
Mobile: 021 39 39 25
eMail: jonnydread@me.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
You might as well open up all cycling tracks to e-bikes. I don't have a problem sharing the trails with
them and I am a regular mountain biker. E-bikes are increasingly becoming a reality in mountain
biking circles and in the next decade I suspect many 'proper' mountain bikers will be choosing
variants of the E-bike option anyway.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
I like the signs that have popped up on Mt Victoria and other areas. Well done.
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments
It is better to call out 'hello!' or similar. Many walkers these days are wearing earphones anyway so
they wouldn't even hear a bell. Cyclists have the responsibility to give walkers plenty of warning in
the best way for the situation. Using a bell can result in loss of control on a mountain bike i.e. you
need to move your hand position to use a bell, so not entirely safe.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Let them go wherever they want to go.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Please open up Tinakori Hill/Te Ahumairangi to expert-level mountain biking. Before the recent
hoo-ha over illegal track building I, and my friends, rode the steep, technical tracks there for years
without any user conflict. I enjoyed this cycling immensely and I am disappointed that the council
has taken such a heavy-handed approach to curtail my enjoyment for no apparent reason (other
than a few anti-mountain biking local residents, some of whom have gone so far as to endanger my
life by sabotaging the tracks). The council could work with local track builders to build a set of
expert-level tracks on both sides of the hill. The tracks should be different to most of the Mt Victoria
tracks i.e. focussed towards expert, technical, 'jungle' riding with narrow tracks and lots of technical
features to keep speeds down but excitement levels high. Damians on Mt Vic is a good example of
this kind of track. Expert riders are more aware of track user conflict and take steps to avoid
spooking other track users, in my experience. In addition, I am concerned that there is no mention
of dog-walkers in the track network. I have noticed increasing numbers of dog walkers, particularly
in Mount Victoria. I have no problem with well-behaved dogs kept on the leash, but in the past two
years I have been bitten twice by dogs off the leash. I regularly see dogs off the leash and often
these dogs bark and snarl when I pass them on my bike. I have also come across numerous piles of
dog poo that sometimes end up splattered on my bike and body. Please include some form of
education campaign or other measures to encourage dog walkers to be more responsible.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Leasa
Last Name: Carlyon
Street:
Suburb: Wadestown
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: (04) 973 9994
Mobile: 027 555 0623
eMail: davidandleasa@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I agree with the plan's overall vision, I think WCC have done a great job so far, however I would like
to see some changes to the plan: - public consultation on the trail access and use on Te
Ahumairangi - retain, protect and enhance the 98 Downhill mountain bike trail in Karori for DH
training and events as it is the only DH trail in Wellington city - investment in improved trail signage
for all trail users

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I am happy if it is a pedal assisted e-bike, but not keen on e-bikes with a throtles.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
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the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Neither for or against.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I am okay with e-bikes being allowed on 4x4 roads, but as for single track I would like to see more
research around this area regarding the impact on trails and other track users.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
All are wonderful.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
It is fantastic that the use of paper roads being incorporated into the trail network is being proposed
for the first time. This will 'hopefully' result in some off-road commuter trails for different trail users
and link different trail network hubs togeather. Very keen to see paper roads become trails.
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
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better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Technology is great, but not instead of good quality physical signs. Some of the current and future
trails are in areas where cell phone coverage might not be accessible and if the network is down or
your mobile has a flat battery, you must have adequate signage for Health & Safety reasons - no
matter what the cost. I would advocate getting the physical signage up to a world-class level before
we start considering additional nice-to-have technology options.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
This is not referred to anywhere in the submission document. Why is there a question here about
it? Surely you need to have this in the Open Spaces submission document if you want people to
respond to it. It doesn't talk about context or any rational.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
I agree with the plan's overall vision, I think WCC have done a great job so far, however I would like
to see some changes to the plan: - public consultation on the trail access and use on Te
Ahumairangi - retain, protect and enhance the 98 Downhill mountain bike trail in Karori for DH
training and events as it is the only DH trail in Wellington city - investment in world-class physical
trail signage for all trail users - need more information on a new working model for volunteer trail
builders, the system is working well now why does it need changing? Any changes would need to
be practical and workable and not a barrier to volunteers - AGREE with mountain bike priority trails,
but would like to add Serendipity in Pol Hill to the list for safety reasons - AGREE with the idea of
an epic rural coastal route - AGREE with further linkage and development of Skyline Trail

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
I do believe there should be access, but only on well-formed pathways that are suitable and safe for
such vehicles such as paved, hard packed or gravel paths that do not have a significant camber or
gradient.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
- public consultation on the trail access and use on Te Ahumairangi, I understood this was
promised when the trails were closed to mountain bikers. It is a glaring omission in the Open
Spaces consultation document that this much-needed consultation is not mentioned. I am a hyper-
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user of Te Ahumairangi as a parent of children who play there independently, runner, dog walker
and a mountain biker on the current allowable trails. I would like to see further development for
mountain bike single track for a variety of abilities and trail users.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: William
Last Name: Wakelin
Organisation: Te Araroa Wellington Trust
Street: 2C/5 Clyde Quay Wharf
Suburb: Te Aro
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6011
Daytime Phone: 021 609 540
Mobile: 021 609 540
eMail: beawillie2c5@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The Key Initiatives Key Initiative No 1 The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer
Forest Do you agree with the No 1 Key Initiative? Yes or No Yes Comments/Suggestions The Te
Araroa Trail into Wellington includes Colonial Knob, Ohariu Valley and Mt KauKau. The Te Araroa
Trust strongly supports the Wellington City Council initiative to develop the Skyline Track along the
Ohariu Ridge and would see this Track as a key focus of its entry into Wellington. If the popularity
of this proposed Skyline Track is similar to that of the Paekakariki Escarpment Walking Track
opened by Te Araroa Trust in April 2016, then upward of 30,000 people per year could be
expected. The Te Araroa Trust would anticipate engaging with Wellington City Council over the
long-term management of the route. Key Initiative No 3 The Urban Coastal Connection, including
Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way Do you agree with the No 3 Key Initiative? Yes or No Yes
Comments/Suggestions The section of the GHW from opposite the Civic Square to the start of the
Southern Walkway along Oriental Parade is an integral part of the Te Araroa Trail through the
Wellington City. We therefore wholeheartedly support this initiative.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
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better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Shaun
Last Name: McMaster
Street: 34 Thompson Street
Suburb: Mount Cook
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6011
eMail: shaun.mcmaster@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I believe that the priority of linking the Red Rocks / South Coast track to Karori should be prioritised
above creating an 'epic' track that links the whole way to Makara around the coast. Accordingly, I
believe the priority of this 'epic' track should be lowered, but that it is still a good long term project.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I do not see how the Council is going to monitor the speed of e-bikes.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
Similar principles to those applied to mountain bikes should be applied, taking into account the
speed that e-bikes can potentially travel at.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Bikes can be quite unnerving for walkers, especially on downhill tracks. E-bikes have the potential
to travel quite quickly and so should use the road when that is a viable alternative. I would like to
see Te Ahumairangi Hill and the Skyline Walk excluded, as I do not believe there is sufficient
visibility in these places for walkers to feel safe and confident.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Put more priority on the Karori Stream Access above that of The Rural Coastal Connection route.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
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Comments
I am very familiar with Wellington but often find signage on walking trails confusing. The current
way that arrows are depicted on the signs can be misleading. I would also like to see approximate
times to destinations added, as well as adding the name of the primary track to the sign, rather than
just the next destination.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I experienced this in Europe and it seemed quite effective, alongside education of cyclists about
rights of way and that paths are shared.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
I believe this should be encouraged for certain tracks that are sufficiently wide and where there is
adequate visibility.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Generally Wellington has a great array of walks, it is nice to see this being expanded even further.
More efforts could be made to signpost where there is mountain bike use on tracks, and to protect
against misuse of tracks by mountain bikers and dog walkers (such as keeping dogs on leash). I
would also like to see additional efforts made to replant native bush and control pests.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: G
Last Name: Humphreys
Street:
Suburb:
City:
Country: New Zealand
eMail: gjhumphreys@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Not appropriate for tracks. Dangerous for all
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
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Paved pathways yes but single track bush areas no

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Paved and wide tracks only

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: christian
Last Name: servante-freeman
Organisation: Victoria University
Street: 36 Sefton Street
Suburb: Wadestown
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 049723005
Mobile: 049723005
eMail: christian.servante-freeman@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
I believe that the industry does not have a large enough following for it to be considered as an
appropriate allocation of resources. The proposed network of e-bike may need to be reconsidered
once it is established that off-road e-biking as not just a fad.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
What would the purpose of this be? I am guessing this is to reduce the likelihood of cycle-walker
collisions? if a cyclist was riding on a pathway with many corners how would a bell help?

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I live in Wadestown and use the open spaces on Te Ahumirangi multiple time a week. I have used it
since a young age, so I know it like the back of my hand. I run all of the trails including the 'illegal'
mountainbike trails. I am very concerned for the safety of riders and runners who continue to ride
these trails as there seems to be a walker that has taken the matter into their own hands. This
individual/s has been placing large logs across the tracks and has even strung up fishing wire. I
know of young riders who ride and build trails up there without any understanding of the legality of
their actions, they just enjoy riding this unique terrain. It may be a good idea to legalise one or two
mountainbike only trails to ease the turmoil between the two parties, keep both types of users safe
and to prevent further trail building on the reserve. This doesn't have to be an expensive process,
community digs could be a great way to avoid contacting to a business. I am more than willing to
help with all aspects of the project. Please contact me in regards to your thoughts and feedback.
Christian.servante-freeman@hotmail.com
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Justin
Last Name: Henehan
Street: 10 Borlase St
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
eMail: justinhenehan@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
More access should be allowed for mountain bike trail building in all areas of the town belt. Building
a comprehensive trail network in Wellington is an opportunity to bring riders in from around New
Zealand and the world, which will grow businesses and promote the city as a destination for
tourism. This would of course need to compliment other users, but mountain biking is the only form
of use that will have fringe benefits for Wellington as a whole.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
E-bikes will endanger both users and everyone else on the trails as well as increasing maintenance
costs. Encountering an e-bike on a two way trail climbing at 25km/h would have dire
consequences. No other user is able to climb a trail at that sort of speed. Also e-bikes will allow
less competent riders access to trails beyond their skill level, trails that need to be ridden slowly for
safety and where judging appropriate speed is vital.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
For the safety and maintenance reasons outlined above, e-bikes should only be allowed access to
double-track, not mountain biking single track nor walking tracks.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Te Ahumairangi (Tinakori Hill) ought to be developed for mountain biking. There's a strong case for
allowing Mountain Bike trail building at Te Ahumairangi... 1. Mountain biking trails right in the city
are the thing that makes Wellington unique. WCC quite sensibly aspire to 'Develop world-class
trails and facilities as key visitor attractions, in partnership with the mountain biking community'. 2.
Increased access to Mountain Biking is supported by WCC's own policies. Open space framework
states that the intention is to develop trails '.. close to where people live'. Aside from the Skyline
there are not many trails out toward Ngaio and Khandallah. 3. Its not really clear why Te
Ahumairangi is closed to trail building in the first place (Other than it's 'historical', but it's really just
an unmaintained collection of introduced trees and weeds). Changing the status would correct this
issue and allow the trail building community and WCC to work together. 4. Now as part of the town
belt. The recent Wellington town belt bill says it '..should be available for a wide range of
recreational activities' 5. There aren't many other locations that can provide comparable steep,
technical riding. 6. Compared to Mt Vic. Te Ahumairangi has low use, therefore there would be
much less walker conflict. 7. The environmental case is a no contest. MTB trail building projects
around Wellington have removed weeds and rubbish as well as done tonnes of tree planting. There
is more of a case for restricting dog off lead areas than Mountain Bike riding. 8. There are people
who want to develop the hill, it's more productive to work with them than against them. WCC's plan
states ' ..tracks will cater for demonstrated recreation demand' Whatever you think of unsanctioned
track building its certainly a sign of an unmet demand.
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Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
A bell is usually perceived as a rude 'get out of my way' by walkers. Simply slowing down and
saying 'excuse me' and 'thank you' with a smile works much better. Also, bicycles make a bit of
noise anyway whereas walkers are quiet, therefore we'd be better off attaching bells to walkers.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
More access to mountain biking is needed. The environmental, tourism and use arguments are
clear. Environmental: Mountain biking clubs weed, plant trees and maintain trails - Karori sanctuary
and Makara Peak are prime examples. Tourism: Mountain bikers will travel to ride good trails.
Wellington's inner city trail network means those riders will stay, eat and drink in the city. Embrace
mountain biking, build trails people want to ride and watch the tourism dollars flow. Users: Mountain
biking is one of New Zealand's most popular recreational activities. More people mountain bike at
the weekend than play rugby. Users span all age groups and demographics.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes. Flat, established walking tracks should be upgraded to increase access. It's not a matter of
limiting access - Wellington's topography does that - it's a matter of identifying appropriate trails that
access is viable.
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Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
1. Mountain biking trails right in the city are the thing that makes Wellington unique. WCC quite
sensibly aspire to 'Develop world-class trails and facilities as key visitor attractions, in partnership
with the mountain biking community'. 2. Increased access to Mountain Biking is supported by
WCC's own policies. Open space framework states that the intention is to develop trails '.. close to
where people live'. Aside from the Skyline there are not many trails out toward Ngaio and
Khandallah. 3. Its not really clear why Te Ahumairangi is closed to trail building in the first place
(Other than its 'historical'). Changing the status would correct this issue and allow the trail building
community and WCC to work together. 4. Now as part of the town belt. The recent Wellington town
belt bill says it '..should be available for a wide range of recreational activities' 5. There aren't many
other locations that can provide comparable steep, technical riding. 6. Compared to Mt Vic. Te
Ahumairangi has low use, therefore there would be much less walker conflict. 7. The environmental
case is a no contest. MTB trail building projects around Wellington have removed weeds and
rubbish as well as done tonnes of tree planting. There is more of a case for restricting dog off lead
areas than Mountain Bike riding. 8. There are people who want to develop the hill, it's more
productive to work with them than against them. WCC's plan states ' ..tracks will cater for
demonstrated recreation demand' Whatever you think of unsanctioned track building its certainly a
sign of an unmet demand.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: ben
Last Name: macaulay
Street:
Suburb:
City:
Country:
eMail: benji.airtime@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I'm glad to see the speed limiter mentioned - manufacturers will always try to squeeze extra battery
tweaks despite the 300 watts limitation - having this 2-pronged attack seems wise

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Wait - you're allowing e-bikes on Tinakori hill? I thought that was (just recently) shut down to all
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biking? I must have my facts wrong (I'm assuming these commuter links are still allowed for the
mountain bike community, but perhaps these aren't the tracks that they were going crazy on - I had
just thought the whole hill had been shut off...)

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I'm impressed at how each major region is getting some exposure and there's some considerable
track opened to them. It does feel quite 4WD-based, but that's OK - I think it's a good experiment,
and honestly I'm not sue how else you'd approach it...

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I hate the idea (in a way), but honestly, it can't hurt - and I've caught myself taking shortcuts when a
cooler head would have served me better - so despite myself, I think it's good. One reason I bought
the rear wheel I have, is that it's such a loud hub, people do hear me coming... What's the road-map
for Te Ahumairangi/Tinakori hill? (if any, happy to have it known as a no-go zone until reassessment @ 2017 or whatever)

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Wow - sounds like a great idea for the disabled! But I'm quite naive however, would they fare well
off-road? Seems like an awful way to get a disabled person stuck (and then unable to get
themselves out)

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I must say, this form and general online system is impressive - well done!
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: David
Last Name: Galbraith
Street: 28 Kowhai Street
Suburb: Naenae
City: Lower Hutt
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 5011
eMail: davegalbraith@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes - e-bikes provide a way for those with medical conditions and age-related illness to continue to
enjoy mountain biking in a city where the vast majority of tracks are on steep hillsides and there are
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very few 'shuttling' opportunities for getting dropped at the top of a hill. Many mountain bikers have
provided labour and planning skills to build up Wellington's mountain biking infrastructure and as
this group ages they should be able to continue to enjoy the fruits of their labour. More people in
the outdoors is surely a good thing to encourage

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I think WCC are being very pro-active in addressing the 'e-bike issue', however the track choice
seems very restrictive - the approach taken seems to be a 'solution looking for a problem'. The vast
majority of Wgtn uphill tracks are steep, tight and littered with sharp switchbacks so it makes no
sense to ban e-bikes from these tracks as the theoretical 25 km/h maximum speed cannot
realistically be obtained on such tracks. An e-bike rider may possibly reach similar speeds uphill as
a 'pro' racer, but we don't ban 'pro' racers from such tracks (and nor should we). The reasons put
forward for such restrictions mirror those prevalent in the early 1990's when for walkers the idea of
mountain bikes on 'their' tracks was abhorrent, particularly as they didn't even appreciate the views
the way walkers did. Thankfully such stereotypes are laughable today. Unlike many user groups,
mountain bikers freely provide an inordinate amount of resources to promote and enhance riding
opportunities so it is a shame to see such a fearful approach being taken towards e-bikes which
many of these people may end up using into their golden years. I believe a much more sensible
approach would be to have a 2-3 year trial as e-bikes become more prevalent to see what the
impact is on the tracks and other users. This approach has worked well with the Heaphy track
which until recently one could never have dreamed of riding but now has trampers and cyclists
existing side by side with very little user conflict. As a result the open period has been extended
further. Had the vocal minority against mountain bikers prevented this trial taking place, such
wilderness areas would have remained off limits to this very day.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Overall yes - some walkers appreciate a warning 'tinkle' while others see it as 'overbearing and
pushy'. Regardless of the attitude of the walker, at least they know there is bike coming up so it
should lead to less accidents and close calls

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Definitely - disabled people often have limited outdoor opportunities so the more there are the
better for their wellbeing.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: dean
Last Name: harding
On behalf of: Dean Harding and Isabella Harding (my 12 yr old daughter)
Street:
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 021388042
Mobile: 021388042
eMail: dean.harding.wgtn.nz@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I watched a Top Gear show last night which showed an electric Tesla vehicle 'taking on' America's
most power production car. And the electric vehicle won. Can you really put rules in place now that
cater for such a rapidly advancing technology? What does 300 watts really mean? Today that might
be fine but what happens when someone 'tweaks the computer' and we have a lot more power. I
have no idea whether 300 watts or 3000 watts is good or bad, please just make sure this rule is
flexibleto ensure the work our track builders put in isnt shredded away by hoons.
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I am a supporter of limited access so that we can get a feel for how they will co-exist but the caveat
is that we must keep an eye open for advancements that will happen a lot quicker than legislation
which may lead track damage (or the same as opening tracks to normal motor-x bikes).

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Linking our great Mountain Bike trails is hugely important in Wellington getting on the global MTB
radar. So many 'places' around the globe are trying to vie for this and achieving it. So good on you
for the inititives but please keep pushing.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
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better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Support of third party applications already provided. Consistent (good) signage. I dont think you
should pretend you can do a better job compared to the likes of TrailForks and the like but as trails
are built, support getting them published.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
So long as cyclists are courteous and use something (noisey hub, loud verbal request etc) then all
good. I would also suggest that signage include a recommendation for all users not to wear
headphones/earphones - they should be enjoying nature anyway but on our busy tracks, someone
not listening is a recipe for a bad experience.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
It feels like we are in an evolution mode - a little bit there, little bit here. Mountain biking must bring
in a lot of money into our economy and many studies are published and available showing what
happens to towns/cities where MTB'ing is a big focus. I'd really like to see some aggressiveness in
one or two of our key biking areas catering for all levels. Example, several more downhill options for
Makara Peak. Really focus to make an area the equivalent of Rotorua's Redwood forest and
include facilities (parking, ability to shuttle in weekends and even a weekend cafe facility. Even if it
became a Private Partnership. Yes we have great tracks and Council support for some areas, buts
we are just nipping at the fringes.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Only if a track can ALWAYS accommodate them and other users. I cant imagine trail builders
wanting to volunteer to build a track 3/4 times the normal width for very small target users. But
absolutly up for getting disabled folks out there as much as I am supportive of more tracks for our
kids.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Couple of things please: 1. Where is the focus on our kids? I know a bit of work is going into Karori
but my daughter will only have there and Wainuiomata to go riding in which means, for a kid,
boredom. And so she will go on and forget about biking and start chasing boys and spending my
money on clothes instead. I grew up on biking (outside the region) and as a 50 something year old,
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I spend over $30-40k per annum on bike related stuff. Fair to say that a lot is spent in Wellington
because I am not bored with our tracks. If we had say 3-400km's of tracks, I would guess that 9%
are for intermediate to advanced users. What about my 12yr old daughter that is only just learning
to enjoy mountain biking? If I cant hold her attention like I had as a kid, she wont be spending $3040k on biking in Wgtn. I'd rather it go to our economy for a healthy pursuit, not clothing which does
nothing for our well-being or my sanity. So more grade 2 tracks please and we nee d them now. 2. I
reckon we need to find a way to open up more council areas to biking. I mentioned above but in
reality, I do get bored a bit and frequently go out of Wgtn for thrills. Whilst this will always happen, a
big push on opening up our space would be nice. I volunteer and have also got my 12yr old
daughter helping out as well with track work. We do this, as others do, for satisfaction of getting it
done so we can use it. So many more people would help out if we had more land available. 3.
Polhill this is a dangerous place mountain bike. The trcks are really well maintained but as a bike
rider and volunteer, it receives the least amount of my attention as it has some of the busiest tracks
around. Very dangerous. This really needs some more more bike only tracks. 4. Finally signage nobody knows what the rules are around walkers,, cyclists rights for tracks. Go to different places
around the region and you get total inconsistency and certainly no clarity. Polhill has some great
signage on Transient warning of two way traffic, but how many times do I have close encounters on
every other track in Wgtn. Do we put up signs on Serendipity for example saying Downhill only and
place those signs regularly down the track? Please get clear on signage, even if it means sharing.
5. Oh another 'finally' one. Track builders put a lot of effort into creating wonderful tracks for
everyone to share - how about some form of formula whereby the builders are rewarded with 'for
every 2km of track built, 1km can be exclusive to bikers. You will get so many more tracks built that
suit walkers and bikers, you'll be struggling to keep up with land demand (which means, cha ching,
our economy blossoms). Thanks very much for listening to me and my daughter and thank you for
letting use your land anyway - its awesome and I'm glad to be a Wellingtonian. Cheers Dean
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Cameron
Last Name: Cole
Street: 130 Moxham Avenue
Suburb: Hataitai
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 0273377773
eMail: frodocole@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
From the preliminary information I believe there is to be a test conducted, allowing e-bike access to
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some trails to test the sustainability of potentially allowing e-bike access to all relevant trail
networks. This seems appropriate. From what I have seen e-bikes as specified above (i.e. primarily
pedal powered) should be fine.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I have recently moved to wellington so unsure of these specific areas mentioned above as the key
initiatives.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
These tracks are/may be used as part of the greater trail network, in some cases these tracks allow
for access to other types of trail/track in the network, so should be included.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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For mountain bikers the smart phone app Trailforks is becoming hugely popular world wide. This
app may provide a platform that the Wellington council can use to promote all types of cycling trail.
There are already many Wellington trails on the the Trailforks app. That said there also needs to
be sufficient signage to allow for out-of-towners and non-locals ease of access and directions in a
specific area. The signs may be used in conjunction with say the Trailforks app and location
settings on smart phones so that riders know where they are and the options for trails/rides from
their current location.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
This is just a cure for the symptoms to the problems that are caused by... 1) Cyclists on the wrong
trail 2) Walkers on the wrong trail 3) Unskilled cyclists riding to fast for their skill level on steeper
tracks 4) Walking groups taking up the whole width of the track on blind sections of track 5) Not
enough trail dedicated to either hiking or cycling i.e. too many shared use tracks (mainly trails that
are specific for cyclists descending or cyclists descending on primarily walking tracks). In my past
experience, trails are safer and there is less likely to be conflict if access is limited to either
walking/running or cycling thus limiting shared use trails.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, limited to certain areas i.e. where it is safe for all trail users including those on mobility
scooter/with devices.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Kevin
Last Name: Gwynn
Organisation: Self
On behalf of: Self
Street: 275A Paremata Haywards Road
Suburb: Judgeford
City: Porirua
Country:
PostCode: 5381
Mobile: 0276920794
eMail: 1kg@actrix.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Cycling of all forms is taking having a huge increase and making areas and facilities previously
unavailable or inaccessible open is a positive in making a stronger connection between the land
and the people. Whereas before some areas were 'locked up' and inaccessible, opening them up
has proven to be a positive also in that a new user group start to take on some custodianship and
ownership of areas that were otherwise open to neglect and abuse.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
E-bikes allow people with less physical capability to use these areas and facilities where they may
not have been able to otherwise and allow them also to share the positive attributes of these areas.
The key is making sure the user conflict is managed especially if there are cyclists, ebikers and
runners/walkers.
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
1/ Also would like to see stronger/better links from Spicer forest to Tawa. R-CKP is becoming a
destination MTB park and better links to/from there would a huge asset. One trail not mentioned
that would add significant value at low grade would be in the vicinity of Charles Duncan Reserve. 2/
Redwood Bush reserve is another area that needs some connections through to Spicer Forest for
the reasons above. 3/ An MTB Epic Route from Waikanae to Red Rocks off road is nearly possible
vi Akatarawa, Belmont Park, Rangatuhui- Colonila Knob, etc and anything to make this a reality on
WCC land is a positive. 4/ Te Ahumairangi Hill is an area where careful shared user trails may also
be developed to better connect communities and utilize this area.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
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Comments
Learn form the UK where these are accepted as public land.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Use existing networks and people that do this well, eg TRail forks, trail.org.nz etc. Don't re-invent
the wheel and creat yet another guide. Just link into facilities that are doing it well now.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Not going to happen so don't try and force this on people. Better to encourage courtesy and
friendliness. Besides, the biggest threat is not a cyclist, it is the walker/runner wearing headphones
completely unaware of approaching traffic, that don't hear bells anyway! Not sure how you solve
that though!

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Making sure the trails are developed according to IMBA standards such that they are sustainable
and maintain is good condition.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, in locations closer to communities it is great that these people can also enjoy the outdoors
where it is safe and trails are suitable

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Georgia
Last Name: Vaughan
On behalf of: Karori Park Forest Group
Street: 383 Karori Road
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 04 9777560
Mobile: 021891588
eMail: taxingefox@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The plan's vision appears to be based on the needs of bikers and not pedestrians.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Most of these initiatives are based on recommendations in the report produced by the Wellington
Mountain Bike Economic Growth Initiative 2015. The initiatives primarily benefit mountain
bikers.WCC needs to consult with runners and walkers (clubs, groups and individuals) to find out
what track developments/improvements they'd like.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
I don't fully understand this so can't comment.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The Mountain Bikers Code needs to be displayed on all shared use tracks.
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
However this doesn't go anyway close to solving the problem as to to how pedestrians and cyclists
can safely share the same tracks, or how the experience of using tracks can be equally enjoyable
to both groups of users.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
The council needs to re-think the design of shared use tracks so they suit the needs and enjoyment
of all users. More people then ever are using the open spaces. Mountain biking is very popular, but
so is trail running and walking. Each group is after a different forest experience. In the next 5 years
there will be more user conflict. WCC needs to provide 'pedestrian priority' tracks in busy forest
areas such as Karori Park Forest, Polhill and Mount Victoria to name a few. This would seem fair
given the number of tracks that are soon to have 'bike priority' status. Walkers and runners should
be able to have the option of accessing tracks close to home, where they don't have to meet a bike
and where they can run/walk on a track that hasn't been chewed up by bike tires. The Karori Park
Forest Group has already formally asked Mike Oates for an existing minor track in Karori Park
Forest to be made into a pedestrian priority track. Mike Oates has asked us to meet with the park
ranger to identify the track and also to make a submission to the Open Space Access Plan. We
believe that Karori Park Forest needs a pedestrian priority track. The recent development of
beginners and downhill mountain bike tracks in Karori Park Forest this year have turned the
previously quiet forest into a bike dominated space. In the next three years two linking tracks will be
built, linking Makara Peak Mountain Bike Park and Karori Park making the area even busier. Karori
Park Forest is different to other mountain bike areas, it's a small suburban family forest in a
contained space, unlike Mount Victoria or Aro Valley which are bigger and more spread out. We
would like the opportunity to present our submission in person.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Gordon
Last Name: Witte
Street: 68A Constable Street
Suburb: Wellington
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: +64212113051
Mobile: +64212113051
eMail: gordon.witte@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
The proposed e-bike definition is generally good but should also exclude electronic motors that
work without the rider needing to pedal

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
Access should be limited to pedal assisted e-bikes and limited to the 4wd tracks and the
descending trails identified in the plan. This access should be trialed before extending it to any
other trails / types of e-bikes. It is important to distinguish between e-bikes and mountain bikes. In
particular, e-bikes can go much faster uphill and on flat trails. There is a risk that negative views /
trail conflicts that arise due to e-bikes could lead to pressure to ban mountain bikes from trails.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The proposed rural coastal connection track should be built to the back country tramping track
standard (grade 4) similar to the Heaphy or the Queen Charlotte Track which attract high numbers
of tourists as trampers or mountain bikers.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
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Comments
There are already many excellent and popular online tools for finding trails such as tracks.org.nz
and trailforks.com so the council does not need to duplicate these - instead it could simply link to
them from the council's website. The recent video series sponsored by the council on Wellington
mountain bike trails was a useful tool for encouraging mountain bike tourists to visit Wellington.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Bikes are already noisy when used on unsealed trails and many runners listen to music in which
case a bell may not be heard. It's better that bikers stay in control and be prepared to stop if
necessary.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes. The quality of the trial will be a natural limitation - difficult to use a mobility scooter etc on
rough or steep trails so probably don't need to limit to certain areas.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
The proposed plan notes that Te Ahumairangi Hill is largely closed for mountain biking. I would like
the council to allow a limited number of dedicated mountain bike trails to be built in this area in the
same way that Mt Victoria has become an important recreational areas shared by runners, walkers
and bikers. The plan notes that this area has 'relatively low use'. Any issues of potential trail user
conflict can be addressed by changing the intersections between mountain bike trails and walking
trails as has been done by the Wellington Mountain bike Club on Mt Vic which has much higher
usage from walkers, runners and bikes. The proposed list of trails in schedule D that have a 'priority
use' for mountain bikes is an excellent action which I applaud. However, I suggest adding the the
'Serendipity' trail in Polhill to the list in Schedule D as the nearby 'Transient' trail provides a better
alternative route for walkers and runners. Section 5.2 states that 'All new tracks will be designed
and constructed in a way that is consistent with the network principles'. These principles are
generally good but one of the proposed principles is that 'All tracks will be physically sustainable
and require minimal long-term maintenance.' Steep mountain bike trails may require more frequent
maintenance but this can be provided by volunteers organised by the wellington mountain bike
club. This principle should therefore be applied in a pragmatic way when considering proposals for
advanced mountain bike trails. I would like to thank council officers and the Wellington Mountain
Bike Club for their constructive work together on creating new tracks such as those in Centennial
Reserve and Polhill which benefit walkers and runners as well as bikers and that have enhanced
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the natural environment (by removing rubbish and planting native plants etc). In addition the recent
improvements to the Mt Victoria network are great and reduce user conflict. I would like to see
decision-making and approvals for new trails and changes to existing trails continue to be made
using this successful partnership model.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: franz
Last Name: schleicher
Street: 72 duthie st karori wgtn 6012
Suburb:
City:
Country:
eMail: franzs@paradise.net.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I do not think that having vehicles such as a bicycle is should be used on walking tracks such as
Wrights hill walking track. It is a hazard & makes for a more stressful hill walk. It will only take 1
speeding bicyclist to hit someone. The Wrights hill track is a narrow goat track. We do not go into
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Makara hill & walk on their bicycle tracks so why should they be allowed to ruin our walking
experience. I no longer use the Wrights hill track on weekends because of the threat of a collision
with a bicycle. The track also gets rutted out by bicycles & is less suitable for walking on

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I do not think that having vehicles such as a bicycle is should be used on walking tracks such as
Wrights hill walking track. It is a hazard & makes for a more stressful hill walk. It will only take 1
speeding bicyclist to hit someone. The Wrights hill track is a narrow goat track. We do not go into
Makara hill & walk on their bicycle tracks so why should they be allowed to ruin our walking
experience. I no longer use the Wrights hill track on weekends because of the threat of a collision
with a bicycle. The track also gets rutted out by bicycles & is less suitable for walking on

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
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Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: William
Last Name: Sanders
Organisation: Burkes Multi Services limited
On behalf of: William Sanders.
Street: 47B Maida Vale Road
Suburb: Roseneath
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6011
Daytime Phone: 04 3873036
Mobile: 0210560510
eMail: Bill.hickman@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
As a bicycle salesperson at Burkes cycles I have a vantage point that has allowed me to ride a
huge variety of Ebikes in New Zealand, Europe and the U.S. I also am involved in their mechanical
upkeep and am constantly updated on new or evolving products, their many applications and their
technical capabilities and limitations. One of the most enjoyable aspects of my work is the
opportunity to regularly discuss their implications with a wide variety of perspectives and opinions
on Ebike use in Wellington and the world. I have recently spent time in Europe and have been
active in observing the Ebike's effect on traffic, the bicycle market and its emergence in off-road
use. The current proposal to separate Ebike access from trails typically open to conventional
mountain bikes should be changed to allow E-bike access on all trails open to mountain bikers.
There is far more common ground between E-bike riders and traditional mountain bikers than
differences. To separate the two is not aligned with the negligible differences in trail impact and
limits the potential uses and appeal of Wellington to the Ebike rider. My observation of the Ebike
within the massive flow of cycle traffic in cities such as Munich and Cologne has revealed a device
whose performance benefits the rider while being barely distinguishable within the mass of bicycle
users. As with New Zealand traffic legislation there is no need to differentiate the Ebike rider from
the bulk of cycle traffic. I believe that this effect also translates to the E Mountain bike. In an offroad context a primary feature of the E-bike is to allow a rider to keep up with stronger, fitter friends
and family members. Allowing E-bike riders to ride alongside their pedal powered friend's results in
a group of riders with a variety of fitness, skill and capabilities to staying in closer proximity. This is
an important safety factor. It also encourages appropriate trail etiquette and allows riders to develop
their skills by interacting with others. Not to mention that it is one of the most enjoyable aspects of
cycling. I don't believe that the best way to support responsible, safe trail use will be to force Ebike
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riders to become the 'Lone wolves' of our off road riding networks.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
The current Land Transport Act 1998 frame work for defining an E-bike that allows the device to fall
within the parameters of cycle law in a traffic context should act as a reference point for their use in
an off-road context. The vast majority of mass produced E-Mountain bikes, sold by reputable
retailers, fall within this definition. In addition to this most are capped to cease assistance when the
bike reaches a speed of 25kph and do not feature throttle functions independent of their pedal
assist function. German manufacturer Bosch, who is responsible for the biggest selling Ebike power
plant in the world, will not support under warranty any Ebike that has been tampered beyond its
original specifications to exceed its speed limit. There is research to coincide with my experience
that, within these contexts, the Ebike rider engages with the trail network with negligible difference
in impact to the traditional bicycle (International Mountain Bike Association Emtb field study 2015).

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Wellington Mountain biking represents a quiet jewel in the crown of the capitals assets. It has been
marvelous to see the efforts of trail builders, access advocates and mountain bike organisations
combining to progress our trail network to the point where it offers a unique opportunity for
enjoyment. The accessibility of the trail network creates an environment where a diverse array of
users can readily use the trail network in a huge variety of ways. The ability to ride off-road in very
close proximity to the city presents multiple opportunities to promote active living in our populace. It
also means that our hospitality industry, service industry and related businesses are uniquely
poised to benefit from the expansion of cycling in Wellington. However, Wellington's geography can
be an impediment to promoting mountain biking, especially in a tourism context. While we have a
uniquely accessible trail network it can be intimidating for the entry level or even intermediate
skilled with limited options for the new, curious or less acclimatized rider. We climb hard and we
descend steeply. The use of Ebikes can allow riders to maximize their enjoyment of the Wellington
trail network more easily and with less susceptibility to having the experience marred by our
geography or changing wind and weather conditions. It can encourage the entry level rider towards
the sport when Wellingtons hills may have previously been a barrier. At the other end of the
spectrum it can offer the health benefits of cycling to a rider who due to age, illness or injury may
not be able to engage in the sport in Wellington. I am a type 1 Diabetic and I hope to use the Ebike
to help me continue to use the trails that have been such a positive part of my life when my illness
might restrict me otherwise. I don't see why I should be excluded from my city because of the means
that I use to overcome my health issues. Discriminating against the Ebike rider can only limit the
appeal of our growing cycle culture. It would be a huge shame to give up its accompanying benefits
to other regions whose geography, lift access and policies towards Ebikes provide a more
accessible inclusion into bike culture
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
In addition to my responses to the first question, restricting trail access for Ebikes to small array of
Wellingtons trail network will result in an enforcement problem that will adversely affect the larger
numbers of sole mountain bike trails. The large number of non Ebike trails will have to be sign
posted in an exclusionary manner. It does not make sense to clutter majority of our natural trail
areas with signs that indicate where the minority should not go. This will visually pollute these
areas and potentially promote conflict between trail users. Currently the most common attitude of
the cyclist encountering an Ebike rider is curiosity, discussion and maybe having a bit of a go.
Much like what happens when you encounter a fellow rider on a cool new piece of gear. It would be
a tragedy if this atmosphere of friendly cohabitation was replaced by conflict, exclusion and
righteous anger. Nor is it likely to encourage behavior in the spirit of the mountain biker's code.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
None.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
I don't believe that the upkeep costs of paper roads should be the burden of the open spaces
budget.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments
My preference for signage on the ground is for it to be kept as unobtrusive as possible. This is
crucial to maintain the natural beauty and positive experience of our open spaces. Promoting and
updating a graded trail network and route information via Websites will definitely assist users in
their enjoyment of these areas and promote their safety while doing so. I believe the council should
consult with the mountain bike community and research skill grading systems to ensure that they
are properly aligned with standards commonly used in other areas and not just an arbitrary
Wellington standard.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
While it is a handy device for alerting other users to a rider's presence it can be impractical to
access a bell while riding off-road as safety dictates both hands in constant control of the bike. A
friendly 'hello' or the call 'rider on the track' is also useful and should be encouraged. It is common
in other countries, often as a means of dispersing dangerous wildlife before contact or conflict, in
my experience; it works wonders in the Wellington trails. Shared trail users should also be
discouraged from wearing in-ear music devices that can limit their ability to be alerted by such
means.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
None.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
yes.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
None.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Shirley
Last Name: Milward
Organisation: GSN
Street: P O Box 12519 Thorndon
Suburb: Johnsonville
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
Daytime Phone: 044771207
Mobile: 0275665426
eMail: milward.shirley0@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
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Comments
Maybe a horn!! Who dreamed this one up. Can you really imagine blokes using a bell. They have a
voice.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Peter
Last Name: Barnes
Street: 60 Chamberlain Road
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
eMail: izolare-pb@yahoo.com.au
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I don't think the plan can have a 'vision', it is just a document; the plan is an expression of
someone's vision. The right question is, 'Whose vision is served by the plan?'. I think the answer to
that question is not clear, but overall, I think the plan serves dogwalkers well and helps the Council
tick some boxes for inclusive access to public spaces, but I think mountain bikers are the big losers
in this.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
There are people who like to ride but lack the fitness to go far. For them this is empowering. For
example I have a friend with Parkinsons - we used to race and go exploring a lot together but now
his capacity is greatly diminished. However we can still have a good 40-50km ride together up and
down the Hutt River if he is on his e-bike. Also there are people who want to commute using the offroad track network to avoid the dangers of motorised traffic. Being able to use an e-bike means
they can get to work in good time without getting hot and sweaty.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I don't think e-bikes should be allowed on MTB tracks of Grade 3 or greater, because there are too
many risks - if they need an e-bike, they probably lack some of the skills and strength needed to
manage the technical tracks. If they have a crash, or even just a mechanical failure (e.g. a puncture
or a broken chain), they are stuck with a bike they cannot push or carry out to the road. E-bike
riders may also put normal MTB-ers at risk because they can go so fast, there will be people who
don't need an e-bike but choose to ride one for the extra speed they can get. There are already lots
of videos on biking websites and YouTube showing high-powered e-bikes tearing up and down
tracks; once low-powered e-bikes are allowed in parks, it will be impossible to keep the highpowered ones out. And even the low-powered e-bikes can present a danger because they can hold
their speed up steep hills where even fit mtb-ers have to slow down. As far as I can tell, your plan
allows e-bikes on all of the Makara Peak descending tracks - I don't think they should be allowed in
Makara Peak at all, but if they are, it should be limited to the 4WD tracks. And The southern end of
the park (Leaping Lizard/ Bailout/ Possum tracks) is the most isolated and technical area of all, with
no cellphone coverage, so an e-biker having an accident or breakdown could be at real risk. By
contrast, hardly any of the Mt Vic tracks are open to e-bikes, even though that public space and
those tracks are more appropriate for e-bikes than is Makara Peak. And it seems like e-bikes are
allowed everywhere on Te Ahumairangi that a normal MTB can go, even though MTBs have a lot
more control than e-bikes.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
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Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The new signage at Makara Peak is a huge improvement over the little signs that were there
before. WCC should adopt that style as its standard, using reflective paints so that the signs stand
out at night. Providing GIS and GPS information (with download facility) about routes and tracks on
the WCC website would help people who want to explore new spaces.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Bells are not loud enough to get people's attention. I've always had a bell or electric horn on my
bike and walkers simply do not respond. A friendly call-out is far more effective. If you want to
pursue the concept of bikes using warning devices, you also need to prohibit the wearing of
personal music headphones, because people using these never hear anything.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
This plan does nothing to address the needs and aspirations of recreational mountain bikers. There
are many tracks that exclude bikers, and now even many of the tracks that bikers can use will have
to be shared with e-bikers - some of whom will be frightening pedestrians even more than ordinary
bikes do now. Mountain bikers are one of the most council-supportive groups in terms of
conservation, pest control, native bush regeneration, track maintenance. But they consistently get
the worst deals. This plan does nothing to provide bike-only tracks where mtb-ers can relax and
just enjoy doing their sport in the environment that they are protecting. The plan needs to set aside
tracks on which walkers are excluded. It doesn't have to be a lot, just 2-3 on Mt Vic, a downhill track
on Te Ahumairangi, most of the Miramar and Makara Peak tracks, a couple of the Polhill tracks mostly descending tracks (in all these locations). This is for walker safety as much as rider
enjoyment because walkers don't share tracks - they occupy them so that riders cannot relax and
enjoy. Merely making a track 'rider-priority' does not resolve this in the slightest because
pedestrians do not walk in the bush being alert for approaching bikes the way they would be alert
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for approaching cars on a public road.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Mobility scooters and devices should be allowed in spaces with wide, mostly flat walkways - but not
where tracks are narrow or very uneven. This is because these vehicles have a high centre of
gravity and could easily topple over on uneven ground, and they are unlikely to be able to pull off
the side of a track to allow other track users to pass. I am fully supportive of maximising
opportunities for people with disabilities to access Wellington's green spaces, but I don't think this
means they have to be able to access all of the green spaces. As noted above I have a friend with
Parkinsons so I understand the struggles of people with disabilities. I myself am getting older, and
age and long-term injuries restrict where I can go safely. I don't expect the Council to change
everything to make it accessible for me, so nor do I think the Council should be making every track
and path accessible for people whose movement is even more restricted than mine.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Andreas
Last Name: Kubisch
On behalf of: self
Street: 72 Wyndham Road
Suburb: Pinehaven
City: Upper Hutt
Country:
PostCode: 5019
Mobile: 027 6994221
eMail: kiwikubisch@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
This does not need to be fancy or expensive - something as simple as color coded stripes painted
onto trees would make a great difference for people who are unfamiliar with the track network especially in places with lots of intersecting tracks like Mt Victoria and the town belt

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments
however many mountain bikes don't have a bell on them so that might make things difficult

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
If the mobility device is able to negotiate the track then i see no reason why it should not be allowed
to go on it.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I believe that Wellington stands head and shoulders above most cities in the world in terms of the
quality and quantity of tracks for walking, running and cycling that are available within minutes of
the CBD. Please keep up the great work of making this one of the most livable cities I an imagine!
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Dale
Last Name: Stringer
Street: 4/16 Claremont grove
Suburb: Mt victoria
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6011
eMail: dale.stringer@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
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Unnecessary for the amount a accidents this causes. Ringing bells are horrible, if you've ever been
to Amsterdam or other European places you'll appreciate this

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
No

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: M
Last Name: Brown
Street: 70 Raroa Road
Suburb: Kelburn
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
eMail: Lingicker@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I think keep them away from dedicated mtb tracks

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Need more access

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
More online maps, maybe give them to google to include

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
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No
Comments
Can be confusing. People already do it when they need to anyway

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Sure

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Bruce
Last Name: Spedding
Street:
Suburb:
City:
Country: New Zealand
eMail: winzurf@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I support the 25kph limit - as a cyclist I'm concerned at the blurring of the boundary between human
and mechanical powered vehicles. Despite the fact that human powered bikes can exceed 25kph,
as an assist technology 25kph should be fine, beyond that the user is looking at enhancement
rather than assistance, and it should be seen as mechanically powered. My experience is that
some users of powered cycles do not appreciate the hazards of speed etc.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
I support access provided it is speed limited, otherwise no.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Conventional wayfinding (ie signs) can be improved - many signs aimed at cyclists are totally
inappropriate, requiring the cyclist to stop, don glasses etc. Bike signage should model road signs,
simple, high contrast, be read on the move in a way to make decisions without stopping.
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I have mixed feelings about bells, I sometimes use one and find it largely ineffectual, ambient noise,
earphones, hearing problems mean bells are often not heard. As a walker the bell is also quite
irritating, and also suggests that cyclists have right of way and walkers should move aside (if
possible) in some sort of a pavlovian behaviour. Walkers don't use bells, why should cyclists? Wait
until you can pass, be polite, call out ...

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, but not if they become hazardous to walkers

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Hamish
Last Name: Gordon
Street: 39 Kaihuia Street
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 021483526
eMail: h.gordon@paradise.net.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
While I support the general vision of the plan, but I do not think it is visionary enough. Wellington is
surrounded by bush covered hills and I do not think the proposed plan is visionary enough in
acknowledging this. One particularly issue that I think the plan fails on is the provision to construct
more dual use walking/mountain biking trails that can be linked up to create longer hikes/cycle trips
for the users. The new trails constructed in recent years in Polhill demonstrate how popular these
tracks can be for walkers and mountain bike riders which over 80,000 users being recorded on the
track called Transient in the last 12-month period. Makara Peak also demonstrates how popular
mountain biking is and it would be great if the council could embrace mountain biking more and
create more link tracks from Makara Peak through Wrights Hill Reserve and the Polhill area.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I am opposed to the use of E-bikes off road. If they are to be used, then only allow them on 4WD
tracks, but they should not be allowed on purposed built single track. They are too heavy, they
have the potential to damage tracks and the noise of them is not consistent with other trail users
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sense of 'getting away from it' and enjoying the outdoors.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Maybe only 4WD roads on a trail basis, but if someone wants to ride their e-bike then they should
go and ride it on the road or along the water front.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
as above

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
These are all good proposals, but I note the council has these on the long term timeframe. Surely
some of these tracks can be put on a faster time frame? It would be great to see the council have
more of a long term vision in terms of track development. I don't think the council really appreciates
how amazing the track network and the offload riding opportunities are here in Wellington and other
cities like Nelson and Rotorua realise how cycle tourism and mountain biking can bring tourists to
the city, plus more affluent people who move to the city for work. This all creates a more vibrate
and economically more prosperous city.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
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Yes
No
Comments
They are crown land and should be used to enhance the trail network. Sooner than later and the
current timeframe for the proposed tracks is too long

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
IMO signage is pretty good and maybe the provision of an app might be a better plan, particularly
as new tracks are built which means an expense in replacing signage

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Really? Can we focus on the more important issues please! As a cyclist I will call out to people if
there is some issues, but encouraging everyone to have bells seems a bit facile.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
The plan lacks vision, particularly with the linking up of numerous gaps in the track network. One
area that the plan completely fails on is mountain bike use on Ahu Mairangi and instead of this area
being closed to mountain biking I do think there is some great potential to open some of the tracks,
or construct some new tracks for mountain bikes and walkers. I live in Northland and this area is
right on my doorstep, but in terms of recreation it is poorly used. I would like the council to consider
opening some more of the tracks to mountain biking, but I am also not happy about people being
car/van shuttled to the top of the hill to ride down, so that is an issue that needs to be managed if
this area is opened to mountain bikes. It would be great to see the council have more of a long term
vision in terms of track development. I don't think the council really appreciates how amazing the
track network and the offload riding opportunities are here in Wellington and other cities like Nelson
and Rotorua have really embraced cycle tourism and they realise mountain biking can bring tourists
to the city, plus more affluent people who move to the city for work. This all creates a more vibrate
and economically more prosperous city. There are not many cities, particularly capital cities that are
surrounded by hills and regenerating bush and I think the council needs to leverage off this natural
amenity. There was a proposal for the Brooklyn Trail Builders and other community groups to
construct a downhill mountain bike tracks so that Transient could be converted into uphill riding
only and walking. There are already issues with downhill riders having near collisions with uphill
riders and walkers and I think a purpose designed downhill only track needs to be built there.
Inclusion of 'Environmental criteria' to address the impacts of proposed new tracks (and upgrade)
on ecological and conservation areas: Section 5.4 addresses this issue in the plan. Much of the
bush around Wellington is regenerating bush and the areas were formally clear felled and grazed.
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Clearly areas that didn't undergo clear felling like Wilton Bush have high ecological value, but I
don't think that every proposed track in a reserve area requires a full ecological assessment before
any track can be constructed. Surely the local council rangers have a good idea where any areas
of bush or vegetation with high ecological values are and if a track is proposed then they will have
a good idea if significant ecological areas are threatened. It also seems a costly exercise
commissioning an ecological report on every planned track and I think a desktop assessment by the
ranger in the first instance is good enough in most cases. This section of the plan could be used to
stop any new track development and the framework for this assessment needs to be open so
minority groups opposed to track building for walkers and cyclist do not prevent the utilisation of
Wellington's open spaces by its residents and visitors.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
They should be able to go wherever they want.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I'd just like to see more boldness in the plan in terms of short and medium term on building of new
mountain bike/walking tracks and Wellington is being left behind by smaller cities like Rotorua and
Nelson that have embraced mountain biking as a way to make their cities more vibrant, draw in
more tourists and encourage people to come and live in this great city.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: David
Last Name: Bevan-Smith
Street:
Suburb:
City:
Country:
eMail: david.bevansmith@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes on some specific tracks as a trial to begin with and with the pedal assist technology rather than
motorised type of Ebike.
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
In general yes, though I don't think they would be so good for the more advanced trails at Makara
Peak mtb park in terms of wear and tear on them.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
I agree it useful but a good physical sign is also very important.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
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No
Comments
I think setting some clear ground rules for how to get all users to interact in a manner than makes it
easy for everyone to use a shared pathway would make more sense.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Andrew
Last Name: Jackson
On behalf of: 42 Reuben Ave
Street: 42 Reuben Avenue
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
eMail: andrew@ajdesignstudio.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Some of the trails are steep and loose, like the Tip Track and Red Rocks. I hope some novice bike
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users do not get a false sense of security just because a trail has been opened to E bikes, for
example, head down Red Rocks at speed and end up down a bank.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Recently the Long Gully Station owners erected private property signs and added barbed wire
topped gates on the access to Te Kopahou peak. After asking the WCC it appears there is a Right
Of Way across the Long Gully Station land. I think public Right Of Ways need to be made more
obvious for users, and the rules for using the Right Of Way (no motor vehicles, close gate, etc) The
signs and the barbed wire are quite threatening and make one feel as though they have been
trespassing in the past...

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
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Comments
Map boards at main entrances are needed. Currently are missing in some areas because new trails
may be added in the future. Technologically, vinyl cut trails can be added to the board later.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Sounds nice, but it is my understanding you cannot enforce this.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Paved trails only. I'd hate to see someone fall down an embankment because they were on an
unsuitable trail.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Mountain bike priority trails should include Serendipity in Polhill Gully reserve. This is a bike
focused trail, with a high chance of conflict between foot and cycle users.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Antony
Last Name: Paltridge
Street: 4d/186 The Terrace
Suburb:
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6011
eMail: antonypaltridge@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
The tracks to be chosen need to be sufficiently wide to allow e-bikes to pass pedestrians and
runners or other cyclists. As a runner, I am usually faster than most cyclists going uphill, so they are
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of little concern and I can usually hear downhill cyclists long before I see them (they tend to be in
pairs and are talking very loudly). E-bikes, however, will be able to go uphill and at pace. While I
have no problems with e-bikes being on some tracks, this needs to be factored into any decisions.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
These seem sensible additions. I would be concerned if anymore were to be added to Mt Victoria
as I think it already as more than enough.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
While it would be good to include paper roads, I think the Council will just be buying a fight if it tried
to adopt a one size fits all policy on this. It would be better to quietly approach individual
landowners that have paper roads and work with them on a case by case basis.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
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Comments
Some apps for the tracks would be good, but so would good quality bog standard signs.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, I think this is a good idea, especially if the cyclist is approaching a bend. I regularly run up the
Polhill Reserve tracks (Transient and Highbury Fling) and I've always found the cyclists really
courteous, I usually move to the side as they pass and they tell me if anyone else is coming, and I'll
let them know if I've passed walkers on the way up. Only once in the 100 or more times I've run up
that track have I ever had a collision and it was on a blind corner where we both met at the same
time and I didn't hear the cyclist coming. But it should always be a case of 'encouragement' - if the
council tries to make a rule, you'll get unnecessary friction where there doesn't need to be.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
I think the terrain itself will be set the access requirements rather than attempting to 'limit' them to
certain areas. Signage just needs to be clear about what vehicles/users can be expected to use the
track.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Can I also recommend a track improvement. There is a small track that runs from Club
Kelburn/Kelburn Park to Boulcott St. As I live on The Terrace, I use it at lot and I can see people
using it from my apartment (even at night, when they're using track headlights). There is, however,
one section that is very steep and both when wet or dry, is very slippery. I've fallen over once on it,
and I suspect others have as well. A few years ago, the council added steps in the lower section of
this track and I really think this section needs steps as well.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Hilleke
Last Name: Townsend
Street: P.O.box 27539
Suburb: Marion square
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6141
eMail: Hilleked@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I agree with cycle aware Wellington's view that ebikes should be defined either in the same trend as
NZTA use or the European standard for consistency. It's unlikely any ebike will travel faster than
25km/hr uphill our faster than a standard bike downhill so the speed limit is unnecessary and
difficult to police anyway.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
Yes, on suitable tracks (grade 1/2 and commuter routes) or for people who would otherwise not be
able to use the tracks. Perhaps trials or a time restriction would help alleviate any concerns, e.g.
Ebikes are allowed on commuter tracks during peak commute times but not after 6pm or in
weekends.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Consistent and clear signage across all the tracks would be great. Better online tracks maps which
are downloadable.
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Encouraged in certain situations.. Generally mountain bikers won't have a bell and a friendly vocal
warning is just as effective. But during peak use on certain shared tracks (commuter routes) it
would be useful to encourage use of a bell *or* a friendly voice

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes and yes, limited to areas where they can be safely used (not to steep or narrow)

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I also support CAW and Makara Peak Supporters submissions
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Steve
Last Name: Flaunty
Street: 121 Waterloo Road
Suburb:
City: Lower Hutt
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 5010
Daytime Phone: 0274454581
Mobile: 0274454581
eMail: steve.flaunty@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The plan in the wider perspective is appropriate. It needs fine tuning.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
'E-bike' is a generic term encompassing a wide range of designs and power settings. There are ebikes for all disciplines of cycling whether on or off road. That sub group of 'e-Bike', otherwise
known as a Pedalec in other jurisdictions eg, EU, Australia, UK, Scandinavia, are legally classified
as cycles in New Zealand. There is no current limit of speed cut out in the NZ rules. The power is
not supplied by the battery. It is supplied by a motor whose source of energy, in the case of an
electric motor, is the battery. The rest of the definition as described in italics above is correct. The
principal Act that governs policy created for the open spaces in question is the Reserves Act 1977.
This Act is silent on interpretation of a cycle. It therefore defers to the Land Transport Act 1998 (
LTA) and the associated rules. The wording for the definition of a cycle is very clear. (Land
Transport (Road User) Rule 2004. Section: 1.6) It includes both bicycles that are primarily and
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solely powered by human muscular action AND: bicycles that are power assisted (in accordance
with the NZTA classification). Furthermore a road is defined as; 'a place to which the public have
access whether by right or not'. Therefore, when defining a track or path across public open space
land for cycle use then both types of bicycle must have full and unhindered access. It is not the
prerogative of local bodies and territorial authorities to redefine what parliament has already
declared in law. 'e-Bikes' that fall outside the legal definition of a cycle ( ie., the definition of a cycle
as determined by the LTA) most certainly should be prohibited and in many instances will be too
large and powerful creating hazards to public safety and being detrimental to surface erosion.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
eBikes, and in particular 'pedalec' eBikes are becoming increasingly popular as technology
progresses and refines. As for the open space network a new class of peddle eBike has emerged,
the eMountain bike (eMTB) making the off road application much safer and far more practical.
These bikes have high quality components and balance very well. Their weight is minimized to the
extent that it makes no difference to have a 76Kg rider on a typical 22Kg pedalec eMTB bike than
to have a 84Kg rider on a typical 14Kg conventional mountain bike. This new class of bicycle takes
a lot of the strain and effort out of riding uphill and enables access to a much wider group of riders
who want to enjoy the amenity of the open spaces. Riders who through physical limitations can not
muster the energy required for sustained uphill riding now have a very realistic possibility to enjoy
outdoor mountain biking across Wellingtons open spaces. This major shift in access will be
particularly evident in the older age group as riders who previously enjoyed an unrestricted ability
to ride all outdoor tracks find that, as time has marched on they are no longer capable of sustaining
the effort due in many cases to lower limb degeneration. The demographic shift in New Zealand is
startling with a third of New Zealanders being over the age of 55 by 2021. The pedalec ebikes have
no environmental impact whatsoever on the open spaces. They roll along at mostly the same
speeds as conventional mountain-bikes using the same gears, brakes, wheels and tyres. They
must be pedalled to move forward just as a conventional bike is pedalled. The power assistance is
delivered electronically in proportion to the effort that is applied by the rider. The power assistance
is almost exclusively 250 Watts ( not 300 Watts) and that is equivalent approximately to a fit rider.
On downhill runs in most cases a conventional mountain bike will be a fair bit faster than the bike
rider due to it's more agile characteristics.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
The councils' policy must be consistent with the law. All tracks that are designated for cycle use (
mountain bikes, road bikes, BMX bikes etc., are all household terms and carry no legal definition)
must be exactly that. Accessible by all cycles as defined in law. Furthermore if such a distinction
was legally possible then it makes no sense to separate tracks apart for different modalities of
cycle. Consider the example of a group of riders where one rider was on an e-bike and the rest
were on conventional bikes. The group arrives at a junction and the group separates because of
the restrictions. The e-bike rider is then left to ride on their own until the group meets again at some
further point along the network. The rider on their own could come to grief, slip off the side of the
track and have no one to assist with help. It is a reason why many who ride in the mountain bike
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parks, and other tracks, often do so as a group. That is why the proposal for Makara Peaks does
not make any sense. It is not the uphill tracks that suffer the damage from bike riding. It is the
downhill tracks that become eroded, rutted, become undermined and deteriorate due to the sheer
speed and momentum of the bike and rider downhill. The energy and pressures at the contact
patch of the tyre both in the corners and along a straight line are many fold higher than that exerted
on a bike being pedalled uphill. A visit to any mountain bike park will endorse and support that
contention. The same holds true for other mountain-biking areas such as the Pohill Reserve and Mt
Victoria.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Scan codes on signs to help with navigation on smart phones. That is provided cellphone coverage
is available.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
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Comments
This will go a long way to reducing conflict between walkers and riders. When approaching from
the rear a ring of a bell is a polite means of audibly indicating that a bike is approaching. The ring of
a bell has a remarkable ability to penetrate across distance even into the wind.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Limitations should be imposed for obvious safety reasons. If these vehicles get stuck because of
the surface or because of the incline there is no possibility for them to manoeuvre out.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Tony
Last Name: O'Halloran
Street: Flat 1, 9 Busaco Road
Suburb: Hataitai
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: +64212332094
Mobile: +64212332094
eMail: tohalloran@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I feel that one thing missing is addressing allowing of mountain-bikes on Te Ahumairangi, or
Tinakori Hill. There are a number of reasons this would be great for the city and its residents: There are many local examples of where allowing mountain bike access has massively contributed
to planting, cleanup and maintenance of our local bush (Makara, Polhill). Te Ahumairangi is an area
that could massively benefit from such an effort - Although there are many bike trails around
Wellington (thank you for that by the way), there is little in the way of progression. The existing
trails on the hill offer that progression by utilising the steep hilside and terrain, that is generally too
steel to be used by much else! - If Wellington is to become a worldwide MTB travel destination
(which it has massive potential to be), it needs more difficult trails. Difficult trails are the ones that
people talk about, the ones that get photos in magazines, and the ones that professionals rave
about. We have these trails already up on the hill, we just need to be allowed to ride them! Allowing access to these trails, and having a club dedicated to maintaining and controlling them will
stop any more illegal trails from being built up there. We simply won't want to risk getting them
closed again! - Similar to the above point, there's obviously a demand for these types of steep
technical trails or they wouldn't be getting built. Opening these tracks back up will dissuade people
from building illegally elsewhere.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I do not support the use of these bikes on anything other than wide, high-visibility double track, or
4wd track, similar to the fenceline track or city to Hataitai link. 25km/h is simply too fast! Having
these on singletrack significantly increases the risk profile of these trails and puts other users in
more danger for no real benefit - it's not making people fitter! If they were to be allowed, something
much slower like 7-10 km/h seems more sensible.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
See above. Trails like those in Makara Peak and Transient should not be included.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
These all sound like amazing additions

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
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Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The council site is already really great for finding tracks, and there are already many apps available
to find these tracks as it is.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Forcing the use of a bell isn't the right answer: - It will disincentivise cycling, it's just not cool and
we'll become a global laughing stock in the bike world, not something you'd like if you want to see
us become a world class destination! - It takes some focus or responsibility away from the rider,
and could introduce a 'well I had my bell on' attitude. As a rider, it's my responsibility to ensure that I
am being safe and don't endanger other trail users. Maybe some more signage around shared use
trails on high-traffic areas to encourage this change in behaviour needed (Polhill, Mt Vic)

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
See my first comment RE mountain bike access to Te Ahumairangi

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I notice the submission made by Brooklyn Trail Builders for a trail from Hawkins Hill to Red Rocks
isn't on the proposal. I think this could be an amazing addition to the trail network, and a real
advertisement of what this city has to offer. a 30km trail ride that starts right in the middle of the
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city!!
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Curtis
Last Name: Nixon
Street: Flat 19, Centennial Apartments, 493 Adelaide Road
Suburb: Berhampore
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6023
Daytime Phone: 04 3899 145
Mobile: 027 352 9284
eMail: curtisantonynixon@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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Where appropriate.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
It would be going against established convention to not include paper roads.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, where appropriate. I suggest trialing selected tracks to gauge impacts and public response.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
A casual user of the waterfront shared path may not be aware that cyclists are permitted to use the
path, alongside pedestrians and other users. More and better signage, especially on-ground
painted cycle signs would educate and inform all users of the fact that it is a shared path. Include
other shared paths in this. Also there is a need for education and information to users that
pedestrians have right-of-way over cyclists and other wheeled recreational vehicle users (crocodile
bikes, skateboards, push scooters, Segways, mobility scooters and other types), that pedestrians
have a duty of care to make way for other users where appropriate, that cyclists should ride at a
slow enough speed and keep a reasonable distance from other users to avoid startling them, and
that cyclists ring a bell when passing close by other users, especially when approaching from
behind. An education program in the media would also be useful.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Fraser
Last Name: Wilkinson
Street: 48A Darlington Road
Suburb: Miramar
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6022
Mobile: 021606080
eMail: fwilkinsonx@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Well, in general, yes, but see bottom entry for my thoughts on specific areas.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
In general, yes, but the distinction must be made between a pedal-assist e-bike, and a throttle
driven e-bike (where no pedalling is required). The former still requires pedalling to move, while the
latter can be used like a motorbike - twist the throttle and it goes, making it an electric motorbike. If
access is to be allowed to trails not open to motorbikes, then pedal-assist e-bikes are the only way,
lest we blur the lines between e-bikes and motorbikes. (Also, it becomes more obvious to other
users if someone is not pedalling).

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
In part, yes. Provided safety is not compromised (so, on one-way tracks only). My main concern is
uphill speed on two-way and dual use tracks. Currently someone pedalling their way uphill is going
at 5-10kph. Compare that with someone travelling at up to 25kph and the ability to stop for any
other trail user is significantly hampered. Also, on two-way trails like Transient, the collision speed
between and uphill and downhill riders increases to much more dangerous levels.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
In principle, yes - though the issue will very soon become that it will be impossible to distinguish
between an e-bike and a standard bike. Also, who will police this, will it be policed? If policing is
needed, then I'd rather just have a blanket ban on, or acceptance of e-bikes, and spend that money
on building new/maintaining existing trails.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
More trails = good news.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
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(see my comments re. epic back country trails below).

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Better signage for all trails would be very helpful. As it stands, a feature of any conversation when
recommending trails to someone is, 'it's best if you go with someone who knows the trails'. Not
really awesome from a tourism perspective.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I'll assume that this question hides a deeper discussion regarding trail user conflict. I've gotten by
fine without a bell, and in my several years of biking Wellington's trails I haven't encountered the
need for one. If I'm rounding a blind corner I usually call out 'rider!' or similar. Where trail conflict has
arisen (fairly rare) a bell wouldn't have made a difference. Generally any conflict occurs with
someone who already has a chip on their shoulder regarding bikes. They almost never know that
they are walking on trails that were built by volunteer mountain bikers, and seem to believe that
bikes shouldn't be allowed on the very trails that were built for riding on. As long as there are
shared-use trails, there will be some conflict, but it's fairly minimal.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Definitely limited to certain areas (ie. where there are no bikes travelling at speed) - no one wants
to hurt someone/get hurt by someone's mobility scooter.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Wellington is a great place to live - I've lived here for eighteen years - and what keeps me here is
the easy access to mountain bike trails. I have had the opportunity to move to Vancouver (a
mountain biking mecca) and London with my job, but in both cases I have chosen to stay in
Wellington because during my lunch break I can head out on my bike and ride some fun trails (this
is unheard of in most places in the world) and in my weekends it's a short drive or manageable ride
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to get to other mountain bike riding areas. However, there are a few issues that keep Wellington
from being a world-class destination for trail users - and make no mistake, towns and cities that
cater to mountain biking reap major tourism benefits. It's big business these days, and people
regularly travel with their bikes in search of great places to ride. However, when people
internationally talk about coming to New Zealand to ride (something that most of the world's
mountain biking population aspires to do) Wellington really never comes up on their lists. I'd like to
point out some of the things that make Wellington a good place to ride, and some of the issues that,
if addressed, would make it a great place - and would bring people from other areas in the
country/world to experience our city. Some of these are big dreams, for sure, while others are
smaller fixes/additions that would make a big difference. What's good: - multiple riding areas.
Wellington benefits from a large spread of trail networks, supported by their locals. - plenty of
spaces for trails. There are bush-clad hills everywhere! - good technical features available. Lots of
rock and a few areas with nice big trees. - trails take advantage of viewpoints. Plenty of
opportunities for amazing views. - trails are often handy to town. Great for lunch rides and rides
from home. And excellent for tourism. - where mountain bikers have built trails, there has been
significant clean-up work undertaken to beautify often disregarded areas that have been used for
rubbish dumping. Also, many areas have benefited form continued plantings for regeneration of
native bush. All of this means that previously disused areas are now being enjoyed! What's not so
good: - multiple riding areas. Wellington suffers from a large spread of small trail networks, that
each need more trails to make them a worthwhile destination. We have a lot of small networks, and
those are often only supported by a few people each, and require driving to reach each one. nowhere with any form of uplift (shuttle or chairlift/cablecar) - no real downhill track - no decent
length proper gravity trails (grade 4 & 5 trails with a 10 minute run) - no dedicated bike trails - all
multi-use. It's scary - the best riding in Wellington, Te Ahumairangi, is not accessible to bikes people leaving bags of dog poo tied in the trees or thrown on the trails (this is a weird fashion!)
Aspirations for Wellington (general) - 'epic' back country rides (grade 4-5) Long rough trails through
the bush are a big draw card for places like Nelson. We love going bush! I understand that
Brooklyn Trail Builders have a proposal in place along these lines, and I fully support this. - a
gravity trail centre. Multiple trails of varying grades specifically for biking and developing confidence
- and having fun! - dedicated bike trails for grade 4 and above (keep riders and other trail users
safe) - serviced uplift trail centre - regular shuttle or chairlift (or cablecar - keeping with the
Wellington theme!) This works incredibly well around the world as a general tourism attraction (not
just for bikes). People just love getting onto something that takes them to a viewpoint - and if that
viewpoint affords them views of the city, the South Island, Kapiti Coast, etc, then all the better. - an
international level downhill track Aspirations for Wellington's bike trails (specific) - reinstatement of
technical bike trails on Te Ahumairangi (Tinakori Hill). It is the least likely place to experience user
conflict, and the best place in Wellington to ride a mountain bike. It has elevation, the best dirt in
Wellington, and very few trail users - it's really an ideal place to have bike trails, and they can be
(re)built to minimise - or eliminate - danger from user conflict (especially if the bike trails are bikeonly). - continued development of trails on Mt Victoria - an east side run to avoid so many
intersections and shift some of the bike traffic off the more populace western side of the hill dedicated downhill bike trail for Polhill, a long grade 4 on the eastern side of Transient to hook-up
to Serendipity (there's so much land to play with there - it would be excellent, and make the existing
trails safer for all users) - at least two more trails in Miramar - the trails that are there are great, but
it's very short. - development of back country trails (multi-use is fine for these) particularly in remote
areas such as the area above Red Rocks. Requirements (what's missing) - for racing and
consequent tourism, we need proper gravity trails, and enough in one place to have a 6 stage race.
Then we will be able to run a proper national/international level event/series, which will bring riders
from around the country and the world (as happens regularly in Rotorua and the South Island). The
benefits to the city are obvious. - A network like this needs to have a regular shuttle/uplift service camping/cabins close to trail networks. Trails and accommodation go hand-in-hand. Bike friendly
accommodation within short riding distance of trails is essential. I realise that this isn't so much a
council issue, but the siting of such a facility would need to factor this in. - dedicated bike trails
(people travelling for riding need to know that they can ride without worrying about hitting someone
walking their dogs). - Helpful signage and printed trail maps are a must Separation - the shared use
model is nice for grade 1-3 trails (where nobody should be riding fast anyway) but for grade 4 and
above, we're running a serious risk of injury to riders, bikes and the opposing trail user. I have been
faced with someone walking up some very difficult trails while I was coming down them, and it is an
awful experience for all concerned. In another incident, I had a friend from overseas with me, and
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he was in front going off a steep drop and someone was busy trying to climb up the other side. My
friend had a heavy crash trying to avoid that person - damaging his bike, and suffering injury to his
back and shoulder. There are no signs suggesting to other trail users that it is dangerous to walk
on the trails. He's now not keen to come back and ride in Wellington again, for fear of the same
thing happening. I've travelled abroad for riding, and it is unheard of to have shared use, two way
trails for anything above a grade 3 trail - it's just plain dangerous. Given the rate that the sport is
increasing in popularity, there will be serious injuries in future if we don't allow some trails to be
bike-only, with signage warning people of the dangers (a 'recommended for bikes' sign just isn't
enough.) Track styles - I understand that there is a call for more beginner trails, but be aware that
all of us who are experienced riders now, began on what we currently have. To develop the sport in
Wellington, we still need more progressive trails to help people grow in the sport. - As mentioned
previously, grade 4, 5 & 6 trails in a concentrated area will provide for development and tourism,
but not all trails are equal. A good mix of flow and technical trails is required. In grade 5, a flow trail
means high corners with jumps and drops, taken at high speeds (something we lack completely),
whereas a technical trail means steeps, difficult features, and often taken at lower speeds
(something we have more of, but not at any great length). A trail centre that might be used for
racing needs both of these styles in various grades. Representative rider development - Wellington
is not particularly well represented nationally (or internationally) in the gravity side of mountain bike
racing (Enduro and Downhill race formats). This can be attributed to a lack of gravity and downhill
trails. Those areas that have produced international level riders benefit from a relaxed attitude from
council and landowners regarding trail building, and a plethora of shuttleable gravity trails. Those
areas also reap the rewards of being public knowledge due to the riders that they have produced,
creating real tourism benefits. - Wellington definitely has the outdoor space and just enough
elevation in some areas to develop in this direction. - 'If you build it, they will come' - never truer
than in this situation! I love where I live, and I live here because of the easy access to good
mountain bike riding opportunities. I would love to live in a place where people like me would want
to come specifically to ride their bikes, and for that to happen, we just need a few things addressed.
Thanks for your time.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Luke
Last Name: Atkinson
Street: 70E Majoribanks Street
Suburb: Mount Victoria
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6011
Daytime Phone: 0210569678
Mobile: 0210569678
eMail: luke@trs.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, as long as its pedal assisted, low power. Also only on certain tracks for safety purposes,
thinking particularly about technical uphill tracks.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
The route suggested is regularly used by commuters and allowing people to ride this on an e-bike
makes perfect sense.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
As a mountain biker and trail runner, the Karori Stream to South Coast will be excellent Also, the
Owhiro to Makara connection will be superb its difficult riding along the beach with thick sand. I also
surf and there are some excellent surfing opportunities on the South Coast that are very hard to
reach. This would be a great way of linking it up and being reachable by push bike.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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More signage would be excellent, Makara has an excellent trail network and signage. This sort of
thing is absolutely excellent. I have also very much liked the recent signage in Polhill Reserve,
reminding people to share the space.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I trail run and mountain bike, so if using a shared pathway I will make sure that I don't have
headphones in and make myself visible to other users. A bell would be unnecessary as an uphill
rider will often be slower than a runner, or if they are faster they can use their voice. A downhill
rider will realistically be going too fast for a bell to be any use anyway... You're more likely to hear
the tyres and brakes etc.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes it will, but there would be more that could be done. For example it would be great to see more
intermediate level mountain biking tracks in the Wellington area. Especially at places like Makara
peak. There is an increasingly large number of mountain bikers and tracks like Peak Flow and
North Face get a huge amount of use. Other tracks of a similar difficulty would be excellent.
Especially if they linked up Makara with Polhill, or a recent suggestion I heard to link Makara
through to Karori.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Absolutely, any opportunity to make the trails more accessible for disabled people would be
excellent. As long as they are on tracks where grading them suitable for this wouldn't ruin the trail such as a downhill mountain bike trail etc.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
More trails and funding for high use areas such as Makara would be excellent and a biking network
linking the different parks together would be incredible!
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jono
Last Name: Wood
Street: 2 Newcombe Crescent
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: (04)9738680
Mobile: 0272245191
eMail: jonowoodnz@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
All of the initiatives should be shared use (walking, mountain biking and running). Karori Stream
Access should be high priority, as it would be a major asset to all trail users. It would provide a
complete loop for mountain bikers planning a loop out to Red Rocks from South Karori Road and
would allow a complete track all the way from Mt Kaukau to the south coast.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The council should prioritise using physical signage for wayfinding with mountain bike tracks.
Signage and map boards should be large, bold and clear. Signs should be able to be read by
mountain bikers travelling at speed, similar to the award-winning signage at Makara Peak. Small
signs on 4x4 posts can easily be missed by mountain bikers entering and exiting tracks, and it
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would be better to ensure they are large enough to ensure that riders do not accidentally take the
wrong track. Although there would be nothing wrong with producing a WCC wayfinding app, it
would simply be duplicating the functionality of Trailforks - an existing crowd sourced, free
cellphone app which can be used offline with GPS. Time and money would be better spent focused
on making large, visible signage.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
No, but all trail users should be encouraged to be aware of other users.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Wellington has a brilliant range of grade 3 and 4 trails, but there is a distinct lack of grade 1, 2, 5
and 6 trails in the city. There need to be more grade 1 and 2 trails to get beginners into mountain
biking and more grade 5 and 6 trails to challenge advanced riders. There is potential to develop a
grade 5 track at Colonial Knob, and there is also a range of grade 5 trails at Te Ahumairangi Hill
which should be opened to mountain bikers.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
They should be allowed on tracks that are suitable for these devices.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
1) As mentioned above, there is a need for more grade 5 and 6 mountain bike trails. Te
Ahumairangi Hill has a range of currently inaccessible grade 5 and 6 trails. There needs to be
consultation with the community about mountain bike access on these trails. It has been proven at
Mount Victoria that with appropriate measures, grade 5 mountain bike tracks can be included on
the same hill as popular walking tracks with no conflict between trail users. There is no reason that
this model could not work successfully on Te Ahumairangi Hill as well. 2) There needs to be a
mountain bike priority track which is a downhill alternative to upper Transient at Polhill. This trail
has seen a phenomenal number of riders, which will only increase over time. There will always be
the potential for user conflicts on a two way track, and a new grade 4 trail (of similar nature to
Serendipity) needs to be built to take the faster, advanced riders off upper transient (from Ashton
Fitchett to the top of Serendipity). 3) As much as possible, decisions on volunteer built and
maintained trails should be made by council officers and councilors. This would improve the
efficiency of the system as council officers are generally more familiar with the details of the trails
being proposed. 4) Section 5.4. should be changed from 'keep the tree canopy intact and not
create canopy gaps - this can be accomplished through good track design' to 'keep the tree canopy
intact as much as practicable, and should minimse canopy gaps'. Canopy gaps have been shown
to close quickly on new trail builds such as Polhill and Miramar, and they actually provide the
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opportunity to diversify the tree species by planting rarer trees in the light wells produce. The
canopy gap issue is overstated in the plan. 5) The Serendipity track in Polhill should be added to
the list of mountain bike priority tracks 6) More funding should be made available for mountain bike
track development and maintenance across Wellington 7) Overall, Wellington is one of the best
places in the world for mountain biking and it is the main reason that I live here. I can currently
commute in from Karori to town with about 90% of my time spent offroad. This is a luxury that is
incredibly rare worldwide and one that is only possible due to Wellington's green belt. If mountain
bikers are allowed on the proposed link tracks, it will mean that many riders in the northern suburbs
will be able to have the same offroad commuting experience as me.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Bianca
Last Name: Mueller
Organisation: LawDownUnder
Street:
Suburb: Te Aro
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6011
eMail: post4bianca@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Chris
Last Name: Boys
Street: Flat 3, 464 Adelaide Road
Suburb: Berhampore
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6023
Mobile: 0211391577
eMail: Admin@assurelegal.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
More access for mountainbikes. In particular on tinakori hill where there is minimal user conflict.
There is also need for developers of lower 1-2 and 4-5 trails. The lower grades are to develop new
and younger riders. The higher grades are to attract the seeks out of town riders and develop
wellington as a premier riding destination.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
Yes but with limits

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
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not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Should pedestrians and dogs be encouraged to use a bell as well? I will advise other users when I
approach with a hello.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
More access for mtbs as above

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Mountainbikes volunteer time to develop and maintain trail networks which are a benefit to all but
riders treated like rule breakers by council with threats of restricted access. Access in many limited
areas is due to behavior of a small number of riders in the mid 90's, 20 years ago! Time for council
attitudes to move on. Dog walkers who often breach rules by letting their animals of the lead add
nothing to the trail network but dog poo have areas all over the city on the other hand.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jonathan
Last Name: Zukerman
Street: 3 Queen Street
Suburb: Mt Victoria
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6011
Daytime Phone: 0212537896
Mobile: 0212537896
eMail: jonathan.zukerman@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, if anything I would like to see the iconic rural coastal connection trail from Owhiro bay to
Makara beach brought forward. This would be an incredible trail for multi-day walkers and mountain
bikers that would be right on the city's doorstep.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
As a mountain biker, I have taken many friends and family to join me on the local tracks.
Unfortunataly, Wellington's topography makes it very challenging for those who are not so fit.
Electric assist bikes enable a much wider portion of society enjoy mountain biking and access the
great outdoors. In particular my father (who is now in his mid-70s) struggles to ride the tracks
around the city, and may very soon require electric assist to continue his favourite past time.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
They are a good starting point, but to enable first time bikers and/or those who are older or less fit
other 'more exciting' single track trails should also be included. As these bikes being permitted are
only electric assist, most other users will not realise they are any different to a regular bike...
Personally, I cannot see the downside of allowing electric assist bikes from all tracks. They are an
ideal solution to enable less capable individuals enjoy mountain biking!

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The rural coastal connection as an iconic long distance trail should be prioritised both for its local
amenity and as a tourist drawcard.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
These roads provide additional access, so should be included.
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Utilise standard signage and markers that can be referenced from standard mapping applications
(google maps).

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Bells are not suitable for off road cycling, as the rattle incessantly. A gentle, 'excuse me' is a far
nicer interaction between pathway users.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Private rural landowners should be encouraged (incentivised even) to allow responsible walking
(and possible cycling) access across their land. This model is used in many countries overseas,
and provides a greater connection to the land, and better interactions between landowners and the
general public.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Absolutely, in fact they should be encouraged to use the track network to enough the outdoors.
They should only be limited by the tracks that their devices are capable of. (i.e. perhaps signage on
more difficult track to discourage them from using them).

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: John
Last Name: Unwin
Organisation: Ministry of Social Development
Street: 11 Glamorgan Street
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 0292007057
Mobile: 0292007057
eMail: john.unwin@fingertip.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Is an e-bike still an e-bike when the motor is not in use? Do the restrictions imposed on e-bikes still
apply when under full human power? An e-bike that is not using the motor should have full access
to mountain bike tracks; there being no measurable difference to the wear and tear on the tracks
(given that the additional weight in a typical e-bike is less than the normal range of variation
amongst regular mountain bike riders).

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
E-bikes provide a way for people with disabilities, injuries, age or lack of fitness to get out and
about on 2 wheels. There will be riders that cannot use some of the mountain bike tracks around
Wellington without motorised assistance.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I know of no evidence that e-bikes damage mountain bike tracks any more than human powered
mountain bikes. If so, there is no reason to exclude e-bikes from regular mountain bike tracks. Ebikes should be able to use at least some of the standard mountain bike tracks around Wellington.
The tracks designated for e-bikes within Makara Peak Mountain Bike Park are only the 4 wheel
drive tracks (some of which don't appear to allow entry or egress from the park. In particular,
allowing e-bike to descend the park would be unlikely to disrupt any other riders or damage tracks.
E-bikes are unlikely to descend faster than the faster riders on regular mountain bikes. The
designated e-bike route over Te Ahumairangi (entry from Glamorgan St playground) does not
correspond with the currently designated tracks for mountain bikes (entry from Huntingdon St).
These should be aligned. Having said that, the track to the Glamorgan St playground entry would
be a good track to open to all mountain bikes. Opening more tracks on the western side of Te
Ahumairagi to mountain bikes of all persuasions would make the hill a much more practical
commuter route for residents in Northland, Wilton and Wadestown. Opening tracks for mountain
bikes from the ridgeline track to Glamorgan St, Huntingdon St and Cecil Rd would encourage
mountain bikers to use the East-West connector into the city.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
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A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Ensure that existing track finding apps (e.g. Trailforks and Tracks.org.nz; whatever comes along in
the future) have accurate and complete information. Using existing apps and sites is a better
investment than trying to build a Wellington specific technology solution.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
There are alternative means of alerting others. Most bikes do not have bells. I don't have a bell on
my mountain bikes. It can be disconcerting to walkers to suddenly appear nearby -- often a
mountain bike is relatively quiet and can come upon walkers quickly. I don't like to scare walkers
but there are usually other means for making your presence know. A simple 'hi' is often sufficient.
Sometimes a small rear wheel skid when some distance away is good at attracting attention before
you get too close.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
There are other areas where mountain biking can be accommodated and encouraged. Te
Ahumairangi is one such area. The coexistence of walkers and mountain bikers on Mount Victoria
demonstrates that the two activities are compatible. Uphill biking speeds on Te Ahumairangi are
always going to be low due to the steepness. It is the speed of downhill riders that can create
contention and the possibility of dangerous collision. There is great potential for more mountain
biking on Te Ahumairangi. The current tracks open legitimately to mountain biking are all wide
tracks that permit fast downhill mountain bike speeds. By creating some downhill tracks specifically
for mountain bikes it would remove the faster downhill riders from the shared tracks. Many of the
illegal tracks that have been built on Te Ahumairangi have a very low chance of conflicting with or
endangering walkers. The illegal downhill tracks that have been created are too steep to be used
by typical walkers. Initiatives on Mount Victoria that create controlled intersections between MTB
tracks and walking tracks could be replicated on Te Ahumairangi to reduce the risks where tracks
merge. Perhaps by granting permission for some more 'legitimate' tracks the illegal trail building
activities observed on Te Ahumairagi may be curbed. Commuting over Te Ahumairangi is limited at
present due to the limited (legitimate) access points. The hill is a fantastic commuting alternative to
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roads (especially when tracks are dry). The current Huntingdon St entry point is impractical for
riders approaching the hill from Orangi Kaupapa Rd. Riders are unlikely to descend and ride very
far on the road just to access a 'legal' access point. Opening up more access points from the west
will encourage more use of an underused open space. Opening tracks for mountain bikes to and
from the ridgeline track and Glamorgan St, Huntingdon St, Puketiro Rd, Stellin Park and Cecil Rd
would encourage mountain bikers to use the East-West connector into the city. Many riders already
use these routes with no adverse effects. It would be great to legitimise such use.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, I can't see a reason to restrict access. Mobility scooters will be limited by the width of tracks. If
they can negotiate tracks without damaging them there is little reason to restrict access.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Wellington's open spaces are fantastic. The ability to quickly get off the roads and onto mountain
bike tracks close to the city is brilliant. The connections from Polhill, round Zealandia to Wright's
Hill, down to the Makara Mountain bike park, on to the Skyline track round to Kaukau -- brilliant.
The other amazing thing is that so many of those tracks are built and maintained by volunteers. The
Brooklyn Trail Builders and the Makara Peak Supporters (and other groups in other parts of the
city) have to be credited for some great efforts. The ongoing cooperation between the council and
such groups should be encouraged. It is good to see these groups acknowledged in the plan.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Simon
Last Name: van der Sluis
Street: 72 Woodhouse Avenue
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 021 490 606
eMail: svanders38@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
For people with disabilities e-bikes open up a new form of recreation. Cycling off-road in my opinion
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is more enjoyable and safer than mixing with traffic on our busy roads. So allowing e-bikes access
to our great trail network seems like the right thing to do.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I've recently heard the the Serendipity trail is no mountain bike priority. I thought it was, it should be
due due high use, and high speed. The dual use transient track is nearby, to cater for walkers
runners etc. What about Te Ahumairangi? The existing trails open to cycling there are suitable for
up only, and are not safe due to dual use on the way down. There is huge potential there for some
steep technical tracks. Great fun on your commute home.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Stuart
Last Name: Ross
Street: 207 Barnard Street
Suburb: Wadestown
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0221771059
eMail: stuartnross@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Overall I think its an excellent plan, detailed and well considered

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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As a mountain biker and walker I think that opening up these areas to e-bikes would only
encourage their use in areas not approved for their use, potentially tracks where the increased
power of e-bikes would get inexperienced riders into trouble. Given that e-bikes are ridden by riders
with much less riding experience and lower general skill/fitness allowing them off road carries risk
for both walkers and other mountain bikers. I think allowing bikers access to downhill at Makara
Peak Mountain Bike Park is not a good idea. E-bikes are considerably heavier and harder to
manage than a traditional lightweight mountain bike. I can see riders getting themselves into all
sorts of difficulty on the some of the technical Makara downhill's. Also who is going to police not
using for instance e-bikes on the uphill tracks at Makara Peak Mountain Bike Park.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Very light trail paths for e-bikes yes but definitely not anything more than that, I absolutely don't
support their use at Makara Peak Mountain Bike Park. They will also cause much more trail
damage than a traditional MTB.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes I do

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Shawnee
Last Name: Westerman
Street: 37A Creswick Terrace
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0277798987
eMail: shawnee.westerman@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I support allowing e-bikes on commuter links, paper roads, and wide well-established paths such as
the Skyline Trail but I am concerned about their impact on mountain bike tracks and feel that there
has not been enough research into this to go ahead with it. Perhaps e-bikes could be allowed for a
trial period while data is gathered to assess their impact on trails.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Makara Peak mountain bike park has installed a great signage system which is low impact and
easy to understand. It would be useful to have this same system installed elsewhere.
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
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not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
This is an unnecessary expense and I wonder how it would be implemented, for example, on
shared walking/mountain bike tracks. Would bikers be expected to continuously ring the bell at
each turn? If so, that means bikers would have to take their focus from safely navigating the track to
concentrating on the bell. It would also mean that a lot of people would be forced to take one hand
off the brakes to ring the bell. Surely it is more useful for a biker coming around a corner to have
both hands on the brakes and be looking forward prepared to stop, rather than looking down trying
to ring a bell? If bikers are looking to pass other track users, a simple 'excuse me' does the job.
Instead of encouraging cyclists to use bells, all trail users should be discouraged from wearing
headphones on shared pathways.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi should be open for mountain bikers, with restrictions in place so that descending
bikes are on separate trails to walkers. There is strong case for allowing mountain bike access
here: 1. Mountain biking trails right in the city are what makes Wellington unique. WCC quite
sensibly aspire to 'Develop world-class trails and facilities as key visitor attractions, in partnership
with the mountain biking community'. 2. Increased access to Mountain Biking is supported by the
policy to develop trails '.. close to where people live'. Aside from the Skyline there are not many
trails out toward Ngaio and Khandallah. 3. Its not really clear why Te Ahumairangi is closed to trail
building in the first place. Changing the status would correct this issue and allow the trail building
community and WCC to work together. 4. Now as part of the town belt. The recent Wellington town
belt bill says it '..should be available for a wide range of recreational activities' 5. There aren't many
other locations that can provide comparable steep, technical riding. 6. Compared to Mt Vic, Te
Ahumairangi has low use, therefore there would be much less walker conflict. 7. The environmental
case is no contest. MTB trail building projects around Wellington have removed weeds and rubbish
as well as doing large amounts of native tree planting. There is more of a case for restricting dog
off-lead areas than Mountain Bike riding. 8. There are people who want to develop the hill, it's more
productive to work with them than against them. WCC's plan states ' ..tracks will cater for
demonstrated recreation demand' Whatever you think of unsanctioned track building its certainly a
sign of an unmet demand.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
It is good to see the Council acknowledging dedicated mountain bike trails as mountain bike priority
- the vast majority of trail users are already under the impression that this is the case so it is smart
to have this in writing. However, the trail 'Serendipity' in Polhill Reserve is missing from this list. It
comes off the shared use trail 'Transient' half way down and exits in the same location in the grass
park on Aro Street. This trail already has signage indicating walker should use 'Transient' instead
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and is built for advanced grade mountain biking, not for walking (e.g. steep blind corners and drop
offs). It is an oversight to leave this trail out. Lastly, I am concerned about moving the decisionmaking around new tracks from Council Officers to Councillors, as I don't want to see tracks
become a political football and can see huge time delays impeding trail building/maintenance. I
would prefer to see a framework within the plan that defines how this decision making is made, that
is ratified by the Councilors, and the day to day detail left to Council Officers.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Nik
Last Name: Bernhard
Street: 6 Monteith Grove
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
eMail: Nik.bernhard@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
when I'm 60 and have a dicky hip, an e-bike is exactly what I expect to get around on.
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
DOn't know how, but please make the font of the signage BIG and CLEAR! New signs at Makara
are harder to read than what they've replaced. this is not progress.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
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Comments
They all have a mouth and can call a cheery 'hello' as I frequently do.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Sure, but only limit for their own safety.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Keep up the good work.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Rob
Last Name: Lee
Organisation: Brooklyn Trail Builders
On behalf of: Brooklyn Trail Builders
Street: 128 Mitchell Street
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: (04) 385 1755
Mobile: 027 6755 399
eMail: r.lee@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The vision is still appropriate. Brooklyn Trail Builders believe it can support the Council to make this
vision a reality and enhance it, through ongoing track development.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments
E-bikes are on the rise as a transport type and therefore should be considered in the overall mix including accessing the open space network.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
BTB queries whether the six key initiatives are in fact 'key'. They were in the 2004 Open Spaces
Plan but only Skyline has progressed. Please see BTB's supporting document for detail on new
tracks that should be incorporated into the Open Spaces Access Plan as key initiatives and that are
likely to deliver more benefit to more people sooner. Perhaps the best track initiative (after the
Great Harbour Way) is a network of easy tracks that link the Wellington suburbs, e.g. Wakefield
Park to Central Park via the Town Belt, and up Ngaio Gorge to Zealandia via Trelissick Park then
under the railway through Otari. There are very few 'easy' tracks in Wellington.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
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better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Brooklyn Trail Builders support the plan's emphasis on providing suitable signs to improve the
experience of track users. This includes providing online maps and information. There has been
little positive progress made on this in the Polhill and Te Kopahou area. Despite Polhill tracks
having more than 100,000+ users each year, there is still no map of the track network displayed at
any entrance point. Signs are a mix of styles and offer incomplete information. For example, there is
nothing directing track users entering at Aro St about how they can navigate the tracks to the wind
turbine - an obvious and popular destination. The provision of maps and signs needs to keep up
with the increasing number of users and actively work to enhance their experience. Maps and signs
also need to be updated when new tracks are added. [A BTB member encountered a mountain
biker by the windmill in Polhill on 5 July who was unfamiliar with the area. The visitor asked where
he could get physical maps of the tracks in the area as he didn't know where to go].

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Bell's are useful to create awareness among users on shared pathways, particularly in advance of
blind corners. A member of the Brooklyn Trail Builders uses a bell when mountain biking and has
had positive feedback from other trail users about the advance warning the bell enables. It's not to
signal 'get out of the way'; rather to signal that other users are nearby.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes. With access to areas that suits the capability of the mobility devices.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Please see the attached supporting document for further detail from Brooklyn Trail Builders.
Attached Documents
File
BTB response to Draft Open Space Access Plan 6 July 2016
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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6 July 2016
Brooklyn Trail Builders (BTB) Response to
Draft Open Space Access Plan

General:


BTB acknowledge and thank the Council for the work that has gone
into developing the Draft Open Space Access Plan.



BTB, with its focus on Tracks, Trees and Traps, agree with the
environmental, social and recreational benefits of Wellington’s track
network and Outcome 1: ‘Getting everyone active and healthy’.
BTB has hand-built 15km of track to date and, anecdotally, users
overwhelmingly agree with these benefits.



BTB thank the Council for acknowledging the volunteer community
involved in planning, building and maintaining tracks. BTB look
forward to continuing the relationship with WCC and hope, in part
as a result of this consultation process, that the hurdles to building
more tracks will be reduced. It is hoped that voluntary groups with
a proven record of building quality tracks will be actively
encouraged to build more tracks that demonstrate benefits, eg
linkages between tracks; tracks that go to useful places; tracks that
provide access to previously inaccessible areas.



BTB acknowledge the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats associated with the network and tracks and have an active
and ongoing interest in addressing these.



BTB agrees with the network principles specifically relating to track
maintenance and signage and more fully detailed on pg 11 of the
draft Plan. BTB also supports the principles outlined in paragraphs
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5.1 (Recreation Uses); 5.2 (Track Design); 5.3 (Track networks);
5.4 (Track Assessment); and 5.5 (Walking, running and mountain
biking/cycling).


BTB sees the ongoing success of track development as a
partnership approach with the Council and with like-minded
volunteer groups involved in tree planting, pest eradication and
other initiatives aimed at enhancing environmental, social,
recreational and economic (e.g. tourism) benefits.



BTB also supports the shared-use of tracks by all users where it is
appropriate and safe to do so.

Priority use tracks


Where a downhill only track is duplicated (same start and finish
points) by an uphill shared use track, then there is strong logic
(safety reasons) that these tracks can be exclusive MTB downhill
(as per pg 13). Carparts is an example of this, as Windmill track
duplicates it. Similarly, Rollercoaster is duplicated by Fenceline.



BTB believe the Serendipity track in Polhill should be listed for
priority use for mountain bikers (pg 17 of the plan).



Carparts track in Te Kopahou is listed as priority use for mountain
bikers on page 17 and BTB supports this as a minimum. It could be
exclusively mountain bike usage. However, Carparts Extension is
also shown on a map as having priority use for mountain bikers but
does not need to be, as it is predominantly flat. This may be an
error in map production.

Priority and new tracks
BTB strongly believe there is demand for an even wider network of tracks
and has plans for a further 30km (approx) of additional track
development in Polhill and Te Kopahou/Carey’s Gully. Much of this track
network could be enhanced with features such as the installation of seats
and sculptures at logical lookout and/or focal points.
New Track 1:
BTB continues to advocate for a dedicated MTB downhill track to be built
as a priority (or exclusive) track in Polhill, to alleviate high traffic use
and user group conflict on the shared Transient track. The new downhill
track will be ‘fed’ from Carparts above it and then lead into Serendipity
below it. It will make the track network more logical and enable better
way finding for downhill traffic, which will mitigate user conflict.
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BTB has been discussing this track with Council Officers for more than two
years. Track usage data is being obtained and track user education
attempted. However, the 100,000 pa (approx) usage of Transient is
reducing enjoyment for all user groups. BTB is continually being asked by
users when this downhill track will commence.
New Track 2:
BTB has recently made a submission on a new 6km downhill track
starting at the Hawkins Hill summit in Te Kopahou. This is an advanced,
narrow, downhill track that links at the bottom with another track and
finishes at the sea (Red Rocks). Much of the valley that this track uses
has no access and, once constructed, can be used to plant trees and place
traps for pest eradication.
New Track 3:
New Track 2 (above) will be complemented by a new 9km (approx) uphill
track to the east, traversing Spooky Gully. This track will be an
intermediate, two way track for runners, walkers and mountain bikers. It
will finish on a ridge adjacent to the south end of Barking Emu and will
complete a 42km (marathon distance) Grade 3 loop that extends from the
city to the sea and back to Aro Valley which would appeal to many users note that 24km of this loop has already been built. Again the valley that
this track will climb through has very poor or no access and the track can
be used to plant trees and place traps, enhancing the regeneration of Te
Kopahau.
BTB understands future development of the Te Kopahau Reserves will be
considered as part of the Te Kopahou Master Plan (pg 32 of the Plan).
New Track 4:
The end objective is to link the North-South BTB track network with the
East-West WCC track network that starts with Wharangi on Happy Valley
Rd. The track has potentially 3-stages. Stage 1 would be on WCC land
and would, initially, be advanced uphill riding accessed by advanced
downhill riding from Carparts track. Uphill riding would be made easier if
stages 2 and 3 are enabled. Stages 2 and 3 are reliant on access through
private land. Stage 2 to Happy Valley Rd (BTB has had discussions with
WCC re land ownership and considers access is achievable). Stage 3 is a
spur track to Elliot Park – providing great linkages to different parts of
Brooklyn.
BTB believe the above four new tracks should be added to the final Open
Space Access Plan as key initiatives (section 6 of the draft plan) and
added to the Open Space Access Plan Implementation Plan. The tracks
would feed into the proposed Rural Coastal Connection (pg 20 of draft
plan) and add complementary dimensions to the “epic” route for
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mountain bike enthusiasts, runners and walkers. They would also
leverage off the investment WCC has made in Owhiro Bay/Red Rocks
area. BTB want to extend the very successful Polhill Reserve ‘Tracks,
Trees and Traps model’ to the south coast.
New Track 5:
A short entry track to Transient from 104 Karepa Street is proposed by
BTB. This will provide a direct entry from existing suburban walking
tracks to the green spaces. It will also assist cartage of gravel to make
the Transient track surface more resilient and minimise maintenance.
Active to Brooklyn (A2B) Group also seek this type of linkage. It supports
shorter walks near suburbs (WCC Outcome 1) with different walk route
options. The construction of New Track 1 will make Transient a more
appealing walk option due to rewduced MTB downhill traffic.
New track 6:
To create a loop track within Polhill Reserve – predominately for
walkers/runners. The track would largely be a flat track connecting halfway up Clinical to half-way up Transient, basically following the contour
from the bottom of Karepa Street to Mt Pleasant Road.
Appendix 3 - Implementation Plan:
Page 60 – BTB, with its interests in Tracks, Trees and Traps supports the
planning intent to “make people aware of nature through recreational
activities”. This paragraph nicely describes the intent and vision of BTB.
Page 63 - re Te Kopahau/Careys Gully
BTB supports the planning for the rural coastal connection and believes
the new BTB tracks (2, 3 and 4 outlined above) can feed into this rural
coastal connection to further enhance the “epic” nature of this proposal.
BTB notes the Plan states that “further track work in this area will be
considered as part of a future master plan”. This is reiterated on page 68
of the plan where it states: “Sector 7 – Investigate new track proposal
that will extend purpose built walking/running/cycling tracks from Aro
valley to the south coast – Brooklyn Trail Builders initiative. Should be
investigated as part of the Te Kopahou Master Plan.
ENDS
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Submitter Details
First Name: Craig
Last Name: Starnes
Street: 19 Forsyth Grove
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: 049142432
Mobile: 0292782736
eMail: craig.starnes@msd.govt.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I dont think the recreation opportunities need to be outstanding - just providing more and better
access to the green spaces is sufficient. The vision is silent on improving the green spaces with
native tree planting, pest tree/animal eradication - it should include this aspect.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
The battery assist should be pedal activated, ie not via a throttle.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments
Probably pointless to be against e-bikes and their access as its likely to be the way of the future mine included!

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Some mild concern about some of the tracks if e-bikes go up them, eg tip track, red rocks, fenceline
as the closing speed between uphill and downhill bikes will increase so chance of prang higher. No
problems if they are only going downhill.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I think that only the Great Harbour Way, and perhaps Skyline, are a 'key' initiatives. The 6 tracks
above were all listed in the 2004 Open Spaces Access Plan and only Skyline has progressed since
2004. I think they are aspirational (but not 'key') and would be great if they got central govt funding
or focused attention by WCC BUT there are far better priorities than some of those listed. The best
track initiative (after the Great Harbour Way) is a network of Easy tracks that link the Wgtn suburbs,
eg Wakefield Park to Central Park via the Town Belt, and another up Ngaio Gorge to Zealania via
Trelisick Park then under the railway through Otari - there are next to no easy tracks in Wgtn.
These easy tracks will provide commuting and recreation options, activate the Town Belt, provide
great opportunities for family riding and tourism. Another example, is the 6 new tracks proposed by
Brooklyn Trail Builders as they are likely to deliver more benefit to more people sooner, at a fraction
of the cost due to volunteer labour.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
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No
Comments
The paper roads should not be disposed of until a comprehensive master plan of Wgtn tracks is
created. This will determine if the paper roads can sensibly be incorporated into a Wellington wide
track network.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Signage is a constant issue with physical way finding signs are lacking in some areas. Consistency
of signage is also lacking. WCC does not need to duplicate phone apps so part of the technology
issue is dealt with already.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Sure, I have a bell on my bike but this question is at the margin of usefulness in an open spaces
consultation when more weighty questions could be asked. A bell is useful on wide paths when
pedestrians are looking at their phones or plugged into music. A bell is of some help on tracks but
track design and sight lines are more effective. Similarly, separating different user groups keeps the
majority of users happy, eg allowing a downhill track to be built in Polhill will be an effective
mitigater of user conflict whereas a bell would be ineffective in reducing that type of user conflict.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Wgtn has very few tracks at the easiest end of the scale. If you provide tracks for people with
reduced mobility, then, by definition, the tracks will be usable by the broadest user group possible.
This would mean kids learning to ride bikes and fat tourists off cruise ships can use them. For
example, a wide path from Wakefield Park to Central Park would fit this bill. The gradient will be
challenging in some places but it looks doable with 5 or 6 bridges to ensure a safe route for all
users. The density of living in Wgtn is only going to increase. Having a wide path providing easy
safe access between suburbs is like the 'field of dreams', especially as it would provide an alternate
route in disasters.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes. No, assuming there is a clear definition of what the mobility devices are.
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Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
1. Open all Tinakori tracks to MTBs; There are not enough challenging/advanced tracks that are
close to the CBD. The area is poorly utilised by all user groups. Yes some of the track intersections
need work to reduce conflict but this can easily be remedied (like Mt Vic). There needs to be a
range of tracks from easy to expert. The closure of Long Gully has increased demand for other
expert tracks. 2. Create comprehensive Track masterplan; A working group of interested parties
that focused on the content of the Implementation Plan (aka a Wgtn tracks master plan) to ensure
all proposed tracks are listed, prioritised, access routes protected/obtained. Special focus should
be given to the easy tracks linking suburbs as this would provide the spine that other tracks 'hang
off' and allow a progression to harder tracks. 3. WCC help to volys; The majority of track building is
carried out by volunteer groups. WCC can do more to assist the established groups. Obtaining
WCC consent to build new tracks is difficult. 4. Provide for Priority and Exclusive tracks; obvious
MTB downhill tracks can be made priority or exclusive when there is another track adjacent that
caters for other users, eg Serendipity, Rollercoaster, Carparts
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Dave
Last Name: Chowdhury
Street:
Suburb:
City:
Country:
eMail: dave.chowdhury@clear.net.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
E bikes have a place but user conflicts need to be managed. For example, at Te Ahumairangi Hill
locals already have unreasonable objections to cyclists and this controversy could be made worse
by faster moving e-bikes. I support limiting e bikes to uphill travel 4wd tracks on Makara Peak.
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The Karori Stream access should have a higher priority - a medium priority project at least that will
complete a long, challenging and very worthy traverse along the Skyline via Makara Peak. This
seems much more achievable than the East West connection given the landowner issues to be
resolved with this project. Proceeding with Karori Stream access will complement the work to
extend the northern end of the Skyline Track.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
This makes sense if useful additions can be made to the overall track network. Many of the paper
roads indicated on the maps seem to start and finish nowhere.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
use the system adopted at Makara Peak as the way forward for signage across Wellington.
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Pointless, I'm just not going to use a bell! To be effective on narrow shared use tracks with poor
sight lines beyond the next corner (e.g. Car parts extension) a rider would have to be constantly
ringing it. Apart from the noise pollution, there's enough to be concentrating on. Most bikers and
walkers accept that if they're on a shared use track they need to be aware of other users and act
accordingly. That's where it should be left.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
This should be limited to very easily accessible areas. The higher standards of track construction
required will suck money away from other projects - hard to see how this would stack up in a costbenefit analysis.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Part 5, Schedule A: The prohibition on bike use in Huntleigh Park should be reviewed. I've walked,
run and mountain-biked in this area for over a decade and value highly the mountain bike ride down
the Crows Nest ridge. This route offers the best technical mountain bike riding between
Johnsonville and Makara Peak and is being regularly ridden. Huntleigh park is low use and in all
the time I've been using the area I have encountered walkers in the reserve once. The prohibition is
out of date and unnecessary. If there is no willingness for change I think at the very least the
council should consider supporting construction of an alternative mtb exit toward Crofton Downs on
the land outside the reserve once this comes into council ownership (I understand the council will
purchase this land as part of the subdivision development here). While better than nothing, this
would be poor use of council and volunteer resources given the perfectly adequate trails that exist
now. Section 7, sector information. I'm surprised no mention is made of mountain biking in the
general commentary on Kaukau given the high use of the Skyline track by bikers and the excellent
work being done to improve the rideability of sections between Mt Kaukau and Crows Nest Ridge.
As I've noted above I understand the council will be purchasing the block of private land between
the Skyline and Huntleigh Reserve. I hope that in making this purchase the council maintains the
mtb access along the Crows Nest ridge. In saying this I am not advocating work be done on the
route as its primarily value as a mtb and walking route is the relatively challenging nature of the
terrain and the route as it stands now. Te Ahumairangi Hill - I'm disappointed with the apparent
unwillingness to address the mountain biking issues here other than maintain the current ban. I
don't support unsanctioned track building but the tracks that have been built (unsanctioned or
otherwise) offer high quality technical riding quite unlike anywhere else in Wellington and should be
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considered part of the brilliant offering Wellington has for bikers and all the social and economic
benefits that go with it. I disagree that user conflicts can't be managed here other than by banning
the use of these tracks. The ban contradicts the draft plan's vision to 'ensure that tracks provide for
a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels within each area'. I would like more effort
put into bringing the user groups together to iron out the points of conflict and reach a reasonable
resolution.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: David
Last Name: Harkness
Street: 32 Karepa Street
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 0276676677
eMail: david_harkness@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
My main concern about e-bikes is whether they will be too fast going up hill - e.g. if I'm walking with
my 2 year-old on Transient in Polhill will we get run over? Mountain bikes are going 8-12km/h; but
the definition of e-bikes would allow something up to 25km/h

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
I have no real opinion on e-bikes access until I've seen some evidence either way of impact on the
track network. I'd advocate opening up slowly - with a limited trial in a couple of areas first; with
some clear measurement criteria; a collection of data and evidence; and a recommendation on
whether to continue or stop the use of e-bikes on trails.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
See comment above. Reduce the number initially until well designed trials have been conducted
and reported on publicly.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Add another downhill MTB track in Polhill to take some of the pressure off Transient. Serendipity
has been very successful in removing downhill traffic from lower Transient. The same needs to be
added higher up to connect Highbury Fling with the 4WD area between upper and lower Transient.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
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No
Comments
I don't think the council needs to waste resources on electronic/web information. there are existing
capabilities out there that do this perfectly well (e.g trailforks or strava). I would much prefer
consistent physical signage. A physical sign with a network map, like those in Makara Peak MTB
Park, for Polhill or Mt Vic would be welcome.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
That may be appropriate for commuter bikes; but commuting on a mountain bike, there isn't typically
enough handlebar real estate to add a bell (front / rear derailieurs; front / rear brakes; headlight;
dropper post remote). Using a bell might encourage people to ring-ring and blast through. I would
much rather brake and give way to a pedestrian. Having a bell would distract me from braking. I do
think that runners and walkers should be encouraged not to wear headphones/music when using
shared trails. Also, dog walkers should be encouraged to use their leads.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
limited to sealed paths, and/or 4WD tracks.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
1. Add Serendipity in Polhill to the MTB priority list. Its a fast DH only MTB track, so from a safety
point of view, risky to share. There is a good alternative for walkers and runners to use lower
transient. 2. As noted above, add a new downhill track in Polhill to take pressure off upper
Transient. 3. Open up Te Ahumairangi / Tinakori Hill to MTB trails - particularly more challenging
trails, given its steepness and the note about current low usage. It would open up another area for
a CBD office worker to have a lunch-time ride. 4. Open up some of the other existing Polhill tracks
to MTB (e.g. Pink Tohunga, Planet Ride); and develop more trails dropping down from Highbury
Fling and Transient of various grades (e.g. re-open Dopers, and just re-align the connection with
Clinical, as has been done in Mt Vic to remove conflict). 5. Clearly define what is meant by
Waimapihi reserve, to show what parts of Polhill can be developed. Its a superb place for lunchtime
riding, due to proximity to CBD, and needs more trails to manage the traffic volumes. 5. Prioritise &
accelerate the development of the loop track from Hawkins Hill to the South Coast. 6. Strongly
support the MTB priority proposals - esp. on Mt Vic. 7. More publicity for dog walkers to keep their
dogs on leads - they can scare my young kids wen running off the lead, not to mention potential
impact on native fauna. 8. investigate the feasibility of providing water fountains at strategic points
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(e.g. at the meridian wind turbine; at the top of makara peak) 9. investigate the feasibility of
providing a litter and/or recycling bin at the picnic tables at the bottom of Polhill
(transient/serendipity exit)
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Scott
Last Name: Campbell
Street: 81B Mills Road
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 0212721015
eMail: Scottyc73@Gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
4 and 6 will be particularly valuable in both accessing otherwise difficult to reach areas and also in
complementing one another.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Apps for smart phones would allow users to navigate track networks themselves.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
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No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Regan
Last Name: Bang
Street: 30 Marshall Street
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: NZ
PostCode: 6012
eMail: reganbang@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
It will allow all fitness abilities to utilise our cycle/walking trails
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
As long as there is adequate education of trail rules, even current users are unaware that on our
multi use/direction trails the downhill traffic must give way to uphill. And cycles travellling in either
direction need to give way to pedestrians. #1 rule.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Wellington is surrounded by hills with many trails, but people have no idea they're there.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Wellington could provide a trail network linking the suburbs to the central city, these trails would be
utilised for recreation but also for commuting/travel and take a lot of traffic from the road (and solve
cycle lane issues). Easy gradient trails (and advertising) would allow commuters access to an easy,
peaceful way to travel wether on foot, bike, e bikes or mobility devices.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes they should be encoraged. The terrain may be the limiting factor. Shallow gradient trails should
be introduced, these would also ecourage beginers.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Grant
Last Name: Clarke
Street: 46A Wright Street
Suburb: Mount Cook
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: 0298942696
Mobile: 0298942696
eMail: lurkervet@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I think you should just define them as a bike powered by a battery, it will be too hard to police them
to determine if the can go faster than 25km/h or have more than 300W of power.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
It is inevitable that they are going to become more popular and users will want to use them in the
open space, to not allow them will just mean they will be used illegally.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Increased mountain bike access to Tinakori hill would be another great initiative

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
This would be great to have access to these roads for walking and biking.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
As a regular walker/runner/biker I rely on signs rather than wayfinding... what is wayfinding (I'm not
that old). No one else that I've been out walking/running/biking has used wayfinding. Signage has
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definitely improved and thanks for this.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
It's polite to let walkers know that you're coming. I have a bell on my commuter bike, so does my
son.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I think Mystic Portal track in Mt Cook needs to be added to Schedule B. There is potential for
conflict on the upper part of Transient track in Polehill which many blind corners. On an average
5pm week ride I encounter at least about 30 users on my way up and down this trail. There needs
to be an alternative downhill track, like Serendipity to take pressure off this track. There is a
desperate need to build other trails besides Makara Peak. Makara is awesome but most weekends
in summer both the normal and overflow carparks are flooded. In order to have sustainable use if
the tracks there needs to be other areas than can be used. Possibly opening up areas like upper
MacAlister Park for trail building would be desirable. I really appreciate being able to ride in Mt Vic
and Polehill so close to home, thanks for this. Increased mountain bike access to Tinakori hill would
be another great initiative. I run in Tinakori and never see as many people as on Mt Victoria, yet Mt
Victoria has many trails while the trails on Tinakori hill are limited to a few 4x4 tracks and generally
dangerous when descending on a bike while there are other trail users.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Julie
Last Name: Williams
Street: 80a Frobisher st
Suburb: Island bay
City: Island bay
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6023
eMail: Wenixsm@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
E bikes help those less able to enjoy the outdoors.
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
They should be able to use the same tracks.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Brooklyn trial by builders have two proposed routes near red rocks / south area that should be
supported also.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
By supporting existing apps like trail forks. Not by own development.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes these should have restricted access, for their safety. However for simplicity leave it open and
let them decide what is appropriate.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
The Berhampore golf course has good commuter opportunities and could be useful as part of
island bay cycle way extensions. Access restrictions should therefore be carefully considered.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Rob
Last Name: Lee
Street: 128 Mitchell Street
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: (04) 3851755
Mobile: 0276755399
eMail: r.lee@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, but there are even greater opportunities within and around the green spaces.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I support the submission made by the Brooklyn Trail Builders in response to this question.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
I support the submission made by the Brooklyn Trail Builders in response to this question.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments
I support the submission made by the Brooklyn Trail Builders in response to this question.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Need to be easier access tracks for beginner mountain bikers and people with young families who
enjoy the outdoors.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, within their means.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I live in Brooklyn and have been a mountain biker and runner for more than 20 years. What we
have in terms of accessible open spaces in Wellington is fantastic and I thank the Council for its
vision in this regard. I believe we can make it even better to help achieve the Council's outcomes.
As a member of the Brooklyn Trail Builders I believe our group has the experience and track record
(no pun intended) of building quality tracks for walkers, runners, bikers and ramblers of all ages and
abilities. We have a plan for the future that will definitely enhance and broaden the user experience
in our great outdoors. Brooklyn Trail Builders are local Wellingtonian's who commit to do doing
things to a high standard - this seems to appeal to all who use the tracks we have developed.
Everyone I meet on the tracks is very grateful for the work we do and always ask what's coming
next. There is appetite and expectation for more. I believe that in partnership with the Council and
our extensive network of volunteers we can deliver for the Council and for the huge number of
people who enjoy the outdoors in Wellington. Brooklyn Trail Builders vision is Tracks, Trees and
Traps and these three 'Ts' provide a figurative and literal means to opening up even more access;
restoring native trees to the area; and eradicating damaging pests. What could be better than that?
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Maurice
Last Name: Marquardt
Street: 121A South Karori Road
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0212174319
eMail: mauricepics@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
The more people have access to and use open spaces the better.
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
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Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
More priority to enable access to cyclists in open spaces network, e.g. Tinakori Hill

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
- all tracks in Te Ahumairangi/Tinakori should be opened to mountain bikers - more WCC funding
for mountain bike track maintenance, make getting permission for track building easier, priority
tracks for downhill MTB, masterplanning the future track network. - improving parking facilities near
open spaces, e.g. Makara MTB park - extend overflow car park and improve parking facilities on
South Karori Rd so people don't have to park on the grass on the side of the road (or on a yellow
line).
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Callum
Last Name: Dunn
Street: 20 Ariki Road
Suburb: Hataitai
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 0221757756
eMail: callumdunn@rocketmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
A push bike can go faster than 25km/h. Do you need to define things like batter power and limited
speed?

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The key initiatives are all fine however they do not make good use of the existing areas popular for
riding such as the currently 'illegal' Tinakori hill. We should be trying to cut the red tape so that
tracks can be built, maintained and used by all who wish to enjoy them.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If

80
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
It will annoy people

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
The 'priority trails' they identify are the Skyline trail between Old Coach Road and Spices forest,
The Harbour Escapement 'Walk' - which is above the motorway to Petone, the Great Harbour way
(which is a road cycle), and a track between Owhiro Bay and Makara - which is nice to have I you
could ever actually do it, as it will cost a fortune, and Karori Stream Access linking Makara Peak
and the South Coast. While I think that all trails are great to have, I struggle with the linkage
between these and the vision statements outlined above. In contrast I think you can achieve the
vision by going hard at developing the trails in and around the city.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Mountain bikers have built many of the tracks around Wellington. They should be allowed to enjoy
them and not have these tracks that take literally hundred of man hours turn into walking only
tracks. There is a missing space for extreme/hardcore downhill tracks (legal) in Wellington.
Especially tracks that are accessible for a lunchtime ride without having to drive anywhere. I ride
almost every day at lunch and wish to see more people out there enjoy it. We need to get more of
these built and opened up for people to enjoy. Open up Tinakori, get the clubs involved, lets build
some fun stuff
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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6 July 2016

SUBMISSION ON DRAFT OPEN SPACE ACTION PLAN
Since its establishment in 1999, the Otari-Wilton’s Bush Trust has worked closely with Otari
staff and other members of the Botanic Gardens team to protect Otari’s natural values and
enhance the quality of its visitor experiences.
The opportunity to comment on the Draft Open Space Action Plan provided a stimulus for
further discussions about the walks at Otari. We offer the following comments to assist
Council in finalising the plan. We would like to speak at any hearings.
Our key recommendation is for early briefings and discussions with Otari management and
the Trust. Several of the proposed tracks beyond Otari’s borders appear to have implications
for Otari, and we would like to know more about what is proposed.
Schedule A
We strongly endorse the inclusion of Otari-Wilton’s Bush on Schedule A. All of Otari’s tracks
and walkways have been closed to mountain-biking and cycling under successive
management plans since at least 2008. Otari’s bike-free environment is appreciated by
walkers. As mountain-biking becomes more popular, we anticipate that more residents and
tourists will seek out bike-free walks, particularly if dual-purpose walks are perceived as
being risky and less enjoyable. The risk and incidence of collisions may be low, but the need
to be physically and emotionally prepared to leap aside at any moment can reduce the
sense of serenity and relaxation experienced by many people when walking in the bush.
We urge Council to do more to encourage mountain bikers and cyclists to comply with bikefree zones. Some riders ignore the “no-go” signs at Otari.
Dogs on leashes
We also urge Council to do more to reinforce the requirement for dogs to be kept on leashes
in Otari, perhaps as part of a wider promotion.
Sector 4
The title of Sector 4, (pages 26 and 26), is Otari-Wilton’s Bush but the sector includes a lot of
land and walks that are beyond the boundaries of Otari-Wilton’s Bush. A new title may
reduce the potential for confusion, e.g. the Upper Kaiwharawhara Catchment.
We recommend re-writing the text for Sector 4 to address the following concerns:


The text provides lots of information about the location but very little information
about the tracks.
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It does not mention that Otari-Wilton’s Bush is closed to mountain-biking and cycling
It provides no information about the proposed extension of the Kaiwharawhara
Stream Track that is shown with pink dots on the map. One section leads further
upstream. The other connects with Trelissick Park. We would welcome additional
information about this proposal, e.g. will the full length of the track be closed to
mountain bikes?
It notes that many tracks were constructed informally by users, but doesn’t say what
Council intends to do about these.

We were pleased to see the cross-reference to the funded, track-related opportunities at
Otari in the Botanic Gardens of Wellington Management Plan (September 2014. Now that
Council has an integrated set of track implementation actions, we would welcome more
specific dates for the implementation of the Otari developments. As one example,
reconfiguring the pedestrian entry from Wilton Rd car park to the existing visitor centre is
scheduled for years 5-10. We don’t know whether this means 2019 or 2024 or some time inbetween.
Please note, however, that the wording of the pedestrian entry project in the Implementation
Plan in the Botanic Gardens Management Plan is not consistent with the wording in the body
of the Management Plan (section 5.4.4) where the proposal is to investigate reconfiguring
the pedestrian entry. Text on page 72 explains the origins of this proposal in the Landscape
Development Plan 2010. This project is shown as funded. It may be wise to check if the
allocated funding is sufficient to reconfigure the pedestrian entry, or just to investigate the
reconfiguration. Perhaps the text in the implementation section of the OSAP should be
changed to show the original intention?
Environmental impacts of tracks and users
We welcome the requirement for a review of the environmental effects to be conducted at
the beginning of all significant track work planning. The associated list of potential effects
and guidance on page 12 is useful, but may benefit from further clarification, e.g. what is
significant vegetation; when is a tree significant? One long-term proposal at Otari is for the
development of a walking circuit through the beech collection from the north picnic lawn; and
this may need to be responsive to the new OSAP requirements.
It’s not just the effects of new tracks on biodiversity that need to be avoided and/or
managed. For some time, Otari staff have been making low-cost interventions to reduce the
impacts of inappropriate visitor behaviour on one of Otari’s most significant trees, the Giant
Rimu. More serious on-site interventions to protect the tree’s roots are now being explored
and costed.
The East-West Connection
The East-West Connection is one of six Key Initiatives, and has a medium priority. Few
details are provided. All we know is that the recently acquired Kilmister land has provided the
opportunity for a track, probably dual use, running from Otari-Wilton’s Bush across Te
Wharangi Ridge to Makara Road, and hence to the coast. One of the other Key Initiatives is
the “epic” route for mountain-bike enthusiasts connecting Makara Beach and Owhiro Bay.
People using this route may also decide to complete the loop by using the East-West
Connection to or from Makara.
We would strongly urge you to site the city-end of the East-West Connection away from
Otari-Wilton’s Bush so that mountain-bikers do not start or finish by riding along any of
Otari’s tracks. These tracks are closed to mountain bikes.
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We recognise that Otari has probably been chosen as the end/start point to take advantage
of the security of Otari’s Wilton Rd carpark for those who need somewhere to leave their
cars for the day or more while walking or cycling these longer tracks. Otari has only 20
carparks at the Wilton Rd entrance, and the opening of the Leonard Cockayne Centre has
added to the pressure on parking.
Track categories (Appendices 1 and 2)
Appendix 1 establishes a five-category track classification system for walks: Path, Short
Walk, Walking Track, Tramping Track, and Route. Appendix 2 sets out specifications for
each category. We see potential for these categories to be used and developed as the basis
for improving the consistency and usefulness of the information that Council provides for
visitors.
As one example, the text about Otari in Council’s recent Wellington Walks leaflet says
“Choose from the many short walks”. When visitors arrive at Otari and study the large
orientation map at each of Otari’s main entrances, they will discover several walks that don’t
take much time, (short walks?) but nearly all use the phrase “steep with some steps”. This
phrase disguises the considerable variation in the physical characteristics of Otari’s forest
walks, especially in steepness and step-height. The “Short Walk” characteristics in the
dOSAP include “Steps must be even and consistent, max. riser 0.2m” . More detailed
descriptions of each track may be appreciated by visitors wanting to choose a walk that best
suits their physical fitness, agility, and footwear. Use of consistent terminology in visitor
information for all the city’s walks may also contribute to the objectives of Our Capital
Spaces.
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Submitter Details
First Name: Calum
Last Name: Chamberlain
Street: 54 Pembroke Road
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
eMail: calum.chamberlain@vuw.ac.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I agree with your limitations, however.
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Trail signage is excellent in Wellington - possibly integrating the track network with well used online
resources, such as google maps (which I believe, many tracks are already on) would be of benefit. I
don't see much benefit in developing your own app for track navigation.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
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No
Comments
People should also be discouraged from wearing headphones on shared pathways, as this makes
any effort at alerting others to your presence pointless.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
I think the proposed tracks are exciting, however more access to advanced mountain bike trails is
necessary. Legal natural and less-managed trails such as those (illegal) trails on Te Ahu Mairangi
are needed in the track network.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, however not all trails should be changed to allow access.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Dave
Last Name: Rudge
Street: 3 Blakey Avenue
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 027 4539633
eMail: dave@rudge.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Agree with definition. Need to be very specific about where e-bikes are allowed.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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Happy with the proposed tracks on a trial basis to e-bikes - BUT not at Makara Peak - limited to
4WD tracks only.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Clear difference between e-bikes and non-e. E-bikes should be kept off single track walking and
mtb tracks

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Support all initiatives. From a priority point of view, Karori Stream would be my highest priority as
provides the most benefit and connectivity accessible, and I would expect to be most used.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
With a comms strategy around the legalities of paper roads, as they already get some use that is
resisted in places.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
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Comments
Intergrated tourism, transport and trail initiative via apps. Technology already exists

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Focus should be on code of conduct for ALL. There is very little conflict between walkers, riders
etc. The conflicts are generally about access rights and who should be there, rather than who has
a bell. Bell discussion is a distraction.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Wider stragetic view, supported by the wider vision of public use (locals, tourism etc), to ensure the
right balance of access (grades of track, areas of focus etc)

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
I don't know enough about the practicalities and implications of this issue. I support the ability for all
to be able to access open spaces.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I love living in Wellington and the facilities we have. We are
already very lucky but it can get even better.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Chris
Last Name: McCarthy
On behalf of: Myself
Street: 39 Larsen Crescent
Suburb: Tawa
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 5028
Daytime Phone: 04 8024444
Mobile: 0274723222
eMail: chris@thephoto.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
As a Tawa resident I would like to see WCC continue to work in closely with the Porirua City
Council as parties with similar goals in a Wellington region.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
E-bikes are evolving rapidly. I would like to see the definition of an e-bike to explicitly exclude
having any kind of throttle which may be operated by the rider. That is to say the only way for an ebike motor to be activated and sustained in motion is through pedalling; no peddling = no power to
the motor. (e.g. no thumb throttle etc) Currently it is very easy to buy larger batteries and
modification software & hardware online to override the power limitations of e-bikes, greatly
increasing their power outputs without greatly changing the look of the e-bike.
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I agree that e-bikes should have access to the four wheel drive tracks. I think that e-bikes should
initially be excluded from all purpose built mountain bike tracks and shared use tracks, at least until
e-bike technologies have become sufficiently mature for distinctions to be easily and instantly made
between bicycles (pedalec) and machines that are effectively electric motor bikes. I would like to
see some evaluation of the possibility of allowing the elderly to ride very low powered e-bikes in a
variety of places.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I think it will easier to extend the access allowed to e-bikes at some future time, than to try to limit it
at a future time. I think it best to severely limit e-bike access until 2020, by which time technologies
will have settled into more distinct clearly identifiable categories.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
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Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I think a bell will help, somewhat. I have seen bells working well on cycle routes in Adelaide and
seems to be well accepted by the public. NB: I am an active mountain biker. I notice that in areas
like Polhill reserve many runners and walkers have earplugs, iPhones, iPods etc playing in their
ears and often do not hear other track users.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
I think more entry points onto the Spicer Link and Skyline tracks will increase the likelihood of
people riding some or all of the track, which will snowball. I think gentle grade 2 climbs from the
suburbs up to main routes will increase casual track use by families and older people, which in turn
will increase overall awareness of the open spaces, which will in turn increase how these are
valued by a greater number of people.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
While this would be wonderful I think it might be largely impractical. Once a track is suitable for a
mobility scooter, it looses much of its appeal as a natural and wild space for walkers and mountain
bike riders.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I regularly seen people (who probably ought to know better) walking their dogs without a lead in
areas such as Larsen Bush reserve, Tawa Bush reserve, Elsdon camp to Colonial Knob and Spicer
Botanical reserve, Makara Peak MTB park, Polhill reserve and tohers. I think these people mean
no harm, rather they genuine believe their own pet dog won't harm any wildlife. This seems to be
an education problem. Some mountain bikers ride with their dogs, again genuinely believing that
their dog is somehow different. Dogs do cause mountain bikers accidents, again education and
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peer pressure might be the answer.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: David
Last Name: Hogg
Street: 38 Hathaway Avenue
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0272234348
eMail: Holhogs@clear.net.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I would like to see more linkages between South Karori Road and the South Coast for walkers and
mountain bikers. Thanks.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
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Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jacqui
Last Name: Lane
Organisation: Wellington City Light Horse Club Inc.
Street: 40 Happy Valley Road
Suburb: Owhiro Bay
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6023
Daytime Phone: 049703434
Mobile: 0220344667
eMail: jacquilane40@Gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The rural coastal connection, Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach. Horse riders have always used this
track and farmland with the permission of the landowners and have shared this with 4x4,
motorbikes, ATVs, cyclists, joggers, walkers, dogs and children without incident. Our access to this
track and new tracks created should continue and as we have requested in previous submissions
request that signage be provided to indicate that horses also use these tracks. Currently we hold
keys to access the gates at the tip track entrance and over the hill to this coastal track, but the
signage still does not include horses.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Making paper roads available to link these tracks would enhance recreational use and experiences
by linking tracks and making areas more accessible. These would have to be negotiated and
consideration give to the current landowners. Track users would have to be made very aware that
they were on private land and treat this with great respect. The land owners should also be entitled
to close these roads at times, during lambing for example.
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
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better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes or no are not correct options for this question. Continue to use solar powered and wind
powered signage. They should also ensure that all types of recreational user are represented on
the signs. i.e. Horses.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
As should horse riders be vocal when approaching other track users who may not have noticed
them.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
However, on the draft plan, for paths, short walks, walking tracks, tramping tracks and route horse
riders are not mentioned as a user. If Berhampore golf club tracks can be open for Mountain bikers
and cyclists, then it should also be opened for horse riders as it forms part of the journey between
our two grazing paddocks and we currently use the steep tracks where the pines have been
removed. We are more than happy to assist with your studies on horse access to tracks with limited
and controlled 4wd access. Currently there are only a few horses in Happy Valley, and these
numbers are not likely to grow considerably, so will always have minimal impact on tracks and other
users, but we would like to be recognised users of current tracks and included as users of new
tracks.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
No problem with mobility scooters etc, and these are naturally limited by the terrain they can
handle.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
We have submitted on draft plans in the past about open spaces, green belt and other areas and
have not changed our position. We can see that there has been some consideration and mention of
horses, but are concerned that these considerations are not amounting to any access, in fact have
noted that the Tawatawa reserve which we currently have access to and forms a vital part of our
journey between paddocks and recreational riding shows as not accessible to horses as
regenerating native planted area. We work with SEA who manage this area and they have not
expressed any concern at our presence. We are considerate, only use the tracks (unlike dogs and
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their owners who walk through the planted areas) and need to continue to use these tracks as we
currently do. We request that horses be considered and allowed access to the tracks that we
currently use on the South Coast, and be considered in new linking tracks. Also that signage
includes horses where our access is permitted. We are considerate users, happy to share tracks
with all other users and recognise that shared tracks are actually safer for all users than dedicated
tracks as all users are more considerate of each other.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Kirk
Last Name: Cheney
Street: 4 Glamorgan Street
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 021 557800
eMail: kirk@cheney.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Overall, this is a very good plan for Wellington, and supports a sensible and inclusive policy for the
use of Wellington's amazing outdoors assets.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
These seem like a fantastic idea.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
I think that physical signage is a higher priority that online tools. There are plenty of online
resources for wayfinding and promotion, and often the appeal of getting out into the open spaces is
to be able to leave technology behind.
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Any cyclist is free at the moment to choose to install a bell on their bike, and very few do, which
suggests it is not desired or considered necessary. In my experience, bells can be quite a sudden
and sharp sound, and often startle unaware pedestrians, and I find that a voice tends to be more
suitable.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
I think it would be good to encourage less mobile citizens to make use of the open spaces, where it
is appropriate to do so. I do not want to see tracks replaced with sealed paths, though.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Overall, I think that this is a fantastic plan for Wellington. I would like to see the Council approve
considerably more mountain bike access to Te Ahumairangi, or at the very least to open a
consultation process to allow community feedback on the possibility of sustainable, approved
mountain bike track building and use. I am a Northland resident, and live close to the top of Te
Ahumairangi. I am a mountain biker, a runner, and my wife and I own a dog, so we are regular
users of the hill. I believe that Te Ahumairangi is woefully underused at the moment. I regularly run
on the hill, and I see very few other users, with the exception of dog walkers, who typically stick to
the main ridgeline track. There are a huge number of trails up on Te Ahumairangi, and very few
people use them as far as I can tell, relative to almost any other open space in Wellington. The
mountain bike community has a proven track record of good trail management and responsible use,
and I think that Te Ahumairangi would be a fantastic resource for Wellington, given the opportunity.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Garth
Last Name: Baker
Street: 54 Highbury Road
Suburb: Highbury
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 0273577901
Mobile: 0273577901
eMail: garthbaker@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I support the vision. I am familiar with the written submission being made by the Brooklyn Trail
Builders and support it fully. I have several points To add, on my own behalf.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
E-bike access on obvious commuter routes, such as a track from the tops of Marjoribanks and Pirie
St over to Hataitai . These would require these track to be resurfaced with gravel and better
drainage, and regularly maintained.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
To improve commuting choices.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I have identified the initiatives I personally think have priority. These are closer to the city and link
with existing tracks, so are more useful. They can be in place within five years, while the other
initiatives are larger projects and will take more time and resources. Also in the next five years I'd
like to see more focus on providing better linking tracks to join existing networks.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
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Comments
I fully support better signage and wayfinding. I am very familiar with the Polhill area, where tracks
gets 80,000+ uses annual. It is also a good example of poor signage and way finding. New visitors
are constantly getting lost or confused ans I am constantly being asked directions. There is no map
of the Polhill tracks publicly available or displayed at entrances. And the signs are not obvious, or
use track names that are not commonly know, are of different styles, and do not direct people on
natural routes (such as from Aro St to the wind turbine). While I support a citywide approach, this
also seems as if it will take sometime to get into place. An immediate technology, such as an app,
could help. But also some immediate expenditure to have maps and better signs in place is a good
investment, given the ever increasing numbers of visitors to Polhill.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Having easy access to public, natural spaces is one of the real assets of Wellington. Anything that
maintains and enhance the ability of people to enjoy this is a great development.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Tracks need to be suitable.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
On page 62 of the draft plan, Action point '6.1 Planning' discusses the use of the Highbury Rd site
(the area zoned 'Open Space B' down to Raroa Rd once the current lease by Wellington Water
ends. Wellington Water operates a private works depot on a small section of this land (off Raroa
Rd), and also has a water tank off Disley St (which has public access). Given their use is only on a
fraction of this area I advocate that the rest of the bush covered reserve could be used for a
walking track that links Raroa Rd to the higher streets of Highbury. The obvious point for the top of
this track would be the walkway between Koromiko and Highbury Rd. See attached map. This track
would provide the quickest commuting access for locals, while also usefully connecting Aro Valley
with other tracks down to Zealandia, and on to the Karori and Wright Hill tracks, or to south to
Brooklyn, or Te Kopahou. Within five minutes of using this track a walker could be on another bush
track to head further west to Zealandia, or beyond, or to travel south on the Polhill tracks. This
track is an obvious link that would enhance access, link existing routes AND which could be in
place while the Wellington Water depot is still in use. I ask this proposal is considered by WCC.
Attached Documents
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jeff
Last Name: Tucker
Street: 10 Ellora Street
Suburb: Ngaio
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6035
Daytime Phone: 02102475991
Mobile: 02102475991
eMail: jeff.tucker@anz.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I fully back the proposed development as set out in the plan. Mountain biking NZ-wide is a growing
sport/hobby/pastime, and any development in Wellington is only going to benefit the region. There
is no reason why Wellington cannot compete with the likes of Rotorua, Taupo and Queentown as a
mountain bike destination. There are already amazing places to ride in Wellington, so this
development will only enhance the experience, alongside everything else this city has to offer to
visitors.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
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the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Align to what is used at Makara Peak. The signage there is excellent, and 10 time better than what I
have experienced in Rotorua (Whakarewarewa) and Taupo (Craters), which are listed as world
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class mountain bike destinations.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Mountain bikers will not put a bell on their bikes. It is also more polite and personal just to speak to
other users and let them know you are coming.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
It is a really good start.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Wouldn't be suited to most parts of the network.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
The positives for Wellington as a whole far outway any negatives.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Rhys
Last Name: Hayward
Street: 46 Bombay Street
Suburb: Ngaio
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6035
Mobile: 0274428573
eMail: rhyshaywardnz@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
It is not clear what it means to 'Provide outstanding opportunities for recreation'. It would be more
clear if the statement was to Maximise the opportunities for recreation by providing an outstanding
network of tracks and facilities.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
As with NZTA good luck with enforcement :)

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
Electric bikes will inevitably grow in popularity over the coming years. They should be allowed
where they pose low risks to other unpowered track users and do not cause damage to trails.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Although I support these 'key' initiatives it is noted that these projects are all of a relatively large and
complex scale and are all in rural parts of Wellington. There should be an equal focus on new
projects that are close to the city.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
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Comments
There are already a wide-range of different mobile apps which provide navigation, route-finding,
and logging (e.g strava, trailforks, map my run). I don't believe it would be a good use of council
resources to double-up on what is freely available.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
No. Cyclists should call out to let people know they are there.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Mountainbiking should be permitted on Te Ahumairangi Hill. The current limited access status for
Te Ahumairangi does not embrace the purpose of the town belt or the vision of the open spaces
policy. Legitimizing the network of unsanctioned bike trails on Te Ahumairangi is exactly what is
needed to make Wellington a world class mountainbiking destination. This would attract
mountainbikers to live, work and study in Wellington and attract tourists from around the world.
Construction of these tracks has been a natural response to Wellingtons track building regime
focused solely on beginner and intermediate level tracks and ignoring the interests of advanced
riders and the direction toward more difficult trails that the sport has taken in recent years.It
appears that the closure of these these tracks has been in response to a few vocal residents. As a
property owner on the western slopes of Te Ahumairangi I am totally in support of mountainbiking
on the hill. As noted in the Open spaces plan there are 'perceptions of the steep terrain in this area'
- it is not just a perception but a fact that Te Ahumairangi is really steep. From Thorndon the hill
rises at a grade of 1V:2H (260m vertical and 520m horizontal). This means that the hill is unsuitable
for the majority of walkers and runners, however this steep grade is perfect for mountainbiking.
Mountainbike tracks can coexist alongside walking tracks. The existing network could easily be
developed to avoid any conflict or risk between walkers and downhill riders. The mountainbiking
community are keen volunteers and as with other areas opened to mountainbiking, Te Ahumairangi
would benefit from volunteers trapping pests, managing invasive weeds, and maintaining both
mountainbiking and walking tracks.
Attached Documents
File
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File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Dave
Last Name: Nendick
Organisation: Welly Tracks MTB Group C/- Dr Dave Nendick
On behalf of: Welly Tracks MTB Group have approximately 1880 members. The group
includes Wellington Members, NZ Wide Members and International Members who love to
come to Wellington to utilise our open spaces. Th
Street: 7 Wingate Terrace
Suburb: Newtown
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: 04 894 0477
Mobile: 029 894 0477
eMail: dave.nendick@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I believe the WCC's open plan vision is sound. I am a mountain biker but also run, walk and
conduct other volunteers activities such as pest control and planting native trees and shrubs on
WCC land. However, there are some omissions that our group believes must be addressed. Such
as appropriate partnership work on separate, safe, permitted mountain bike access and trail
building on Tinakori Hill (Te Ahu Mairangi). It is important to separate such trails from other users
for obvious health and safety reasons. We don't want anyone injured from inappropriate
interactions on tracks or trails. Tinakori Hill (Te Ahu Mairangi) is a large under-utilised area that
different user groups can share adequately and work together to improve planting of native
vegetation and contribute to exotic pest control in the same successful manner as for Polhill and
Makara Peak. In addition, the 1998 Karori Downhill Track (above Karori Park) should receive
support in the form of protection and funding to ensure the single remaining downhill mountain
biking training venue and race track in the Wellington city area is not lost. It is also important to
ensure sign posting for trails is adequate to ensure people (including visitors) do not get lost but
also are fully informed about what kind of trail conditions will be encountered and which other
specific users may be present.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
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would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
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by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
The use of e-bikes has been debated widely and Makara Peak Supporters have already debated
the use and access for Makara Peak. Personally, I think e-bikes can be beneficial for those people
unable to easily climb uphill or along the flat on a mountain bike (such as partially disabled people)
but still wish to get out and ride. However, I would prefer pedal assisted bikes and reduced
availability for bikes with throttle control and power under 300KW. Certain tracks should also be
restricted from use where appropriate.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
If this access enables outdoor activities for those who would normally not have access this is a
good thing.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I think the jury is still out with regard to single track use. No one seems quite sure as to what
additional wear and tear that e-bikes might create to established tracks. I would think that use on
wide 4 wheel drive roads and similar areas would be ok but there may need to be a speed
restriction.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
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Comments
These all seem to be great additions to the Wellington area and will enhance linkages from one
area to another. However, is '2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and
Ngauranga Gorge' restricted to walkers or runners only or will mountain bikers use it as well? The
word 'WALK''= seems to indicate pedestrian use only.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
We believe that we should take advantage of 'paper roads'and develop these as appropriate. This
can only enhance access and linkages from existing trails networks for adventure riding, commuting
and utilsation by horse riders, mountain bikers, runners, and walkers with the right level of oversight
and management.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The tracks and routes need good basic signs signs with pertinent information for health and safety
reasons. These signs could be enhanced to interact with smart phone and GPS technology.
However, coverage may be limited in some isolated areas and if mobile phones get wet or lose
battery power they are next to useless. Signs might also be enhanced to have web-links that
provide information on the geology of an area, historical information or about native animals and
vegetation.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
This seems a bit of a random question. I read through the consultation documents thoroughly and
there is no reference or context for such a question. What is the rationale behind the question? Is
this based on perceived risk or health and safety? Will mountain bikers or cyclists also be expected
to wear hi-viz clothing as well?

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
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Comments
1. The proposed vision of the WCC's plan is very good but I believe that there are omissions. As
mentioned previously members of Wellington's mountain biking groups would like to have fair,
cooperative access to building legitimate tracks and have riding access in steep technical areas on
Tinakori Hill (Te Ahu Mairangi). The hill is under-utilised with regard to what it has to offer and what
it currently does offer. There is masses of space to ensure tracks are separated from other user
groups as appropriate and we can enhance the area with the planting of native vegetation and
increasing control of exotic pests. As you may be aware, most of the tracks built by mountain biker
volunteer groups in wellington plant one native tree or shrub for every metre of track built. New
tracks also enhance the ability for volunteers to access isolated areas for enhanced exotic pest
control. 2. The 1998 Karori DownHill Track must receive appropriate protection and support. Other
tracks not mentioned include: The 'Roller Coaster Track', 'Serendipity', and 'The Mystic Portal'. The
'Roller Coaster Track' above and to the South of Highbury and adjacent to the Polhill region is a
high speed down hill track with lots of jumps, chutes and features. For health and safety reasons,
the true right hand side/'Roller Coaster downhill track needs to be set exclusively as mountain bike
downhill travel only. This also holds true for the 'Serendipity' track that runs off the 'Transient Track'
at the bottom of Polhill (above Aro Street), and 'The 'Mystic Portal' that runs from Pierce Street
Vogeltown down to Hutchison Road, Te Aro. Other track that should be set exclusively form
downhill mountain bike use include 'Hippy's' on Mt. Victoria (among others) and 'Jail Brake' and
'Solitary' in Miramar. Riders are often un-sighted when coming off jumps and around corners and
moving at speed up over rises in these tracks. Such riders cannot stop immediately and these
tracks are unsuitable for two way travel and are completely inappropriate for pedestrians (runners
and walkers). For health and safety reasons, there needs to be appropriate signage and separation
between mountain bikers and other users on these tracks that have been exclusively built by
mountain bikers. By contrast, there is no such need to separate one directional climbing tracks (for
example, 'Clinical' or 'Windmill' (both Polhill Region tracks) in the same way as there is no such
speed or downhill directional travel involved. We firmly believe in shared use for routes and
commonly used areas where appropriate speed restrictions and courtesy is involved. For the very
same reasons that is why pedestrian or equestrian only tracks should be available where possible.
One of the aims of Welly Tracks MTB Group members and members of the Wellington Mountain
Bike Club is to separate mountain bike lines from pedestrian tracks and routes wherever possible.
For example, this is something that we are prioritising on Mt Victoria with some success. I and Welly
Tracks MTB Group members are enthusiastic about the suggested changes promoted by WCC
including the 6 crucial initiatives. One idea would be to prioritise the route down the Karori Stream
from Makara Peak to the South Coast as a crucial linkage and fore-runner of a 'Wellington Great
Ride'. Such an integrated 'Wellington Great Ride' route could begin at Mt. KauKau, head along the
Skyline track, travel through Makara Peak and down the new section to the south coast and either
terminate at Owhiro bay or continue around the coast to Makara Beach. As this would be a long
ride, other infrastructure such as shelters and facilities would be required in the long run.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Sure, but only on suitable well-formed and surfaced tracks able to cater to such disabled people.
For health and safety reasons, mountain bikers and cyclists and equestrians should be restricted to
speed limits or should walk their bikes/horses though such areas for health and safety reasons.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I and the Welly Tracks MTB Group applaud the Wellington City Council for the proposed vision and
support delivered widely for the whole community in Wellington. Investment by WCC in the
proposed open space plans will improve the wider community's ability to get out and enjoy the
environment with the right rules and governance. Wellington should be recognised as a world class
destination for the hills, harbour and open space activities as well as the more established ideas
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involving the art and culture of NZ's capital.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Patrick
Last Name: Savill
Street: 17 Mortimer Terrace
Suburb: Aro Valley
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: 0272488863
Mobile: 0272488863
eMail: paddygarmin@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Karori to Makara to the coast would be the most awesome out of all of these I think. I dig absolutely
all of them though!

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Consistent signs and more map boards around wellington. Makara peak already has this but other
places are lacking.
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments
Everyone should avoid excessive headphone volume so that a welcoming hail by voice would be
heard. When mountain biking it is challenging to use a bell when on the trail but other shared paths
should be pretty simple to use bells on.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
More access trails (easy beginner trails around the place, Grade 2 max)

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Evidently it would be hazardous to all users if mobility devices were used everywhere (cross
country or downhill mountain bike tracks come to mind) but certain, open, areas would be fine.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
More funding on general track development and maintenance around wellington? We don't want to
lose any of the excellent tracks we already have and additions would be welcomed.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Matt
Last Name: Thomas
Street: 6 Tiketike Way
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: +64212455002
Mobile: +64212455002
eMail: mthomasnz@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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There is a massive risk of e-bikes damaging trails (especially mountain bike trails) meaning they will
need more time and money to maintain. Given the speeds they can get up to (and that they can run
very quietly), some form of restriction or compulsory notification / warning like a bell should be
enforced. Plus what is to stop e-bikes going on trails they shouldn't be on?

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Wellington has an amazing network of mountain bike trails and linking them up makes sense.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Consistent signage for trails (including grading and potentially the average time to bike) would be a
great start. An A3 map of Wellington with the main trails / networks would be great to give people
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(especially visitors) an overview of what Wellington has to offer - more detailed trails could be on
the reverse.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes they definitely should be allowed however there has to be an element of common sense as to
where they would not be suitable to travel on. eg: a two way track with enough space for only one
scooter meaning issues when 'overtaking' or coming up to someone travelling the other way.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Wellington has so much to offer for mountain biking and it is largely undiscovered and promoted.
The videos earlier this year (eg: Makara, Polhill, Wainui) were fantastic though!
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: David
Last Name: Carlyon
Street: 8 Moorhouse Street
Suburb: Wadestown
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 027 836 5645
eMail: david.carlyon@advicefirst.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The council have done a great job on this plan and I love all of the key 6 initiatives. It shows the
council are serious about continued investment to maintain and enhance trails in Wellington. WELL
DONE!

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Only pedal assist not throttle. Would like to see more research about this before a final decision is
made.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments
See above.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
More research is required before anyone can answer this question regarding Wellington trails.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Why is Te Ahumairangi hill and trails left off this list? The public have been very vocal and this area
needs to be resolved for all to enjoy safely. All we seek is to have a public consultation round to
hear everyones views and agree a way forward, this was expected in the Draft Open Spaces Plan.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Mavellous idea! There is such potential for trail users and trail communters through using paper
roads.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments
Yes, but not at the expense of not having adequate physical signage for health and safety reasons,
for tourists who might not be on a phone network and for times when the network is down.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
What is the rationale for this? It is not mentioned anywhere in the Draft Open Spaces Plan. Maybe
walkers runners and dogs should have auditory devices and hi-vis wear clothing if one party is
expected to. However, if ths is the price that needs to be paid to open up Te Ahumairangi hill for
mountain biking then I would be prepared to use a bell. This question here, is confusing as it
doesnt follow good consultation process.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
No, Te Ahumairangi hill and trails are not being consulted on in this round and they should be. The
public have been very vocal and this area needs to be resolved for all to enjoy safely. All we seek is
to have a public consultation round to hear everyones views and agree a way forward, this was
expected in the Draft Open Spaces Plan.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Sounds like a great idea, but limits to certain areas would be required for everyones safety.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Matt
Last Name: Bull
Street: 10 Mervyn Kemp Drive
Suburb: Tawa
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 5028
Mobile: 027 5628871
eMail: matt.bull.nz@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Why have a separate e-bike definition. Why not rely on a national definition as defined by NZTA
(https://www.nzta.govt.nz/vehicles/vehicle-types/low-powered-vehicles/). This will save the
definition in the plan getting out of sync with a standardised national definition.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
However, this would need to be reviewed frequently (say annually) as the track network continues
to grow and evolve.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Cycling between Tawa and Johnsonville is dangerous on Middleton Rd. An alternative (on or off
road) solution is very much needed, and will be well used.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Single, consistent, up to date website with all tracks listed, access types available, conditions
updated. See trailforks.com as a great example (albeit mountain bike specific).
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Making something mandatory then makes it enforceable. Lets stop cyclists being killed by motorists
first.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, they should be allowed, and yes, access restrictions should apply.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
More funding should be made available for track development and maintenance across Wellington.
Makara Peak Mountain Bike Park should be recognised as a nationally significant and highly used
recreational facility, and should receive the investment from the council it deserves.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Alistair
Last Name: Quinn
Street: 10 Durham Street
Suburb: Aro Valley
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
eMail: Al@kitomba.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I would like to see tinakori hill opened up for Mtb access. Allowing bikes to use part of the track
network on the hill is unlikely to create walker conflict as it is a lightly used area. It will provide a
level and style of riding that is largely missing from the Wellington Mtb experience.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Marilyn
Last Name: Northcotte
Organisation: en Velo - Urban Cycling Consultants
Street: 13 Whitu Street
Suburb: Khandallah
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6035
Daytime Phone: 04 938 5885
Mobile: 027 538 5885
eMail: info@envelo.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I think the plan has good vision.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
The e-bike definition of up to 300 watts of battery power, pedal assisted, is appropriate.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
In general no. I am of the belief that speed, handling ability and weight all serve to put a non-ebike
rider at a disadvantage when using the trail network. However, this may be an occasion to open a
range of proposed tracks on a TRIAL basis to e-bikes, this trial should not be at Makara Peak,
because of sheer numbers, ages/stages of riders. Also, I am wondering if the plan should be
considering e-bikes at present, but rather focusing on continuing to create track links that complete
the network (eg. Karori Stream to South Coast ) and taking advantage of the energy and effort
afforded to the network via the mountain bike community.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
We are still in the wild west when it comes to e-bikes, their use and effect on trails and other users.
Do we really need one more division between riders riding up/down at a wide variety in speed,
attitude and weight? What might be more prudent is to investigate the issues, concerns with
introducing e-bikes to the network and proceed with caution.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Karori Stream project could move up in the priority to number 2.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
I would like to see consistent signage and map boards across Wellington, similar to Makara Peak's
award-winning signage. Online tools can support this.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I don't really think that MTBers will be interested in using bells, rather that all users be encouraged
to share with care, and be discouraged from using headphones.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Accessibility could be improved with more grade 1 and 2 tracks (where the terrain allows).

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Mobility scooters and devices for disabled people are fine, on appropriate tracks, this would include
a wide consideration of terrain, access, and track features (like if it drops away etc.).

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Of further note I would particularly like to see; - an increase in funding for track development and
maintenance across Wellington. - Substantial funding to develop and maintain Makara Peak
Mountain Bike Park over the next 10 years - that reflects the nationally significant and highly used
recreational facility (Destination location- people come here to ride it) that the park has become,
and the potential it has for significant growth. Also, I am wondering if the plan should be considering
e-bikes at present, but rather focusing on continuing to create track links that complete the network
(eg. Karori Stream to South Coast ) and taking advantage of the energy and effort afforded to the
network via the mountain bike community.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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WCC Draft Open Spaces Access Plan 2016
Submission from Churton Park Revegetation Group
Name and Contact details
John Morrison, Convenor - Churton Park Revegetation Group,
9 Aintree Grove Churton Park.
Phone (04) 477 1020 Email morrisonjohn@clear,net,nz
This submission is on behalf of an organisation.
We would like to make an oral submission to the Hearing Committee.

1 Background
The Churton Park Revegetation Group was formed 11 years ago in 2005. The group was
set up under the Greater Wellington “Take Care” environmental scheme, with assistance
from WCC Parks and Gardens. The objective of the group is to ..”enhance the natural
character of Churton Park's waterways and environs “
The group has carried out extensive weed control and planting in Wingfield Reserve,
including the construction of a track and associated bridge over the central branch of the
Porirua Stream.
Other planting has been carried out at Stebbings Dam, and is ongoing in Lakewood
Reserve, as a part of the WCC Special Environmental area.
In addition, the Group takes an active interest in, and supports all revegetation planting
projects being carried out in Churton Park by both the developer and WCC, as well as
looking for additional opportunities for revegetation in our suburb.

2 Particular areas of interest

We understand that other groups in Churton Park are making submissions on the Draft
Plan, with the particular objective of ensuring that additional tracks are built in our fast
developing suburb. These will not be repeated here but have our full support.
Listed below are the areas of particular interest to this Group.
2.1 Wingfield Reserve
In order to carry out the planting work in this reserve, group members constructed an
access track through the reserve, more or less parallel with Middleton Road. Construction
of the track also included a bridge over the stream.
This track should be shown on WCC plans, and the ongoing maintenance taken over by
WCC.
Note that this section of track forms part of the proposed route from Edward Wilson
Reserve to Glenside Reserve as shown on Sector Maps 2 and 9.
2.2 Lakewood Reserve
The Group is currently carrying out planting and plant maintenance work in Lakewood
Reserve and takes a keen interest in the development of this very special reserve.
The construction of a track from the north end of the reserve, following the stream to exit at
the car park of the Churton Park Village should be given some priority. It is mentioned in
the Plan, but no indication of its priority. Construction of this track would allow revegetation
planting to continue down both sides of the stream.
Submission from Churton Park Revegetation Group
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2.3 Stebbings Dam recreational area
The area of public open space around and including Stebbings Dam is of considerable
value to the community. The Churton Park Revegetation Group has carried out some
enhancement planting, to bring the landscaping back to its intended extent. In addition,
quite large areas on the valley floor and left bank were revegetated by members of the
Glenside Planting Group.
The walking tracks in this area should be shown on the Plan maps, even although they are
on GW land. In addition, the construction of a bridge over Stebbings stream should be
given some priority as it would add to the safety of the track that zig zags down the left
side of the valley, and allow much safer access across the stream..
2.4 Stebbings Valley Development
We understand that within the Stebbings Valley development, land has been set aside as
reserves, and that tracks will be constructed in these reserves.
Our recommendation is that these tracks be completed as soon as the land is available, so
that the adjacent planting projects can be put in hand either by WCC or local volunteer
groups. In this way the scars of the development can be softened by the revegetation
plants, and that an interesting series of tracks can become available for public use in the
near future.

3 Conclusion

Churton Park is poorly served by good walking tracks, and does not have a track network.
This is noted in the Plan section 7.9 Page 35. However the Plan does not have any
specific objectives to remedy this less than desirable situation.
The final Plan should include specific targets and objectives to remedy this situation.
The lack of tracks is also hampering the revegetation of the bare hillsides which form the
backdrop to our suburb.
Submission prepared by
John L Morrison
Convenor Churton Park Revegetation Group
8 July 2016
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Submitter Details
First Name: Colin
Last Name: Keating
Street: P2; 99 Dixon Street
Suburb: Te Aro
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6011
Daytime Phone: 04 385 8932
eMail: crcnkeating@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I am strongly opposed because the absence of satisfactory requirements in the vision for ensuring
human safety when open spaces are to be shared by pedestrians and cyclists. I have too often
witnessed situations in shared open spaces in Wellington where speeding cyclists have intimidated,
sometimes hit and injured pedestrians and then absconded at speed. Cycling recklessly in open
spaces is becoming a dangerous epidemic in Wellington and the WCC is not assuming a
sufficiently responsible policy. There have been multiple incidents which I have witnessed in which
young children have avoided being killed by mere inches. As there is no identification of bikes
perpetrators can 'hit and run' without any risk of being held accountable for behaviour which if
undertaken on a road by a car could result in imprisonment. The proposed vision must therefore be
amended to place high priority on safety if the space is to be shared and to include serious
penalties for those cyclists who do not comply

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
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Comments
This is an outrageous proposal in its current unqualified form. The policy should limit all bikes,
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when in shared space and in proximity to pedestrians (i.e. 5 metres), to a speed no greater than the
walking pace of the actual proximate pedestrians. (Where little children are present that could mean
actually dismounting and walking the bike.) 25 KMPH is a ridiculous proposal anywhere near
pedestrians. In a work place this would likely infringe health and safety requirements and the WCC
needs to be much more responsible in its attitude to the protection of human safety in all its
policies.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Not on the basis proposed by WCC and Only if strict safety conditions, as set out in this
submission,are imposed. In equity - and for safety - these conditions should also be imposed on all
bikes in all open shared space in the city.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Only as submitted above

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
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Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
But use of a bell is not a licence to put the safety of pedestrians at risk. There are times when a bell
is useful. But a bell being used by a cyclist riding with reckless disregard to the safety of
pedestrians is more often a form of intimidation. A cyclist has no right to demand that pedestrians
give way or make way for the bile. The only safe rule is that when in proximity to pedestrians all
cyclists must reduce speed to the speed of the pedestrians.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Disabled and aged access is desirable subject to available funding.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
yes access if possible

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Curtis
Last Name: Johnstone
Street:
Suburb:
City:
Country:
eMail: johnstone_curtis@msn.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Request for status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt
Management Plan (the Plan). Plan currently only allows for 4 trails to be ridden on for mountain
biking and no further trails to be developed for mountain biking. Section 8.1.5.1: Mountain bike
access to the hill will be limited to the Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline
track, West-East Connector track and Grant Road track. Rest of town Belt areas do not contain
such broad restrictions. Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing - as mentioned specifically in
the Plan[1] - recreational activity that should be a permitted activity in all of Wellington town belt.
User conflict and safety must be managed in all public shared spaces. This conflict is best
managed when activities have strong user representation. The Wellington Trails Trust provides a
unified voice for mountain bikers in Wellington, which will improve discourse and accountability.
Wellington Trails Trust is working with WCC to execute on the 10 year plan that will see Wellington
being recognised as World's Best mountain bike city. Key to achieving this goal is development and
improvement to the urban trails that connect the greenbelt to Wellington's city. 3 of the key areas
suitable are Mt Vic, Polhill and Te Ahumairangi. Further track development is restricted in Te
Ahumairangi and this needs to be addressed. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many
activities - small number of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the
ridgeline. This is explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited
sectors of the Town Belt'[2]. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised
given its size and proximity to the central city'[3]. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi limits its
potential contribution to the objectives of the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and
recreation is encouraged and supported. The steep terrain is well suited for advanced/expert
mountain bike trails. The development of such trails would result in significant increase of
recreational users in this part of town belt.
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Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
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would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
e-bikes should NOT be aloud anywhere.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
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Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Request for status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt
Management Plan (the Plan). Plan currently only allows for 4 trails to be ridden on for mountain
biking and no further trails to be developed for mountain biking. Section 8.1.5.1: Mountain bike
access to the hill will be limited to the Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline
track, West-East Connector track and Grant Road track. Rest of town Belt areas do not contain
such broad restrictions. Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing - as mentioned specifically in
the Plan[1] - recreational activity that should be a permitted activity in all of Wellington town belt.
User conflict and safety must be managed in all public shared spaces. This conflict is best
managed when activities have strong user representation. The Wellington Trails Trust provides a
unified voice for mountain bikers in Wellington, which will improve discourse and accountability.
Wellington Trails Trust is working with WCC to execute on the 10 year plan that will see Wellington
being recognised as World's Best mountain bike city. Key to achieving this goal is development and
improvement to the urban trails that connect the greenbelt to Wellington's city. 3 of the key areas
suitable are Mt Vic, Polhill and Te Ahumairangi. Further track development is restricted in Te
Ahumairangi and this needs to be addressed. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many
activities - small number of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the
ridgeline. This is explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited
sectors of the Town Belt'[2]. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised
given its size and proximity to the central city'[3]. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi limits its
potential contribution to the objectives of the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and
recreation is encouraged and supported. The steep terrain is well suited for advanced/expert
mountain bike trails. The development of such trails would result in significant increase of
recreational users in this part of town belt.
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Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
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Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Harrison
Last Name: Redshaw
Street: Flat 20, 35 Torrens Terrace
Suburb: Mount Cook
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6011
Mobile: 027271003
eMail: harrisonr@hotmail.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi hill should be opened for access by mountainbikers.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
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Comments
Walkers should also be encouraged not to have headphones on to be able to hear bikers coming.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi hill should be opened for access by mountainbikers.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Te Ahumairangi hill should be opened for access by mountainbikers. Wellington has many
mountain bike tracks but these are all for beginner to intermediate riders. Te Ahumairangi is the
perfect place for steep expert tracks due to the terrain as well as the lack of walkers using the hill. If
expert tracks are not opened up in Wellington, mountain bikers will continue building illegal tracks
that conflict with walking tracks. WCC opening up Te Ahumairangi will allow these tracks to be
managed to stop conflicts with walkers and their tracks. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi
limits its potential contribution to the objectives of the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and
recreation is encouraged and supported. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many
activities - small number of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the
ridgeline. This is explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited
sectors of the Town Belt'. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised
given its size and proximity to the central city'.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Simon
Last Name: Harper
On behalf of: My household
Street: 36A Sutherland Crescent
Suburb: Melrose
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6023
eMail: simon.j.harper@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Globally supported

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I accept the definition. I support the current proposals for integrating e-Bikes into commuter routes
in particular. I have strong concerns that any further expansion of access to Makara Peak and
Polhill reserves will significantly and adversely impact on safety and enjoyment of Wellington's
outstanding recreational track network for other users, In particular runners and novice
mountainbikers. I urge the council not to expand the access for e-bikes beyond those communter
routes where this access is of value.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
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the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
As above. Only, and with no further extension, for commuter routes. These machines are potentially
dangerous to other track users and their increased mass and consequent braking forces will
damage the MTB track surface. Tracks such as Peak Flow at Makara Peak are already regularly
closed with non-ebike usage only and e-bikes will accellerate the damage process.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Please do not allow e-Bikes on the single tracks around Wellington and especially not at Makara
Peak.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Runners need to be aware that the tracks are shared and not run with their headphones in on such
tracks oblivious to the cyclists coming up the hill behind them. In this case a simple, 'hello' is far
preferable to a bell.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes. Clearly access to much of Wellington's terrain is impracticle so optimising disabled access to
those areas that are georpahically suitable is sensible.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I broadly support the plan and am in favour of the majority of WCCs current and past plans in this
sector. Please don't ruin this vital city asset by allowing widespread e-Bike access
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Rod
Last Name: Bardsley
Street: 22 Vaucluse Avenue
Suburb: Paraparaumu Beach
City: Paraparaumu
Country:
PostCode: 5032
Daytime Phone: 021588498
Mobile: 021588498
eMail: Madbiker@clear.net.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Request for status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt
Management Plan (the Plan). Plan currently only allows for 4 trails to be ridden on for mountain
biking and no further trails to be developed for mountain biking. Section 8.1.5.1: Mountain bike
access to the hill will be limited to the Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline
track, West-East Connector track and Grant Road track. Rest of town Belt areas do not contain
such broad restrictions. Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing - as mentioned specifically in
the Plan[1] - recreational activity that should be a permitted activity in all of Wellington town belt.
User conflict and safety must be managed in all public shared spaces. This conflict is best
managed when activities have strong user representation. The Wellington Trails Trust provides a
unified voice for mountain bikers in Wellington, which will improve discourse and accountability.
Wellington Trails Trust is working with WCC to execute on the 10 year plan that will see Wellington
being recognised as World's Best mountain bike city. Key to achieving this goal is development and
improvement to the urban trails that connect the greenbelt to Wellington's city. 3 of the key areas
suitable are Mt Vic, Polhill and Te Ahumairangi. Further track development is restricted in Te
Ahumairangi and this needs to be addressed. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many
activities - small number of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the
ridgeline. This is explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited
sectors of the Town Belt'[2]. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised
given its size and proximity to the central city'[3]. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi limits its
potential contribution to the objectives of the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and
recreation is encouraged and supported. The steep terrain is well suited for advanced/expert
mountain bike trails. The development of such trails would result in significant increase of
recreational users in this part of town belt. [1] Section 8.1.5 Recreation: 'mountain biking is
increasing in popularity'. [1] Section 8.1.1 Character and use [1] Section 7.11
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Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
People will always flaunt the rules if any powered bike is allowed

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
See previous answer

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
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A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Daniel
Last Name: Horgan
Street: 6 Peranga Terrace
Suburb: Hataitai
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 0277779325
eMail: danielhorgan.nzl@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I strongly believe that mountain bike access to Te Amuhairangi Hill should be allowed. It is
ridiculous that bike access is allowed in almost every green space in Wellington bar Te
Ahumairangi hill. I am a keen mountain biker and have lived in wellington for 19 years and am
shocked that this hill has not yet been opened to the public for mountain biking. It would benefit
Wellingtons tourism greatly as the quality of riding up Te Ahumairangi is unrivaled elsewhere in
Wellington, if Wellington truly wants to market mountain biking as a drawcard for tourists there are
no better option then to open the hill to bike access. On a recent walk up Te Ahumairangi I was
outraged to see that a somebody had booby trapped an old mountain bike trail making it extremely
dangerous for walkers and potential ignorant bikers. After that walk I had a conversation to a young
family friend who is a keen mountain biker whose only place available for mountain biking after
school is Te Ahumairangi hill due to his parents not letting him leave the Wadestown area to ride
without supervision. Due to this he is unable to ride during the week and pursue his favorite past
time, I find this deeply saddening.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
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Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Encouraging people to not use headphones on shared trails would be have a greater impact in
making the trails safer.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
On sealed paths only is fine

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Tristan
Last Name: Thomas
Organisation: Wheelworks
Street:
Suburb: Rongotai
City: Rongotai
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6022
Daytime Phone: +6443873592
Mobile: +6443873592
eMail: tristan@wheelworks.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
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No
Comments
Cars are not encouraged to use their horns on shared roadways and the same logic applies for
bicycles. A cyclist should yeild to pedestrians in shared pathway situations but there is no need for
a bell.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Request for status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt
Management Plan (the Plan). Plan currently only allows for 4 trails to be ridden on for mountain
biking and no further trails to be developed for mountain biking. Section 8.1.5.1: Mountain bike
access to the hill will be limited to the Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline
track, West-East Connector track and Grant Road track. Rest of town Belt areas do not contain
such broad restrictions. Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing - as mentioned specifically in
the Plan[1] - recreational activity that should be a permitted activity in all of Wellington town belt.
User conflict and safety must be managed in all public shared spaces. This conflict is best
managed when activities have strong user representation. The Wellington Trails Trust provides a
unified voice for mountain bikers in Wellington, which will improve discourse and accountability.
Wellington Trails Trust is working with WCC to execute on the 10 year plan that will see Wellington
being recognised as World's Best mountain bike city. Key to achieving this goal is development and
improvement to the urban trails that connect the greenbelt to Wellington's city. 3 of the key areas
suitable are Mt Vic, Polhill and Te Ahumairangi. Further track development is restricted in Te
Ahumairangi and this needs to be addressed. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many
activities - small number of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the
ridgeline. This is explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited
sectors of the Town Belt'[2]. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised
given its size and proximity to the central city'[3]. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi limits its
potential contribution to the objectives of the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and
recreation is encouraged and supported. The steep terrain is well suited for advanced/expert
mountain bike trails. The development of such trails would result in significant increase of
recreational users in this part of town belt. [1] Section 8.1.5 Recreation: 'mountain biking is
increasing in popularity'. [1] Section 8.1.1 Character and use [1] Section 7.11

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
I think they should be classified similar to ebikes - both are motor-assisted forms of transport.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: peter
Last Name: Shaw
Street: 139 Campbell Street
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 021551949
eMail: pjdshaw70@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Request for status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt
Management Plan (the Plan). Plan currently only allows for 4 trails to be ridden on for mountain
biking and no further trails to be developed for mountain biking Section 8.1.5.1: Mountain bike
access to the hill will be limited to the Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline
track, West-East Connector track and Grant Road track. Rest of town Belt areas do not contain
such broad restrictions. Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing - as mentioned specifically in
the Plan[1] - recreational activity that should be a permitted activity in all of Wellington town belt.
User conflict and safety must be managed in all public shared spaces. This conflict is best
managed when activities have strong user representation. The Wellington Trails Trust provides a
unified voice for mountain bikers in Wellington, which will improve discourse and accountability.
Wellington Trails Trust is working with WCC to execute on the 10 year plan that will see Wellington
being recognised as World's Best mountain bike city. Key to achieving this goal is development and
improvement to the urban trails that connect the greenbelt to Wellington's city. 3 of the key areas
suitable are Mt Vic, Polhill and Te Ahumairangi. Further track development is restricted in Te
Ahumairangi and this needs to be addressed. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many
activities - small number of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the
ridgeline. This is explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited
sectors of the Town Belt'[2]. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised
given its size and proximity to the central city'[3]. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi limits its
potential contribution to the objectives of the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and
recreation is encouraged and supported. The steep terrain is well suited for advanced/expert
mountain bike trails. The development of such trails would result in significant increase of
recreational users in this part of town belt. [1] Section 8.1.5 Recreation: 'mountain biking is
increasing in popularity'. [1] Section 8.1.1 Character and use [1] Section 7.11
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Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Request for status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt
Management Plan (the Plan). Plan currently only allows for 4 trails to be ridden on for mountain
biking and no further trails to be developed for mountain biking Section 8.1.5.1: Mountain bike
access to the hill will be limited to the Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline
track, West-East Connector track and Grant Road track. Rest of town Belt areas do not contain
such broad restrictions. Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing - as mentioned specifically in
the Plan[1] - recreational activity that should be a permitted activity in all of Wellington town belt.
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User conflict and safety must be managed in all public shared spaces. This conflict is best
managed when activities have strong user representation. The Wellington Trails Trust provides a
unified voice for mountain bikers in Wellington, which will improve discourse and accountability.
Wellington Trails Trust is working with WCC to execute on the 10 year plan that will see Wellington
being recognised as World's Best mountain bike city. Key to achieving this goal is development and
improvement to the urban trails that connect the greenbelt to Wellington's city. 3 of the key areas
suitable are Mt Vic, Polhill and Te Ahumairangi. Further track development is restricted in Te
Ahumairangi and this needs to be addressed. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many
activities - small number of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the
ridgeline. This is explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited
sectors of the Town Belt'[2]. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised
given its size and proximity to the central city'[3]. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi limits its
potential contribution to the objectives of the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and
recreation is encouraged and supported. The steep terrain is well suited for advanced/expert
mountain bike trails. The development of such trails would result in significant increase of
recreational users in this part of town belt. [1] Section 8.1.5 Recreation: 'mountain biking is
increasing in popularity'. [1] Section 8.1.1 Character and use [1] Section 7.11

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Marc
Last Name: Stewart
Street: 2 Lakshmi Place
Suburb: Wellington
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6035
Daytime Phone: 0275717122
Mobile: 0275717122
eMail: stewart.marc@yahoo.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Request for status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt
Management Plan (the Plan). Plan currently only allows for 4 trails to be ridden on for mountain
biking and no further trails to be developed for mountain biking. Section 8.1.5.1: Mountain bike
access to the hill will be limited to the Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline
track, West-East Connector track and Grant Road track. Rest of town Belt areas do not contain
such broad restrictions. Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing - as mentioned specifically in
the Plan[1] - recreational activity that should be a permitted activity in all of Wellington town belt.
User conflict and safety must be managed in all public shared spaces. This conflict is best
managed when activities have strong user representation. The Wellington Trails Trust provides a
unified voice for mountain bikers in Wellington, which will improve discourse and accountability.
Wellington Trails Trust is working with WCC to execute on the 10 year plan that will see Wellington
being recognised as World's Best mountain bike city. Key to achieving this goal is development and
improvement to the urban trails that connect the greenbelt to Wellington's city. 3 of the key areas
suitable are Mt Vic, Polhill and Te Ahumairangi. Further track development is restricted in Te
Ahumairangi and this needs to be addressed. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many
activities - small number of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the
ridgeline. This is explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited
sectors of the Town Belt'[2]. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised
given its size and proximity to the central city'[3]. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi limits its
potential contribution to the objectives of the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and
recreation is encouraged and supported. The steep terrain is well suited for advanced/expert
mountain bike trails. The development of such trails would result in significant increase of
recreational users in this part of town belt. [1] Section 8.1.5 Recreation: 'mountain biking is
increasing in popularity'. [1] Section 8.1.1 Character and use [1] Section 7.11
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Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
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A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
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Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Mike
Last Name: O'Connor
Street: 5 Hetsby Place
Suburb: Churton Park
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6037
Daytime Phone: 04 477 4966
Mobile: 027 740 9844
eMail: mike@oconnor.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The tracks between the Skyline tracks and Churton Park need to be prioritised - current tracks are
isolated and don't connect through to tawa effectively - forcing walkers onto middleton road
between takapu and glenside which is not safe due to the lack of separation between vehicles and
pedestrians.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments
Bells startle pedestrians and cause them to panic - calling out and indicating which side your will
pass them on is better.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Nicholas
Last Name: On
Street:
Suburb:
City:
Country: New Zealand
eMail: nick.onnz@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes to all places, especially for commuting, except not on Makara Peak apart from the 4wd tracks
and the 1-way downhill tracks
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
As above

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Better signage and maps available for mtb areas and tracks. Larger signs especially at major
intersections with directions on how to get to connecting tracks or areas. Very difficult for
tourists/visitors to find their way around currently.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments
While cyclists should choose to use a bell, there are other priorities the council should be focusing
on to make shared pathways safer - such as providing more shared pathways and cycleways with
safer layouts, and also encouraging all users to take care when on shared pathways eg. not using
headphones and keeping left where logical.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, in appropriate areas eg. not where mountain bikers will be riding at speed

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
More funding should be made available for bike track development and maintenance across
Wellington, to reflect its increasing significance nationally and worldwide for its mountain biking and
its potential for significant growth, especially with tourism opportunities.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Cathy
Last Name: Wylie
On behalf of: Cathy Wylie & Stephen Lungley
Street: 43 Huntleigh Park Way
Suburb: Ngaio
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6035
Daytime Phone: (04) 802 1444
Mobile: 021 022 777 96
eMail: cwylienz@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
In principle this is a great idea, but not as it is set out here, with Otari as an end/start point for both
walkers and cyclists. Cycling is not permitted in Otari Wilton's Bush, yet this is ignored by some
cyclists - and having Otari as the end/start point to the East West connection would mean more
cyclists on tracks that were not designed for them. Two weekends back I saw a cyclist take the
Kohekohe trail from the Skyline - and I could understand why, since it was a windy day and it leads
directly across to the trail down to the cemetery - but when I came back along the Kohekohe trail
myself in the reverse direction (having braved the wind on the Skyline), I was highly conscious that I
would not have been able to hear a cyclist coming, and at speed they would not have been able to
stop for me in time on some of the trail sections. Cyclists' use of tracks in areas where they are not
permitted is increasing. I have seen wheel marks in Huntleigh Park recently, and on the track up to
Kaukau from Simla Crescent. More people are walking the tracks - not all able to leap aside if they
hear a bike in time. Bike use is also damaging the track for walkers down from the Skyline to
Huntleigh Park - most of this is private land, and my understanding is that the landowner was happy
for walkers to traverse his land, but not cyclists. Huntleigh park, which has high ecological value, is
also being damaged by cycle use. The Council really needs to increase its signage to make clear to
cyclists that there are some areas that are for walkers only. There is minimal signage about this at
the Huntleigh park entrance - nothing at the Crofton Downs entrance, and nothing at the Skyline.
There was a sign at the entrance to Huntleigh Park from the private land - too late - cyclists coming
off the Skyline down that far would not turn back! - yet a week ago I found the sign gone. Nothing
left but an empty can of Red Bull, which spoke volumes for the attitude of the person who had
ripped out the sign. There is also no signage at the 'Hillary step' underneath Mt Kaukau - so a
cyclist coming down from the Skyline could say that they did not know they were not allowed down
the walking paths.. It would also be great if the WCC could work with the cycling communities on
strategies to foster respect for bush areas which are already established as walking areas of high
value. We get the exhilaration of downhill speed which makes these areas attractive - but adrenalin
cycling and walking or running in the bush are incompatible on the kinds of tracks we have, and
which make the bush experience more enjoyable. I know from the sad experience of a friend what
damage can be done to a walker from a bike going too fast to be stopped in time. Her injuries were
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severe.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
If they link in sensibly with other tracks. The proposed track from Ngaio to the Skyline which I think
uses a paper road doesn't link in with other tracks

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Great to have some good Apps. Please also see comments on need for better signage about areas
that are not for cyclists.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
It's hard to hear cycles as a walker. And we don't walk with earphones on!

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
It's important to cater for a range of accessibility, including leaving some tracks as tramping grade
or routes. Any new tracks should also be carefully planned to minimise their environmental impact.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
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Comments
Please see concerns above about the increasing appearance of cyclists in areas and on tracks that
are closed to them. The Council needs to increase its signage and work with the cycling
communities on strategies that would stop or at least minimise this!
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: James
Last Name: Robbins
Organisation: Kiwivelo Wellington
Street:
Suburb:
City:
Country:
Mobile: 0220933450
eMail: james.alex.robbins@gmial.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The current plan allows only the basic tracks to be ridden by mountain bikes. In my opinion tis is a
tragic plan as the tracks already built on Te Ahumairangi are 5 star riding of which there is very little
else that is of such high quality in wellington.It is laughable to claim we are a biking positive city
when the hill closest to the CBD that is the most under utilized section of the green belt, in addition
there is already MTB friendly tracks on that area and it is off limits to cyclists.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
An E-bike as defined by the question is not going to be the only type of e bike, there is a place in
Palmy that already makes grip twise throttles for e bikes, it is an easy hack to increase the voltage
and hence the power P=V^2/R increase the voltage from the typical 24 to 36 (easy replacement)
and you have doubled the power output. Its also not a probalem to hack the limiting speed (which i
can exceed on practially any bike without pedal assist anyway) The maximum conditions may be
enforceable (maybe,not really) on road but certainly not off road
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
On well defined directional trails with a reasonable width then do not cause a problem the issue is
that people riding e bikes will likely have a lower fitness and skill level of a normal cyclist so on
narrow 2 way tracks they could be a pain for all else involved.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Areas i think should be open, Brooklyn hill to redrocks excluding Polhil, Transient Wrights Hill,
fenceline, The KauKau skyline, Places that it should not be allowed: Te Ahumairangi Makara peak
Mt Vic Others are open to debate

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Signage concerning the 'Socially Acceptable Trail Behaviors Code' Specifically in regards to booby
trapping trails and the illegality of this act needs to be addressed.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Tolerance of other uses of our green spaces is a must, the only intolerance may be held against
those who are intolerant - which is the booby trappers

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi is a eye bulging example of where the plan fails, it needs to be open to riding
throughout the area.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Sure, but they are only able to access the simpliest tracks eg Te Ahumairangi ridgeline track which
is a perfectly acceptable and reasonable place for people with such requirements to enjoy.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Te Ahumairangi policy is currently frankly disgusting, it shows their lack of connectivity with the
public that the council has, and the council's attempt previously to stop progression there with
fences and signage reflects the councils disjointed nature. the last submission process on this
matter was in favour of cycling on Te Ahumairangi and continuing to disallow it is undemocratic.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Tom
Last Name: Adams
Street: 51 Huntingdon Street
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 0210615455
Mobile: 0210615455
eMail: thomasadams82@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The plan's vision is completely appropriate, although at the finer scale some real world implications
appear to be missed. The grandiose plan of spending large amounts of money on the 'key
initiatives' is admirable, and would create a unique asset for a wide spectrum of the community.
However, an asset is only successful if it is used, and I believe the council is slightly misinformed as
to what the potential users want. First point to note is that 'want' is different from 'need'. Gauging
'needs' by analysing current usage trends misses the point that what we want and need are
different things. Convenient commuting tracks and family-friendly trail areas are needed, but what
the community largely wants is something with its own character, that breathes life back into the
cycling community behind it. A large section of the cycling community are asking for more grade 5
mountain bike tracks to receive sanctioned status - a plan that can be actioned at the mere stroke
of a pen - and yet this plan seeks to further hinder this process. An example of this would be in
Rotorua, where the council spent millions on the seldom used Te Aha Ari cycleway. In comparison,
it recently sanctioned an unofficial grade 5 track, now called Te Rua, which receives many more
users per week, and yet cost the council nothing. Grade 5 tracks will benefit Wellington through:
Enhanced media exposure and tourism An expansion of the network at little to no cost to the
council A greater diversity of tracks Improving communication between bikers and council A less
fractured biking community, divided through the difficult legality of trails New tracks with a fraction
of the ecological cost of the 'key initiatives' Note that grade 5 tracks require little benching, and in
most cases will only require removal of small understorey plants, leaving the canopy intact. The
council's plan to set Te Ahumairangi, Huntleigh Park, Johnston Hill and other areas aside for nonbikers to 'facilitate quiet contemplative outdoor experiences' makes little sense, as barking dogs and
chatting walkers make more noise than a handful of mountain bikers. By instigating a more rational
zoning of users, and less restrictive guidelines on track assessment, the council could reap many
rewards at little to no cost at all.
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Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
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A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
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Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: PAUL
Last Name: JONES
Street: 14 Mariri Road
Suburb: Kelburn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 0211416074
Mobile: 0211416074
eMail: pauljones.esquire@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Wellingtons hills are in proximity to our great little city and are ideal, with our vegetation and
climate, for mountain biking all year round. This is a key part of our world wide competitive
advantage for attracting tourists and migrants and making this city vibrant, liveable and
economically successful. The more mountain bike tracks the better.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments
E bike use should be limited to same areas as motorbikes, for safety and track damage reasons

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Give priority to connecting makara to the south coast for walkers and mountain bikes

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Use same signage as makara peak
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Only if pedestrians are encouraged to ring bells also

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Need more areas suitable for wheelchairs

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
1. More funding to support volunteers doing track maintenance and new builds, especially at
Makara Peak. 2. Open up Tinakori Hill to mountain biking, in similar way to Mt Vic. It is currently a
much underutilised natural asset on the doorstep of the city. Good track design means bikes can
safely coexist with walkers.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Rachel
Last Name: Drew
Street:
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 4732399
eMail: rachel@elsidee.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Wellington City are doing a great job in promoting the benefits of access to outdoors within a city
environment.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
This is a very restricted yes. I can see the huge benefits in commuting with e-bikes and if there are
tracks that enable this, I am supportive. I think that e-bikes are in their infancy and care needs to be
taken in granting access (should be reviewed periodically) given that the users are likely to be a
different group to those using the space today. It should be noted that 300 Watts and 25kph is
significantly greater than most (all) mountain bikers would be travelling on the open space network
most of the time today.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
As above, I am supportive of limited use of e-bikes on tracks in the Wellington network. However, I
think there are risks that need to be managed and it is too early to allow as much access as is
proposed. I have little issue in e-bikes on 4WD roads within the network as these allow space for
passing etc. Single track causes more concern. I appreciate that uphill tracks are not accessible,
presumably for safety reasons, however I think these issues will still be present on downhill single
track - especially the easier tracks where incremental speed could cause conflict. Also I have
concern that these riders are likely to be less skilled, on heavier bikes which are harder to control
and are therefore more likely to hurt themselves and others. I would support a more limited
introduction with reviews over time as needs/ use cases are more clear.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Great to see the network evolving!

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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It needs to be clear what the access rights are and should be clearly signposted/ able to be
researched.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
More clarity on interactive maps would be a great start - the tech's there but some areas are
unclear - eg Johnson's Hill - even in this document it says the loop tracks are walking only - but I
haven't seen any mention of the tracks from Hauraki St to Cemetary and to the summit - some of
which say no bikes on track markers and others do not (eg top v bottom of track!)

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I don't have an issue with in being encouraged, but I don't think it is a solution. In a number of
scenarios I can't see a bell making a difference & calling out works pretty much the same! I think the
biggest issue is walkers/ runners with earphones and loud music. Most of the time if they didn't
have these, they could hear the bike approaching from a way off and would certainly hear a friendly
'hello'. Personally I never walk/run with music - way too dangerous.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes should be allowed, in appropriate areas (likely to look like 4WD or wide paths)

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Liam
Last Name: Drew
Street: PO Box 25267
Suburb: Featherston Street
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6146
Mobile: 021 485 482
eMail: council@elsidee.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
In general, yes - encouraging outdoor use and maximising the benefit of the resources is a great
idea, however I think that some of the aims are confused. I am going to concentrate on MTBs and
running/ walking, as these are activities that I take part in, and that I believe have similar sized, and
the largest, user groups. Mountain bikers and runners do not travel (encouraging tourism) to ride/
run short loop tracks, they travel to use epic and/ or interesting trails, both of which can be
encouraged in and around Wellington. Similarly the stated event planning/ signage/ notification
requirements are quite onerous for volunteer/ small scale events, which, again, encourage tourism.
The view that shared use tracks should be the priority seems at odds with the number of biking
restricted areas (23) vs the number(7) where MTBs have 'priority' (and still have to navigate
walkers)

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I am thankful that the WCC have classified them separately to normal cycles, how NZTA can
classify them as conventional cycles I have no idea. My concern is over how you have any hope of
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policing this definition - especially in the performance mountain biking arena where modifications/
factory options are available that alter the 'stock' characteristics, and where it is in the
manufacturers interests to claim that they conform with standards while also providing workarounds
to their customers.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
To me, e-bikes are motorbikes and they should be treated as such, especially as policing the
council's definition is practically impossible. i.e they should have similar open space network access
to motorbikes rather than similar to pedal cycles. Again, to me, they help ease road users
(commuters) concerns over being able to travel at a similar speed to other road traffic, so they are a
lot more at home on the road, and therefore the argument that they should have access to off road
commuting corridors seems a little random.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I think if they are to be given access to any off road tracks then they should be constrained to 4WD
tracks and not given access to single track.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I'd like to see the priority changed .... almost reversed in fact, as 4, 5 and 6 actually open up new
areas that are currently unavailable, where 1, 2, and 3 only harmonise the experience already
available.
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Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Increasing the use of paper roads cements their continuing existence - legally enforceable access
rights in NZ are already poor in comparison to other countries (though thankfully voluntary access
is common), so I think it is important to protect what is there.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Practically everybody has access to GPS/ internet technology these days, apps like trailforks can
be used to publish track information (conditions and closures as well as routes and classifications)
in real time and with little chance of vandalism so would seem to me to be a better use of funds
than an excess of physical signage

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I think that there should be equal emphasis and encouragement given to cyclists to use a bell as to
pedestrians and cyclists to stop cutting themselves off from their surroundings and other trail users
by removing their earphones.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
As far as Mountain Biking is concerned Wellington tracks seem to be stuck in the intermediate
range. The terrain is not conducive to really beginner friendly tracks, and the council does not seem
to be friendly towards extremely advanced tracks. If the council really wants to encourage
Wellington as a MTB tourist destination then opening up a couple of areas (Polhill and Tinakori/ Te
Ahumairangi spring to mind) to let volunteer track builders run (relatively) wild would be a great
start. This will potentially mean setting aside some of the track sustainability constraints and/ or
environmental ones, but surely if that means that council land actually gets used, that is a good
thing? 'Protecting' an area of native bush is all well and good, but isn't it more beneficial to lose 1%
of the bush to a track that then allows people to get into the heart of that bush and really
experience it?
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Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes they should be allowed, and not just because it would be churlish to stop them. However I am
concerned about a perceived push to make vast numbers of tracks available to mobility scooters as
that does a) massively increase the maintenance bill, and b) 'dumb down' a lot of good tracks I'd like
to see the majority of main access tracks being accessible to mobility devices. Perhaps there
should be a stated accessibility level such as 30% of open space area should have some access
(can probably be higher as this level is probably already met)

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Good luck!
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Matt
Last Name: Wootton
Street: 28 Pitt Street
Suburb: Wadestown
City: Wellington
Country: NZ
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 022 605 5071
eMail: owenwootton@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Request for status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt
Management Plan (the Plan). Plan currently only allows for 4 trails to be ridden on for mountain
biking and no further trails to be developed for mountain biking. Section 8.1.5.1: Mountain bike
access to the hill will be limited to the Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline
track, West-East Connector track and Grant Road track. Rest of town Belt areas do not contain
such broad restrictions. Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing - as mentioned specifically in
the Plan[1] - recreational activity that should be a permitted activity in all of Wellington town belt.
User conflict and safety must be managed in all public shared spaces. This conflict is best
managed when activities have strong user representation. The Wellington Trails Trust provides a
unified voice for mountain bikers in Wellington, which will improve discourse and accountability.
Wellington Trails Trust is working with WCC to execute on the 10 year plan that will see Wellington
being recognised as World's Best mountain bike city. Key to achieving this goal is development and
improvement to the urban trails that connect the greenbelt to Wellington's city. 3 of the key areas
suitable are Mt Vic, Polhill and Te Ahumairangi. Further track development is restricted in Te
Ahumairangi and this needs to be addressed. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many
activities - small number of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the
ridgeline. This is explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited
sectors of the Town Belt'[2]. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised
given its size and proximity to the central city'[3]. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi limits its
potential contribution to the objectives of the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and
recreation is encouraged and supported. The steep terrain is well suited for advanced/expert
mountain bike trails. The development of such trails would result in significant increase of
recreational users in this part of town belt. [1] Section 8.1.5 Recreation: 'mountain biking is
increasing in popularity'. [1] Section 8.1.1 Character and use [1] Section 7.11
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Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Motorised form of transport. If you let them in then why not motorbikes?

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
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A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
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Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
If yes, then you'd have to ask the same of runners or anything moving above a walking pace. Trail
manners should suffice.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Request for status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt
Management Plan (the Plan). Plan currently only allows for 4 trails to be ridden on for mountain
biking and no further trails to be developed for mountain biking. Section 8.1.5.1: Mountain bike
access to the hill will be limited to the Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline
track, West-East Connector track and Grant Road track. Rest of town Belt areas do not contain
such broad restrictions. Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing - as mentioned specifically in
the Plan[1] - recreational activity that should be a permitted activity in all of Wellington town belt.
User conflict and safety must be managed in all public shared spaces. This conflict is best
managed when activities have strong user representation. The Wellington Trails Trust provides a
unified voice for mountain bikers in Wellington, which will improve discourse and accountability.
Wellington Trails Trust is working with WCC to execute on the 10 year plan that will see Wellington
being recognised as World's Best mountain bike city. Key to achieving this goal is development and
improvement to the urban trails that connect the greenbelt to Wellington's city. 3 of the key areas
suitable are Mt Vic, Polhill and Te Ahumairangi. Further track development is restricted in Te
Ahumairangi and this needs to be addressed. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many
activities - small number of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the
ridgeline. This is explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited
sectors of the Town Belt'[2]. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised
given its size and proximity to the central city'[3]. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi limits its
potential contribution to the objectives of the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and
recreation is encouraged and supported. The steep terrain is well suited for advanced/expert
mountain bike trails. The development of such trails would result in significant increase of
recreational users in this part of town belt. [1] Section 8.1.5 Recreation: 'mountain biking is
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increasing in popularity'. [1] Section 8.1.1 Character and use [1] Section 7.11

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, they need access to as many areas as possible.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Please ensure that all dog-walkers keep their dogs on leash at all times for the safety of others and
to ensure owners remain accountable for their dog's actions.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: James
Last Name: Wilson
Street: No fixed abode
Suburb: na
City: na
Country: na
PostCode: na
Daytime Phone: na
Mobile: na
eMail: wilsonjimwilson@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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I do not think e-bikes should be allowed to access mountain bike trails. These trails are designed
and built for use with non-powered bicycles. E bikes could alter that dynamic dramatically, upsetting
the condition of the trails and disturbing wildlife and other trail users.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
All excellent ideas.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
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not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I agree but there needs to be balance - pedestrians should be encouraged via signage to walk in a
predictable/sensible manner.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Should be allowed complete access so that people with disabilities can enjoy as much of the
environment as possible.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Open spaces plan good. Cycling network of roads remains poor. Tinakori hill looks humiliatingly
bad. You know how to fix it? Let mountain bikers build tracks on it. It'll look amazing in no time.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Anthony
Last Name: Bradshaw
Street: 3 Harrold Street
Suburb: Highbury
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 021 725525
eMail: helen.bewley@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The vision should be to create a track network that encourages the community to be more active,
use cars/buses/trains less and be a tourist attraction. The track network needs to be usable by
commuters, tourists as well as linking existing recreational areas. The current vision doesn't
mention using cars less nor commuting and is therefore excluding a significant number of current
and potential users from consideration. The proposed new track plan is generally to remote out of
the way places. It should be developing trails that would have high use for commuting, recreation
and tourism. The trails I have suggested below would contribute to this, Campbell Street to
Appleton Park and Karori cemetery to Kaiwharawhara.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Too complicated how do you know it is only 300 watts? Exclude vehicles registered for the road
and any petrol powered motorcycle or vehicles would be easier to understand.
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Allows those not strong or fit enough to access Wellington hilly open spaces plus allows commuters
to use the appropriate trails.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
E bikes should only be restricted to narrow two way tracks like Transient and Missing Link.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Expanding the track network should be done where it creates linkages between extensively used
open spaces and commuting opportunities. Some of these tracks are on ridge-tops or lead to open
exposed areas like Cook Strait. Given Wellington climate tracks in the shelter of existing bush
rather than ridge tops are far more usable. The council needs to pressure Meridian to allow more
access to its wind farms track. They have severely limited the access to this large block of land
which we did previously have access to. Building more trails in the Makara/South Karori area isn't a
good use of resources there is an existing network all we need is access to it.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
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Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Where there is access to the technology then yes for example the app 'Trail Forks' but where there
is no access then maps would be useful. Topo maps with a you are here mark would be best.
Creating tailor-made maps is expensive. They are only useful to those not familiar with the area.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
But only on shared pathways where there are walkers going in the same direction.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
In the western suburbs the top priority tracks should be a 3 meter wide tar-sealed track running
from: 1 Campbell Street to Appleton Park. This track should be open to all uses excluding motor
vehicles. This would provide commuting for Karori residents as well as off road easy access for
uses of Wright's Hill and Makara Peak. See attachment 1 2 From the north end of the Karori
Cemetery through Otari-Wilton Bush providing easy access to the outstanding 800 year old rimu's
on the western side which currently can only be accessed by fit able body people, with the track
then following the Kiawharawhara stream through the sewer line tunnel to the bottom of the Ngaio
Gorge. This would be a tourists attraction as well as being a track gentle enough to allow mobility
scooters and many other users. The current access to Otari/Wilton Bush /Ngaio gorge network is
extremely limited. It is the jewel in Wellington City's outdoor crown but very few people currently see
or use it due to the very rough nature of the existing tracks. Tourists off the boats could hire ebikes
and ride to Zealandia on this trail. See attachment 2.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes but the trails need to be paved so by definition they are limited as there are very few paved
trails outside of the botanical gardens.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
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The councils sensible approach to mountain biking and other uses on Mt Victoria needs to be
extended to Te Ahumairangi Hill. With some signage and track exit redesign the difficult downhill
trails in Te Ahumairangi Hill could be allowed to continue to be used.
Attached Documents
File
Campbell St to Appleton Park
Karori Cemetery to Kaiwharawhara
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Christopher
Last Name: Tatham
Street: 3/1 Wesley Road
Suburb: Kelburn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 0272912389
Mobile: 0272912389
eMail: christatham@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I think Owhiro to Makara a step to far. The rest can be ridden by most weekend riders as a loop
from the city but I believe for the money it would take the track would be beyond most riders and
poor value for the track building dollar with low traffic.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Actively putting tracks on Trailforks the existing platform.
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments
And I believe all track users should be encouraged to take headphones out of there ears so they
can hear other track users.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
If people want to take the time and effort to build walking/running /cycling tracks they should be
allowed to and if they want to use them they can maintain them.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
I think they should be allowed in the open space network where they go will be self regulating
because most of these vehicles have trouble negotiating curbs in the central city so will struggle to
get very far in the open spaces.The skill and daring of the user will be the regulator.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I believe all tracks officially and unofficially formed on Tinakori Hill should be open to
Mountainbiking as part of the open space network. Even the most irresponsible track users have
probably got as much chance of being injured riding across town to the hill than riding on the hill. I
believe well past their use by date trees falling on people to be the biggest hazard on Tinakori hill.
The more tracks open should lower the density of users and therefore the chance of conflict.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Suburb: Wellington
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6011
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eMail: anthonyedmonds@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The Draft Plan's vision is appropriate. The Draft Plan's vision is also consistent with the 2015
Wellington Trails Business Plan that was funded by the Wellington Economic Initiative
Development Fund, and prepared on the Wellington City Council's behalf by Chris Nicholls (a
number volunteers that provided input into this plan subsequently decided to work together to form
the Wellington Trials Trust - who are the group now preparing this submission). The 2015
Wellington Trails Business Plan had already identified a number of gaps that continue to exist
between the vision contained in the Draft Plan, and the current state of Wellington's trail resources.
Key within this is that we do not think that the initiatives, actions, and steps contained within the
Draft Open Spaces Plan adequately address these 'gaps', and accordingly the Wellington City
Council should refine the Draft Plan further. Specifically, the gaps between the vision and the
initiatives contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan relate to: Vision Statement from Draft Open
Spaces Plan: 'Provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the open spaces
of Wellington' Our comment: Achieving this vision requires leveraging a range of factors that make
Wellington unique and are at the heart of our competitive advantage as a city. These include our
stunning natural environment and the connectivity between the trail network and the city. We
believe there is no other city in the world that has comparable trail experiences (for walkers,
runners, mountain bikers, tourists and residents) so close to a cool urban city. This point of
difference, if leveraged appropriately, is why tourists, visitors and new residents will come to
Wellington. The key initiatives trail contained on pages 20 and 21 of the Draft Plan don't leverage
the areas immediately around Wellington city that create our point of difference. There needs to be
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trail initiatives in and around the immediate city area. The Draft Plan lacks any initiative or steps
that do this - which is a fundamental flaw in the Plan. We note that we believe that the Brooklyn
Trail Builders (who have worked with the Council to develop the hugely successful Polhill trail
network have proposed a number of new trails - yet cannot get the go ahead from the Council for
these. These trails would deliver quickly towards achieving the vision, and can be developed cost
effectively (due to the use of volunteers and rider support). Wellington Trails Trust suport the
continued development of areas like Polhill and would work to secure private sector funding for
these trails. Vision Statement from Draft Open Spaces Plan: 'Ensure that tracks provide for a range
of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels within each area.' Our comment: This is a
significant gap that has previously been identified within the existing trail network, being that there
needs to be a greater range of trails. There is a significant lack of entry level and family friendly
trails for all recreational types (including biking, running and walking). These trails need to be close
to where people live. There also needs to be technical and challenging trails, like the trails that are
closed on Te Ahumairangi. Opening up the existing trails on Te Ahumairangi would instantly fill a
significant gap in the Welington trail network, and would come at little cost or effort by the Council
(these trails exist already, and we envisage that groups like the Wellington Mountain Bike Club
would happily provide resources to refine these further. Wellington Trails Trust would work with
these groups to get funding where needed for this area). We cannot see that the initiatives
contained within the Draft Plan address this. In the main, the off-road trail initiatives in the Draft
Plan sound relatively challenging, requiring skill and fitness, and are away from the areas that
people live. We think that developing trails in and around the immediate city would be a more
effective step to delivering to this part of the vision. There needs to be a greater range of trails to
suit all user groups in and around the City. Areas like Te Ahumairangi and Polhill are ideally suited
to this. Vision statement from Draft Open Spaces Plan: 'Achieve a quality primary network
accessing major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an
equitable distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities.' Again, we
cannot see that the initiatives contained within the Draft Plan that address this (beyond the Great
Harbour Way). We think that developing trails in and around the immediate city would be a more
effective step for delivering the vision in the Draft. Wellington has a significant opportunity to
develop off-road trails that form a key part of an on and off-road cycle network. Suburbs like
Khandallah and Crofton Downs can easily be linked to the City by an off-road trail through
Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. Equally we believe areas like Wakefield Park could be
linked to Central Park with an off-road trail. Developing trails of this nature is a key requirement
needed to ensure that cycling can become a major future transport option for Wellington residents.
These initiatives would be entirely consistent with the vision in the Draft Plan. General comments:
To achieve the vision contained in the Draft Open Spaces Plan Wellington needs to have a greater
range of trails for all user types. The network currently lacks family friendly trails, as well as more
challenging expert type options. Achieving the vision requires these trails to be in and around the
City - meaning that they are close to where people live (making them accessible), and also
leverages Wellington's point of difference as city. The initiatives in the Draft Open Plan do not
address this 'gap'. Implementing initiatives that will deliver the vision contained within the Draft
Open Spaces Plan requires greater access to land (especially in and around the city). This
includes areas like Huntleigh Park, Johnston Hill, Te Ahumairangi, and Trellissick Park (noting that
this would still leave 16 similar areas closed to biking). These areas are close to where people live,
can provide outstanding tourism and recreation opportunities, cater for different range of users in
terms of skills, abilities and fitness, and would also form key parts of a quality primary network
accessing major destination points in Wellington. While the Council have done a good job to date,
achieving the vision in the Draft Plan will require greater input and work, and money. This includes
working with user groups to develop and improve trails, address signage issues, and build
infrastructure - like bike washing facilities and toilets in places people use (like Polhill). The
Wellington Trails Trust are keen to work with the Council to get private sector funding to
compliment the Council's investment in this. The Council needs a comprehensive trail plan and
strategy that is consistent with the vision contained within the Draft Plan.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
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of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Electric bike technology is developing quickly. It is envisaged that we will soon reach a point where
it is difficult to determine whether a bike contains this technology. We believe that the key here is
not the definition of what is an e-bike, but rather developing a comprehensive trail plan and strategy
that responds to the prospect of greater numbers of users. E-bikes will also increase the number of
potential cycle commuters. This in turn highlights the need for the Draft Open Spaces Plan
addressing issues like: - The Council needing to open up areas and make land available for further
trail development. This includes areas like areas like Huntleigh Park, Johnston Hill, Te
Ahumairangi, and Trellissick Park (noting that this would still leave 16 similar areas closed to
biking). The Council also needs to support proposed trail development like the new proposed trails
in Polhill. - Developing a greater range of trails - including family friendly trails through to expert
trails (both types of trails were identified as gaps within the Wellington Trails Business Plan. - Make
additional funding and resources available for trail development and maintenance. - Developing
trails that link different parts of the city. These trails can form a quality primary network accessing
major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an equitable
distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities. - Addressing issues
like signage (again these types of gaps and issues were covered in the Wellington Trails Business
Plan).

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
As stated earlier, this technology is developing quickly, and it will soon probably be difficult to tell ebikes from conventional bikes. Also, this technology will result in a wider range of people being able
to access Wellington's trail network, including old, young, and unfit people (the existing network is
largely challenging, requiring a medium to high level of fitness). The Council needs to consider the
growth in e-bike numbers against the vision contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan.
'Wellington City Council wants to strengthen and improve the open space access network through
a plan that will: 'provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the open spaces
of Wellington'. E-bikes will enable a wider demographic of users to enjoy Wellington's trail network.
This includes the old, young, and unfit. Tourists off ships will be able to get to the top of
Wellington's hills. Wellington needs to develop trails that cater for these additional user groups that
also leverage our unique city scape, and linkage between the city and the trails. 'ensure that tracks
provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels within each area.' As above.
E-bikes will increase the range and number of users. Wellington's current trails are characterised
as being largely intermediate to advanced, and not suitable for inexperienced people who will now
be able to access them using e-bikes. This will result in injuries and risks to trail users. 'Achieve a
quality primary network accessing major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and
linking with an equitable distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational
facilities.' E-bikes will increase the number of cycle commuters. Wellington can develop off-road
trails that link different parts of the city. For example, an off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah
and Crofton Downs to the city through Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. Another easy
win would be linking Wakefield to Central Park with an off-road trail.
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to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Note the comments regarding the need to develop further trails in response to e-bike use. E-bikes
will increase the number of users of our trails, as well as the range of types of users (as having a
medium to higher level of fitness will no longer be needed to access trails). Therefore the Council
needs to respond to this by making more areas available for building trails on, and open up areas
that are closed to bikes, that are near the city.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
We note that the 6 tracks above were all listed in the 2004 Open Spaces Access Plan and only
Skyline has progressed. The Great Harbour Way appears to be a no-brainer for the city, noting that
we don't really see this as a off-road trail. We see each of the other initiatives as being good to
have. especially if they get funding (we are guessing that the Makara to Owhiro Bay track looks like
it would be a multi-million dollar build). However, we strongly think that there are better priorities
that are more aligned with the vision in the Draft Annual Plan than those listed including: - A
network of family friendly trails that link Wellington suburbs. For example, a trail could be put
between Wakefield Park and Central Park via the Town Belt, and another up Ngaio Gorge to
Zealania via Trelisick Park then under the railway through Otari. These easy tracks will provide
commuting and recreation options, activate the Town Belt, and provide great opportunities for
family riding and tourism. We believe that the main block to these happening is lack of Council
support (despite them entirely consistent with the vision in the Draft Plan). - The new tracks in the
Polhill and surrounding area that have been proposed by Brooklyn Trail Builders as we believe
these will deliver more benefit (consistent with the vision) to more people sooner, at a fraction of the
cost due to volunteer labour. We note that the Council is the block to this work happening, as the
Brooklyn Trail Builders are keen to progress with this initiative. - Opening the trails on Te
Ahumairangi. Earlier this year the Council officers clamped down and closed the various mountain
biking trails on Te Ahumairangi (that had been built illegally). While we agree with the Council's
actions (and do not condone illegal trail building) we observe that this network of trails was
exceptional (World class) and offered an advanced technical riding experience not available
elsewhere. We think that opening these trails is consistent with the vision contained in the Draft
Open Space Plan. This also provides access to trails close to where people live. This would come
at little/no cost to the Council (as the trails are already there, with lots of volunteers happy to help
with the development of them.
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Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
These are unformed legal roads. It seems entirely consistent to consider these as part of the open
space network. We assume that these may be used for roading in the future, which needs to be
considered in terms of putting things like trails on them.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The Council needs to adopt a universal signage system for the Wellington Trail Network. We note
that the signage system at Makara Peak is award wining. This should be used as a template. Our
read (from engaging with the Council officers) is that the blockage to doing this is within the
Council. There appears to be a view that the current signage is sufficient (which it isn't). The
Wellington Trails Trust would be happy to partner with the Council on doing signage throughout the
Wellington trail network. This includes getting funding for this. Electronic way-finding is already
sorted. 'Trailforks' is a free app launched in the last year that has every trail in Wellington on it (this
is a global app). The app works exceptionally well, and also contains other features like bike shops,
and bike washing facilities (which are lacking in Wellington). It is envisaged that a locally developed
App would struggle to compete against Trailforks.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
We think that encouraging people to use bells will be unsuccessful and ineffective. The correct
response to issues like user conflict is to develop the trail network further. Trails like Transient
(which was built for mountain bikers) have proved massively popular with riders, runners and
walkers. This is great - as we want all user groups to use this. In turn though it highlights the need
to develop additional trails in Polhill, like the proposed downhill trail (which is a far more effective
response to this issue than encouraging people to use bells!). The work done by the Wellington
City Council and the Wellington Mountain Bike Club recently making various track intersections
safer on Mt Victoria are the types of initiatives that make shared pathways better for all user
groups. It is noted that poor signage means that trail users are often unaware of the nature of trail
that they are on.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
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Comments
Wellington has very few entry level trails. These are the types of tracks that could be used and
accessed by people with reduced mobility. If there were tracks for people with reduced mobility,
then, by definition, the tracks will be usable by the broadest user group possible. These tracks
would also be suitable for children learning to ride bikes and tourists off cruise ships. These trails
could also link different areas of the City and be used by commuters. Developing these types of
trails is need to achieve the vision contained in the Draft Plan. We note that none of the trail
initiatives (with the exception of the Great Harbour Way) achieve these types of outcomes.
Wellington needs to develop a comprehensive trail network that has trails for all types of users
(regardless of age, fitness, mobility), that also can be used as an off-road commuter network.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes they should be allowed in the open spaces network. They will be naturally limited to areas that
have suitable trails.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There are a range of steps that the Council could do which would be extremely effective in moving
towards achieving the vision contained in the draft plan. These steps include: 1). Developing a
comprehensive trail plan/strategy for Wellington city which has a wider range of trails for all user
groups. This should also include trails that can be used as off-road commuting trails linking
suburbs. Craig Starnes (of Brooklyn Trail Builders) has developed a draft plan of this nature
previously, but there seems to be no willingness from the Council to really look at doing this. The
Wellington Trails Trust wants to partner with the Council to develop this trail plan and strategy. 2).
Open up all Te Ahumairangi trails to mountain biking. This area offers world-class technical
mountain biking opportunities. The vision contained within the Draft Plan is unachievable without
the Council taking this leadership position. This areas offers technical advice riding trails that aren't
available anywhere in Wellington currently. The trails are already formed in this area, with limited
work needing to be done to open this up (around things like trail intersections). Accordingly this
would provide a significant step towards achieving the vision contained in the Draft Plan at little or
no cost to the Council. 3). Adopt and implement a universal signage system on Wellington's trail
network. We recommend Makara's award winning signage system. The Wellington Trails Trust
would happily work on this initiative with the Council. 4). Provide the trail builders with greater
access to Council land for trail building. As noted the Brooklyn Trail Builders have a number of
planed trails that appear to be being blocked by the Council (including a down hill trail that would
alleviate the pressure of the hugely popular Transient trail). These trails would provide significant
benefits to all users including walkers, runners, and cyclists. The Council should support these trail
initiatives. 5) Obviously these initiatives require funding, and the Council needs to budget for this.
The Wellington Trails Trust have told the Council we want to partner with you to get private sector
funding for these initiatives (to complement Council spending). To date the Council officers have
stalled this, saying that: 'there is little to be gained in raising funds at this point when from a regional
asset perspective, there needs to be greater clarity about where funds need to be most effectively
invested'. 6) We recommend that the Council accelerates developing a strategy that meets the
vision in the Draft Plan so we can start working on getting private sector funding for initiatives (to
complement the Council's investment). Finally, we note that there is good support for Wellington
trails network. We believe that this reflects that people see the trails being the way in which our
people and community connect with the environment and open spaces around Wellington City.
Support comes in the form of the work by the Wellington City Council, and also the countless
volunteer groups like Makara Peak Supporters, Brooklyn Trail Builders, Wellington Mountain Bike
Club, and Miramar Track Project. In addition, there is strong business support and investment in
developing this network, with recent examples including substantial funding being provided by
Transpower (for developing trails in Polhill), Wellington Airport (for developing a new iconic trail in
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Makara Peak), and a wide range of other business who have made staff available to develop and
maintain tracks in the Wellington city (ANZ bank, BNZ bank, Davanti - to name just a few). We
would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and thank all of these members of our community
for developing the trail network we enjoy today. By further refining the Draft Plan we have a
significant opportunity to develop a world-class multi-user trail network that achieves the
aspirational visions contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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PO Box 12563 Thorndon, Wellington 6012
Email: hppawgtn@gmail.com

Attention: Draft Open Space Access Plan
Parks, Sport and Recreation
Wellington City Council
PO Box 2199
Wellington 6140
8 July 2016
HPPA comments on Draft Open Space Access Plan
This is a submission from the Highland Park Progressive Association (HPPA). We are a
residents’ association on behalf of approximately 650 households in the suburb of Highland
Park in Wadestown, Wellington. Our Association supports Wellington City’s investments in
a comprehensive Open Space Access network. Many of our residents enjoy varied
recreation opportunities including walking and biking in Wellington’s parks and reserves.
The draft Open Space Access Plan document is very useful in informing residents about the
extent of the current network and has significant value well beyond this consultation. It will
go a long way towards providing comprehensive maps and information about areas open to
public access in the city.
While not specifically covered by this consultation, we wish to reinforce our Association’s
desire to improve public access to Trelissick Park from the Highland Park suburb, and the
seashore of the Centreport Reclamation site for our residents. We understand that other
planning processes must first be undertaken, and that there are significant public access
issues to consider and resolve before this could occur.
Specific other comments:
1) We support incorporating paper roads into the open space access network.
2) We are comfortable with providing priority access to certain tracks for mountain bikes
and appreciate that other tracks may be deemed to be only suitable for either bikes
or walking. Biking activities are a popular recreational activity used by some of our
residents to enjoy the outdoors. We are fortunate to have many wonderful
recreational opportunities due to our location near the cities western green belt.
3) We would caution against a blanket policy that designates all future tracks with the
intention of being accessible by both walkers and bikes. Local residents have
observed that mountain bikes can create unexpected and reasonably extensive
damage to tracks, and it may not be practicable or safe enough to provide access for
bikes to various tracks, that could be comfortably and cost effectively be created &
maintained primarily for walkers. The Fort Buckley Reserve in Highland Park is not
suitable for cycle access and we would oppose any change to the status of its
reserve walking track.
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PO Box 12563 Thorndon, Wellington 6012
Email: hppawgtn@gmail.com

We would appreciate the opportunity to speak in support of this submission.
Yours sincerely,
Greg Hyland
Chairperson
On behalf of the
Highland Park Progressive Association of Wadestown
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Submitter Details
First Name: Steven
Last Name: Adams
Street: 10 Creswick Terrace
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 021333633
eMail: stevena@holmesgroup.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I think its great that these may be built, I would like it even more if bikes were allowed on them.
They don't necessarily need to be bike friendly (ie you might need to get off and walk a small
section such as a flight of stairs) but it would great just to be allow to ride them.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
More use of phone apps like 'Trail Forks' would be great. Although having physical signs and maps
will always be a must. Would be great to see signs to separate walks/bikers on the bike priority
tracks.
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not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
No, it cyclist wish to use a bell they may, but I find bells very rude. I would much rather a cyclist just
said 'excuse me'. It is much politer and has the same effect.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
More signage would be best. Don't go out and seal and flatten all tracks. A sign saying if a track is
wheelchair appropriate would be best.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
They should be allowed, maybe restricted to certain paths so people don't get stuck on a difficult
track. Also maybe need power and speed limits for mobility devices to reduce conflicts.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
It is disappointing to not see anything mentioning mountain biking on Te Ahumairangi. It would be
really nice to start up some consultation regarding mountain bike access to more of Te
Ahumairangi. This hill has; - great access to the CBD (ideal for comutting from/to Wilton, Northland,
Karori, etc) - very few walkers compared to Mt Victoria, Polehil and therefore less likely to have
biker/walker conflict - steep terrain, perfect for building more technical mountain bike tracks which
Wellington is lacking - Hugely varying soil types. This really helps to mix things ups and keep things
full. - Large areas of the bush are not native, therefore wont be damaging native bush if new tracks
are built and mountain bikers do lots of native tree planting in areas like Makara and Polehil, they
would probably help out lots in Te Ahumairangi. One last point. The main reason I live in Wellington
is the close proximity to great riding from the CBD, Te Ahumairangi would add to this reason to live
here significantly.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Bernard
Last Name: O'Shaughnessy
Street: 139A Daniell Street
Suburb: Newtown
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: Mobile: 022.0767517
eMail: Bernardfree13@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
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Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Dean
Last Name: Latham
Street: 60 Heke Street
Suburb: Ngaio
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6035
Daytime Phone: +6444793611
Mobile: +6444793611
eMail: 5gomad@clear.net.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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Very limited access if any allowed at all

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Wellington needs better linking tracks for walking and particularly biking. This is lacking in the West
and North areas of the city.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Would like to see more consist signage and map boards across Wellington, similar to Makara
Peak's award-winning signage. Online tools can support this.
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Don't think MTB'ers will be interested in using bells. All users should be encouraged to share with
care, and be discouraged from using headphones.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Accessibility could be improved with more grade 1 - 3 tracks (where the terrain allows). There is a
lack of linking tracks through-out the city - particularly north and west areas.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Very limited access if any allowed at all (ie wide tracks with low gradients)

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Access to Tinakori Hill is not addressed by the plan, and this is something the council and
community need to deal with. If dedicated tracks were allowed with clear and consist signage (and
map boards), this may help with access to this area and reduce potential conflict between users.
Also, Huntleigh Park is another area that is not addressed. If one dedicated or shared track was
permitted (again with clear and consist signage) through this park it would provide a much-needed
link to the new 'silver-sky' track from the northern suburbs.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Stephen
Last Name: Coppard
Street: 7 Milne Terrace
Suburb: Island Bay
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6023
Daytime Phone: 04 816 7272
Mobile: 022 011 0958
eMail: scoppard@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Access for Mountain bikes on Tinakori Hill should be should be extended to allow additional
managed tracks. This area is close to the city and where many people work and is largely underutilised. Having Council sanction and oversight would eliminate (or mitigate) conflict between user
groups that arises largely from activities to unreasonably exclude mountain bikers from this area.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments
Extends access to older people and those unable to tackle the hills unassisted.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
All tracks open to cyclists should be open for electric bikes.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
This is a stupid question which shows lack of understanding of the issues. Is the expectation that
people would jump out of the way when a cyclists rings a bell? Would it not be better to expect the
cyclist to use their brakes and slow down to pass a pedestrian carefully? Brakes, or bell? They
can't operate both at the same time. Perhaps it would be better to encourage pedestrians or
runners not to wear head phones?

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Access for Mountain bikes on Tinakori Hill should be should be extended to allow additional
managed tracks. This area is close to the city and where many people work and is largely underutilised. Having Council sanction and oversight would eliminate (or mitigate) conflict between user
groups that arises largely from activities to unreasonably exclude mountain bikers from this area.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Evelyn
Last Name: Hodowany
Street: 47 Tiketike Way
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 0276910423
eMail: ehodowany@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
A dedicated walk cycle way should be developed around the Miramar Peninsula coast to
encourage more people with safer environment to be active around the bay - primarily in the
following areas: Shelly Bay Rd Massey Rd Karaka Bay Rd Breaker Bay Rd Moa Point Rd

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
By increasing access to any flat cycling ways - such as those noted above around Miramar
Peninsula
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments
but not compulsory

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, within feasible means

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jay
Last Name: Nelson
Street: 42 Liardet Street
Suburb: Vogeltown
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
eMail: jaynelson14_91@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I believe e-bikes will allow a larger population to access and enjoy the open space network that are
currently limited, due to a variety of circumstances. Allowing e-bikes access to the open space
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network will allow individuals to access and enjoy the open space network even if they have
physical limitations

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I believe that with the council's definition of an e-bike, e-bikes should have the same level of access
as mountain bikes with in the open space network. I believe that fit and fast cross country riders
and riders that are going downhill on capable bikes can go just as fast, or in many cases faster then
a e-bike limited to 25kmh. Having ridden modern e-bikes I don't believe that they increase the
speed a rider goes, instead allowing them to cover more distance at a similar speed to non-assisted
bicycle riders. Because the definition of an e-bike requires that they are pedal assist, and do not
have a throttle, speed is reduced in may area where sight lines and speed is concerned. Pedaling
into corners and over rough terrain is difficult to do, due to the risk of striking pedals and remaining
in control (no different to a standard bicycle), meaning the pedal assist e-bikes will go through
these areas at the same speeds as regular bicycles. Because e-bikes will also be limited to those
that are pedal assist, I believe erosion of track will be equal, or less then non pedal assist cyclists.
Due to the likely users of pedal assist bikes being less able in both fitness and skills, I believe they
are less likely to aggressively climb or descend on tracks, situations that cause erosion on tracks
due to loose of tracion and hard braking at speeds.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Removing a hand, or thumb, from handlebars can increase the risk of a crash and/or collision over
rough terrain, such as those found on shared pathways. Calling out to other users is just as
effective, does not increase risk to either party and, I believe, is less passive aggressive and more
social. Consideration given by both parties to others on the track should be encouraged with
cyclists following the mountain bikers code (staying in control) and walkers should be vigilant, being
aware of there surroundings and refrain from the use of headphones on shared paths. I believe on
places like Oriental Parade bells have a place, where removing hands, or digits to use a bell does
not cause unnecessary risk and where calling out to other users of the pace is unpractical.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
See comments above regarding e-bike access.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes. On tracks that are wide enough and with out sharp bends. An example of these would be well
maintain paper roads.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Eugene
Last Name: Black
Street:
Suburb: Mount Cook
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6011
eMail: blackeuge@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
More clear signage to prevent walkers walking up mountain bike downhill exit only trail openings

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
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Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Request for status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt
Management Plan (the Plan). Plan currently only allows for 4 trails to be ridden on for mountain
biking and no further trails to be developed for mountain biking. Section 8.1.5.1: Mountain bike
access to the hill will be limited to the Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline
track, West-East Connector track and Grant Road track. Rest of town Belt areas do not contain
such broad restrictions. Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing - as mentioned specifically in
the Plan[1] - recreational activity that should be a permitted activity in all of Wellington town belt.
User conflict and safety must be managed in all public shared spaces. This conflict is best
managed when activities have strong user representation. The Wellington Trails Trust provides a
unified voice for mountain bikers in Wellington, which will improve discourse and accountability.
Wellington Trails Trust is working with WCC to execute on the 10 year plan that will see Wellington
being recognised as World's Best mountain bike city. Key to achieving this goal is development and
improvement to the urban trails that connect the greenbelt to Wellington's city. 3 of the key areas
suitable are Mt Vic, Polhill and Te Ahumairangi. Further track development is restricted in Te
Ahumairangi and this needs to be addressed. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many
activities - small number of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the
ridgeline. This is explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited
sectors of the Town Belt'[2]. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised
given its size and proximity to the central city'[3]. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi limits its
potential contribution to the objectives of the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and
recreation is encouraged and supported. The steep terrain is well suited for advanced/expert
mountain bike trails. The development of such trails would result in significant increase of
recreational users in this part of town belt. [1] Section 8.1.5 Recreation: 'mountain biking is
increasing in popularity'. [1] Section 8.1.1 Character and use [1] Section 7.11 Wellington does not
currently have a national level downhill trail, every year we continue to not have one, is another
year we do not feature in the National Downhill Series. Colonial Knob was earmarked for the next
downhill mountain bike racing venue, and the Wellington Mountain Bike Club went to great lengths
to get professional trail builders to GPS and mark the proposed trail. Since then, no development
has happened. The area is a perfect set up for a downhill race venue, with easy drive in access
and plenty of space for parking/event set up, and an existing access road to the top of the hill. The
council should be backing this plan to get the national downhill series back to Wellington. This will
not only develop younger riders and make them more competitive on the national and international
levels, but also bring a large number of riders to Wellington more regularly.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There are not enough advanced/expert level mountain bike trails in the Wellington Trail Network.
There are plenty of grade three intermediate trails, but very few technical trails to further advance
peoples skills. Allowing more advanced level trails to be built will advance riders skills - including
younger riders who will then have more potential to compete at national and international level. It
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will also bring more mountain bike tourism to the city. There are also too few true beginner trails,
which makes the sport less accessible, meaning we aren't getting as many 'bums on seats' as we
could. Look at Rotorua for example, they get a huge amount of mountain bike tourism. They have a
huge amount of trail type variety, from grade 1 easy loops, to grade 6 international level downhill
and enduro trails, on which they run World Series level international races. There are more trails
with technical aspects, and jumps/features to challenge and attract riders of different skill levels.
Wellington does not even currently have a National Level Downhill trail, every year we continue to
not have one, is another year we do not feature in the National Downhill Series. The mountain bike
scene is so successful in Rotorua, they even managed to get a round of Crankworx Festival!
Wellington needs to step up its game in terms of being a mountain biking destination. We are lucky
to have a large number of mountain bike trails in easy access from the CBD, but the lack of variety
is a deciding factor in attracting mountain bikers from out of town.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jenny
Last Name: Cossey
Organisation: Private
Street: 5 Tannadyce Street
Suburb: Strathmore Park
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6022
Mobile: 0210721000
eMail: jennycossey1@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Vision yes, new plans no

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
Yes on the commuter links across Mt Vic no Skyline, No to Makara park, No to Red Rocks (except
along the flat coast line, no Sanctuary Fence. A private bike /tourist company will stuff it up for the
locals by having heaps of electric tourists bikes on the trails with people who can not ride and will
block the trails for the locals who built them and use them often.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
See above, only Red Rocks for tourists

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Yes for MTB and mainly no for electric bikes

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Yes larger signs for downhill routes and up hill routes

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes and in all tunnels, a bell weights nothing, time the weekend warriors let go of their handlebars
and used a bell and arms to signal when on the roads

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
More trails needed Moa Point to the WCC pound so the Eastern land can be opened up to bikes,
lots of land that could have mtb trials on, not just need the prison. New trails in Houghton Valley for
MTB

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Limited and while you are fixing that problem sort out how the mobility scooter and e bikes are
going to work in MT Vic tunnel

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Truby King needs a MTB trails so people can bike from Oriental Parade to Houghton Valley.More
trails in Otari _ Wilton bush for MTb and give circular access of Berhamport Golf Club to MTB and
lots more on the Miramar Pennisular
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submission to WCC on the Draft Open Space Access Plan June 2016
This submission is from the Churton Park Community Assn Inc.
Brian Sheppard President CPCA.
PO Box 13185 Johnsonville Wellington 6440. Email secretary@churtonpark.org.nz
This is a submission on behalf of an organisation and we wish to make an oral presentation to
Councillors.
The submission has been prepared by John Morrison, Vice President CPCA.

1 Background

The CPCA represents the interests of the residents of Churton Park.
Churton Park is a unique community in that all current and future subdivisional
development is under the control of one company. This creates both opportunities
and complications for the development of reserves and associated access tracks in our
community.
We agree wholeheartedly with the statement on Page 35 as it applies to Churton Park, and it
describes the situation very clearly:
“There are a number of short local tracks of a high standard, but no track network or
links outside the Churton Park community. Tracks lack diversity.”
Our expectation was that the Draft Plan would contain measures to address this significant
deficiency.
Some of the information in this submission was also included in our submission on the Draft
Northern Reserves Management Plan 2008. In many areas there has been little progress over
the last eight years.
Note that we have stated no opinion on the consultation questions listed on the response form,
except that we feel that “paper roads” should be included as a part of the Open Space Network.
(Question 6),
Our comments below fall into the category “other issues/matters or general comments”.

2 General

The CPCA is pleased that WCC are reviewing the provision and operation of access tracks in a
holistic manner.
However there are a variety of points made in this submission relating to the provision of tracks
which we feel should be taken into account in preparation of the final Plan.
These points are detailed below, and generally but not exclusively apply to the Churton Park
area.

3 Comments on information contained in the Plan

The comments included in this section are given so that they may be considered for inclusion in
the final Plan, so that it is more complete and consistent. Some of these points have already
been advised informally to the staff members responsible for the preparation of the Plan.
Submission from CPCA on Draft Open Spaces Access Plan June 2016
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3.1 Sector information
The main visual information is contained in the sector marked up aerial photo maps, with the
associated commentary. Of primary interest to CPCA is Sector 2 Ohariu (p25), with the
commentary as 7.2 (p23). However Sector 8 Newlands/Johnsonville/Churton Park has the
photo map on page 36 with the commentary on Page 35. Both of these sectors contain detailed
information about Churton Park. Please adjust the commentary so that all of Churton Park is
contained in Sector 2, as all the land area is in the Sector 2 map.
3.2 Incomplete information.
Information shown on the aerial photo maps generally is rather incomplete and illogically
labelled. Points related to the Churton Park area are listed below:.


Stebbings Valley Reserves agreement. Under the terms of this agreement various areas
are to be vested as reserves, and tracks constructed in them by the developer, before
vesting in WCC. The future reserves should be shown, along with the substantial length
of agreed tracks. We appreciate that the exact location of these tracks may not be totally
fixed, but indicative locations should be included.



The extent of Regional Council land around Stebbings Dam, including existing walking
and vehicle maintenance tracks should be shown. As far as residents are concerned, it
is all public open space, and should be considered in a holistic manner. The Plan
narrative indicated that GWRC land would be shown in the Plan, but this has not been
the case. The extent of the flooding easement should also be shown.



Future Tracks A pink line with dots has been used generally to show Proposed Tracks.
On the maps this symbol is shown in some places as passing along public streets.
Surely this symbol is to indicate future routes (but there are many routes on public
street.) So this aspect needs considerable tidying up. In addition it would help the user if
these major future routes and tracks could be named on the map, and the same name
used in the commentary.



There are several reserves and associated tracks that are not noted on the maps. In
particular Burbank Crescent Play Area with its various track connections to surrounding
streets. The tracks through Churton Park Reserve are also not shown, with a 'proposed
track' marked instead.



Where a proposed track is noted in the commentary it should also be identified on the
map. In particular the link from Trillids Lane to Churton Drive, and from Lakewood
Reserve to the Churton Park Village. Major omissions from the maps are the location of
proposed Skyline Track from Old Coach Road to Spicer Forest, and the connection from
the Mark Ave end of Seton Nossiter Park to Middleton Road. (bridge over motorway?)



The track through Wingfield Reserve parallel to Middleton Road, and constructed by the
Churton Park Revegetation Group should be shown, particularly as it will form part of the
proposed link between Edward Wilson Park and Glenside Reserve.



The current route of Te Araroa Trail should be shown



The connection to tracks in Porirua and the related PCC track network should be shown
as noted in the text of the Plan.

Submission from CPCA on Draft Open Spaces Access Plan June 2016
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4 Tracks that CPCA suggest should be included in the Plan
4.1 Link from Winsley Place to Ohariu Road.
Construction of this short link would complete a direct walking route from McLintock St to
Stebbings Dam, which is shown in the Plan as a very long “proposed track.” We are aware that
the recently approved subdivision in this area has provision for land to be vested as reserve
with frontages on both Ohariu Road and Winsley Place. We would expect that the access track
would be built through this future reserve.
4.2 Connection from Middleton Road to the Motorway and on the Grenada Village.
A footpath at the side of Westchester Drive East and Grenada Drive would provide an
important walking route between the communities of Churton Park, Glenside and Grenada
Village. Although this footpath would not be on a reserve, our assertion is that it still must be
considered in the wider track access context of the Draft Plan. The stated objective of the Plan
is that it “guides the use and management of tracks and walkways in and between the
city’s open space network.” For the section from Middleton Road to the motorway the land
on each side of the road for most of the length is bounded by Glenside Reserve, so there will be
no future subdivisions accessed from that road. The lack of provision of a footpath connecting
major adjacent suburbs is a serious deficiency in the Council's access provision, and should be
addressed as a matter of high priority. There are currently major safety issues for pedestrians
who currently walk along this road. This would be a significantly less expensive project than
building a footbridge over the motorway as is mentioned elsewhere in the Draft Plan.
4.3 Stebbings Dam left bank access track and bridge.
The track that zigzags down to the stream through an area that was planted by the Glenside
revegetation group, terminates at the stream. Access across the stream is available for the
agile or foolhardy walker on stepping stones. A short bridge in this location would be a very
valuable addition to the local track network, as well as removing a potential safety hazard.

5 Comments on the text of the Plan.
5.1 Skyline Track.
Although this is stated as a Key Initiative with High Priority, the proposed route is not shown on
the map. CPCA is pleased to see the high priority given to the Skyline Track extension.
Completion of the extension would bring the significant advantage of allowing the Te Araroa Trail
to be relocated from Ohariu Road, to follow the ridge line west of Stebbings Valley.
5.2 Marshall Ridge Track
We wish to see a change included in regard to the Marshall Ridge track. The Marshall Ridge
track (section 2 map p25 and notes under 2.1, p61) would offer marvellous benefits by linking
the Churton Park, Glenside and Tawa communities, and we wish to see development of this
track given an increased level of priority over that in the Draft Plan.
The Marshall Ridge track could become part of the Skyline walkway if the route along the
Ohariu ridge cannot be achieved in the near future. Both routes should be investigated
together, so that at least one route north is available to connect Churton Park and Glenside with
Tawa and further north to Porirua.
We would suggest that consideration be given to a starting point of the Marshall Ridge track be
at Stebbings Dam, making the track development independent of the rate of progress of
housing in the lower Stebbings Valley. If this route would result in gradients considered
undesirable in the long term than the planned route in the Draft Plan could follow at a later date.
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When both tracks are complete, the track could be used as a loop walk (for walkers of moderate
fitness) opening up the opportunity for an off-road experience with marvellous views “right on
the door-step” that “ engages users in recreational experiences that also connect them with
nature” (ref.5.1).
Given these potential benefits we request the Marshall Ridge track and the Ohariu Ridge track
development be combined to be formally part of the Skyline Track Project and accordingly be
included under that heading in the Key Initiatives (section 6).
5.3 Sector 2 Ohariu. (page 23)
As noted above all the narrative relating to Churton Park should be included at this location.
The development of new tracks were identified in the Northern Reserves Management Plan
2008. Little progress is apparent, with the proposed link from Lakewood Reserve to the Village
not even making it onto the map. No mention is made here of the very important Stebbings
Valley Reserves Agreement. This agreement requires the developer to provide a network of
tracks at no cost to WCC.
5.4 Vesting of Reserves
It is the firm opinion of CPCA that the provision of walking tracks, their construction to the WCC
standard, and then their vesting in WCC, should be a requirement to be satisfied at the same
time as the adjacent lots are cleared for sale. In our view, the provision of tracks is an integral
part of the infrastructure to be completed in advance of section release. Once the reserves are
vested, there is the opportunity for WCC and community groups to continue with development
and associated revegetation.
5.5 Sector 9. Newlands/Johnsonville/Churton Park
(The information relating to Churton Park should have been contained in Sector 2.)
CPCA agree that the lack of a track network, with both links and diversity is a serious
shortcoming. Churton Park has been short changed, and the delays in the vesting of reserves
and associated tracks and the construction of new tracks is an issue that has been with us for
many years, and was commented on in our 2008 submission.

6 Desired Outcomes of this submission
6.1 Skyline Track
Marshall Ridge and Ohariu Ridge be investigated at the same time, and included in the High
Key Initiative, so that at least one walking track north can be secured and construction put in
hand in the near future.
6.2 Vesting of Reserves and construction of associated tracks
These should be vested in WCC, with all tracks completed, at the same time as the adjacent
housing sites are released for sale.
6.3 Tracks to be completed and available for public use at the earliest possible date.
For example the track up the valley from Stebbings Dam to Rochdale Road could be
constructed and made available with little additional effort.
6.4 Linkage to Grenada Village
Construction of a footpath on Westchester Drive East from Middleton Road to the motorway and
on Grenada Drive to Mark Ave.
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6.5 Linkage Winsley Terrace to Ohariu Road
This short link should be included in the forward work programme
6.6 Stebbings Dam bridge across stream
A short bridge in this location opens up a far wider local track network as well as removing a
potential hazard.

7 Conclusion

The Draft Plan makes it quite clear that Churton Park has been short changed in the provision
of a variety of walking tracks. The Final Plan must address this deficiency, and financial
provision made accordingly.

Submission prepared by John L Morrison
Vice President Churton Park Community Assn Inc.
12 July 2016
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Attention: Draft Open Space Access Plan
Parks, Sport and Recreation
Wellington City Council
PO Box 2199
Wellington 6140

12 July 2016

Comments on Draft Open Space Access Plan
I am taking this opportunity to indicate to Wellington City Council that I support the city’s investment in walking tracks
and reserves – both expansion and maintenance of tracks.
I am an active walker using many of Wellington City (as well as neighbouring councils, DOC and regional council) tracks.
I walk with a group of women weekly (and sometimes twice a week). Our preference is for tracks that are between 2 ½
to 3 ½ hours long and that are off road. We look for both groomed and for more undeveloped (but still with an
identifiable tracks) opportunities for walking. Decisions being dependent on weather and who participates. Given that
the majority of us are from Wadestown, we focus most of our walks in the general vicinity (ie walk to or about a
15minute drive) with a further out walk about once a month. We have been doing this for about 4 years.
As such, our network of tracks is one of the City’s recreational assets that I make extensive use of and value. In
comparison, I don’t use the stadium, indoor sports centres, outdoor sports fields or swimming pools.
Given this, I have also found the draft document a very useful reference piece on the range of tracks available within
Wellington City and am delighted that it has been made available.
I expect to use any of the priorities for extension that have been identified but my preference would be to progress the
Harbour Escarpment walk and part of the East‐West Connection Tracks from Otari. I have a number of times looked
out over those hills and wondered why there weren’t any tracks.
I also support incorporating paper roads into the open space access network as they may provide the community with a
sense where future developments may be more easily progressed.
I have not found it problematic to share tracks with mountain bikes and accept that there should be a number of tracks
where they are given priority. I have, however, been surprised at the level of damage that mountain bikes can create.
While I accept that mountain bikers should have access to some tracks, I think the city may need to reconsider the
policy of primarily prioritising dual use as it must be a lot cheaper to create some sole use walking tracks and they can
be relatively cheaply maintained.
While not specifically covered by this consultation, I have been part of a group looking to improve access to Trelissick
Park and the seashore of the Centreport Reclamation site. I acknowledge that other processes are being used than this
consultation as there are significant access issues to resolve.
I will not need to make an oral submission.
Sincerely
Elizabeth Knopf
473 3989
20 Lennel Road
Wadestown
Wellington 6012
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Open Space Access plan - Te Ahumairangi
Dear Wellington City Council,
Please find below a submission on the draft Open Space Access plan for
consideration. The focus of my submission relates to the status of Te Ahumairangi for
recreational mountain biking. Respectfully, I submit the draft plan for Te Ahumairangi
should be more inclusive for recreational mountain biking.
The current plan permits limited access. It would restrict mountain bike access to only
the Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline track, West-East
Connector track and Grant Road track. I wish to submit a small number of trails, which
are already in existence and in good condition, should also be permitted for use.
WCC clearly recognises mountain biking as a recreational activity which meets its
recreational objectives. It also freely acknowledges Te Ahumairangi is an under-used
green space. The current plan describes Te Ahumairangi as “one of the least-visited
sectors of the Town Belt and it as “greatly under-utilised given its size and proximity to
the central city”. The current proposal seems out of kilter. MTB is popular and
responsible riders wish to make use of this space. It would appear a sensible and
balanced solution to allow trial use. Other segments of the town belt, such as Mt
Victoria or Pohill, do not face such broad restrictions as proposed.
In the context, the management of the under-utilised Te Ahumairangi space is
achievable. In fact user conflict and safety must be managed in all public shared
spaces. This conflict is best managed when activities have strong user representation.
The Wellington Trails Trust provides a unified voice for mountain bikers in Wellington,
which will improve discourse and accountability. Furthermore, the nature of this terrain
supports dual usage. It is steep and not well suited for many activities. A small number
of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the ridgeline.
The mountain bike tracks tend to follow “down the hill lines.” In other words it is
possible to permit the mountain biking in a way which does not generate issues for
other recreational users.
Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing recreational activity as mentioned
specifically in the plan. The mountain bike community, and its volunteers, have been
instrumental in developing trails and tree planting throughout the city’s green spaces.
The contribution is has made to the Wellington community and green belt is a factor
when weighted when considering a restriction on access to the city’s green spaces.
Access to Te Ahumairangi would also allow use of a space that an asset to
development plans. Wellington Trails Trust is working with WCC to execute on the 10
year plan that will see Wellington being recognised as World’s Best mountain bike city.
This offers long term recreational and commercial benefit. It also fundamental to
[Document ID]

[SECURITY CLASSIFICATION]
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achieving this goal is development and improvement to the urban trails that connect the
greenbelt to Wellington’s city.
My submission is submitted as a private individual. I am a lifelong resident of
Wellington and reside in Hataitai. I took up mountain biking 4 years ago and have
spent many hours enjoying the trials of Wellington. They are a superb asset for this city
and should be allowed to develop. Views above are my own.
Stephen Parker.
16 Ariki Road
Hataitai
Wellington
021 513300
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12 July 2016

Shed 39, Harbour Quays
PO Box 11646
Manners Street

Joel De Boer
Recreation and Parks Planner
Wellington City Council
PO Box 2199
Wellington 6011

Wellington 6142
T 04 384 5708
F 04 385 6960
www.gw.govt.nz

accessplan@wcc.govt.nz

Dear Joel

Submission on Draft Open Space Access Plan 2016
Please find enclosed the Greater Wellington Regional Council’s officer submission submission on
this draft Plan. Please contact Fiona Colquhoun, Parks Planner on 04 830 4153 or email
Fiona.colquhoun@gw.govt.nz if you have any questions about officer comments in this this
submission.
Yours sincerely

Nicola Shorten
Manager, Strategic & Corporate Planning
Encl: Submission
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Greater Wellington Regional Council: Submission
To:

Wellington City Council

Submission on:

Draft Open Space Access Plan 2016

1.

1.1

Introduction

Thank you for the opportunity to submit on the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Greater Wellington Regional Council (GWRC) supports the overall vision of
the plan for strengthening and improving the open space access network
managed by Wellington City Council for recreation and tourism opportunities.
Greater Wellington also supports the outcome of ‘Getting everyone fit and
healthy’.

2.

2.1

Policy framework

The following points in our submission relate to GWRC policy areas of
regional resource management planning, sustainable transport, biodiversity and
park recreation activities.
In assessing the Draft Open Space Access Plan for consistency with the
Regional Policy Statement (RPS), GWRC is particularly interested in the
protection and management of open space following urban design principles.
Maintenance and creation of open space connections via trails encourage
participation in active recreation and offer opportunities for sustainable
commuting. The directions of the Open Space Access Plan are consistent with,
and support this direction.

3.

Comments

3.1

Open space access
The introductory material seeks feedback on the inclusion of paper roads in the
open space network, proposed tracks accessible to mountain bike and e-bikes,
and if ‘accessibility within the open space is adequately addressed’.
Paper roads
Unformed legal roads or paper roads can provide important connections within
trail networks and new circuit walking and riding opportunities. The Walking
Access Commission ‘Guidelines for the Management of Unformed Legal
Roads’ (2011) highlight the benefits of unformed roads for recreation. Use of
unformed legal roads for trail development and use is supported, and in
particular the identification and marking of them, including definition of
adjoining private land boundaries to minimise access related issues.
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A specific paper road suggested for addition and future development as an
urban trail connection is the unformed section of Hoover Street, Brooklyn
between Mitchell Street and Ohiro Road.
Mountain bike tracks and e-bikes
Section 5, Network principles identifies that ‘where practical, tracks will cater
to demonstrated recreation demand’ and identifies a number of measures of
demand such as surveys, user counts and public requests. We suggest that
bicycles sales, and in particular sales of particular types of bikes, may also
provide a good indication of changing trends in recreation and demand for
trails and can be used to inform planning.
We note that there are two definitions of e-bikes in the draft Plan, page 11 and
section 5.8 page 15. We suggest a definition which is consistent with the Land
Transport Act 1998 definition of motor vehicles (which references motor
output, not battery power) is more appropriate, will offer a better opportunity
to be consistent with other agency definitions, and be less confusing for
cyclists.
The ‘Network Principles’ in the draft Plan, in particular section 5.5.1 identifies
that ‘Shared use tracks provide optimal accessibility for open space network
users. They also encourage users to develop an understanding and respect for
other user group needs and rights. Track design and signage improvements
will be made where possible to reduce the incidence of user conflict’. GWRC
supports this approach. However, the draft Plan policy for e-bikes then
identifies public safety, user conflicts and environmental impacts as
considerations and rationale for limiting use of e-bikes to only ‘commuter link
tracks’. This rationale appears to be inconsistent with the stated objectives of
section 5.5.1. Whilst a precautionary approach is sometimes appropriate for
relatively new variations of recreation activities, there appears to be very little
evidence of track degradation or additional user conflicts in available literature
from limited power e-bikes. This approach is also inconsistent with the Cycling
Policy objectives identified in Appendix 5 of the plan relating to ‘improving
the experience of cycle trips…’ The use of e-bikes can make a significant
contribution to the ‘improvement’ of the cycling experience for many riders, as
well as increasing overall participation in the healthy outdoor recreation and
commuter cycling activity.
We suggest that the provisions relating to access for e-bikes are amended to:
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-

A definition of e-bikes that is fully consistent with the Land Transport Act
(s168A) definition of what does not constitute a motor vehicle or a
reference this definition (which may change over time as technology and
perceptions about use change)

-

Be consistent with access provisions in the draft Plan for bicycles and
mountain bikes

-

Support the stated cycling policy objectives
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Areas of the Akatarawa Forest Park managed by GWRC are available (with a
permit) for motorised recreation activities, including more highly powered ebikes. This area is relatively close to Wellington, and it may be useful to add a
reference to this in the Plan.
Trail connections to GWRC managed parks and reserves
Development of a well-connected trail network is important. GWRC supports
trail links to trails within regional parks such as the proposed Horokiwi Road
track to Belmont Regional Park.
In relation to reserves the draft Plan identifies as underutilised such as Te
Ahumairangi Hill (section 7.11), we suggest further access tracks for cyclists,
track realignment to create easier gradients and removal of obstacles such as
steps will generate further use of this reserve.
3.2

Biodiversity
The intent and content of the draft Plan is supported and WCC is commended
for its work in creating and maintaining the open space network, as this
provides the opportunity for the public to experience first-hand Wellington's
natural capital.
The draft Plan describes the environmental benefits of the Wellington City
Council's current track network and the potential for this benefit to be enhanced
in the future. The development of new tracks should be appropriately designed
and managed to minimise the potential to adversely affect significant
ecological values.
The sections below focus on:
-

The clarification of terminology

-

Areas where GWRC and WCC's operations overlap

-

The appropriate management of adverse effects

Clarification of terms
The draft Plan refers to "ecologically significant sites" throughout, including in
the provisions that underpin the Network principles in section 5 (p. 11). WCC's
Our Natural Capital - Wellington's Biodiversity Strategy & Action Plan, which
is to be implemented in part by the draft Plan, refers to "significant ecological
sites".
It can be assumed that these terms refer to the same sites, and we suggest that
consistent terminology would provide clarity. We suggest that the term
"ecologically significant sites" be replaced with "significant ecological sites"
throughout the draft Plan.
Areas where GWRC and WCC operations overlap
GWRC, WCC and other landowners manage some sites within the open space
network that have significant ecological values. Our operations focus on two
sites, known as Key Native Ecosystem (KNE) sites. Two KNE sites, Western
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Wellington Forests and Wellington South Coast, are within areas identified in
Our Natural Capital as "significant ecological sites".
We support WCC's intention (stated in Network principle, bullet point 8, page
11), to avoid track development in these areas where possible.
Appropriate management of effects
Section 5.4 of the draft Plan describes how the assessment and planning of
significant track work shall be undertaken.
Track development, like any other activity that involves the use of natural
resources, should be undertaken with careful and appropriate design and must
be undertaken in a way that enables tracks to be sustainably managed in future.
As defined in the Resource Management Act 1991, this requires that that more
than minor adverse effects are avoided, remedied or mitigated, not just
minimised.
To take account of this, we recommend the following amendment to the last
paragraph on page 12:
"Regardless of whether a site is ecologically significant, any track development
should minimise disruption to the natural environment and adverse adverse
effects".
3.3

Regional Transportation Planning
In relation to the proposal open selected trails for electric bike use. This is
supported from a transport perspective. E-bike use is particularly important on
trails that provide a useful link or connection for commuter or other trips, and
where the safety and amenity of other users – pedestrians and other cyclists is
not adversely affected.
The policy framework and outcomes sought in the Regional Land Transport
Plan 2015 include increasing the proportion of journeys made by bike in the
region. With the largest population base in the region, and good potential for
cycle to work trips, Wellington City will be a key contributor to this outcome.
The growing popularity of e-bikes, and the benefits they provide such as
overcoming the barriers such as hills, distance, wind and reducing commuting
time, all encourage more to people make more journeys by bicycle which is
positive for transport facility provision and public health. The advent electric
assist bicycles also foster general recreation participation. The identification of
further cycling trails in the draft Plan is encouraged, as is the redesign and regrading of steep or less accessible trails to create safer off-road routes for
commuters and recreational cyclists.

3.4

Regional Policy Statement (RPS) for the Wellington Region
The RPS gives guidance on the future direction for the sustainable
management of natural and physical resources in the Wellington region. The
RPS sets out objectives and policies to address regionally significant issues.
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While this document is not required to give effect to the RPS, the Open Space
Action Plan is seeking outcomes which are also addressing regional issues,
some of which have been identified in the Regional Policy Statement 2013
(RPS).
RPS Policy 54 seeks that the region’s urban design principles are considered in
planning decisions. The region’s urban design principles are based on the seven
design qualities described in the NZ Urban Design Protocol. The region’s
urban design principles seek to ensure developments consider certain design
elements.
These urban design principles include ‘character’ which seeks that public open
space is protected and the quality, quantity and distribution of local open space
is improved over the long term. Another principle is ‘connections’ which
includes providing safe, attractive and secure pathways, green networks with a
high priority on walking access and encouraging people to become more
physically active. It is noted that Wellington City Council is a signatory to the
NZ Urban Design Protocol.
RPS Policy 67 is a non-regulatory policy which seeks the maintenance and
enhancement of a compact, well-designed and sustainable regional form. Some
of the ways this is to be achieved is by implementing the NZ Urban Design
Protocol (a) and recognising and enhancing the role of the region’s open space
network (c).

4.
4.1

5.

GWRC suggest that the Open Space Action Plan is
aligned with the principles contained in the NZ Urban
Design Protocol as a priority. Changes suggested

Should the Wellington City Council approve the Draft Open Space Access
Plan, GWRC requests that changes are made in accordance with that sought in
the submission.

Further involvement

GWRC recommends that the points as outlined above be considered. We
would also welcome the opportunity to informally clarify and further discuss
any of the matters raised. GWRC does not wish to be formally heard in support
of this submission.

Nicola Shorten
Manager, Strategic & Corporate Planning
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Submitter Details
First Name: Nessa
Last Name: Lynch
Street: 24 Tannadyce Street
Suburb: Strathmore Park
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6022
Mobile: 021 1243823
eMail: nessa.a.lynch@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Only on access/fire roads, should not be on singletrack
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
See above

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
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Comments
I find a simple hello to work best. Bells are rude.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
See attached word document

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Submission to Open Spaces
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Nessa Lynch, submission to Open Spaces Plan
I wish to make particular comment on the status of Te Ahumairangi in the Draft Plan.
It is widely known that mountain bikers have established an informal network of higher grade
trails (Grade 5/6) in areas of Te Ahumairangi. These have been in existence and use for at least
twenty years, if not longer. WCC have cracked down on such customary use in recent times, and
this move has been supported by local mountain bike clubs and riders, on the apparent
understanding that negotiations/discussions towards regularisation would occur.
Despite this, Schedule A of the Draft Plan states that ‘Te Ahumairangi Hill (apart from the
Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline track, the Ridgeline track, West‐East
Connector track, Grant Road Track) will be closed to ‘mountain biking and cyclists’

My submission stems from two fundamental principles of local government law and policy in
New Zealand.


First, citizens are permitted to do that which is not forbidden. Restrictions on freedoms
must be clearly justified, generally involving potential harm to the interests of others, or
societal interests.



Second, decision‐making must be reasonable, transparent, and justifiable.

I submit that the current (and proposed continued) closing of Te Ahumairangi to mountain
biking (or it would seem, even a refusal to discuss access) contravenes these principles, and also
appears to be in contravention of the principles of the Wellington Town Belt Act 2016, Town
Belt Management Plan, and other provisions of the Draft Plan.
Arguments for access, or at least the initiation of discussion
Section 4(1) Wellington Town Belt Act 2016 provides that:
(iv) The Wellington Town Belt should be accessible for all and for all to enjoy
(v) the Wellington Town Belt should be available for a wide range of recreational activity
I do not propose to traverse the arguments for access at length as other submitters from the
MTB community will be doing so. In sum, the informal network at Te Ahumairangi provides a
track experience which is unavailable, or in short supply in other areas of WCC land. Mountain
biking is increasing in popularity, and although intermediate riders, and more recently, family
and beginner riders, are well catered for, those who want advanced, steep, natural trail do not
have many options. This demand is likely to increase as numbers of riders increase, as they
upskill, and experience such trails in other areas of New Zealand and overseas.
Provision of a mix of trails is in line with a number of the ‘Network Principles’ in the Draft Plan
including:
“a wide range of skill and fitness levels, abilities and interests will be catered for by the network”
“where practicable, tracks will cater for demonstrated recreation demand. Demand will be
accessed via a number of methods, including but not limited to, surveys, user counts, and public
requests for tracks”
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There is clear support in the MTB community for access to this area, with for example, 245
members in a closed Facebook group recently convened to advocate for access. Clubs such as
Wellington Mountain Bike Club have consistently and regularly requested discussions on access.
Justification by the WCC
The Draft Plan justifies the closed policy with the following statement (Schedule A, p16)
“Due to the location and design of some tracks, conflicts occur between user groups. In some
places, to ensure public safety, help minimise conflict between users and enhance the user
experience for walkers and runners, some parks and the tracks within them will be closed to
mountain biking and cyclists”
5.4 of the Draft Plan elaborates on this by stating ‘these tracks and areas [in Schedule A] are
reserved for walkers to facilitate quiet contemplative outdoor experiences’
I find this statement to be unclear, if not downright odd. Are trail‐runners to be excluded? Will
groups of walkers emitting over a certain decibel limit be trespassed? No children allowed?
Definitely no barking dogs.
Potential user conflict is undoubtedly a valid argument for many of the other areas listed in
Schedule A. I am a regular user of the Eastern Walkway for running, walking and dog exercise,
and this is an example of an area which is not suitable as a shared track due to narrow cliff top
trails with frequent steps, and poor sight lines.
However, considering Te Ahumairangi, the Wellington Town Belt Management Plan – June 2013
states
(8.1.1) “Te Ahumairangi Hill is mainly used for informal recreation and offers an extensive
network of tracks, including the Northern Walkway, which are close to the city and suburbs.
Mountain biking occurs on some tracks. Te Ahumairangi Hill is one of the least‐visited sectors of
the Town Belt with 10 percent of those surveyed in the 2009 Residents Survey having visited
regularly (at least once a month) and almost 30 percent never having visited” (my emphasis)
“ Te Ahumairangi Hill is one of the least‐developed sectors of the Town Belt and provides a
natural environment for informal recreation, particularly walking, running and
biking…Mountain biking is increasing in popularity…Its size and number of tracks can be
confusing to users” (8.1.5.4)
This paints a picture of an underdeveloped and under‐used area. Compare for instance, Mt
Victoria, where walkers, runners and mountain bikers exist largely peacefully in a much more
developed and densely used area.
Further, an information request by a member of the mountain bike community to the WCC on
the subject of complaints against cyclists yielded the following information1
“Information given to NZenduro by Wellington Council shows that from 2014 to 2016 Wellington
Council received four complaints from residents about cyclists on the Hill. Of the four complaints
lodged, one was regarding cyclists destroying native plants by making illegal tracks, two were

1

https://nzenduro.com/2016/04/18/the‐truth‐about‐track‐closures‐on‐tinakori/
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requesting warning signs for walkers and for cyclists to slow down and one was asking whether
the tracks were illegal”
5.5 of the Draft Plan states that ‘tracks are open to walkers, runners, and mountain bikers/cyclists
unless declared closed for a specific purpose in accordance with this policy’.
I submit that the WCC must provide clear, transparent, and justifiable reasons for the ‘closed’
policy on Te Ahumairangi. The onus is on the WCC to demonstrate these reasons, which they
have not done so to date.
Co‐operation rather than prohibition
At p 6, the Draft Plan identifies ‘unlawful/informal track building’ as a threat to Wellington’s
[trail] network.
I would argue that this is an opportunity, rather than a risk.
There are lessons to be learned from other areas of WCC land such as Mt Victoria, Karori Park
and the Mystical Portal track. Some tracks in these areas have transitioned from informal to
sanctioned. This has had clear benefits:




the regularising and re‐alignment of tracks to minimise user conflict and increase safety.
development of community control/peer compliance ‐ when you have a group that takes
control of a particular area, there will be much less illegal trail building.
empowering of volunteers to look after ‘their tracks’.

There are also lessons from other areas of New Zealand. Although I make this submission in a
personal capacity, I am the Secretary of Trail Fund NZ, a national organisation which funds and
advocates for volunteer trail building. Thus I am in regular contact with trail builders around
the country, as well as land managers, through reviewing funding applications and advocacy
roles.
Other local government and/or DOC areas such Queenstown and Rotorua have made progress
through working with, rather than against, informal trail builders.
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Submitter Details
First Name: Kevin
Last Name: Vernon
Street: Flat 1, 2 Telford Terrace
Suburb: Oriental Bay
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6011
Mobile: 0273059002
eMail: khvernon@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
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Cyclists already slow down and verbally make other trail users aware. A bell can surprise, be seen
as obnoxious and disturbs the tranquility of the environment

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Request for status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt
Management Plan (the Plan). Plan currently only allows for 4 trails to be ridden on for mountain
biking and no further trails to be developed for mountain biking. Section 8.1.5.1: Mountain bike
access to the hill will be limited to the Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline
track, West-East Connector track and Grant Road track. Rest of town Belt areas do not contain
such broad restrictions. Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing - as mentioned specifically in
the Plan[1] - recreational activity that should be a permitted activity in all of Wellington town belt.
User conflict and safety must be managed in all public shared spaces. This conflict is best
managed when activities have strong user representation. The Wellington Trails Trust provides a
unified voice for mountain bikers in Wellington, which will improve discourse and accountability.
Wellington Trails Trust is working with WCC to execute on the 10 year plan that will see Wellington
being recognised as World's Best mountain bike city. Key to achieving this goal is development and
improvement to the urban trails that connect the greenbelt to Wellington's city. 3 of the key areas
suitable are Mt Vic, Polhill and Te Ahumairangi. Further track development is restricted in Te
Ahumairangi and this needs to be addressed. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many
activities - small number of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the
ridgeline. This is explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited
sectors of the Town Belt'[2]. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised
given its size and proximity to the central city'[3]. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi limits its
potential contribution to the objectives of the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and
recreation is encouraged and supported. The steep terrain is well suited for advanced/expert
mountain bike trails. The development of such trails would result in significant increase of
recreational users in this part of town belt. [1] Section 8.1.5 Recreation: 'mountain biking is
increasing in popularity'. [1] Section 8.1.1 Character and use [1] Section 7.11

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
They should be allowed. While no limitations should be made it should be made clear which trails
are suitable for their use as the charm of some trails is their ruggedness

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Sarah
Last Name: Bramwell
Street: PO Box 24376
Suburb: Manners Street
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6142
Daytime Phone: 0211771556
Mobile: 0211771556
eMail: sarah@mhr-global.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Within Makara Peak ebikes should only be allowed on the 4wd tracks. there is absolutely no way of
policing what power an ebike may have and given that there is currently a lot more powerful ebikes
being developed I think they should remain on 4wd only. Depending on how popular they become
only then should they be considered for use on the downhill tracks in Makara Peak. so yes allow
them in the park with the restrictions as above.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments
yes but only on very wide dual use and 4wd tracks that are maintained and paid for by the council.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
refer to my comments above.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
great initiatives - they need to be worked on sooner rather than later. Wellington has the
opportunity to become a mecca for walking, running and mountain biking if trails can be linked well this will in turn attract more people to come here this will have economic benefits. At the moment
where there is land access issues then people have to drive to an area rather than walking etc. the
more access to these areas will help in opening up these areas to allow for greater pest control
thus building on the councils aim in having greater native birdlife and the regeneration of native
forests.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
most definitely
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
there is poor and limited signage in most areas currently - not sure why money hasn't been focused
on this. get consistent signage then you can focus on tech.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I cant even believe this has been included as a question.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
the council needs a team looking into the areas where private ownership is currently restricting
access and disrupting plans for linking tracks.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
yes of course they should. first of all the council would need to improve areas that are suitable for
use especially entry and exit points. the council should be focusing on areas that could be adapted
for users.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
In all this is great thank you. one thing here that is missing is where are the funds to do this work?
Is the council willing to spend money to get these plans underway as soon as possible.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Russel
Last Name: Garlick
Organisation: Wellington Mountain Bike Club
On behalf of: Wellington Mountain Bike Club
Street: 43 Argentine Avenue
Suburb: Miramar
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6022
Mobile: 0275371377
eMail: russel.garlick@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
We understand that there are two types of electric bikes - throttle and pedal assist. The throttle
bikes require no pedalling for forward motion, the motor acts on a wheel and any pedalling by the
rider supports the action of the motor. In pedal assist, there is a torque sensor in the cranks that
detects when the rider is pedalling and provides extra torque through the cranks. Basically it is like
always riding in a very easy gear. We would like the plan to clarify whether it means throttle (with a
power limit) or pedal assist (or pedelec as it is known).
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
The club is neither for or against Ebikes. This is a divisive issue for our community. As a new
technology, there is little genuine research on to the impact of EBikes. IMBA has posted one report
on the physical impact to trails (finding was that there was no observed difference between ebikes
and bikes). The club is supportive of the council's plan for restricted access within the track
network. We are happy to see that the Council has kept this to either 4wd tracks for climbing and to
descending trails, where the impact of the speed differential between ebikes and normal riders is
nullified. We understand and appreciate that the council is trying to open up off road commuter
routes for Ebikes and see this as a positive initiative. Our preference would be to see that Ebike
definition is refined to electronic pedal assist, rather than electronic drive independent of pedaling
for any bike that is using a track, as opposed to a 4wd track.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
There is little advantage to using an ebike on a descending track. So we are happy to see these
bikes used for descending, where the speed differential between the bikes and ebikes in nullified.
We would prefer to see ebikes off single track that is used for climbing at this stage. So we agree
with the plan the moves ebikes to using double track (as in double wide) or 4wd tracks for this
purpose. At least until some research can be done about the impact of bringing this user group into
the track community dynamic.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The plan identifies a number of tracks as priorities for development that would be longer half day to
multi day rides in the region. This includes more work on the Skyline track and a new Makara /
South Coast loop that would take users from Makara Beach, around the South Coast and wind
farm, to link up at Red Rocks. The proposal is for this track to be a multi day tramp. The club hopes
that this track will be built to an Intermediate / Advanced MTB standard, along the lines of a Queen
Charlotte or Heaphy. This type of track would be a major asset to sit along side the generally
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shorter rides.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
The club is supportive of adding paper roads to the network. This will help make it clearer that
these are open for use by riders and will again assist with planning longer rides in the region.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
It is great to see that the council is looking to invest in making it easier to find tracks and to make
connections between the various areas. However the Council seems to be focusing on digital
wayfinding. The club thinks that this money would be better spent on physical signage. Digital
wayfinding is already taken care of by crowd sourced initiatives such as Trailforks.com. We have
seen how the roll out of new signs at Makara Peak has improved the user experience and we
would like to see better signage in the Town Belt. We appreciate that signage is more expensive to
maintain, but our stance is that it is more useful.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
We are neutral on this (not an option above). We see many riders opting to use a bell when riding
in areas such as Mt Vic. However in other less used areas of the town belt, we don't think there is
any call for this. We would encourage all users to be aware of their surroundings. The use of ear
buds/headphones cuts you off from the environment and the audio cues of other users, wildlife and
physical hazards such as falling branches. Bikes are noisy on trails, especially descending bikes.
You normally hear a rider before you see them. This is quite different to a shared commuter path
next to a road where vehicle noise will obscure the sound of a bike. We also note that there is no
talk of bells in the plan itself.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
MTB PRIORITY TRACKS OUTSIDE OF MAKARA PEAK The Council is proposing to change a
number of tracks in the Town Belt to MTB Priority. The Club expects that this will require some
education of the general public and some good sign-age so that all users are aware of the status of
a particular track. By and large, it makes sense which tracks in the plan have been nominated as
rider priority. They are mainly tracks that were built by riders for descending. A notable exception
that the club would like to see added to this list is Serendipity in Polhill. This is a track that has
been designed as a descending MTB track, and there is a good alternative in the same area for
use by other trail users. TRACK ASSESSMENT - HOW WILL THIS WORK IN PRACTICE The club
is supportive of having a clear framework for assessing new track works, for either brand new
tracks or significant reworks. The club is also supportive of the goals of Our Natural Capital Plan.
Mountain bikers enjoy recreating in the bush because it is a green space, this is why our club
includes planting in our trail building activities, and works closely with ecology groups in our project
areas. Section 5.4 attempts to document how these decisions will be made in principle. We want to
have more clarity around how the assessment will be run in practice to ensure that the biodiversity
values and recreation values are balanced. Questions we have are who will make the
assessments? Council officers or 3rd parties? how will biodiversity values be balanced with
recreation and community engagement values? who makes the final decision? Council officers?
Councillors? How can this decision be appealed? TRACK ASSESSMENT - CANOPY GAPS In
section 5.4, plan states that tracks 'keep the tree canopy intact and not create canopy gaps - this
can be accomplished through good track design'. The club would like to see this wording changed
to reflect that track development 'keep the tree canopy intact as much as practicable, and should
minimse canopy gaps'. The Our Natural Spaces plan already outlines management for canopy
gaps. Section 11.24 notes these as high priority areas for revegetation. The same plan called for
'evidence based guidelines for trail development' (Implementation Plan Section 1. Protect 1.4.4) to
be developed. We want to know if these assessment criteria are the result of these evidence based
guidelines. We note that yes in some areas like Mt Victoria and Te Ahumairangi, the larger, exotic
pines and other trees are tall enough that there is no need to interrupt the canopy. A track can
easily be weaved through these large trees. In other areas of regenerating native bush, this is just
not possible as the bush is far lower and denser. In both Polhill and Miramar, our experience has
been that canopy gaps in the regenerating native forest created track building tend to close in
relatively quickly (a few years in the case of the Miramar Trail). These canopy gaps also provide
light wells to assist with the planting and growth of our species that can be pushed out by the
monoculture of Mahoe and 5 Finger in many areas. In short, we want to see and be involved with
the evidence based guidelines for trail development. We believe this issue of canopy gaps is
overstated and would like to see the evidence for this track assessment criteria. ALL DECISION
MAKING BEING DONE BY COUNCILLORS AND NOT COUNCIL OFFICERS The Club has a long
standing effective relationship with Council Officers. This relationship is works because the Council
Officers base their decision making and advice on the content of these plans. The club accepts that
some decisions should be at the Council level. For example we can appreciate that high value
spend and issues such as opening up access in closed areas require community consultation and
decision making facilitated by the elected officials. However we are concerned that the bulk of day
to day decision making around new volunteer built and maintained tracks is being taken off the
Officers and put in the hands of Council. The club believes that the Council should focus on
creating and approving plans that have clear guidelines around decision making for Council
Officers to implement, rather than getting bogged down in day to day operational decisions.
EXTENDING MTB ACCESS IN TE AHUMAIRANGI / TINAKORI HILL Te Ahumairangi is currently
closed to riding, with the exception of a small number of tracks that have limited value to riders. In
particular is the ridgeline track that descends down from the top of the hill to the Scout Hall. These
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tracks are essentially 4wd tracks, and represent the old school of mountain biking. They tend to be
steep, fast, and dangerous in that they are also used by other trail users to climb to the top of the
hill. In previous consultations (Capital Spaces and Town Belt Management Plan), the Club has
called for a consultation to be run on Te Ahumairangi. The hill represents a large area containing
significant exotic and regrowth native bush, which according to the Council's own plans, makes it a
candidate for track development as opposed to remanent native forest. The area is not designated
as an ecologically significant site in the current 'Our Natural Capital' plan. The area to the north of
the CBD lacks the short rides close to communities, which is another stated goal of this Council
Plan. The club is not proposing to turn the area into a mountain bike park. What we would like to
see is the area opened up to riding as per other areas of the Town Belt, such as Karori, Wright's
Hill, Polhill, Mt Albert, Mt Victoria and Centennial Reserve in Miramar. The council's existing Town
Belt management plans contains the needed provisions to manage trail building, as a restricted
activity. As we have shown with our recent work on Mt Victoria, we believe that we can address any
perceived or actual concerns about trail user conflict by making changes where MTB trails intersect
and cross existing walking tracks. At the least we would like to see the Council open up access to
some existing tracks that the club has identified low impact to other trail users. We would
encourage to Council to start a consultation process on Te Ahumairangi and give the entire
community the opportunity to contribute to this discussion. DESCENDING TRACK AS AN
ALTERNATIVE TO UPPER TRANSIENT The implementation plan provides no mention, either in
planning or implementation, for a MTB priority track as an alternative to Upper Transient. The
Polhill track network, built by one of the club's projects, the Brooklyn Trail Builders, is one of the
major successes in the track network. We expect the popularity of these tracks only to increase
over time. We are appreciative that Council approved the building of Clinical as another route into
the area and to take pressure off Transient. The Club has always been supportive of a harder
descending route to mirror Transient. The Serendipity track has successfully diverted the bulk of
descending riders off lower Transient. We believe that a similar trail is required for Upper Transient
from the Ashton Fitchett intersection.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jennifer
Last Name: Lewis
Organisation: Individual
Street: 70 Cecil Road
Suburb: Wadestown
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 04 4729228
Mobile: 0276949609
eMail: jennylewis@paradise.net.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
This has the potential to provide further access to the open space network.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
There is still a need for good signage on the ground.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments
It doesn't have to be a bell, a horn or some digital device may be used. Cyclists often move quite
silently so a warning is need when approaching walkers.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
See attached file and copied here in case the file is not attached. Submission on Draft Open Space
Access Plan Introduction I welcome the opportunity to comment on this plan. I am familiar with many
of the tracks having walked or tramped over most of them in the past 30 years. The network makes
Wellington a very special place as there is so much variety in the scenery as well as the length of
walks that can be enjoyed. I fully support the environmental, social and recreational benefits that
the network offers. Paper roads I commend WCC's aim to protect paper roads to ensure increased
access in the future . Coastal Track Owhiro Bay to Makara Regarding individual new tracks, the
most outstanding would be the development of a coastal track from Owhiro Bay to Makara for
cyclists and walkers. This would be in conjunction with connecting tracks to Wrights Hill and Karori.
The coastal track would be a unique opportunity to experience remoteness and scenic beauty so
close to the capital city. Over the years, with landowners permission, I have tramped to Outlook Hill,
Terawhiti Hill, Oteranga Bay, the historic stamping mill in Black Gully, Mt Misery, Ohau Bay, and Te
Ikaamaru Bay, so I am aware of the splendid views of Cook Strait and the South Island as well as
the quite steep and rugged terrain. The coastal track will be demanding especially for walkers. In
the 1980s it was possible to access Te Ikaamaru Bay from Quartz Hill a downhill walk of just over
an hour. However since Meridian has been on the land this access has been closed off. I
acknowledge that while construction was occurring there were many hazards. However now that
the wind turbines have been built I would urge WCC to consult with Meridian to reopen access from
Quartz Hill perhaps via the West Wind Recreation area to Te Ikaamaru Bay. This would provide a
most pleasant walkway to this part of the coast that could appeal to families and others seeking a
less arduous track to the this lovely bay. My closest Open Spaces The closest open spaces near to
where I live (Wadestown) are Te Ahumairangi Hill, Otari Wilton's Bush and Trelissick Park. I
frequently walk in both Te Ahumairangi Hill, and Otari Wilton's Bush and would use Trelissick park
more frequently if there was a second entrance from the Highland Park end of Wadestown. The
draft includes the plan for two tracks into Trelissick Park from the Highland Park end of
Wadestown. This park is a delightful area now that so much work has been done to remove weeds
and replant with native species that have attracted native birds to populate the park. It is a most
pleasant sheltered walk beside the stream. Using a bridge over the Kaiwharawhara Stream I could
complete a round trip by returning along Hanover St (at present the only Wadestown entrance into
the Park). There is also the added advantage of going to Ngaio or Crofton Downs or
Kaiwharawhara to increase the length and variety of a trip. I would use Trelissick Park more often if
such a track was constructed. My strong preference would be for the Oban St entrance where
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there is a public right of way. It would lead directly into the park at a reasonable gradient. Only one
track is needed and it is puzzling that two are mentioned in the draft plan as the hillside down from
Fort Buckley is very steep and consists of eroded rotten rock. Many years ago I did a tramping trip
where we scrambled up to Fort Buckley from the bottom of the gorge and I've heard it is much
worse now. Mt Victoria Recently I went for a walk on Mt Victoria with a friend. We were on a
walking track and came to a junction with several signs, while we stood still trying to work out
where our walking track went we were nearly bowled by a cyclist! I agree with the comments in the
draft plan that some reduction together with reorganising and marking of the plethora of tracks is
needed in this area. Conclusion I look forward to the implementation of many of the suggestions in
the draft plan. I am indeed lucky to live in a capital city whose motto is 'Suprema a situ'. Walking the
track network adds to my appreciation of this motto. Yours sincerely Jennifer Lewis
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
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Last Name: Fontein
Street: 8 Ellwood Place
Suburb: Churton Park
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6037
Daytime Phone: 044774725
Mobile: 021620709
eMail: eric@fontein.net.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Think that the overall vision is excellent! Regarding development of the Skyline track extension
(joining up of sections) around Ohariu: recommend emphasis on pedestrian access to new sections
from northern suburbs esp currently undeveloped land in northwest Churton Park (Stebbings farm).
Thanks and regards, Eric

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes - believe that paper roads should be published and made available to public.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, improved signage to indicate where tracks deviate from footpaths etc. Also clearly indicate
where two track systems diverge!
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Encourage greater development of dedicated cycle-ways - away from both roads and
footpaths/tracks (without excessive undulation).

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Limited areas only

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Cameron
Last Name: Robertson
Street: 55B Northland Road
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 0223288286
Mobile: 0223288286
eMail: csrobertson63@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I think there should be plans to have more dedicated Mountain bike tracks around the city, with so
many riders and walkers out occasionally things can get awkward. The plan looks like it is doing
that which is fantastic as long as the signposting is adequate.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
E-bikes are a fantastic way to get people who wouldn't normally like biking outside on their bikes
and expand the community.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
While bells are good, they usually dont work as people dont recognize them as an indication to give
way.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes they should be limited to certain areas

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Simon
Last Name: Lawrence
Street:
Suburb: Wellington
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 021521293
Mobile: 021521293
eMail: simon.lawrence@martinjenkins.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
It would be improved if it linked track expansion with volunteer conservation efforts. More people
means extra hands.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Just refer to NZTA definition

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
e bikes don't matter.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
These are interesting long back country walks, to nowehere. Lots of opportunities to grown within
the city. Polhill, Red Rocks and Tinakori all ripe for more tracks.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Use eyes instead. Just DBAD (don't be a dick).

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
77 Harbour View Road

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes. Terrain will make it obvious where they can go. Parts of Mt Vic would be good to make
mobility friendly.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Hill should be removed from 'Schedule A: Open space areas and tracks closed to
Mountain Biking/Cycling'. The stated rationale is faulty and it's a great opportunity to ease
congestion on dual use tracks elsewhere in the city (like Transient, Mt Victoria). Schedule B: Open
space areas and tracks that have a priority use for mountain bikes 1 The access road at Makara
(Snake Charmer) should be walker priority 2 Bike priority tracks at Polhill should be Serendipity and
Rollercoaster, and not Squatters.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: wendy
Last Name: lawn
Street: 108 Cecil Road
Suburb: Wadestown
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0226359473
eMail: wendylawn@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
We need more open access for the public to enjoy this recreation facility. The current plan reflects
the needs of recreational users in decades gone by when walking was the only predominant
activity. There is no logical reason that town belt locations should not be multiple use facilities such
as biking, walking and dog areas etc. Multiple access areas work really well when there is
appropriate signage, tracks and awareness. The council should be encouraging all forms of
physical exercise in public spaces.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Focus on signs and tracks, let the tech sector deal with tech
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Track development for cycling is restricted in Te Ahumairangi and this needs to be rectified. Te
Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many activities - not very many people, walk, run or
dog walk there and when they do it is usually along the ridgeline. Te Ahumairangi is not used very
much which is a shame given it is so close to the city. Cycling has become a hugely popular activity
and the council should be doing more to encourage people to exercise by providing safe
oppurtunities within proximity to their homes. Te Ahumairangi would be a perfect, currently underutilized, location for this. The council could plan and encourage track building with local track
builders to ensure a consistent plan with safe intersections. This would assist in mitigating any
issues from anti-cyclists.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, mobility scooters and other mobility devices should be allowed, as how would those users be
able to access these spaces?! They shouldn't be limited as the open space network should be able
to be accessed by all users.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Julian
Last Name: Morton
Street: 64 Rakau Road
Suburb: Hataitai
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 0220285904
eMail: julesinafrica@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I think there would be some extra priority tracks within Pohill reserve for mountain biking. Only
clinical and car parts are named, but surely barking emu and serendipity are pretty much sole use
mountain biking. Transient and highbury fling is mixed use (walker/runners/mountain bikes) and this
is probably why it isn't a priority track. However these two tracks have significant traffic both ways
in some sections and separating mountain biking descents are a win win. Surprising to see Te
Ahumariangi (Tinakori hill) is status quo for biking. I have biked down the northern walkway and
that can be quite tricky (steepness, blind corners, loose surface, off camber). Separating mountain
biking through a proper plan of this area would improve recreational use and reduce conflict. This is
possibly the only section of town belt where single track is virtually banned (with the exception of
huntingdale). There is significant space on Te Ahumariangi and track builders would also contribute
to this section of town belt with improved dual use tracks, revegetation and amenity. The plan
doesn't adequately address why Te Ahumariangi remains closed off to further use. Thanks for the
opportunity to comment. Julian Morton
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Tony
Last Name: Simmers
Organisation: Olympic Harriers Club
Street: 46 Heke Street
Suburb: Ngaio
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6035
Daytime Phone: 04 9721195
eMail: tonysimmers@paradise.net.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I recognise the plan is looking a long way ahead and that not all routes will be built immediately.
Consider whether access can be staged with a basic foot track, perhaps with a 'Care required'
warning can be established before the full and expensive graded track for e-bikes is built. If nothing
else it provides a first indication of the level of use that routes will attract and wheter further large
investment is warranted.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Unable to be sure as I have not looked in detail.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The Skyline extension and the one from Woodridge in particular would be welcomed by our running
club, and the Wilton Bush link would fit nicely into my own set of training runs. Olympic Harriers has
pack runs most Saturdays, and they would be a welcome addition/extension to our regular routes.
They would also be well utilised by members for their personal training runs. Bashing down to the
South Cast from Karori is a personal favourite - tried many years ago but found it difficult and gave
up. Makara Beach to Red rocks slightly less so for some reason. For routes with significant traffic especially in the nature of cycles being used to commute - it would be good to separfate the
walkers and riders wherever possible.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Qualified here by the need to recognise the rights and privaccy of the adjoining land owners. Don't
take it for granted and if it means payintg a bit more to have good / secure gates for stock etc then
we either need to face up and pay for it, or delay until we can.
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Technology is great and can make things easier, but an nice sign doesn't need batteries and if
positioned with care can provide a nice photo op at significant points. Nice to have elevations on
them too if you have slogged your way up there.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Main thing is to make clear who has priority on a path -- most times it will be walkers, but for bike
trails the message needs to be very clear, with a clear alternative route for those on foot indicated.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Certainly. If an area is not suitable a short reason eg 'Several flights of steps within 800 m of start'
is better than just daring people to try it.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
As a member of the Olympic Club I believe my views are shared by a number of other members but
i have not been able to discuss them formally with the Club. That said informal discussions have
indicated general approval of the plan, in particular the Skyline and Woodridge extensions. Happy
to be contacted if you need further specific feedback on the use our members might make of the
tracks, or indeed if there were ways where club involvement might help facilitate getting the work
underway.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Kim
Last Name: Bowen
On behalf of: John and Kim Bowen
Street: 1000 Makara Road
Suburb: Makara
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6972
Mobile: 027 663 2102
eMail: jandkbowen@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I dont agree with the push to allow walkers over private land. Much of this land is used by farmers
as a place of business and as such has many hazards that most people are not aware of. At
present if people ask for walking permission we as land owners have only very rarely denied
anyone access, this usually being lambing time etc. If people feel they have rights to access the
marked land without asking permission they often take greater liberties than if they have asked
permission. This way we know is on our property at any time, a Health and Safety issue.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
The paper roads are already marked there if people want to find out about them. If you advertise
them people could be wandering around where they think they are and cause injury to themselves
or stock. If paper roads were identified they would need to be marked very clearly and I dont see
how this can be done without the Council spending a great deal of money to keep this up to date. If
the paper roads were fenced then you have the problem of controlling long grass, noxious weeds,
gorse etc which are often presently controlled by the nearby landowner. If the paper roads are not
fenced how are people going to know where they are and how do you keep stock away from
people. People will often try and bring their dogs on walks with them which are not acceptable in a
farm environment.
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
I dont think you should promote paper roads unless the Council has worked out a method of
promoting them in a safe way. Health and Safety issues are a major concern for everyone these
days.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Sam
Last Name: Johnstone
Street: 33 Crofton Road
Suburb: Ngaio
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6035
eMail: 4xjohnstones@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
The speed is too low. Most average pedal only mountain bikes can reach speeds in excess of 25
km/h

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Needs to be a greater focus on the areas in the immediate vicinity of the city, particularly creating
trails that link up different parts of the city is an easy win and aligns with the vision in the Draft Plan.
These could double as commuter trails, and also places for family friendly riding. For example, an
off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city through Trellissick Park if
the Council supported this. This could also continue through Wilton Bush and link up to Karori.
Another easy win would be linking Wakefield to Central Park with an off-road trail. Opening up Te
Ahimairangi (as the trails exist already) as this offers technical riding not available elsewhere in
Wellington (and is really good). This area appears under-utilised from a recreation perspective,
especially as it is close to the city. Letting the Brooklyn Trail Builders complete more tracks in
Polhill, like the proposed down-hill only trail.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
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Comments
Getting better signage around trails. Using Makara Peak's award winning signage system seems
like an easy win (if you think there needs to be a 'trail App - just download 'Trailforks' for free to
solve this issue).

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
yes, as long as they can access without putting themselves or other users at undue risk.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I strongly support Brooklyn Trail Builders response below: 6 July 2016 Brooklyn Trail Builders
(BTB) Response to Draft Open Space Access Plan General: BTB acknowledge and thank the
Council for the work that has gone into developing the Draft Open Space Access Plan. BTB, with
its focus on Tracks, Trees and Traps, agree with the environmental, social and recreational
benefits of Wellington's track network and Outcome 1: 'Getting everyone active and healthy'. BTB
has hand-built 15km of track to date and, anecdotally, users overwhelmingly agree with these
benefits. BTB thank the Council for acknowledging the volunteer community involved in planning,
building and maintaining tracks. BTB look forward to continuing the relationship with WCC and
hope, in part as a result of this consultation process, that the hurdles to building more tracks will be
reduced. It is hoped that voluntary groups with a proven record of building quality tracks will be
actively encouraged to build more tracks that demonstrate benefits, eg linkages between tracks;
tracks that go to useful places; tracks that provide access to previously inaccessible areas. BTB
acknowledge the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats associated with the network
and tracks and have an active and ongoing interest in addressing these. BTB agrees with the
network principles specifically relating to track maintenance and signage and more fully detailed on
pg 11 of the draft Plan. BTB also supports the principles outlined in paragraphs 5.1 (Recreation
Uses); 5.2 (Track Design); 5.3 (Track networks); 5.4 (Track Assessment); and 5.5 (Walking,
running and mountain biking/cycling). BTB sees the ongoing success of track development as a
partnership approach with the Council and with like-minded volunteer groups involved in tree
planting, pest eradication and other initiatives aimed at enhancing environmental, social,
recreational and economic (e.g. tourism) benefits. BTB also supports the shared-use of tracks by
all users where it is appropriate and safe to do so. Priority use tracks Where a downhill only track is
duplicated (same start and finish points) by an uphill shared use track, then there is strong logic
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(safety reasons) that these tracks can be exclusive MTB downhill (as per pg 13). Carparts is an
example of this, as Windmill track duplicates it. Similarly, Rollercoaster is duplicated by Fenceline.
BTB believe the Serendipity track in Polhill should be listed for priority use for mountain bikers (pg
17 of the plan). Carparts track in Te Kopahou is listed as priority use for mountain bikers on page
17 and BTB supports this as a minimum. It could be exclusively mountain bike usage. However,
Carparts Extension is also shown on a map as having priority use for mountain bikers but does not
need to be, as it is predominantly flat. This may be an error in map production. Priority and new
tracks BTB strongly believe there is demand for an even wider network of tracks and has plans for
a further 30km (approx) of additional track development in Polhill and Te Kopahou/Carey's Gully.
Much of this track network could be enhanced with features such as the installation of seats and
sculptures at logical lookout and/or focal points. New Track 1: BTB continues to advocate for a
dedicated MTB downhill track to be built as a priority (or exclusive) track in Polhill, to alleviate high
traffic use and user group conflict on the shared Transient track. The new downhill track will be 'fed'
from Carparts above it and then lead into Serendipity below it. It will make the track network more
logical and enable better way finding for downhill traffic, which will mitigate user conflict. BTB has
been discussing this track with Council Officers for more than two years. Track usage data is being
obtained and track user education attempted. However, the 100,000 pa (approx) usage of
Transient is reducing enjoyment for all user groups. BTB is continually being asked by users when
this downhill track will commence. New Track 2: BTB has recently made a submission on a new
6km downhill track starting at the Hawkins Hill summit in Te Kopahou. This is an advanced, narrow,
downhill track that links at the bottom with another track and finishes at the sea (Red Rocks). Much
of the valley that this track uses has no access and, once constructed, can be used to plant trees
and place traps for pest eradication. New Track 3: New Track 2 (above) will be complemented by a
new 9km (approx) uphill track to the east, traversing Spooky Gully. This track will be an
intermediate, two way track for runners, walkers and mountain bikers. It will finish on a ridge
adjacent to the south end of Barking Emu and will complete a 42km (marathon distance) Grade 3
loop that extends from the city to the sea and back to Aro Valley which would appeal to many users
- note that 24km of this loop has already been built. Again the valley that this track will climb
through has very poor or no access and the track can be used to plant trees and place traps,
enhancing the regeneration of Te Kopahau. BTB understands future development of the Te
Kopahau Reserves will be considered as part of the Te Kopahou Master Plan (pg 32 of the Plan).
New Track 4: The end objective is to link the North-South BTB track network with the East-West
WCC track network that starts with Wharangi on Happy Valley Rd. The track has potentially 3stages. Stage 1 would be on WCC land and would, initially, be advanced uphill riding accessed by
advanced downhill riding from Carparts track. Uphill riding would be made easier if stages 2 and 3
are enabled. Stages 2 and 3 are reliant on access through private land. Stage 2 to Happy Valley
Rd (BTB has had discussions with WCC re land ownership and considers access is achievable).
Stage 3 is a spur track to Elliot Park - providing great linkages to different parts of Brooklyn. BTB
believe the above four new tracks should be added to the final Open Space Access Plan as key
initiatives (section 6 of the draft plan) and added to the Open Space Access Plan Implementation
Plan. The tracks would feed into the proposed Rural Coastal Connection (pg 20 of draft plan) and
add complementary dimensions to the 'epic' route for mountain bike enthusiasts, runners and
walkers. They would also leverage off the investment WCC has made in Owhiro Bay/Red Rocks
area. BTB want to extend the very successful Polhill Reserve 'Tracks, Trees and Traps model' to
the south coast. New Track 5: A short entry track to Transient from 104 Karepa Street is proposed
by BTB. This will provide a direct entry from existing suburban walking tracks to the green spaces.
It will also assist cartage of gravel to make the Transient track surface more resilient and minimise
maintenance. Active to Brooklyn (A2B) Group also seek this type of linkage. It supports shorter
walks near suburbs (WCC Outcome 1) with different walk route options. The construction of New
Track 1 will make Transient a more appealing walk option due to rewduced MTB downhill traffic.
New track 6: To create a loop track within Polhill Reserve - predominately for walkers/runners. The
track would largely be a flat track connecting half-way up Clinical to half-way up Transient,
basically following the contour from the bottom of Karepa Street to Mt Pleasant Road. Appendix 3 Implementation Plan: Page 60 - BTB, with its interests in Tracks, Trees and Traps supports the
planning intent to 'make people aware of nature through recreational activities'. This paragraph
nicely describes the intent and vision of BTB. Page 63 - re Te Kopahau/Careys Gully BTB supports
the planning for the rural coastal connection and believes the new BTB tracks (2, 3 and 4 outlined
above) can feed into this rural coastal connection to further enhance the 'epic' nature of this
proposal. BTB notes the Plan states that 'further track work in this area will be considered as part
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of a future master plan'. This is reiterated on page 68 of the plan where it states: 'Sector 7 Investigate new track proposal that will extend purpose built walking/running/cycling tracks from Aro
valley to the south coast - Brooklyn Trail Builders initiative. Should be investigated as part of the Te
Kopahou Master Plan. ENDS
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Stephen
Last Name: Reid
Street:
Suburb:
City:
Country:
eMail: stephen@ramp.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Broad awareness of common sense practises on trails would make it a lot safer for everybody. Bell
are not necessarily required. Some issues: People wearing headphones and not being aware of
any other trail users (unable to hear anyone approaching or requests for passing etc, Dog owners
with dogs off leads is a huge problem - safety for little children as well as for bike riders - especially
when they walk the wrong way up one-way trails at Makara Peak.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
Allowing more people to access the network who would otherwise not be able to through a number
of reasons is a great idea. Even an e-bike being ridden uphill on a trail at 'full speed' isn't as fast as
a good rider doing the same, so no real safety issue. Downhill, they are speed limited in regards to
pedal assist, so also no real danger there.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
I can't see any issue with that at all, aside from potential vehicle speeds. So long as they are
regulated and people are aware of any road share issues, should be fine.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Makara Peak has terrific signage and this system should be used around the region to provide
consistent communication of trail use, level of difficulty etc.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I think it will increase speeds. Without bells, cyclists are needing to be aware of anything coming
the other way and this helps to keep speeds down in my experience. One thing that bells would not
overcome is the use of headphones by walkers and runners on the trails.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
woudl recommend the following additions: Opening up Te Ahimairangi (as the trails exist already)
as this offers technical riding not available elsewhere in Wellington (and is really good). This area
appears underutilised from a recreation perspective, especially as it is close to the city. · Letting
the Brooklyn Trail Builders complete more tracks in Polhill, like the proposed down-hill only trail.
The Council appear to be the road block to this happening. · Getting better signage around trails.
Using Makara Peak's award winning signage system seems like an easy win (if you think there
needs to be a 'trail App  just download 'Trailforks' for free to solve this issue). · Creating trails that
link up different parts of the city is an easy win and aligns with the vision in the Draft Plan. These
could double as commuter trails, and also places for family friendly riding. For example, an off-road
cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city through Trellissick Park if the
Council supported this. This could also continue through Wilton Bush and link up to Karori. Another
easy win would be linking Wakefield to Central Park with an off-road trail.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, so long as the trails they are using are wide enough for these and on-coming others to pass
by safely. A good measure would be if two mobility scooters could pass each other going in
opposite directions.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Rowan
Last Name: Hannah
Organisation: Planit Consruction
On behalf of: Rowan Hannah
Street: PO Box 2508
Suburb: Wellington
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6140
Daytime Phone: 045507795
Mobile: 045507795
eMail: rowan@planit.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
We need to make the most of what makes Wellington unique, and that is the close proximity of both
existing tracks and areas that are suitable for more tracks, and even open up areas where tracks
have been made without permission so these can be used and developed further in a sustainable
way without conflict. I have young children who all ride mountain bikes (girls aged 8 - 13) and so I
very much understand tracks of all levels are important to facilitate getting (young) family's out
riding, however equally I also realize the importance of having very technical trails (the ones I
personally enjoy the most) & for this reason I would very much love to have Te Ahumairangi
opened up for use. I understand there have actually been very little in the way of actual reported
complaints about this area and I can't see why if a proper plan is put in place this area couldn't be
used as another brilliant area for mountain biking. It is close to the city which is a huge plus, has
fantastic views over the city, it is unique and could be a huge draw card for for riders of all levels if
it is done right.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
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No
Comments
I think a large part of this issue will be more that this technology will open up the accessibility of
many of the tracks to more users and the big issue will then become, a. the necessity to have more
tracks and b the tracks needing to be designed and built to handle higher traffic volumes. e-bikes
are not something I envisage myself using for proper mountain biking but perhaps in time I would
consider one for commuting. They would not be suitable for use (nor would they be likely to be
used) on the more technical trails

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I think in time this will make mountain biking far more accessible for the older, young and less fit
people that still would like to get out and enjoy the trail network that Wellington has to offer but
otherwise would not be able to. Also I think cutting them out of the plan would be very short sighted
as well as in it may prove very difficult to tell the difference between a conventional bike and an ebike anyway, so how would it be policed?

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I strongly believe that the council needs to open up more areas and give permission for new tracks
in exisitng areas as this will reduce congestion as well as increasing the appeal for Mountain biking
in Wellington. Personally, I think at least in the sort term e-bikes are going to mainly be used on
lower (easier) grade trails

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
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Although I ticked no on a few of the initatives, above I am not actually against them, but I think there
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would be far better places to spend money as while these are nice to have tracks, I don't think they
would get the use that some other track options closer to town would get. I think they should be
given the go ahead, and some planning done around them but I would prefer to see any funding put
towards projects closer to the city ahead of these initiatives. I would prefer the following: 1. A
network of family friendly trails that link Wellington suburbs like the following: a trail could be put
between Wakefield Park and Central Park via the Town Belt, and another up Ngaio Gorge to
Zealania via Trelisick Park then under the railway through Otari. These easy tracks will provide
commuting and recreation options, activate the Town Belt, and provide great opportunities for
family riding and tourism. We believe that the main block to these happening is lack of Council
support (despite them entirely consistent with the vision in the Draft Plan). 2. The new tracks in the
Polhill and surrounding area that have been proposed by Brooklyn Trail Builders as we believe
these will deliver more benefit (consistent with the vision) to more people sooner, at a fraction of the
cost due to volunteer labour. We note that the Council is the block to this work happening, as the
Brooklyn Trail Builders are keen to progress with this initiative. 3. Opening the trails on Te
Ahumairangi. Earlier this year the Council officers clamped down and closed the various mountain
biking trails on Te Ahumairangi (that had been built illegally). While we agree with the Council's
actions (and do not condone illegal trail building) we observe that this network of trails was
exceptional (World class) and offered an advanced technical riding experience not available
elsewhere. We think that opening these trails is consistent with the vision contained in the Draft
Open Space Plan. This also provides access to trails close to where people live. This would come
at little/no cost to the Council (as the trails are already there, with lots of volunteers happy to help
with the development of them.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
It would be great if maps of these could be accessible on line somehow or on Strava or the such so
that people can access and use these even if there are no formal built tracks on them

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Signage is important, more for new trail users and people from out of town. Experience from riding
out of town is that good signage make it much easier. The signage system on Makara seems to be
top class and working well so maybe this should be adapted as the template for all other signage?

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
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Comments
I would not like to have a bell on my bike, and if I had one a. taking my hand off my grip to use it
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could be more danger than not having one and b. the biggest issue is when two users come
together going in opposite directions this can happen quite suddenly and you would not have time
to ring a bell, besides you would see each other before ringing a bell, when you come up behind
someone, usually they can hear you and it is pretty easy to politely ask them if you can pass. The
biggest issue seems to be (mainly walkers or runners) using headphones as this blocks out
surrounding noise - maybe these should be recommended against

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Having a friend that is in a Wheelchair (and who owns a hand-bike) I know how much he would
love to get out on more trails, however I also know how much these trails would cost to build so
perhaps even making some of the 4 wheel drive tracks (say to the top of Makara) more accessible
would be an option

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
As above, by nature they will automatcially be limited by the width, the gradient, the smoothness
and the access (via gate etc)

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There are a range of steps that the Council could do which would be extremely effective in moving
towards achieving the vision contained in the draft plan. These steps include: 1). Developing a
comprehensive trail plan/strategy for Wellington city which has a wider range of trails for all user
groups. This should also include trails that can be used as off-road commuting trails linking
suburbs. Craig Starnes (of Brooklyn Trail Builders) has developed a draft plan of this nature
previously, but there seems to be no willingness from the Council to really look at doing this. The
Wellington Trails Trust wants to partner with the Council to develop this trail plan and strategy. 2).
Open up all Te Ahumairangi trails to mountain biking. This area offers world-class technical
mountain biking opportunities. The vision contained within the Draft Plan is unachievable without
the Council taking this leadership position. This areas offers technical advice riding trails that aren't
available anywhere in Wellington currently. The trails are already formed in this area, with limited
work needing to be done to open this up (around things like trail intersections). Accordingly this
would provide a significant step towards achieving the vision contained in the Draft Plan at little or
no cost to the Council. 3). Adopt and implement a universal signage system on Wellington's trail
network. We recommend Makara's award winning signage system. The Wellington Trails Trust
would happily work on this initiative with the Council. 4). Provide the trail builders with greater
access to Council land for trail building. As noted the Brooklyn Trail Builders have a number of
planed trails that appear to be being blocked by the Council (including a down hill trail that would
alleviate the pressure of the hugely popular Transient trail). These trails would provide significant
benefits to all users including walkers, runners, and cyclists. The Council should support these trail
initiatives. 5) Obviously these initiatives require funding, and the Council needs to budget for this.
The Wellington Trails Trust have told the Council we want to partner with you to get private sector
funding for these initiatives (to complement Council spending). To date the Council officers have
stalled this, saying that: 'there is little to be gained in raising funds at this point when from a regional
asset perspective, there needs to be greater clarity about where funds need to be most effectively
invested'. 6) We recommend that the Council accelerates developing a strategy that meets the
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vision in the Draft Plan so we can start working on getting private sector funding for initiatives (to
complement the Council's investment). Finally, we note that there is good support for Wellington
trails network. We believe that this reflects that people see the trails being the way in which our
people and community connect with the environment and open spaces around Wellington City.
Support comes in the form of the work by the Wellington City Council, and also the countless
volunteer groups like Makara Peak Supporters, Brooklyn Trail Builders, Wellington Mountain Bike
Club, and Miramar Track Project. In addition, there is strong business support and investment in
developing this network, with recent examples including substantial funding being provided by
Transpower (for developing trails in Polhill), Wellington Airport (for developing a new iconic trail in
Makara Peak), and a wide range of other business who have made staff available to develop and
maintain tracks in the Wellington city. We would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and
thank all of these members of our community for developing the trail network we enjoy today. By
further refining the Draft Plan we have a significant opportunity to develop a world-class multi-user
trail network that achieves the aspirational visions contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Rod
Last Name: Lingard
Street: 102 Heke Street
Suburb: Ngaio
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6035
Daytime Phone: (04) 979 8581
Mobile: 027 443 5996
eMail: rod.lingard@foreconsulting.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The vision says nothing about the 'open space' itself. It should include action statements such as: *
harmonise with Wellington's natural environment * minimise impact on significant natural features
and areas of landscape value e.g. open ridgelines

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
The issue with e-bikes is not the power-limiting definition, it is access to the natural environment
within Wellington's open space network (OSN) and particularly on pathways shared with walkers
and runners. On inclines, power-assist enables a rider to climb more quickly; on declines, the
25km/h power restriction becomes irrelevant when downhill speeds of 40km/h+ can be achieved.
The prospect that higher safety risks and escalating shared-user conflicts arising from e-bike
access to shared pathways, is only likely to worsen if mountain bike (MTB) versions of e-bikes are
allowed to access walking/tramping tracks and routes such as the Skyline Walkway. Furthermore,
greater e-bike usage is likely to increase demand for upgraded tracks to make them safer for riders,
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while at the same time destroying the landscape value of pre-existing walking/tramping tracks and
routes in the natural environment.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
E-bike access to the OSN should be restricted to genuine commuter links within the urban
environment (and subject to better shared-user management) and 'priority' MTB tracks within the
natural environment. Allowing MTB e-bikes wider access to Wellington's walking/tramping tracks
and routes is likely to lead to their indiscriminate usage and exacerbate the negative impact that
some in the MTB community already impose on other users e.g. Te Ahumairangi Hill. The
technological development of MTB e-bikes is also likely to encourage the growth of commercial
ventures established to exploit the OSN natural environment.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Schedule C should be revised to limit e-bike access approval to those areas and tracks that provide
genuine commuter links within the urban environment and 'priority' MTB tracks within the natural
environment. In particular, the Skyline Walkway (and all its feeder tracks) should be closed
permanently to e-bikes. Furthermore, the Network Principles and Key Initiatives sections of the
OSN plan should be reviewed to ensure proposed 'renewals' to existing tracks and routes are not
utilised to advantage one group of users (MTB riders) over another group (walkers and runners)
e.g. sector 3 of the plan (Skyline/Kaukau) is already undergoing a MTB-based 'renewal' to the
ridgeline route (probably in anticipation of MTB e-bikes being approved) that is destroying the
landscape value of this iconic area's natural features.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
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Comments
All the Key Initiatives are agreed but should be reviewed to ensure that, regardless of whether the
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proposals concern maintenance on existing tracks (renewals) or new tracks (funded upgrades),
areas of these initiatives within the natural environment that exhibit high landscape values of most
interest to walkers should not be degraded or in any other way altered to accommodate the
interests of MTB riders seeking recreational opportunities. This may require a more fundamental
review of the relevance, and appropriateness, in giving priority to 'shared-use' tracks, especially
given the potential for incompatibility of interests between user groups.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Subject to the above comments re initiatives.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
More detailed topographical maps of tracks and the networks on its website, development with
other Councils of a GPS-based OSN app for the whole region

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
As a courtesy to walkers who prefer to manage their own safety.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
As can be inferred from the above comments, facilitating shared accessibility as a general public
good needs to be balanced with existing users interests and preferences e.g. while a walker
seeking solitude and immersion in the natural landscape of the Kaukau ridgeline would have little
gripe with the odd MTB rider happening by, upgrading the current route to an MTB track will
destroy that natural landscape, ruin any prospect of solitude, and increase the safety risks from the
many blind turns and humps on the fast, downhill sections of the walkway.
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Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Where appropriate, of course they should.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Specifically, the MTB-based 'renewal' to the Kaukau ridgeline of the Skyline Walkway being
undertaken by an MTB contractor should not have commenced before the OSN plan was opened
for public consultation; the work is inappropriate for the area and creates the impression that
Council has already decided the outcome. A selection of photos showing the degraded work have
been uploaded with this submission. Generally, and as implied earlier, it may be timely for Council
to have a fundamental rethink about how to balance and manage all the competing interests and
opportunities to access Wellington's open space between its various communities; there is a
danger that highly-organised and well-funded advocacy groups such as cyclists can come to
dominate the public debate at the expense of others; positive and attractive notions of healthy
living, outdoor pursuits and adventure tourism, should not displace the less exciting forms of
recreation such as walking. Finally, the Council should be alert to the growing incidence of legal
conflict between community groups when incompatibility issues remain unresolved; the increasingly
bitter Environment Court case between the Southland District Council and NZ Fish & Game over
the former's contested grant of a resource consent to build an MTB track through the Oreti Valley (a
world famous trout fishery) demonstrates the folly of assuming that fishers will give up their rights
just so MTB riders can pursue their interests unimpeded.
Attached Documents
File
2-Kaukau ridgeline_290616
30-Kaukau ridgeline_130716
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Kevin
Last Name: Baker
Organisation: Factory Design
Street:
Suburb: Wellington
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 0274454746
Mobile: 0274454746
eMail: kevin@factorydesign.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
There are a number of strategies/initiatives that I think would create quick wins in terms of
achieving the vision in the Draft plan. These include: · Opening up Te Ahimairangi (as the trails
exist already) as this offers technical riding not available elsewhere in Wellington (and is really
good). This area appears under-utilised from a recreation perspective, especially as it is close to
the city. · Letting the Brooklyn Trail Builders complete more tracks in Polhill, like the proposed
down-hill only trail. The Council appear to be the road block to this happening. · Getting better
signage around trails. Using Makara Peak's award winning signage system seems like an easy win
(if you think there needs to be a 'trail App  just download 'Trailforks' for free to solve this issue). ·
Creating trails that link up different parts of the city is an easy win and aligns with the vision in the
Draft Plan. These could double as commuter trails, and also places for family friendly riding. For
example, an off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city through
Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. This could also continue through Wilton Bush and link
up to Karori. Another easy win would be linking Wakefield to Central Park with an off-road trail.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
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No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
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better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Slowing down and making your presence known works fine

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Andrew
Last Name: Sturgeon
Street: 30 Fairview Crescent
Suburb: Kelburn
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 0212429428
eMail: andrew.sturgeon@jbwere.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I like the overall vision but wold like to see a lot more family friendly tracks. This is not great for the
locals but will attract more families to visit Wellington.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
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No
Comments
Bells on bikes. I am indifferent on this. I believe the biggest issue on the tracks is users wearing
earphones. They are unable to hear other users and most time are totally unaware of other users of
the tracks approaching. This is highly dangerous and leads to accidents. It is only a matter of time
before there is a serious accident which has already been seen in the city when runners with
earphones have been hit by buses because of their lack of awareness of their surroundings. They
should be banned on all tracks

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
More family friendly tracks

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Don
Last Name: MacKay
Street: 5 Wilkinson Street
Suburb: Oriental Bay
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6011
Daytime Phone: 04 3813223
Mobile: 022 6455313
eMail: don_maria_mackay@msn.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The plan as drafted and implemented grossly fails to ensure pedestrian safety in areas shared by
pedestrians and cyclists. These failings are particularly apparent on the waterfront and the shared
footpath along Oriental Parade. It is bizarre and dangerous that although cyclists are subject to
speed limits on the adjacent roads, no speed restrictions apply to them whilst weaving in and out of
pedestrians on the Oriental Parade footpath and the waterfront. There have already been
accidents and injuries to pedestrians as a result, and it is only a matter of time before serious injury
or death occurs. The bottom line is that cyclists who wish to travel at road speeds should be on the
road, not hurtling along amongst vulnerable pedestrians. As well as the serious risk created,
speeding cyclists are highly intimidating for pedestrians. Confronted by speeding and reckless
cyclists quite reasonably feel concerns for their own safety; those accompanied by small children
doubly so. Unlike many pedestrians I do not object in principle to sharing pedestrian spaces with
cyclists, provided they behave responsibly. Unfortunately many do not, and they take the Oriental
Parade footpath and waterfront route not for their scenic attractions but because they can get a
better workout at high speed unimpeded by traffic. For them, the Oriental Parade footpath and the
waterfront have become in effect a velodrome, for their daily high speed workout, with inevitable
implications for pedestrians. From my observation, cyclist behaviour is getting worse rather than
better. The Council and its plan are complicit in this, by failing to set speed limits or to take any
meaningful steps to ensure pedestrian safety. The general culture of entitlement for cyclists
promoted by the Council exacerbates the situation. The Council needs urgently to take action to
ensure pedestrian safety in shared areas such as the waterfront and Oriental Parade, by: (1)
setting speed limits for cyclists in these areas. Limiting cyclists to the speed of pedestrians or
joggers would be a good benchmark.; (2) taking effective action to enforce these limits; (3) ensuring
that signage regulating cyclist behaviour is adequate in these and other areas; (4) having created a
high risk environment for pedestrians in shared areas, actually taking action to reduce and manage
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these risks rather than simply washing its hands of the matter as appears currently to be the case.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Before launching into new initiatives the Council should focus its resources on getting right what it
has already done. There are real problems and risks with the actions it has taken already, and
these should be rectified before moving onto other things.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
See above

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
See above

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
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See above

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
See above

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
See above

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, but this needs to be coupled with other effective action to ensure pedestrian safety as outlined
above. A bell will not of itself make pedestrians safe from speeding and reckless cyclists in shared
spaces, and in the hands of speeding cyclists can simply become a form of intimidation.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
See my comments above. It needs to adequately address the ways in which pedestrian safety can
be ensured when accessing open spaces.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, of course persons with disabilities should be able to access shared spaces. I would expect
that mobility scooters and other devices would be used in a manner which is safe for other users.
This is yet another reason for the Council to get to grips with cyclist behaviour in shared spaces.
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Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Ian
Last Name: Phillips
Street: 21 Bedford Street
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 049221135
eMail: phillipsjian@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, this sounds like a great initiative, but the delivery has to meet the needs of the vision

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Though the access should probably be restricted to graded forest roads/ fire roads.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
E-bikes are here and I think it would shortsighted to disallow access

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Though the access provided needs to be concurrent with the increased access requirements and
useage that will follow with this growing e-bike movement.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I would agree with most increases in trail access and the above initiatives would be key link
networks through and around the city. Wellington has a pretty unique offering given its network,
though this does need to be developed with an increased volume of trail users.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, this provides good safe access for the least confident cyclists and is often better suited to
families.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
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Comments
Using Makara Peak's award winning signage system seems like an easy win (if you think there
needs to be a 'trail App - just download 'Trailforks' for free to solve this issue)

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, this would be helpful, but runners and walkers should also be encouraged not to use
earphones/ buds etc to avoid surprise for all.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Creating trails that link up different parts of the city is an easy win and aligns with the vision in the
Draft Plan. These could double as commuter trails, and also places for family friendly riding. For
example, an off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city through
Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. This could also continue through Wilton Bush and link
up to Karori. Another easy win would be linking Wakefield to Central Park with an off-road trail.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
This could be another phase for consideration, but the benefits for cyclists and the city is of a far
greater sum.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Dave
Last Name: Preece
Street: 4 Forbes Lane
Suburb: Newlands
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6037
Mobile: 0211301860
eMail: action_man_action@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I disagree with the idea of taking trail decisions away from the Council Officers (that deal with this
on a day to day basis) and handing it over to City Councillors. Councillors have better things to be
spending their time on and this will only cause projects to slow to a crawling pace.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
I'm natural towards e-bikes. Even though I don't use one, I can see there being a need later on in
life.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I'm natural towards e-bikes. Even though I don't use one, I can see there being a need later on in
life.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Wellington has been lagging behind on this for years. Makara Peak has shown how it can be done
more effectively.
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
The idea is fine in theory. But in practice it gives the user a sense of entitlement (if I ring the bell,
the other person will get out of my way). Accidents will happen when someone assumes the other
user will give-way. It is better to encourage shared equal use with emphasis on ALL users giving
way to each other.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
All user access to Te Ahumairangi /Tinakori Hill needs to be discussed.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
ALL user access to Te Ahumairangi /Tinakori Hill needs to be discussed. Descending Track As An
Alternative To Upper Transient.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Richard
Last Name: Levy
Street: 59 Silverstream Road
Suburb: Crofton Downs
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6035
Mobile: 0272701756
eMail: r.levy@gns.cri.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
While I applaud the Council's vision to strengthen and improve the open space access network I
believe the current plan to implement the vision falls short. We live in an amazing city/built
environment and are lucky to be surrounded by beautiful hills and bush. As a resident I feel great
privilege to be able to live in a world class center for culture, science, learning, politics, and
business. As a keen mountain bike rider I recognize the great potential to add world class
recreation/mountain bike destination to the list. I acknowledge that fantastic mtb trail networks
already exist but believe that our city has so much more to offer. I suspect there are only a few city's
in the world where one can enjoy all the things a thriving urban center can offer and then jump on a
bike and directly access world class single track. Follow that with a post biking trip to a cafe to
sample world class food and craft beer - say no more! Off road bike trails that are close to the
urban centre and neighbourhoods would enhance Wellington's reputation as an amazing place to
live and visit. They would grow it's reputation as an amazing destination. To achieve this we need
to develop trails that are centrally located including those proposed for Polhill. New trails should be
opened up to mountain bikers in areas like Huntleigh Park, Johnston Hill, Te Ahumairangi, and
Trellissick Park. I also advocate developing a full range of trails including those that are family
friendly. At present there are few 'real' single track trails that cater for novice riders. I believe that a
plan that includes central trails the meet a range of riding abilities would go a long way to making
Wellington a unique recreation and sporting centre and would really put us on the national and
global mountain biking map. Given that 'off-road cycling and mountain biking have become one of
New Zealand's fastest growing pastimes' it seems there are real growth opportunities in this space.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
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would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
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by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
To the best of my knowledge (although my knowledge on this topic is limited).

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I believe that a diverse range of trails may be needed to accommodate the variety of cycling needs
for the city. E-bike riders and traditional bike riders from novice to expert. I also assume that a
process will be put in place to address any issues that may arise when e-bike traffic increases on
the trials.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
In my opinion these initiatives do not have the correct balance. We need additional 'centralised' mtb
trails.
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Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I have had opportunity to ride bikes in many places and do not feel a bell is necessary. One can
use ones voice to alert another cyclist to an intention 'passing on your right' for example.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Again - access to centralised mtb trials would really add to the network. I note the following
comment in the plan regarding Te Ahumairangi Hill 'the area has relatively low use given its size
and proximity to the central city.' Open the hill to the mtb community and use will increase. It is a
large area and is proximal to the central city!

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
No comment

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
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Submitter Details
First Name: Karl
Last Name: Yager
Street: 9 St Albans Avenue
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 0212644085
Mobile: 0212644085
eMail: karlyager@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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I support limited access to wide 4WD tracks and up hill only easy gradient single tracks.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
It would be OK to open the proposed tracks on a trial basis to e-bikes - except at Makara Peak,
uphill use should only be on Snake Charmer 4WD track and downhill only on tracks north of there.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I would like to see the Karori Stream to South Coast initiative as a high priority. It has been talked
about for a very long time and everyone I know have discussed how much use this would get,
especially for runners and mountain bikers. Following on from this, the coastal track linking Makara
Beach to Owhiro Bay should also be prioritised and pushed as a potential overnight tramp.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Consistant signage and map boards across Wellington, similar to Makara Peak's signage and
maps. The current signage around Wellington is too small and easily missed. Online tools can
support this.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
As a mountain biker and road cyclist, a bell is pointless as my chain slap makes more noise than a
bell when mountain biking, and on the road cars can't hear bells anyway. Creating rules for rules
sake is pointless and a waste of focus. All users should be encouraged to share with care, and be
discouraged from using headphones.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Accessibility could be improved with more shared use grade 1 and 2 tracks (where the terrain
allows). They should be designed and built with a mountain biking focus as it is clear by the
popularity of mountain biking designed trails with walkers and runners, that walkers and runners
prefer grade reversals and switchbacks over stairs and steep monotonous gradients.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
In theory yes, but only on appropriate tracks.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
More funding should be made available for track development and maintenance across Wellington.
Substantial funding should made available to develop and maintain Makara Peak Mountain Bike
Park over the next 10 years - that reflects the nationally significant and highly used recreational
facility that the park has become, and the potential it has for significant growth.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: David
Last Name: Milne
Street: 14 Silver Pine Avenue
Suburb: Woodridge
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6037
Mobile: 021716569
eMail: david275.milne@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I think that e bikes should have very limited access to trails because as much as you may try to limit
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their power outputs people will always find a way to uprate the available power and maybe start to
damage trails.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
The fact that cyclists have very limited access to Te Ahumairangi is wrong as it is a large piece of
land that is being wasted. Aside from the top ridge track very few people use it. I have used Te
Ahumairangi for about 24 years now on at least a weekly basis, as a runner, cycling commuter and
a mountain biker. During this time I have only had one minor conflict with another trail user.
According to your own records the number of biker, walker conflicts in the past 12 months was from
memory 4, I think which I'm sure is far less than you receive on Mt Vic. The terrain being relatively
steep and often rooty is not that popular with most walkers yet very popular with mountain bikers. In
Wellington we have a number of grade 2, 3 and the occasional 4 but not a lot of grade 4 and 5 trails
which a lot of riders are after. Having access to Te Ahumairangi would give us access to the trails
we desire and make use of a very under utilised asset. As far as the sustainability of the trails goes,
some of the trails built by riders have been in place and holding up well for 6 or 7 years now with a
bit of tweaking by the users and all this time the trails have not cost the WCC a cent to build or
maintain and I'm sure this would be an ongoing situation. As one of your goals is to make
Wellington one of the best mountain biking cities in the world you have some way to go before
achieving this, with cyclists being regarded as second class citizens in a number of situations
around the city eg; still having to give way to other trail users on tracks built and maintained by
cyclists. For examples of how mountain biking has helped out a cities economy you need look no
further than Rotorua here in New Zealand and for an example of a city going through exactly what
Wellington is going through with access or lack there of to an area like Te Ahumairangi explore
what happened on the North Shore of Vancouver, an iconic and legendary mountain biking Mecca
of similar although bigger terrain that went through the same growing pains and came out of it with
a positive outcome. There are also many examples of towns in the USA and parts of Canada that
have been revitalised after embracing mountain biking.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Ryan
Last Name: Hunt
Street: 53A Northland Road
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0278730516
eMail: xcwhippet@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Overall I think the vision is appropriate, and reinforces that the open spaces network is a major
asset to the city and a large part of why I and many other mountain bikers choose to live here.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I agree with this definition, though would prefer a more clear distinction would be made that only
'pedal-assist' e-bikes be allowed, (i.e. no throttle fitted). Otherwise this definition seems in keeping
with the NZTA's definition and similar to current European regulations.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments
E-bikes have a number of potential positives in the open space network, particularly in terms of
improving accessibility. Pedal assisted e-bikes can allow people who through, age, injury or simply
fitness level would otherwise be unable to enjoy our outdoor spaces to the level they would like, to
actually do so. E-bikes are still a developing market in New Zealand, as such now is a good time for
WCC to be exploring their impact on the open spaces network, as will be the case through the
proposed trial openings. There is a lack of research into the impact of e-bikes on trails, though one
small study from IMBA found no added impact above a standard bicycle. With that in mind, there
seems little reason to not allow e-bikes in at least a designated section of the trails within the openspaces network. One sector where e-bikes have been particularly popular is with commuters. In
wellington commuting routes often take in areas such as Mt Victoria, covered in the open spaces
plan so it seems sensible that such routes are open to e-bikes.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Major commuting routes are included, which I believe is important. And the extra range of trails at
Makara Peak seems a good idea to study how e-bikes interact with other network users. I would
propose adding the trails at Miramar into those open for E-bike use. There would not appear to be
much concern of user conflict, and many riders already shuttle these trails via the surrounding
streets.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Great to see more connections being proposed to link together our amazing natural surroundings. I
particularly support no.4 - The rural coastal connection, as it has the potential to create an excellent
semi 'back country' route very close to the city.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
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A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
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Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Adding these paper roads in will make it clear that they are open for public use, and expand the
options for biking within Wellington.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
For signage and wayfinding, I believe that more benefit would be found in the council improving
physical signage across the network, as this assures users they can accurately find their way,
regardless of data coverage etc. Digital platforms are in general, better left outsourced to existing
solutions i.e Trailforks which are on a global level. Any council wayfinding apps etc, should be in
tandem with improved physical signage. Could potential look into incorporating VR technology
using GPS to provide 'enhanced' information at key visitor sites.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I'd add a request for the status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt Management
Plan (the Plan). Currently, only 4 trails are open to mountain biking with no further trail
development. Such a level of restriction is not seen in the rest of the town belt areas. Te
Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many activities - small number of people walk or run
there and when they do it is predominately along the ridgeline. This is explicit in the Plan, which
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describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited sectors of the Town Belt'[2]. The Open
Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised given its size and proximity to the central
city'[3]. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi limits its potential contribution to the objectives of
the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and recreation is encouraged and supported. The
steep terrain is well suited for advanced/expert mountain bike trails. The development of such trails
would result in significant increase of recreational users in this part of town belt.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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WCC DRAFT OPEN SPACES ACCESS PLAN, 2016
Submission by the Glenside Progressive Assn – Marshall Ridge Track
Summary
For many years, the GPA has drawn Council’s attention to the lack of high level walking
tracks in the Northern suburbs, especially Churton Park and Glenside, and has advocated
strongly for a walking track along Marshall Ridge to be constructed as soon as possible. Such
a track would link three suburbs and provide easy access to local walkers who could walk the
length of the track or take a shorter return walk from the southern end of the track.
The GPA is pleased to see the high priority given to the Skyline Track extension along Ohariu
Ridge in the Draft Open Spaces Access Plan and that this track may become the preferred
route for the Te Araroa trail in our area. However, we would very much like to see a track
along Marshall Ridge given the same priority as the Ohariu Ridge Track. This could be an
alternative route for the Te Araroa Trail, or offer an off-link to the trail for walkers seeking
local services such as cafes, shops or bus links. Both tracks taken together would offer a
superb loop walk.

Use by Local Residents
The GPA strongly agrees with sentiments expressed in the introduction to the Draft Plan, in
particular the environmental, social and recreational benefits of walking tracks (p3). We
agree that Council has a role in Getting Everyone Active and Healthy, and that tracks should
be provided for people of all ages and abilities, including walking tracks starting close to
where people live (p4).
The Marshall Ridge track (section 2 map p25 and notes under 2.1, p61) would offer easy
access, not too great a challenge and a great variety of views to users from the Glenside,
Churton Park and Tawa communities. (Tawa residents could access the track via the existing
track from Brasenose Park.) We propose that Council give development of a track along
Marshall Ridge a much higher priority than that indicated in the Draft Plan.
If linked to the proposed Skyline Track extension (Ohariu Ridge) at the northern end, the
track could be used as a loop walk for walkers from all three suburbs with marvellous views
throughout and a quick and easy link back to the starting point.
Given these potential benefits, we request the Marshall Ridge track be included as HIGH
priority under that heading in the Key Initiatives (section 6) along with the Skyline Track
extension. Bearing in mind the dearth of high level tracks in the Northern suburbs,
constructing both these tracks in a relatively short timeframe should be seen by Council as
worthy of a high priority.

Land Ownership and Track Development
The Draft Plan notes (7.2) that land along the Ohariu Ridge is in private ownership and the
southern part of the ridge north of Ohariu Valley Road could be particularly challenging in
terms of gaining access in the foreseeable future. While land along Marshall Ridge is also in
private ownership much of this is in the hands of developers and will be passed to other
owners in due course including Council. Investigating both tracks at the same time would
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offer an improved chance of providing a ridgeline track with links to Tawa, and to Te Araroa
Trail via Spicer Forest in the near future than focusing on just one option. Also, there are
existing farm tracks along much of the Marshall Ridge above the ridgeline and hilltop overlay
zone which could be utilised, thus reducing development costs.
A Marshall Ridge track could be developed in stages, beginning with a ‘there-and-back’ walk
from the southern end. With that in mind, we suggest two alternative routes starting from
Stebbings Dam but outside the housing development in lower Stebbings Valley as follows:



Either: A steeper zig zag track leading directly from the dam to the existing farm
track.
Or: A moderately graded track from the top of the dam, around the east end of the
flat, then following in a westerly direction along the lower part of the hill before
turning east and ascending to the existing farm track.

Both of these alternatives would avoid the future housing construction zone in this area.
Once housing is complete, Council could either stay with one of these routes or opt for the
route indicated in the map on p25 of the Draft Plan.
Apart from the connection at the south end of the track, the remainder is routed through
farm and forest land, and existing tracks through native bush far away from any housing
developments including rural homes.
Please note, this submission does not attempt to represent the views of landowners along
the proposed route.

Links to Transport and Services, and other Reserves
A further point in favour of the Marshall Ridge track is the potential benefit to Glenside and
Churton Park businesses, eg Thyme Café in Glenside, and to walkers of the Te Araroa trail
seeking a refreshment stop and other services from them. Other tracks opened in the
Wellington region recently have demonstrated increased patronage for businesses near the
end of a track, for example the cafes at the northern end of the new Paekakariki Escarpment
Track.
Opening up these tracks offers the opportunity for future track linkages via reserves in the
Northern Suburbs, for example a link to Setton Nossiter Reserve via the Glenside Reserve.
One difficulty with linear tracks is how walkers can return to the beginning. The Paekakariki
Escarpment Track offers a superb solution, namely rail stations at both ends and a 30 minute
train service. No such solution exists for these two tracks unless both are constructed (loop
option) but the 210/211 Metlink bus would offer a reasonable return link back to the
Glenside Village from Porirua or Tawa.

Conclusion
We suggest we are not asking too much for the two major track developments to be
pursued together. The Draft Plan acknowledges that the rapidly growing northern suburbs
are presently disadvantaged in regard to primary tracks (refs.2.1 point 2 and 7.9, para 4);
completion of these two tracks would provide a great benefit to three suburbs and help to
fill a glaring gap in Wellington’s high level track network.
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Submitter Details
First Name: Ursula
Last Name: Kerpen
Street: 38 Messines Road
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
eMail: Ursulakerpen@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The nature surrounding Wellington is a great asset to residents and visitors. Closeness of tracks
network to most suburbs is quite unusual for a capital. WCC should try to maintain and expand the
network

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
On a trial basis yes. Especially for commuter routes. However not on all Makara Peak trails as that
would change the current and well established usage hugely. That's especially the case for narrow
uphill trails as there would be even more passing issues than now (on weekends). Uphill routes on
the 4wd could be allowed. I think especially for Makara, it would be important to revisit after one
summer season or so.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
See above

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The karori south to south coast track would be a real new thing adding a lot of value to the network.
Mt Kaukau all the way to South Coast. All on tracks.great for residents and visitors

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
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Comments
More Online maps would be good

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Not really for MTBs. It seems friendlier to say 'goodday, could i pass please'. I have never had any
issues and always try to exchange a few words with other track users when passing. I think this
works well

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
WCC should continue to work with local groups/ community groups to make the network even
better. Local groups know best about usage, needs and problems. This cooperation seems to work
quite well. In my opinion it is important to have tracks that attract mainstream users but also tracks
that might be a bit rougher/ harder for more advanced users (thinking about MTBing). Sometimes
tracks seem to be 'over maintained' and challenging bits tamed down too much. There should be a
range of choices from family rides, intermediate and very challenging tracks/routes. It is the
frequent users that put a lot of effort into volunteering after all. I guess it is about finding a balance
between the different types of users. Thanks
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Kolin
Last Name: Foo
Street: 56 Homewood Avenue
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 021899312
Mobile: 021899312
eMail: kfoo7@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The Draft Plan's vision is appropriate. The Draft Plan's vision is also consistent with the 2015
Wellington Trails Business Plan that was funded by the Wellington Economic Initiative
Development Fund, and prepared on the Wellington City Council's behalf by Chris Nicholls (a
number volunteers that provided input into this plan decided to work together to form the Wellington
Trials Trust - who are now preparing this submission). The 2015 Wellington Trails Business Plan
had already identified a number of gaps that continue to exist between the vision contained in the
Draft Plan, and the current state of Wellington's trail resources. Key within this is that we do not
think that the initiatives, actions, and steps contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan
adequately address these 'gaps', and should be addressed by the Wellington City Council by
refining the Draft Plan further. Specifically the gaps between the vision and the initiatives contained
within the Draft Open Spaces Plan relate to: Vision Statement from Draft Open Spaces Plan:
'Provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the open spaces of Wellington'
Our comment: Achieving this vision requires leveraging a range of factors that make Wellington
unique and are at the heart of our competitive advantage as a city. These include our stunning
natural environment and the connectivity between the trail network and the city. We believe there is
no other city in the world that has comparable trail experiences (for walkers, runners, mountain
bikers, tourists and residents) so close to a cool urban city. This point of difference, if leveraged
appropriately, is why tourists, visitors and new residents will come to Wellington. The key initiatives
trail contained on pages 20 and 21 of the Draft Plan don't leverage the areas immediately around
Wellington city that create our point of difference. There needs to be trail initiatives in and around
the immediate city area. The Draft Plan lacks any initiative or steps that do this - which is a
fundamental flaw in the Plan. We note that we believe that the Brooklyn Trail Builders (who have
worked with the Council to develop the hugely successful Polhill trail network have proposed a
number of new trails - yet cannot get the go ahead from the Council for these. These trails would
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deliver quickly towards achieving the vision, and be developed cost effectively (due to the use of
volunteers and rider support). Vision Statement from Draft Open Spaces Plan: 'Ensure that tracks
provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels within each area.' Our
comment: This is a significant gap that has previously been identified within the existing trail
network, being that there needs to be a greater range of trails. There is a significant lack of entry
level and family friendly trails for all recreational types (including biking, running and walking).
These trails need to be close to where people live. There also needs to be technical and
challenging trails, like the trails that are closed on Te Ahumairangi. We cannot see that the
initiatives contained within the Draft Plan address this. In the main, the off-road trail initiatives in the
Draft Plan sound relatively challenging, requiring skill and fitness, and are away from the areas that
people live. We think that developing trails in and around the immediate city would be a more
effective step to delivering to this part of the vision. There needs to be a greater range of trails to
suit all user groups in and around the City. Areas like Te Ahumairangi and Polhill are ideally suited
to this. Vision statement from Draft Open Spaces Plan: 'Achieve a quality primary network
accessing major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an
equitable distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities.' Again, we
cannot see that the initiatives contained within the Draft Plan that address this (beyond the Great
Harbour Way). We think that developing trails in and around the immediate city would be a more
effective step for delivering the vision in the Draft. Wellington has a significant opportunity to
develop off-road trails that form a key part of an on and off-road cycle network. Suburbs like
Khandallah and Crofton Downs can easily be linked to the City by an off-road trail through
Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. Equally we believe areas like Wakefield Park could be
linked to Central Park with an off-road trail. Developing trails of this nature is a key requirement
needed to ensure that cycling can become a major future transport option for Wellington residents.
These initiatives are entirely consistent with the vision in the Draft Plan. General comments: To
achieve the vision contained in the Draft Open Spaces Plan Wellington needs to have a greater
range of trails for all user types. The network currently lacks family friendly trails, as well as more
challenging expert type options. Achieving the vision requires these trails to be in and around the
City - meaning that they are close to where people live (making them accessible), and also
leverages Wellington's point of difference as city. The initiatives in the Draft Open Plan do not
address this 'gap'. Implementing initiatives that will deliver the vision contained within the Draft
Open Spaces Plan requires greater access to land (especially in and around the city). This
includes areas like Huntleigh Park, Johnston Hill, Te Ahumairangi, and Trellissick Park (noting that
this would still leave 16 similar areas closed to biking). These areas are close to where people live,
can provide outstanding tourism and recreation opportunities, cater for different range of users in
terms of skills, abilities and fitness, and would also form key parts of a quality primary network
accessing major destination points in Wellington. While the Council have done a good job to date,
achieving the vision in the Draft Plan will require greater input and work, and money. This includes
working with user groups to develop and improve trails, address signage issues, and build
infrastructure - like bike washing facilities and toilets in places people use (like Polhill). The
Wellington Trails Trust are keen to work with the Council to get private sector funding to
compliment the Council's investment in this. The Council needs a comprehensive trail plan and
strategy that is consistent with the vision contained within the Draft Plan.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Electric bike technology is developing quickly. It is envisaged that we will soon reach a point where
it is difficult to determine whether a bike contains this technology. We believe that the key here is
not the definition of what is an e-bike, but rather developing a comprehensive trail plan and strategy
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that responds to the prospect of greater numbers of users. E-bikes will also increase the number of
potential cycle commuters. This in turn highlights the need for the Draft Open Spaces Plan
addressing issues like: - The Council needing to open up areas and make land available for further
trail development. This includes areas like areas like Huntleigh Park, Johnston Hill, Te
Ahumairangi, and Trellissick Park (noting that this would still leave 16 similar areas closed to
biking). The Council also needs to support proposed trail development like the new proposed trails
in Polhill. - Developing a greater range of trails - including family friendly trails through to expert
trails (both types of trails were identified as gaps within the Wellington Trails Business Plan. - Make
additional funding and resources available for trail development and maintenance. - Developing
trails that link different parts of the city. These trails can form a quality primary network accessing
major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an equitable
distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities. - Addressing issues
like signage (again these types of gaps and issues were covered in the Wellington Trails Business
Plan).

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
As stated earlier, this technology is developing quickly, and it will soon probably be difficult to tell ebikes from conventional bikes. Also, this technology will result in a wider range of people being able
to access Wellington's trail network, including old, young, and unfit people (the existing network is
largely challenging, requiring a medium to high level of fitness). The Council needs to consider the
growth in e-bike numbers against the vision contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan.
'Wellington City Council wants to strengthen and improve the open space access network through
a plan that will: 'provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the open spaces
of Wellington'. E-bikes will enable a wider demographic of users to enjoy Wellington's trail network.
This includes the old, young, and unfit. Tourists off ships will be able to get to the top of
Wellington's hills. Wellington needs to develop trails that cater for these additional user groups that
also leverage our unique city scape, and linkage between the city and the trails. 'ensure that tracks
provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels within each area.' As above.
E-bikes will increase the range and number of users. 'Achieve a quality primary network accessing
major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an equitable
distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities.' E-bikes will increase
the number of cycle commuters. Wellington can develop off-road trails that link different parts of the
city. For example, an off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city
through Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. Another easy win would be linking Wakefield
to Central Park with an off-road trail.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Note the comments regarding the need to develop further trails in response to e-bike use. E-bikes
will increase the number of users of our trails, as well as the range of types of users (as having a
medium to higher level of fitness will no longer be needed to access trails). Therefore the Council
needs to respond to this by making more areas available for building trails on, and open up areas
that are closed to bikes, that are near the city.
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Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
We note that the 6 tracks above were all listed in the 2004 Open Spaces Access Plan and only
Skyline has progressed. The Great Harbour Way appears to be a no-brainer for the city, noting that
we don't really see this as a off-road trail. We see each of the other initiatives as being good to
have. especially if they get funding (we are guessing that the Makara to Owhiro Bay track looks like
it would be a multi-million dollar build). However, we strongly think that there are better priorities
that are more aligned with the vision in the Draft Annual Plan than those listed including: - A
network of family friendly trails that link Wellington suburbs. For example, a trail could be put
between Wakefield Park and Central Park via the Town Belt, and another up Ngaio Gorge to
Zealania via Trelisick Park then under the railway through Otari. These easy tracks will provide
commuting and recreation options, activate the Town Belt, and provide great opportunities for
family riding and tourism. We believe that the main block to these happening is lack of Council
support (despite them entirely consistent with the vision in the Draft Plan). - The new tracks in the
Polhill and surrounding area that have been proposed by Brooklyn Trail Builders as we believe
these will deliver more benefit (consistent with the vision) to more people sooner, at a fraction of the
cost due to volunteer labour. We note that the Council is the block to this work happening, as the
Brooklyn Trail Builders are keen to progress with this initiative. - Opening the trails on Te
Ahumairangi. Earlier this year the Council officers clamped down and closed the various mountain
biking trails on Te Ahumairangi (that had been built illegally). While we agree with the Council's
actions (and do not condone illegal trail building) we observe that this network of trails was
exceptional (World class) and offered an advanced technical riding experience not available
elsewhere. We think that opening these trails is consistent with the vision contained in the Draft
Open Space Plan. This also provides access to trails close to where people live. This would come
at little/no cost to the Council (as the trails are already there, with lots of volunteers happy to help
with the development of them.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
These are unformed legal roads. It seems entirely consistent to consider these as part of the open
space network. We assume that these may be used for roading in the future, which needs to be
considered in terms of putting things like trails on them.
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The Council needs to adopt a universal signage system for the Wellington Trail Network. We note
that the signage system at Makara Peak is award wining. This should be used as a template. Our
read (from engaging with the Council officers) is that the blockage to doing this is within the
Council. There appears to be a view that the current signage is sufficient (which it isn't). The
Wellington Trails Trust would be happy to partner with the Council on doing signage throughout the
Wellington trail network. This includes getting funding for this. Electronic way-finding is already
sorted. 'Trailforks' is a free app that has every trail in Wellington on it (this is a global app). The app
works well, and also contains other features like bike shops, and bike washing facilities (which are
lacking in Wellington).

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
We think that encouraging people to use bells will be unsuccessful and ineffective. The correct
response to issues like user conflict is to develop the trail network further. Trails like Transient
(which was built for mountain bikers) have proved massively popular with riders, runners and
walkers. This is great - as we want all user groups to use this. In turn though it highlights the need
to develop additional trails in Polhill, like the proposed downhill trail (which is a far more effective
response to this issue than encouraging people to use bells!). The work done by the Wellington
City Council and the Wellington Mountain Bike Club recently making various track intersections
safer on Mt Victoria are the types of initiatives that make shared pathways better for all user
groups. It is noted that poor signage means that trail users are often unaware of the nature of trail
that they are on.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Wellington has very few entry level trails. These are the types of tracks that could be used and
accessed by people with reduced mobility. If there were tracks for people with reduced mobility,
then, by definition, the tracks will be usable by the broadest user group possible. These tracks
would also be suitable for children learning to ride bikes and tourists off cruise ships. These trails
could also link different areas of the City and be used by commuters. Developing these types of
trails is need to achieve the vision contained in the Draft Plan. We note that none of the trail
initiatives (with the exception of the Great Harbour Way) achieve these types of outcomes.
Wellington needs to develop a comprehensive trail network that has trails for all types of users
(regardless of age, fitness, mobility), that also can be used as an off-road commuter network.
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Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
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Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes they should be allowed in the open spaces network. They will be naturally limited to areas that
have suitable trails.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There are a range of steps that the Council could do which would be extremely effective in moving
towards achieving the vision contained in the draft plan. These steps include: 1). Developing a
comprehensive trail plan/strategy for Wellington city which has a wider range of trails for all user
groups. This should also include trails that can be used as off-road commuting trails linking
suburbs. Craig Starnes (of Brooklyn Trail Builders) has developed a draft plan of this nature
previously, but there seems to be no willingness from the Council to really look at doing this. The
Wellington Trails Trust wants to partner with the Council to develop this trail plan and strategy. 2).
Open up all Te Ahumairangi trails to mountain biking. This area offers world-class technical
mountain biking opportunities. The vision contained within the Draft Plan is unachievable without
the Council taking this leadership position. This areas offers technical advice riding trails that aren't
available anywhere in Wellington currently. The trails are already formed in this area, with limited
work needing to be done to open this up (around things like trail intersections). Accordingly this
would provide a significant step towards achieving the vision contained in the Draft Plan at little or
no cost to the Council. 3). Adopt and implement a universal signage system on Wellington's trail
network. We recommend Makara's award winning signage system. The Wellington Trails Trust
would happily work on this initiative with the Council. 4). Provide the trail builders with greater
access to Council land for trail building. As noted the Brooklyn Trail Builders have a number of
planed trails that appear to be being blocked by the Council (including a down hill trail that would
alleviate the pressure of the hugely popular Transient trail). These trails would provide significant
benefits to all users including walkers, runners, and cyclists. The Council should support these trail
initiatives. 5) Obviously these initiatives require funding, and the Council needs to budget for this.
The Wellington Trails Trust have told the Council we want to partner with you to get private sector
funding for these initiatives (to complement Council spending). To date the Council officers have
stalled this, saying that: 'there is little to be gained in raising funds at this point when from a regional
asset perspective, there needs to be greater clarity about where funds need to be most effectively
invested'. 6) We recommend that the Council accelerates developing a strategy that meets the
vision in the Draft Plan so we can start working on getting private sector funding for initiatives (to
complement the Council's investment). Finally, we note that there is good support for Wellington
trails network. We believe that this reflects that people see the trails being the way in which our
people and community connect with the environment and open spaces around Wellington City.
Support comes in the form of the work by the Wellington City Council, and also the countless
volunteer groups like Makara Peak Supporters, Brooklyn Trail Builders, Wellington Mountain Bike
Club, and Miramar Track Project. In addition, there is strong business support and investment in
developing this network, with recent examples including substantial funding being provided by
Transpower (for developing trails in Polhill), Wellington Airport (for developing a new iconic trail in
Makara Peak), and a wide range of other business who have made staff available to develop and
maintain tracks in the Wellington city. We would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and
thank all of these members of our community for developing the trail network we enjoy today. By
further refining the Draft Plan we have a significant opportunity to develop a world-class multi-user
trail network that achieves the aspirational visions contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Martin
Last Name: Lewington
Street:
Suburb:
City:
Country:
eMail: martin@martinlewington.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Vision is fine and proposed initiatives could be improved by: 1 Open up Te Ahimairangi (as the
trails exist already) as this offers technical riding not available elsewhere in Wellington (and is really
good). This area appears under-utilised from a recreation perspective, especially as it is close to
the city. 2. Let the Brooklyn Trail Builders complete more tracks in Polhill, like the proposed downhill only trail. 3. Get better signage around trails. Using Makara Peak's award winning signage
system seems like an easy win 4. Create trails that link up different parts of the city. These could
double as commuter trails, and also places for family friendly riding. For example, an off-road cycle
trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city through Trellissick Park. This could also
continue through Wilton Bush and link up to Karori. Link Wakefield to Central Park with an off-road
trail.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Mark
Last Name: Vivian
Street: 171 Karepa Street
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 0272464936
eMail: mark@movac.vc
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The plan's vision is terrific, but the Plan's proposed initiatives don't necessarily reflect this. There
are a number of strategies/initiatives that I think would create quick wins in terms of achieving the
vision in the Draft plan. These include: · Opening up Te Ahimairangi (as the trails exist already) as
this offers technical riding not available elsewhere in Wellington (and is really good). This area
appears under-utilised from a recreation perspective, especially as it is close to the city. · Letting
the Brooklyn Trail Builders complete more tracks in Polhill, like the proposed down-hill only trail.
The Council appear to be the road block to this happening. · Getting better signage around trails.
Using Makara Peak's award winning signage system seems like an easy win (if you think there
needs to be a 'trail App - just download 'Trailforks' for free to solve this issue). · Creating trails that
link up different parts of the city is an easy win and aligns with the vision in the Draft Plan. These
could double as commuter trails, and also places for family friendly riding. For example, an off-road
cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city through Trellissick Park if the
Council supported this. This could also continue through Wilton Bush and link up to Karori. Another
easy win would be linking Wakefield to Central Park with an off-road trail. It is worth noting that: ·
Wellington trails exist largely on Council land. We need access to this land for developing the trail
network. The trails are how Wellington people, like walkers, riders, and runners connect with our
environment. · The increased use of the trail network resulting from achieving the vision in the Plan
means that the Council will need to provide more funding for trails, signage, and facilities. The
Council has identified that E-bikes will become more popular. This is an example of yet another
factor that will increase trail usage, which is why the Council needs to develop a comprehensive
trail plan for Wellington. Their proposed 'bells on bikes' completely misses the fact that the focus
needs to be on developing our trail network for all the user groups. · To fulfil the Council's vision
contained in the Open Spaces Plan, they will need to make more trails and areas available near
where people live. This includes potentially opening areas currently closed to user groups (like Te
Ahumairangi).
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Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I can foresee potential conflict with e-bikes and traditional bikes, as the technology of the former
develops and could become more like lightweight motorbikes.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Wellington has the opportunity to grab the title of 'The World Mountain Bike Capital', and I fully
support a well thought through plan that ensures a fully integrated network of tracks throughout the
region, using the passion, knowledge and capability of the volunteers who have helped built the
existing infrastructure, that now requires meaningful investment and commitment from the WCC.
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Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
This is insane. When descending at speed, the last thing a rider would want to do it be attempting
to take fingers off brakes or handlebars to ring a bell.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Think about a 20 year plan, current usage, future needs, inbound tourism potential, and put
together a plan using common sense from the riders' perspective (who are ratepayers as well).
There are also significant positive benefits for runners and walkers as well.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
No. The devices aren't designed for off-pavement use, and could put their users (and others) at
risk.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
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Submitter Details
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Last Name: Robertson
Street: 14 Mariri road
Suburb: Wellington
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: +6421409992
Mobile: +6421409992
eMail: vixrobertson10@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Wellington has a huge advantage over other cities with hills and bush within 10 mins of the cbd.
Having mountain bike tracks and access so close is a selling point for both residents and attracting
overseas tourism. Mountainbiking is growing worldwide and Wellington is an obvious stopping point
between islands.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments
The line between ebikes and allowing motorbikes is a thin one. I would be concerned with speed
and possibly a lack of skill in having ebikes on trails

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Priority would be number 6

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Unless walkers also have to and also to not run/ walk with head phones on single track

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Council should work to bring in mountainbiking to tinakori hill in a way that works for both walkers
and riders, like mt vic

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes access for wheelchairs for some designated tracks

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There are a huge amount of volunteers building and maintaining tracks, support for tools, funding to
support these would be great.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
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Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The Draft Plan's vision is appropriate. The Draft Plan's vision is also consistent with the 2015
Wellington Trails Business Plan that was funded by the Wellington Economic Initiative
Development Fund, and prepared on the Wellington City Council's behalf by Chris Nicholls. The
2015 Wellington Trails Business Plan had already identified a number of gaps that continue to exist
between the vision contained in the Draft Plan, and the current state of Wellington's trail resources.
Key within this is that we do not think that the initiatives, actions, and steps contained within the
Draft Open Spaces Plan adequately address these 'gaps', and should be addressed by the
Wellington City Council by refining the Draft Plan further. Specifically the gaps between the vision
and the initiatives contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan relate to: Vision Statement from
Draft Open Spaces Plan: 'Provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the
open spaces of Wellington' Our comment: Achieving this vision requires leveraging a range of
factors that make Wellington unique and are at the heart of our competitive advantage as a city.
These include our stunning natural environment and the connectivity between the trail network and
the city. We believe there is no other city in the world that has comparable trail experiences (for
walkers, runners, mountain bikers, tourists and residents) so close to a cool urban city. This point
of difference, if leveraged appropriately, is why tourists, visitors and new residents will come to
Wellington. The key initiatives trail contained on pages 20 and 21 of the Draft Plan don't leverage
the areas immediately around Wellington city that create our point of difference. There needs to be
trail initiatives in and around the immediate city area. The Draft Plan lacks any initiative or steps
that do this - which is a fundamental flaw in the Plan. We note that we believe that the Brooklyn
Trail Builders (who have worked with the Council to develop the hugely successful Polhill trail
network have proposed a number of new trails - yet cannot get the go ahead from the Council for
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these. These trails would deliver quickly towards achieving the vision, and be developed cost
effectively (due to the use of volunteers and rider support). Vision Statement from Draft Open
Spaces Plan: 'Ensure that tracks provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness
levels within each area.' Our comment: This is a significant gap that has previously been identified
within the existing trail network, being that there needs to be a greater range of trails. There is a
significant lack of entry level and family friendly trails for all recreational types (including biking,
running and walking). These trails need to be close to where people live. There also needs to be
technical and challenging trails, like the trails that are closed on Te Ahumairangi. We cannot see
that the initiatives contained within the Draft Plan address this. In the main, the off-road trail
initiatives in the Draft Plan sound relatively challenging, requiring skill and fitness, and are away
from the areas that people live. We think that developing trails in and around the immediate city
would be a more effective step to delivering to this part of the vision. There needs to be a greater
range of trails to suit all user groups in and around the City. Areas like Te Ahumairangi and Polhill
are ideally suited to this. Vision statement from Draft Open Spaces Plan: 'Achieve a quality primary
network accessing major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an
equitable distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities.' Again, we
cannot see that the initiatives contained within the Draft Plan that address this (beyond the Great
Harbour Way). We think that developing trails in and around the immediate city would be a more
effective step for delivering the vision in the Draft. Wellington has a significant opportunity to
develop off-road trails that form a key part of an on and off-road cycle network. Suburbs like
Khandallah and Crofton Downs can easily be linked to the City by an off-road trail through
Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. Equally we believe areas like Wakefield Park could be
linked to Central Park with an off-road trail. Developing trails of this nature is a key requirement
needed to ensure that cycling can become a major future transport option for Wellington residents.
These initiatives are entirely consistent with the vision in the Draft Plan. General comments: To
achieve the vision contained in the Draft Open Spaces Plan Wellington needs to have a greater
range of trails for all user types. The network currently lacks family friendly trails, as well as more
challenging expert type options. Achieving the vision requires these trails to be in and around the
City - meaning that they are close to where people live (making them accessible), and also
leverages Wellington's point of difference as city. The initiatives in the Draft Open Plan do not
address this 'gap'. Implementing initiatives that will deliver the vision contained within the Draft
Open Spaces Plan requires greater access to land (especially in and around the city). This
includes areas like Huntleigh Park, Johnston Hill, Te Ahumairangi, and Trellissick Park (noting that
this would still leave 16 similar areas closed to biking). These areas are close to where people live,
can provide outstanding tourism and recreation opportunities, cater for different range of users in
terms of skills, abilities and fitness, and would also form key parts of a quality primary network
accessing major destination points in Wellington. While the Council have done a good job to date,
achieving the vision in the Draft Plan will require greater input and work, and money. This includes
working with user groups to develop and improve trails, address signage issues, and build
infrastructure - like bike washing facilities and toilets in places people use (like Polhill). The
Wellington Trails Trust are keen to work with the Council to get private sector funding to
compliment the Council's investment in this. The Council needs a comprehensive trail plan and
strategy that is consistent with the vision contained within the Draft Plan.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Electric bike technology is developing quickly. It is envisaged that we will soon reach a point where
it is difficult to determine whether a bike contains this technology. We believe that the key here is
not the definition of what is an e-bike, but rather developing a comprehensive trail plan and strategy
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that responds to the prospect of greater numbers of users. E-bikes will also increase the number of
potential cycle commuters. This in turn highlights the need for the Draft Open Spaces Plan
addressing issues like: - The Council needing to open up areas and make land available for further
trail development. This includes areas like areas like Huntleigh Park, Johnston Hill, Te
Ahumairangi, and Trellissick Park (noting that this would still leave 16 similar areas closed to
biking). The Council also needs to support proposed trail development like the new proposed trails
in Polhill. - Developing a greater range of trails - including family friendly trails through to expert
trails (both types of trails were identified as gaps within the Wellington Trails Business Plan. - Make
additional funding and resources available for trail development and maintenance. - Developing
trails that link different parts of the city. These trails can form a quality primary network accessing
major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an equitable
distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities. - Addressing issues
like signage (again these types of gaps and issues were covered in the Wellington Trails Business
Plan).

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
As stated earlier, this technology is developing quickly, and it will soon probably be difficult to tell ebikes from conventional bikes. Also, this technology will result in a wider range of people being able
to access Wellington's trail network, including old, young, and unfit people (the existing network is
largely challenging, requiring a medium to high level of fitness). The Council needs to consider the
growth in e-bike numbers against the vision contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan.
'Wellington City Council wants to strengthen and improve the open space access network through
a plan that will: 'provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the open spaces
of Wellington'. E-bikes will enable a wider demographic of users to enjoy Wellington's trail network.
This includes the old, young, and unfit. Tourists off ships will be able to get to the top of
Wellington's hills. Wellington needs to develop trails that cater for these additional user groups that
also leverage our unique city scape, and linkage between the city and the trails. 'ensure that tracks
provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels within each area.' As above.
E-bikes will increase the range and number of users. 'Achieve a quality primary network accessing
major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an equitable
distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities.' E-bikes will increase
the number of cycle commuters. Wellington can develop off-road trails that link different parts of the
city. For example, an off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city
through Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. Another easy win would be linking Wakefield
to Central Park with an off-road trail.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Note the comments regarding the need to develop further trails in response to e-bike use. E-bikes
will increase the number of users of our trails, as well as the range of types of users (as having a
medium to higher level of fitness will no longer be needed to access trails). Therefore the Council
needs to respond to this by making more areas available for building trails on, and open up areas
that are closed to bikes, that are near the city.
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Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
We note that the 6 tracks above were all listed in the 2004 Open Spaces Access Plan and only
Skyline has progressed. The Great Harbour Way appears to be a no-brainer for the city, noting that
we don't really see this as a off-road trail. We see each of the other initiatives as being good to
have. especially if they get funding (we are guessing that the Makara to Owhiro Bay track looks like
it would be a multi-million dollar build). However, we strongly think that there are better priorities
that are more aligned with the vision in the Draft Annual Plan than those listed including: - A
network of family friendly trails that link Wellington suburbs. For example, a trail could be put
between Wakefield Park and Central Park via the Town Belt, and another up Ngaio Gorge to
Zealania via Trelisick Park then under the railway through Otari. These easy tracks will provide
commuting and recreation options, activate the Town Belt, and provide great opportunities for
family riding and tourism. We believe that the main block to these happening is lack of Council
support (despite them entirely consistent with the vision in the Draft Plan). - The new tracks in the
Polhill and surrounding area that have been proposed by Brooklyn Trail Builders as we believe
these will deliver more benefit (consistent with the vision) to more people sooner, at a fraction of the
cost due to volunteer labour. We note that the Council is the block to this work happening, as the
Brooklyn Trail Builders are keen to progress with this initiative. - Opening the trails on Te
Ahumairangi. Earlier this year the Council officers clamped down and closed the various mountain
biking trails on Te Ahumairangi (that had been built illegally). While we agree with the Council's
actions (and do not condone illegal trail building) we observe that this network of trails was
exceptional (World class) and offered an advanced technical riding experience not available
elsewhere. We think that opening these trails is consistent with the vision contained in the Draft
Open Space Plan. This also provides access to trails close to where people live. This would come
at little/no cost to the Council (as the trails are already there, with lots of volunteers happy to help
with the development of them.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
These are unformed legal roads. It seems entirely consistent to consider these as part of the open
space network. We assume that these may be used for roading in the future, which needs to be
considered in terms of putting things like trails on them.
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The Council needs to adopt a universal signage system for the Wellington Trail Network. We note
that the signage system at Makara Peak is award wining. This should be used as a template. Our
read (from engaging with the Council officers) is that the blockage to doing this is within the
Council. There appears to be a view that the current signage is sufficient (which it isn't). The
Wellington Trails Trust would be happy to partner with the Council on doing signage throughout the
Wellington trail network. This includes getting funding for this. Electronic way-finding is already
sorted. 'Trailforks' is a free app that has every trail in Wellington on it (this is a global app). The app
works well, and also contains other features like bike shops, and bike washing facilities (which are
lacking in Wellington).

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
We think that encouraging people to use bells will be unsuccessful and ineffective. The correct
response to issues like user conflict is to develop the trail network further. Trails like Transient
(which was built for mountain bikers) have proved massively popular with riders, runners and
walkers. This is great - as we want all user groups to use this. In turn though it highlights the need
to develop additional trails in Polhill, like the proposed downhill trail (which is a far more effective
response to this issue than encouraging people to use bells!). The work done by the Wellington
City Council and the Wellington Mountain Bike Club recently making various track intersections
safer on Mt Victoria are the types of initiatives that make shared pathways better for all user
groups. It is noted that poor signage means that trail users are often unaware of the nature of trail
that they are on.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Wellington has very few entry level trails. These are the types of tracks that could be used and
accessed by people with reduced mobility. If there were tracks for people with reduced mobility,
then, by definition, the tracks will be usable by the broadest user group possible. These tracks
would also be suitable for children learning to ride bikes and tourists off cruise ships. These trails
could also link different areas of the City and be used by commuters. Developing these types of
trails is need to achieve the vision contained in the Draft Plan. We note that none of the trail
initiatives (with the exception of the Great Harbour Way) achieve these types of outcomes.
Wellington needs to develop a comprehensive trail network that has trails for all types of users
(regardless of age, fitness, mobility), that also can be used as an off-road commuter network.
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Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
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Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes they should be allowed in the open spaces network. They will be naturally limited to areas that
have suitable trails.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There are a range of steps that the Council could do which would be extremely effective in moving
towards achieving the vision contained in the draft plan. These steps include: 1). Developing a
comprehensive trail plan/strategy for Wellington city which has a wider range of trails for all user
groups. This should also include trails that can be used as off-road commuting trails linking
suburbs. Craig Starnes (of Brooklyn Trail Builders) has developed a draft plan of this nature
previously, but there seems to be no willingness from the Council to really look at doing this. The
Wellington Trails Trust wants to partner with the Council to develop this trail plan and strategy. 2).
Open up all Te Ahumairangi trails to mountain biking. This area offers world-class technical
mountain biking opportunities. The vision contained within the Draft Plan is unachievable without
the Council taking this leadership position. This areas offers technical advice riding trails that aren't
available anywhere in Wellington currently. The trails are already formed in this area, with limited
work needing to be done to open this up (around things like trail intersections). Accordingly this
would provide a significant step towards achieving the vision contained in the Draft Plan at little or
no cost to the Council. 3). Adopt and implement a universal signage system on Wellington's trail
network. We recommend Makara's award winning signage system. The Wellington Trails Trust
would happily work on this initiative with the Council. 4). Provide the trail builders with greater
access to Council land for trail building. As noted the Brooklyn Trail Builders have a number of
planed trails that appear to be being blocked by the Council (including a down hill trail that would
alleviate the pressure of the hugely popular Transient trail). These trails would provide significant
benefits to all users including walkers, runners, and cyclists. The Council should support these trail
initiatives. 5) Obviously these initiatives require funding, and the Council needs to budget for this.
The Wellington Trails Trust have told the Council we want to partner with you to get private sector
funding for these initiatives (to complement Council spending). To date the Council officers have
stalled this, saying that: 'there is little to be gained in raising funds at this point when from a regional
asset perspective, there needs to be greater clarity about where funds need to be most effectively
invested'. 6) We recommend that the Council accelerates developing a strategy that meets the
vision in the Draft Plan so we can start working on getting private sector funding for initiatives (to
complement the Council's investment). Finally, we note that there is good support for Wellington
trails network. We believe that this reflects that people see the trails being the way in which our
people and community connect with the environment and open spaces around Wellington City.
Support comes in the form of the work by the Wellington City Council, and also the countless
volunteer groups like Makara Peak Supporters, Brooklyn Trail Builders, Wellington Mountain Bike
Club, and Miramar Track Project. In addition, there is strong business support and investment in
developing this network, with recent examples including substantial funding being provided by
Transpower (for developing trails in Polhill), Wellington Airport (for developing a new iconic trail in
Makara Peak), and a wide range of other business who have made staff available to develop and
maintain tracks in the Wellington city. We would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and
thank all of these members of our community for developing the trail network we enjoy today. By
further refining the Draft Plan we have a significant opportunity to develop a world-class multi-user
trail network that achieves the aspirational visions contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Last Name: Veal
Street: 29 Cluny Avenue
Suburb: Kelburn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 6467857430
Mobile: 021 156 9070
eMail: pjveal@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
· Opening up Te Ahumairangi (as the trails exist already) as this offers technical riding not available
elsewhere in Wellington (and is really good). This area appears under-utilised from a recreation
perspective, especially as it is close to the city. · Letting local non-profit groups like the Brooklyn
Trail Builders complete more tracks in Polhill, like the proposed down-hill only trail. · Getting better
signage around trails. Using Makara Peak's award winning signage system seems like it would be a
big help, especially for visitors to Wellington · Creating trails that link up different parts of the city is
an easy win and aligns with the vision in the Draft Plan. These could double as commuter trails,
and also places for family friendly riding. For example, an off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah
and Crofton Downs to the city through Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. This could also
continue through Wilton Bush and link up to Karori. Another easy win would be linking Wakefield to
Central Park with an off-road trail.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
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No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
By all means encourage folks to use the bell -it helps to create a culture of shared use and
responsibility. But we need to develop the trails so that they trails can be used by more/all
Wellingtonians

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
The vision is great, but the plan needs to go further in order to align with the vision. The plan needs
to include action as below (again): · Opening up Te Ahumairangi (as the trails exist already) as this
offers technical riding not available elsewhere in Wellington (and is really good). This area appears
underutilised from a recreation perspective, especially as it is close to the city. · Letting local nonprofit groups like the Brooklyn Trail Builders complete more tracks in Polhill, like the proposed
down-hill only trail. · Getting better signage around trails. Using Makara Peak's award winning
signage system seems like it would be a big help, especially for visitors to Wellington · Creating
trails that link up different parts of the city is an easy win and aligns with the vision in the Draft Plan.
These could double as commuter trails, and also places for family friendly riding. For example, an
off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city through Trellissick Park if
the Council supported this. This could also continue through Wilton Bush and link up to Karori.
Another easy win would be linking Wakefield to Central Park with an off-road trail.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter
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Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
To whom it may concern, I believe the proposed initiatives in the Open Space Access Plan have
much room for improvement, to ensure what is being done actually aligns with the vision of the
plan. I will outline what I believe to be important changes. I have included two points from the vision
which are directly related to what I think should be happening. The vision: 'Wellington City Council
wants to strengthen and improve the open space access network through a plan that will: · provide
outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the open spaces of Wellington · ensure
that tracks provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels within each area.
Mountain bike access needs to be opened up on Te Ahumairangi/ Tinikori Hill. There is absolutely
no reason the trail network cannot be built/adapted in such a fashion that there is no conflict
between riders and other users (just like on Mt. Victoria, with the new trail exits at intersections).
The hill offers amazing technical riding not available in other parts of Wellington. Riders are
screaming out for more technical trails, and until you open up more access, they will continue to
develop illegal trails, with little safety precaution. The whole hill is under used, and is in its current
state, frankly a waste of good land. Its proximity to the CBD makes it a perfect attraction to
wellington. You only have to look at towns like Whistler in Canada, Queenstown and Rotorua here
in NZ, to see that we are in desperate need for harder trails, which are well maintained. It will be a
HUGE draw card to Wellington for high end, high quality tourism and will help perpetuate our image
as a city full of active, action filled activities. The scope for trails in Polhill is huge, and volunteers,
tooling, resources and funding is sitting there waiting for the green light. What is the hold up? The
Brooklyn Trail Builders should be allowed to start work on a downhill only trail. There doesn't need
to be this roadblock, there are no reasons behind this. You will find a lot of other people feel the
same as I do. These trails are hugely important to me personally, and are one of the main points as
to why I choose to live in Wellington. The cycling community in Wellington represents a large
portion of the population, and our voice should not be ignored. Cyclists are very good for local
businesses, easing congestion, taking strain off of the health care system, among other things. I
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hope you consider the points raised in my submission. Thanks, Stuart Cunningham

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Anything more then 300 watt will be detrimental to the trail networks in wellington.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
They allow users who otherwise might not be able to access these parts of the city, to enjoy the
trails. The key is that the power limit is capped to avoid collisions and trail damage.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
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Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Take Makara Peak signage for example. Getting design students involved will cut down costs by a
major amount and it will also ensure that the signage is done well.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
But it shouldn't be mandatory.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
As above, regarding Tinakori Hill.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Limited to places where they do not block the paths for other users.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter
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Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The Draft Plan's vision is appropriate. The Draft Plan's vision is also consistent with the 2015
Wellington Trails Business Plan that was funded by the Wellington Economic Initiative
Development Fund, and prepared on the Wellington City Council's behalf by Chris Nicholls (a
number volunteers that provided input into this plan decided to work together to form the Wellington
Trials Trust - who are now preparing this submission). The 2015 Wellington Trails Business Plan
had already identified a number of gaps that continue to exist between the vision contained in the
Draft Plan, and the current state of Wellington's trail resources. Key within this is that we do not
think that the initiatives, actions, and steps contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan
adequately address these 'gaps', and should be addressed by the Wellington City Council by
refining the Draft Plan further. Specifically the gaps between the vision and the initiatives contained
within the Draft Open Spaces Plan relate to: Vision Statement from Draft Open Spaces Plan:
'Provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the open spaces of Wellington'
Our comment: Achieving this vision requires leveraging a range of factors that make Wellington
unique and are at the heart of our competitive advantage as a city. These include our stunning
natural environment and the connectivity between the trail network and the city. We believe there is
no other city in the world that has comparable trail experiences (for walkers, runners, mountain
bikers, tourists and residents) so close to a cool urban city. This point of difference, if leveraged
appropriately, is why tourists, visitors and new residents will come to Wellington. The key initiatives
trail contained on pages 20 and 21 of the Draft Plan don't leverage the areas immediately around
Wellington city that create our point of difference. There needs to be trail initiatives in and around
the immediate city area. The Draft Plan lacks any initiative or steps that do this - which is a
fundamental flaw in the Plan. We note that we believe that the Brooklyn Trail Builders (who have
worked with the Council to develop the hugely successful Polhill trail network have proposed a
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number of new trails - yet cannot get the go ahead from the Council for these. These trails would
deliver quickly towards achieving the vision, and be developed cost effectively (due to the use of
volunteers and rider support). Vision Statement from Draft Open Spaces Plan: 'Ensure that tracks
provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels within each area.' Our
comment: This is a significant gap that has previously been identified within the existing trail
network, being that there needs to be a greater range of trails. There is a significant lack of entry
level and family friendly trails for all recreational types (including biking, running and walking).
These trails need to be close to where people live. There also needs to be technical and
challenging trails, like the trails that are closed on Te Ahumairangi. We cannot see that the
initiatives contained within the Draft Plan address this. In the main, the off-road trail initiatives in the
Draft Plan sound relatively challenging, requiring skill and fitness, and are away from the areas that
people live. We think that developing trails in and around the immediate city would be a more
effective step to delivering to this part of the vision. There needs to be a greater range of trails to
suit all user groups in and around the City. Areas like Te Ahumairangi and Polhill are ideally suited
to this. Vision statement from Draft Open Spaces Plan: 'Achieve a quality primary network
accessing major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an
equitable distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities.' Again, we
cannot see that the initiatives contained within the Draft Plan that address this (beyond the Great
Harbour Way). We think that developing trails in and around the immediate city would be a more
effective step for delivering the vision in the Draft. Wellington has a significant opportunity to
develop off-road trails that form a key part of an on and off-road cycle network. Suburbs like
Khandallah and Crofton Downs can easily be linked to the City by an off-road trail through
Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. Equally we believe areas like Wakefield Park could be
linked to Central Park with an off-road trail. Developing trails of this nature is a key requirement
needed to ensure that cycling can become a major future transport option for Wellington residents.
These initiatives are entirely consistent with the vision in the Draft Plan. General comments: To
achieve the vision contained in the Draft Open Spaces Plan Wellington needs to have a greater
range of trails for all user types. The network currently lacks family friendly trails, as well as more
challenging expert type options. Achieving the vision requires these trails to be in and around the
City - meaning that they are close to where people live (making them accessible), and also
leverages Wellington's point of difference as city. The initiatives in the Draft Open Plan do not
address this 'gap'. Implementing initiatives that will deliver the vision contained within the Draft
Open Spaces Plan requires greater access to land (especially in and around the city). This
includes areas like Huntleigh Park, Johnston Hill, Te Ahumairangi, and Trellissick Park (noting that
this would still leave 16 similar areas closed to biking). These areas are close to where people live,
can provide outstanding tourism and recreation opportunities, cater for different range of users in
terms of skills, abilities and fitness, and would also form key parts of a quality primary network
accessing major destination points in Wellington. While the Council have done a good job to date,
achieving the vision in the Draft Plan will require greater input and work, and money. This includes
working with user groups to develop and improve trails, address signage issues, and build
infrastructure - like bike washing facilities and toilets in places people use (like Polhill). The
Wellington Trails Trust are keen to work with the Council to get private sector funding to
compliment the Council's investment in this. The Council needs a comprehensive trail plan and
strategy that is consistent with the vision contained within the Draft Plan.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Electric bike technology is developing quickly. It is envisaged that we will soon reach a point where
it is difficult to determine whether a bike contains this technology. We believe that the key here is
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not the definition of what is an e-bike, but rather developing a comprehensive trail plan and strategy
that responds to the prospect of greater numbers of users. E-bikes will also increase the number of
potential cycle commuters. This in turn highlights the need for the Draft Open Spaces Plan
addressing issues like: - The Council needing to open up areas and make land available for further
trail development. This includes areas like areas like Huntleigh Park, Johnston Hill, Te
Ahumairangi, and Trellissick Park (noting that this would still leave 16 similar areas closed to
biking). The Council also needs to support proposed trail development like the new proposed trails
in Polhill. - Developing a greater range of trails - including family friendly trails through to expert
trails (both types of trails were identified as gaps within the Wellington Trails Business Plan. - Make
additional funding and resources available for trail development and maintenance. - Developing
trails that link different parts of the city. These trails can form a quality primary network accessing
major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an equitable
distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities. - Addressing issues
like signage (again these types of gaps and issues were covered in the Wellington Trails Business
Plan).

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
As stated earlier, this technology is developing quickly, and it will soon probably be difficult to tell ebikes from conventional bikes. Also, this technology will result in a wider range of people being able
to access Wellington's trail network, including old, young, and unfit people (the existing network is
largely challenging, requiring a medium to high level of fitness). The Council needs to consider the
growth in e-bike numbers against the vision contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan.
'Wellington City Council wants to strengthen and improve the open space access network through
a plan that will: 'provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the open spaces
of Wellington'. E-bikes will enable a wider demographic of users to enjoy Wellington's trail network.
This includes the old, young, and unfit. Tourists off ships will be able to get to the top of
Wellington's hills. Wellington needs to develop trails that cater for these additional user groups that
also leverage our unique city scape, and linkage between the city and the trails. 'ensure that tracks
provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels within each area.' As above.
E-bikes will increase the range and number of users. 'Achieve a quality primary network accessing
major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an equitable
distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities.' E-bikes will increase
the number of cycle commuters. Wellington can develop off-road trails that link different parts of the
city. For example, an off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city
through Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. Another easy win would be linking Wakefield
to Central Park with an off-road trail.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Note the comments regarding the need to develop further trails in response to e-bike use. E-bikes
will increase the number of users of our trails, as well as the range of types of users (as having a
medium to higher level of fitness will no longer be needed to access trails). Therefore the Council
needs to respond to this by making more areas available for building trails on, and open up areas
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that are closed to bikes, that are near the city.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
We note that the 6 tracks above were all listed in the 2004 Open Spaces Access Plan and only
Skyline has progressed. The Great Harbour Way appears to be a no-brainer for the city, noting that
we don't really see this as a off-road trail. We see each of the other initiatives as being good to
have. especially if they get funding (we are guessing that the Makara to Owhiro Bay track looks like
it would be a multi-million dollar build). However, we strongly think that there are better priorities
that are more aligned with the vision in the Draft Annual Plan than those listed including: - A
network of family friendly trails that link Wellington suburbs. For example, a trail could be put
between Wakefield Park and Central Park via the Town Belt, and another up Ngaio Gorge to
Zealania via Trelisick Park then under the railway through Otari. These easy tracks will provide
commuting and recreation options, activate the Town Belt, and provide great opportunities for
family riding and tourism. We believe that the main block to these happening is lack of Council
support (despite them entirely consistent with the vision in the Draft Plan). - The new tracks in the
Polhill and surrounding area that have been proposed by Brooklyn Trail Builders as we believe
these will deliver more benefit (consistent with the vision) to more people sooner, at a fraction of the
cost due to volunteer labour. We note that the Council is the block to this work happening, as the
Brooklyn Trail Builders are keen to progress with this initiative. - Opening the trails on Te
Ahumairangi. Earlier this year the Council officers clamped down and closed the various mountain
biking trails on Te Ahumairangi (that had been built illegally). While we agree with the Council's
actions (and do not condone illegal trail building) we observe that this network of trails was
exceptional (World class) and offered an advanced technical riding experience not available
elsewhere. We think that opening these trails is consistent with the vision contained in the Draft
Open Space Plan. This also provides access to trails close to where people live. This would come
at little/no cost to the Council (as the trails are already there, with lots of volunteers happy to help
with the development of them.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
These are unformed legal roads. It seems entirely consistent to consider these as part of the open
space network. We assume that these may be used for roading in the future, which needs to be
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considered in terms of putting things like trails on them. Where paper roads are on private land,
care should be taken regarding use and access to these roads.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The Council needs to adopt a universal signage system for the Wellington Trail Network. We note
that the signage system at Makara Peak is award wining. This should be used as a template. Our
read (from engaging with the Council officers) is that the blockage to doing this is within the
Council. There appears to be a view that the current signage is sufficient (which it isn't). The
Wellington Trails Trust would be happy to partner with the Council on doing signage throughout the
Wellington trail network. This includes getting funding for this. Electronic way-finding is already
sorted. 'Trailforks' is a free app that has every trail in Wellington on it (this is a global app). The app
works well, and also contains other features like bike shops, and bike washing facilities (which are
lacking in Wellington).

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
We think that encouraging people to use bells will be unsuccessful and ineffective. The correct
response to issues like user conflict is to develop the trail network further. Trails like Transient
(which was built for mountain bikers) have proved massively popular with riders, runners and
walkers. This is great - as we want all user groups to use this. In turn though it highlights the need
to develop additional trails in Polhill, like the proposed downhill trail (which is a far more effective
response to this issue than encouraging people to use bells!). The work done by the Wellington
City Council and the Wellington Mountain Bike Club recently making various track intersections
safer on Mt Victoria are the types of initiatives that make shared pathways better for all user
groups. It is noted that poor signage means that trail users are often unaware of the nature of trail
that they are on.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Wellington has very few entry level trails. These are the types of tracks that could be used and
accessed by people with reduced mobility. If there were tracks for people with reduced mobility,
then, by definition, the tracks will be usable by the broadest user group possible. These tracks
would also be suitable for children learning to ride bikes and tourists off cruise ships. These trails
could also link different areas of the City and be used by commuters. Developing these types of
trails is need to achieve the vision contained in the Draft Plan. We note that none of the trail
initiatives (with the exception of the Great Harbour Way) achieve these types of outcomes.
Wellington needs to develop a comprehensive trail network that has trails for all types of users
(regardless of age, fitness, mobility), that also can be used as an off-road commuter network.
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Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes they should be allowed in the open spaces network. They will be naturally limited to areas that
have suitable trails.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There are a range of steps that the Council could do which would be extremely effective in moving
towards achieving the vision contained in the draft plan. These steps include: 1). Developing a
comprehensive trail plan/strategy for Wellington city which has a wider range of trails for all user
groups. This should also include trails that can be used as off-road commuting trails linking
suburbs. Craig Starnes (of Brooklyn Trail Builders) has developed a draft plan of this nature
previously, but there seems to be no willingness from the Council to really look at doing this. The
Wellington Trails Trust wants to partner with the Council to develop this trail plan and strategy. 2).
Open up all Te Ahumairangi trails to mountain biking. This area offers world-class technical
mountain biking opportunities. The vision contained within the Draft Plan is unachievable without
the Council taking this leadership position. This areas offers technical advice riding trails that aren't
available anywhere in Wellington currently. The trails are already formed in this area, with limited
work needing to be done to open this up (around things like trail intersections). Accordingly this
would provide a significant step towards achieving the vision contained in the Draft Plan at little or
no cost to the Council. 3). Adopt and implement a universal signage system on Wellington's trail
network. We recommend Makara's award winning signage system. The Wellington Trails Trust
would happily work on this initiative with the Council. 4). Provide the trail builders with greater
access to Council land for trail building. As noted the Brooklyn Trail Builders have a number of
planed trails that appear to be being blocked by the Council (including a down hill trail that would
alleviate the pressure of the hugely popular Transient trail). These trails would provide significant
benefits to all users including walkers, runners, and cyclists. The Council should support these trail
initiatives. 5) Obviously these initiatives require funding, and the Council needs to budget for this.
The Wellington Trails Trust have told the Council we want to partner with you to get private sector
funding for these initiatives (to complement Council spending). To date the Council officers have
stalled this, saying that: 'there is little to be gained in raising funds at this point when from a regional
asset perspective, there needs to be greater clarity about where funds need to be most effectively
invested'. 6) We recommend that the Council accelerates developing a strategy that meets the
vision in the Draft Plan so we can start working on getting private sector funding for initiatives (to
complement the Council's investment). Finally, we note that there is good support for Wellington
trails network. We believe that this reflects that people see the trails being the way in which our
people and community connect with the environment and open spaces around Wellington City.
Support comes in the form of the work by the Wellington City Council, and also the countless
volunteer groups like Makara Peak Supporters, Brooklyn Trail Builders, Wellington Mountain Bike
Club, and Miramar Track Project. In addition, there is strong business support and investment in
developing this network, with recent examples including substantial funding being provided by
Transpower (for developing trails in Polhill), Wellington Airport (for developing a new iconic trail in
Makara Peak), and a wide range of other business who have made staff available to develop and
maintain tracks in the Wellington city. We would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and
thank all of these members of our community for developing the trail network we enjoy today. By
further refining the Draft Plan we have a significant opportunity to develop a world-class multi-user
trail network that achieves the aspirational visions contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: John
Last Name: Baddiley
On behalf of: Wellington Mountain Bike Club
Street: 70 Sefton Street
Suburb: Wadestown
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: +6421662664
Mobile: +6421662664
eMail: jono@fnord.org.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I want to start by acknowledging and supporting the vision for the draft Open Spaces Access Plan.
In my experience, Wellington is unique globally for having such an extensive network of connected
tracks close to a major city, and more importantly recognising the value of shared access for
walkers, runners and cyclists. The track network around the city is a massive benefit to the region,
supporting active recreation and enjoyment of the outdoors to residents and visitors, as well as
being a drawcard for people looking to immigrate from overseas. I have had discussions with 6
individuals looking to migrate to New Zealand, and settle in Wellington, with the trail network being
a significant factor in choosing Wellington over other potential NZ cities. The proposed extension to
the track network will help connect the existing network (centred predominantly around the urban
and central suburban area) into the open spaces in wider Wellington. It will provide opportunities for
residents and visitors to explore the fringes of the region, and deliver excellent day-long
adventures.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
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Comments
e-bikes are a difficult proposition, as the enforcement of power restrictions will be very difficult to
perform. In addition, many e-bikes look like traditional mountain bikes, and there is a risk that e-bike
users with what is essentially a motorbike could be mistaken for mountain bikes

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I believe that it is inevitable that e-bikes will become more prevalent, and outright banning them
from the entire track network will ultimately be a futile exercise. Providing managed access for ebikes is a pragmatic approach, so long as the machines are used responsibly.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The proposed extension to the track network will help connect the existing network (centred
predominantly around the urban and central suburban area) into the open spaces in wider
Wellington. It will provide opportunities for residents and visitors to explore the fringes of the region,
and deliver excellent day-long adventures.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
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Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Existing apps (such as trailforks) exist that provide a very good user experience for trail
management. The council should look to provide useful information within these apps as opposed
to developing a wellington-city-specific app. Consistent signage across the city, especially where it
shows connections to other parts of the network, would significantly help users of the network
(especially visitors and those new to Wellington) make the best use of the amazing resource

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I believe that an appropriate approach to the use of shared pathways is to expect other users at all
points, and to ride (or walk/run) responsibly. I'm not convinced that a bell will always be the right
answer - many track users walk, run or cycle with headphones, and are to all intents oblivious to
what is happening around them. A bell will obviously not help in these situations.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
The track network should, as much as possible, be made available to all users. Obviously this will
necessitate track design appropriate to the mobility devices required, in addition to the development
of protocols ('how to behave when you're using your mobility device on a track/how to behave when
you encounter a mobility device on a track')

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
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Track development not addressed in the Plan However, the current plan ignores opportunities to
enhance the network within the city. My comments refer to two areas in particular - Te Ahumairangi
hill and the Polhill Reserve. Polhill Reserve The establishment of a small trail network within Polhill
Reserve (starting in 2009) has created a link between the central city and south coast, enabling
thousands of people to cycle, walk and run to and from work, in the lunchtime, and throughout the
weekend. Unfortunately, the lack of a downhill-specific trail has created a small degree of user
conflict. Transient and Clinical provide enjoyable, well built connections into Brooklyn and
Highbury, but Transient is also the primary route from the upper regions of the reserve back into
the city. A downhill-specific route has been proposed, and a route planned, but thus far the council
has not given approval for the trail to be built. A downhill-specific track would significantly reduce
potential user conflict on Transient, and complete the initial vision for the trail network between
Brooklyn and Aro Valley. Furthermore, there are excellent opportunities to build singletrack from the
top of Hawkins Hill out to Red Rocks. The existing Red Rocks route is predominantly on 4WD
track, with the exception of a short singletrack that has been built as the track nears the coast. The
singletrack is a significantly more enjoyable route to the original steep, loose 4WD track, and the
development of a completely singletrack route from the top of Hawkins hill to the coast would
significantly enhance the experience for cyclists and walkers. Te Ahumairangi The second area
that I wish to comment on is Te Ahumairangi. While mountain biker access to the hill has been
restricted, cycling and informal trail building has been a reality of the area for over 20 years. In
recent years, 4 tracks have been opened to cyclists, predominantly as commuter routes between
the city and western suburbs. Unauthorised mountain biker use of the walking tracks on the city
(eastern) side of the hill has been relatively conflict-free for the past 20 years, in large part due to
the generally low use of the tracks themselves. Over this time, a number of unauthorised tracks
have been developed catering to the advanced/expert mountain biker end of the spectrum. While
the tracks have been built without authorisation, they do address a demand for technical, difficult
tracks that are not found anywhere else in the network. The proposed draft plan does not address
this demand for technical (grade 5 and grade 6) mountain bike tracks, and I suggest that Te
Ahumairangi is an ideal place for this demand to be met because: The city (eastern) side of the hill
is steep, and the terrain is often unsuitable for easy grade walking tracks The city side of the hill is,
as acknowledged by the council, poorly used by the community. This means that the chance of
user conflict is significantly reduced compared to other parts of the track network, and the town belt
in general Te Ahumairangi in general, and the eastern side of the hill in particular, have been noted
by the council as being of low ecological value, with elderly pine covering much of the hill The track
types that the community are looking for are expert-level, technical, minimally built tracks that
challenge and reward riders. These track types have not been found in track development
elsewhere in the network (with a very small number of exceptions, such as deliverance on Wrights
Hill, the new track being built in Makara Peak, and the now-closed Long Gully station track
network). I propose that the open spaces plan allow for engagement with the mountain bike
community to identify existing technical tracks (or zones on the hill where track development is
suitable) to meet the local community demand for technical trails. I also propose that some of the
existing, underused walking tracks on the eastern side of Te Ahumairangi should be opened to
uphill cycling access to further build upon the commuting routes already permitted on the hill. The
existing commuter routes (including the northern walkway, the east-west connector and huntingdon
tracks) provide a useful link between the city and Northland, Wadestown and Wilton. However,
from the city the gradient of the only available uphill (the northern walkway) is too steep. Existing
walking tracks would provide a more suitable uphill gradient towards the summit. For example, the
zig-zag track that starts at the top of St Mary Street and continues up towards Stellin Memorial
Park, along with the community-built connector track that links from this to the upper-end of the
northern walkway provides an ideal all-weather uphill route to Northland, Wilton and Wadestown.
The local mountain biker volunteer community has indicated willingness to design, build and
maintain tracks on the hill to which they have access, as well as assist with maintenance of
adjacent tracks on the hill. Evidence of this can be found in the assistance that the mountain bike
community has given to the Grow Ahumairangi Forest group with mulching, clearing and planting
activities over the past 12 months. Were authorised access to Te Ahumairangi for mountain biking
be provided, the local mountain biker community would be happy to maintain tracks all over the hill
(both those with mountain biker access, and those not suitable or approved for mountain biking).
This approach could reduce the requirements for council-funded maintenance work on many or all
of the tracks on the hill. Co-operation and co-existence At p 6, the Draft Plan identifies
'unlawful/informal track building' as a threat to Wellington's [trail] network. There are lessons to be
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learned from other areas of WCC land such as Mt Victoria, Karori Park and the Mystical Portal
track. Some tracks in these areas have transitioned from informal to sanctioned. This has had clear
benefits: the regularising and re-alignment of tracks to minimise user conflict and increase safety.
development of community control/peer compliance - when you have a group that takes control of a
particular area, there will be much less illegal trail building. empowering of volunteers to look after
'their tracks'. I believe that these lessons can be successfully applied to the technical tracks on Te
Ahumairangi, improving the recreational value and enjoyment of the asset for all.
Attached Documents
File
Open Spaces access plan - John B submission
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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I want to start by acknowledging and supporting the vision for the draft Open Spaces Access Plan. In
my experience, Wellington is unique globally for having such an extensive network of connected
tracks close to a major city, and more importantly recognising the value of shared access for walkers,
runners and cyclists.
The track network around the city is a massive benefit to the region, supporting active recreation
and enjoyment of the outdoors to residents and visitors, as well as being a drawcard for people
looking to immigrate from overseas. I have had discussions with 6 individuals looking to migrate to
New Zealand, and settle in Wellington, with the trail network being a significant factor in choosing
Wellington over other potential NZ cities.
The proposed extension to the track network will help connect the existing network (centred
predominantly around the urban and central suburban area) into the open spaces in wider
Wellington. It will provide opportunities for residents and visitors to explore the fringes of the
region, and deliver excellent day‐long adventures.
Track development not addressed in the Plan
However, the current plan ignores opportunities to enhance the network within the city. My
comments refer to two areas in particular – Te Ahumairangi hill and the Polhill Reserve.
Polhill Reserve
The establishment of a small trail network within Polhill Reserve (starting in 2009) has created a link
between the central city and south coast, enabling thousands of people to cycle, walk and run to and
from work, in the lunchtime, and throughout the weekend. Unfortunately, the lack of a downhill‐
specific trail has created a small degree of user conflict. Transient and Clinical provide enjoyable,
well built connections into Brooklyn and Highbury, but Transient is also the primary route from the
upper regions of the reserve back into the city. A downhill‐specific route has been proposed, and a
route planned, but thus far the council has not given approval for the trail to be built. A downhill‐
specific track would significantly reduce potential user conflict on Transient, and complete the initial
vision for the trail network between Brooklyn and Aro Valley.
Furthermore, there are excellent opportunities to build singletrack from the top of Hawkins Hill out
to Red Rocks. The existing Red Rocks route is predominantly on 4WD track, with the exception of a
short singletrack that has been built as the track nears the coast. The singletrack is a significantly
more enjoyable route to the original steep, loose 4WD track, and the development of a completely
singletrack route from the top of Hawkins hill to the coast would significantly enhance the
experience for cyclists and walkers.
Te Ahumairangi
The second area that I wish to comment on is Te Ahumairangi. While mountain biker access to the
hill has been restricted, cycling and informal trail building has been a reality of the area for over 20
years. In recent years, 4 tracks have been opened to cyclists, predominantly as commuter routes
between the city and western suburbs. Unauthorised mountain biker use of the walking tracks on
the city (eastern) side of the hill has been relatively conflict‐free for the past 20 years, in large part
due to the generally low use of the tracks themselves. Over this time, a number of unauthorised
tracks have been developed catering to the advanced/expert mountain biker end of the spectrum.
While the tracks have been built without authorisation, they do address a demand for technical,
difficult tracks that are not found anywhere else in the network.
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The proposed draft plan does not address this demand for technical (grade 5 and grade 6) mountain
bike tracks, and I suggest that Te Ahumairangi is an ideal place for this demand to be met because:





The city (eastern) side of the hill is steep, and the terrain is often unsuitable for easy grade
walking tracks
The city side of the hill is, as acknowledged by the council, poorly used by the community.
This means that the chance of user conflict is significantly reduced compared to other parts
of the track network, and the town belt in general
Te Ahumairangi in general, and the eastern side of the hill in particular, have been noted by
the council as being of low ecological value, with elderly pine covering much of the hill

The track types that the community are looking for are expert‐level, technical, minimally built tracks
that challenge and reward riders. These track types have not been found in track development
elsewhere in the network (with a very small number of exceptions, such as deliverance on Wrights
Hill, the new track being built in Makara Peak, and the now‐closed Long Gully station track network).
I propose that the open spaces plan allow for engagement with the mountain bike community to
identify existing technical tracks (or zones on the hill where track development is suitable) to meet
the local community demand for technical trails.
I also propose that some of the existing, underused walking tracks on the eastern side of Te
Ahumairangi should be opened to uphill cycling access to further build upon the commuting routes
already permitted on the hill. The existing commuter routes (including the northern walkway, the
east‐west connector and huntingdon tracks) provide a useful link between the city and Northland,
Wadestown and Wilton. However, from the city the gradient of the only available uphill (the
northern walkway) is too steep. Existing walking tracks would provide a more suitable uphill gradient
towards the summit. For example, the zig‐zag track that starts at the top of St Mary Street and
continues up towards Stellin Memorial Park, along with the community‐built connector track that
links from this to the upper‐end of the northern walkway provides an ideal all‐weather uphill route
to Northland, Wilton and Wadestown.
The local mountain biker volunteer community has indicated willingness to design, build and
maintain tracks on the hill to which they have access, as well as assist with maintenance of adjacent
tracks on the hill. Evidence of this can be found in the assistance that the mountain bike community
has given to the Grow Ahumairangi Forest group with mulching, clearing and planting activities over
the past 12 months. Were authorised access to Te Ahumairangi for mountain biking be provided, the
local mountain biker community would be happy to maintain tracks all over the hill (both those with
mountain biker access, and those not suitable or approved for mountain biking). This approach could
reduce the requirements for council‐funded maintenance work on many or all of the tracks on the
hill.
Co‐operation and co‐existence
At p 6, the Draft Plan identifies ‘unlawful/informal track building’ as a threat to Wellington’s [trail]
network.
There are lessons to be learned from other areas of WCC land such as Mt Victoria, Karori Park and
the Mystical Portal track. Some tracks in these areas have transitioned from informal to sanctioned.
This has had clear benefits:


the regularising and re‐alignment of tracks to minimise user conflict and increase safety.
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development of community control/peer compliance ‐ when you have a group that takes
control of a particular area, there will be much less illegal trail building.
empowering of volunteers to look after ‘their tracks’.

I believe that these lessons can be successfully applied to the technical tracks on Te Ahumairangi,
improving the recreational value and enjoyment of the asset for all.
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Fiona Lewis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John B Innes <jbi@clear.net.nz>
Thursday, 14 July 2016 7:26 p.m.
BUS: Access Plan
Re: Draft Open Space Access Plan. Forest Area Immediately Behind Karori Park

Hi Fiona,
Thank you for reply. Sorry for confusion, I meant Mountain Bike.
Ta
John I
0210628808
From: BUS: Access Plan
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2016 2:03 PM
To: 'John B Innes'
Subject: RE: Draft Open Space Access Plan. Forest Area Immediately Behind Karori Park

Afternoon John,
Thank you for your email. I will include it in the public feedback which will go to officers and
councillors.
I just need to clarify, when you refer to a trail bike, do you mean a mountain bike or a motorised
bike?
Many thanks
Fiona
Fiona Lewis
Governance Advisor | Wellington City Council
P 04 803 8193 | M 021 227 8193
E Fiona.Lewis@wcc.govt.nz | W Wellington.govt.nz |
The information contained in this email is privileged and confidential and intended for the addressee only.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are asked to respect that confidentiality and not disclose, copy or make use of its contents.
If received in error you are asked to destroy this email and contact the sender immediately. Your assistance is appreciated.

From: John B Innes [mailto:jbi@clear.net.nz]
Sent: Monday, 11 July 2016 7:50 p.m.
To: BUS: Access Plan
Subject: Draft Open Space Access Plan. Forest Area Immediately Behind Karori Park

To Whom It May Concern,
I write to express both my concern and opposition to the creation of Trail bike tracks in the forested area
immediately behind Karori Park. I have been in the habit of using the walking tracks in this area for the
1
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past 35 years both as a personal walk area and also to walk my dog. From my observations over the last
few months it is apparent that the Trail bike fraternity have once again been given carte blanch to
encroach on this lovely bush walk.
I cannot see any valid reason for the trail bike fraternity to have access to a area so close to Karori Park,
whereas they already have access to many many trail bike tracks in the surrounding environs, I.E Makara
Peak, Wrights Hill etc just to name two.
Incursion of trail bikers into the forested area has already had a major impact on walkers both with and
without dogs, To be completely honest this policy of allowing trail bikes into what is a small area serves no
recreational purpose and only increases the probability of a serious accident in the not too distant future.
Already the track area’s have been compromised by the construction of trail bike jumps and other
obsticles with much signage now evident, i.e. trail bikes only, dogs on leash only, shared track and such like
signage. All in all this once calm quiet area has now been turned into something uninviting and
subsequently is now somewhat unsafe for walkers, especially those of us of retirement age. We are very
keen to continue to use this forest area accordingly I feel it would be far better to create completely
separate trail bike tracks from tracks used by walkers only. I am aware that there already such area’s in
our city however the forested area behind Karori Park should have remained as a walkers area only.
I would appreciate much more consideration be given to the creation of walker only tracks in the Karori
Park environs.
Kind Regards
John B Innes
36A Woodhouse Avenue
Karori
049343339
0210628808

Virus-free. www.avast.com

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Submitter Details
First Name: Craig
Last Name: Jones
Street: 267 Queens Drive
Suburb: Lyall Bay
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6022
Mobile: 0274784148
eMail: craigj@auldhouse.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the open spaces of Wellington
ensure that tracks provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels within each
area. achieve a quality primary network accessing major destination points in Wellington and
adjoining districts, and linking with an equitable distribution of secondary and local track networks
and recreational facilities.'

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
- Developing trails that link different parts of the city. These trails can form a quality primary network
accessing major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an
equitable distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities. - Addressing
issues like signage (again these types of gaps and issues were covered in the Wellington Trails
Business Plan).
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
As stated earlier, this technology is developing quickly, and it will soon probably be difficult to tell ebikes from conventional bikes. Also, this technology will result in a wider range of people being able
to access Wellington's trail network, including old, young, and unfit people (the existing network is
largely challenging, requiring a medium to high level of fitness).

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Note the comments regarding the need to develop further trails in response to e-bike use. E-bikes
will increase the number of users of our trails, as well as the range of types of users (as having a
medium to higher level of fitness will no longer be needed to access trails). Therefore the Council
needs to respond to this by making more areas available for building trails on, and open up areas
that are closed to bikes, that are near the city.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The Great Harbour Way appears to be a no-brainer for the city, noting that we don't really see this
as a off-road trail. We see each of the other initiatives as being good to have. especially if they get
funding (we are guessing that the Makara to Owhiro Bay track looks like it would be a multi-million
dollar build). However, we strongly think that there are better priorities that are more aligned with
the vision in the Draft Annual Plan than those listed including: - A network of family friendly trails
that link Wellington suburbs. For example, a trail could be put between Wakefield Park and Central
Park via the Town Belt, and another up Ngaio Gorge to Zealania via Trelisick Park then under the
railway through Otari. These easy tracks will provide commuting and recreation options, activate
the Town Belt, and provide great opportunities for family riding and tourism. We believe that the
main block to these happening is lack of Council support (despite them entirely consistent with the
vision in the Draft Plan). - The new tracks in the Polhill and surrounding area that have been
proposed by Brooklyn Trail Builders as we believe these will deliver more benefit (consistent with
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the vision) to more people sooner, at a fraction of the cost due to volunteer labour. We note that the
Council is the block to this work happening, as the Brooklyn Trail Builders are keen to progress
with this initiative. - Opening the trails on Te Ahumairangi. Earlier this year the Council officers
clamped down and closed the various mountain biking trails on Te Ahumairangi (that had been built
illegally). While we agree with the Council's actions (and do not condone illegal trail building) we
observe that this network of trails was exceptional (World class) and offered an advanced technical
riding experience not available elsewhere. We think that opening these trails is consistent with the
vision contained in the Draft Open Space Plan. This also provides access to trails close to where
people live. This would come at little/no cost to the Council (as the trails are already there, with lots
of volunteers happy to help with the development of them.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The Council needs to adopt a universal signage system for the Wellington Trail Network. We note
that the signage system at Makara Peak is award wining. This should be used as a template.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
use bells will be unsuccessful and ineffective.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
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Comments
Yes they should be allowed in the open spaces network. They will be naturally limited to areas that
have suitable trails.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
1). Developing a comprehensive trail plan/strategy for Wellington city which has a wider range of
trails for all user groups. This should also include trails that can be used as off-road commuting
trails linking suburbs. Craig Starnes (of Brooklyn Trail Builders) has developed a draft plan of this
nature previously, but there seems to be no willingness from the Council to really look at doing this.
The Wellington Trails Trust wants to partner with the Council to develop this trail plan and strategy.
2). Open up all Te Ahumairangi trails to mountain biking. This area offers world-class technical
mountain biking opportunities. The vision contained within the Draft Plan is unachievable without
the Council taking this leadership position. This areas offers technical advice riding trails that aren't
available anywhere in Wellington currently. The trails are already formed in this area, with limited
work needing to be done to open this up (around things like trail intersections). Accordingly this
would provide a significant step towards achieving the vision contained in the Draft Plan at little or
no cost to the Council. 3). Adopt and implement a universal signage system on Wellington's trail
network. We recommend Makara's award winning signage system. The Wellington Trails Trust
would happily work on this initiative with the Council. 4). Provide the trail builders with greater
access to Council land for trail building. As noted the Brooklyn Trail Builders have a number of
planed trails that appear to be being blocked by the Council (including a down hill trail that would
alleviate the pressure of the hugely popular Transient trail). These trails would provide significant
benefits to all users including walkers, runners, and cyclists. The Council should support these trail
initiatives. 5) Obviously these initiatives require funding, and the Council needs to budget for this.
The Wellington Trails Trust have told the Council we want to partner with you to get private sector
funding for these initiatives (to complement Council spending). To date the Council officers have
stalled this, saying that: 'there is little to be gained in raising funds at this point when from a regional
asset perspective, there needs to be greater clarity about where funds need to be most effectively
invested'. 6) We recommend that the Council accelerates developing a strategy that meets the
vision in the Draft Plan so we can start working on getting private sector funding for initiatives (to
complement the Council's investment). Finally, we note that there is good support for Wellington
trails network. We believe that this reflects that people see the trails being the way in which our
people and community connect with the environment and open spaces around Wellington City.
Support comes in the form of the work by the Wellington City Council, and also the countless
volunteer groups like Makara Peak Supporters, Brooklyn Trail Builders, Wellington Mountain Bike
Club, and Miramar Track Project. In addition, there is strong business support and investment in
developing this network, with recent examples including substantial funding being provided by
Transpower (for developing trails in Polhill), Wellington Airport (for developing a new iconic trail in
Makara Peak), and a wide range of other business who have made staff available to develop and
maintain tracks in the Wellington city. We would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and
thank all of these members of our community for developing the trail network we enjoy today. By
further refining the Draft Plan we have a significant opportunity to develop a world-class multi-user
trail network that achieves the aspirational visions contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Karl
Last Name: Strode-Penny
Street: 36 Rewa Road
Suburb: Hataitai
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 0210755374
eMail: paulaandkarl@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Having lived in Europe for 4 years I have come back to find Wellington's network even more
developed. This city really is a world-class mountain biking mecca - in particular the quality and
extend of network easily accessible 'from the back door'. No need to drive before you ride. So the
vision is great, and the proposed trails are great. But could we expand this even more?!: Opening
up Te Ahimairangi (as the trails exist already) as this offers technical riding not available elsewhere
in Wellington (and is really good). This area appears under-utilised from a recreation perspective,
especially as it is close to the city. Letting the Brooklyn Trail Builders complete more tracks in
Polhill, like the proposed down-hill only trail. The Council appear to be the road block to this
happening. There has to be more opportunity to developing trails on the southern green belt,
including the coastal track to Makara beach proposed in vision. Getting better signage around
trails. Using Makara Peak's award winning signage system seems like an easy win (if you think
there needs to be a 'trail App - just download 'Trailforks' for free to solve this issue). Creating trails
that link up different parts of the city is an easy win and aligns with the vision in the Draft Plan.
These could double as commuter trails, and also places for family friendly riding. For example, an
off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city through Trellissick Park if
the Council supported this. This could also continue through Wilton Bush and link up to Karori.
Another easy win would be linking Wakefield to Central Park with an off-road trail. Thanks

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
From what I have seen in Europe, e-bikes encourage people onto a bike who would not otherwise
have done so. They go no faster than the fastest non e-bike riders, so do not represent represent
much more of a risk. Besides, the e-assistance is typically used more for going up hill rather than
on the flat or down. So speeds are unlikely to be a significant risk factor. They are a great new
technology and they should be allowed to use the trails.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
no comment

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
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Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
As above.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
They are effective, more than yelling, and distinctive to a bike.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
As above.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, and limited to certain areas appropriate for their use and for the safety of all.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: brian
Last Name: jervis
Street:
Suburb: karori
City: wellington
Country:
Daytime Phone: 0273702290
eMail: jervis@actrix.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
totally against all bikes on tracks.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
don't agree with any bikes on tracks powered or pedal

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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I do not agree with any bikes on the open space network because they are a menace

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I don't agree with any e bike access

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
use the mountain bike areas

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
I believe paper roads should not be available for public use as they are usually thru private property

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
no don't promote it
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
because they are annoying

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
no too far

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
no as they are too big and awkward

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jonathan
Last Name: Kennett
Organisation: Kennett Brothers
Street: 3rd Floor. 4 Bond St
Suburb:
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6011
Daytime Phone: (04) 499 6376
eMail: jonathan@kennett.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
We feel that the Draft Open Spaces Access Plan is both comprehensive and ambitious. The full
range of goals will result in a network of inclusive trails that integrate well into Wellingtons existing
infrastructure and suburbs.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
We feel that WCC's definition of an e-bike is sufficient, and in-line with NZTA definitions, however,
it will be difficult to tell the difference between a 300watt motor and a 600watt motor. Historically,
the narrow tracks used for recreation in Wellington, and most of New Zealand, have allowed human
powered transport only, and we support a continuation of that policy.
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes to the parts of the Open Space network that are primarily used for commuting, but no to the
part of the track network that are primarily used for recreation. To elaborate, we feel that it would
be good to open the Hataitai to City walkway to e-bikes, which is wide and able to accommodate
two way traffic safely. However, not to sections of track which are narrow and may already be
nearing their limit for safe use of walkers and mountain bikers - for example the narrow parts of the
Skyline Walkway.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The Great Harbour Way should be a high priority project rather than a medium priority because it
will benefit the highest number of users, and it will also resolve existing safety issues. The Karori
Stream Access should be a medium priority due to its connectivity to the large user group currently
going to Makara Peak Mountain Bike Park, and this track would enable a popular loop through to
Owhiro Bay. We feel the East-West Connection is a low priority as it lacks a strong destination
within walking distance.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
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Comments
Yes, council should recognise paper roads as opportunities for future recreational and commuting
access.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
We feel that the WCC has an important role to play in further developing wayfinding and
interpretive signage. WCC should not pour funds into competing with existing and developing
technology, such as google maps, back country navigator, etc. It would be better to work with
google maps to ensure they have all of the WCC tracks on their system.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Unfortunately we do not have a culture of bell use in Wellington. It seems fine as long as people
call out in a friendly way when approaching people. However, a concerted bell campaign may be
able to change the culture. We should note, that when trail users are wearing earphones, they may
not hear either a bell or someone calling out.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
To cater for a broader range of users and especially an aging demographic, we feel that it is
important to provide easier access tracks to our major walkways, such as the Skyline Track, which
has much unrealised potential. It would be ideal if there were Grade 3 (Intermediate) tracks leading
from all adjoining suburbs up into the Outer Green Belt. For example, from Ngaio the main access
track (Bells Track) is steep and has many large steps. It would be beneficial to build a Grade 3
track up onto the Skyline that would improve access for a cyclists, mountain buggies and older
walkers.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Generally no. Motorised transport in recreation settings is not appropriate, however, they should be
allowed in some areas, such as the wide and sealed paths of the Botanical Gardens and the
Waterfront, etc.
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Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There are three tracks that we believe WCC should consider opening to bicycles. 1. Grant's Track
from where the 'horse paddock' track meets the Skyline Walkway, south to the track that drops
down to Karori Cemetery. This track is sheltered from the predominant North Westerly, is a
sustainable gradient for bike use, and does not get much walking use. We feel there is not a strong
case for banning bikes from this track. 2. We believe WCC should investigate the potential for a
safe, and flat commuting route from Karori to Crofton Downs via Otari Wilton's Bush. 3. We note
under 7.12 Sector 12 - Botanic Gardens that WCC intends encouraging pedestrian commuter
routes. We strongly recommend that council also investigates potential cycle commuter routes.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Mark
Last Name: Albiston
Organisation: StickyPictures ltd and the Albiston Family
Street: 1 Karepa Street
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: +6421425243
Mobile: +6421425243
eMail: malbiston@thesweetshop.tv
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I dont think the Plan is sufficient, Myself and My family use the current trail system most weeks and
we feel that the current plan doesn't meet the demand/needs for an already signifigant and growing
user group. There are no plans for family friendly trails in and around the city, or opening up
technical riding areas like Te Ahumairangi (Tinakori Hill) for more challenging technical ridings (so
while the Council should develop the trails they are proposing I think they also should do the steps
outlined below). · Opening up Te Ahimairangi (as the trails exist already) as this offers technical
riding not available elsewhere in Wellington (and is really good). This area appears under-utilised
from a recreation perspective, especially as it is close to the city. · Letting the Brooklyn Trail
Builders complete more tracks in Polhill, like the proposed down-hill only trail. · Getting better
signage around trails. Using Makara Peak's award winning signage system · Creating trails that link
up different parts of the cities local trails . These could double as commuter trails, and also places
for family friendly riding. For example, an off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton
Downs to the city through Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. This could also continue
through Wilton Bush and link up to Karori. Another idea would be linking Wakefield to Central Park
with an off-road trail.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I don't think these initiatives have been balanced with the need of the users. The local riders who
will use these trails more than any one are not considered in the balance here. Also the local ttrails
that I suggest should be supported more would offer just as much outside and tourism interest as
any of the initiatives above. I think the council plans should including trails that are closer to where
people live, and offer entry level or technical riding experiences that are currently missing on these
tracks. A plan to further developing Polhill, or opening up Tinakori Hill? These initiatives were in the
last Open Spaces Plan in 2004. Improving what we have and linking local trail networks would add
a massive amount of value to our local trail network Creating trails that link up different parts of the
cities local trails . These could double as commuter trails, and also places for family friendly riding.
For example, an off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city through
Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. This could also continue through Wilton Bush and link
up to Karori. Another idea would be linking Wakefield to Central Park with an off-road trail.
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Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Getting better signage around trails is a great idea and would open our extensive local trails up to
tourists and out of towners. Using Makara Peak's award winning signage system

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
But more trails built and developed in areas of high usage - such as Pole Hill Reserve having and
up and down system would make a big difference to public enjoyment and safety. Putting bells on
bikes is good - but a sticking plaster for the real issue

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Creating trails that link up different parts of the cities local trails . These could double as commuter
trails, and also places for family friendly riding. For example, an off-road cycle trail should link
Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city through Trellissick Park if the Council supported this.
This could also continue through Wilton Bush and link up to Karori. Another idea would be linking
Wakefield to Central Park with an off-road trail. I think the council plans should also include
developing high usage trails that are closer to where people live, and offer entry level or technical
riding experiences that are currently missing on these tracks. A plan to further develop Polhill and
opening up Tinakori Hill should be included here . These are riding networks that are - in the case
of pole hill (bending under the weight of current use) and in the case of Tinakori 'out of bounds' for
more advanced riding ? These initiatives were in the last Open Spaces Plan in 2004, but are
needing to be realised as they cater for a large and established and growing user group who ride
'close to home'.
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Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
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Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes I think they should but these should be limited to spaces that can cater for the size of them
without putting other users at risk of injury etc..ie: trails for MTBikers etc

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
there is already inheirent value in the riding trails and networks that we have, lets link and strenthen
these networks and it will not only build tourisim and out of town user groups but further strengthen
the experiences and numbers of local user groups for riding in Wellington.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jordan
Last Name: Roy
Organisation: Burkes Cycles
Street: 115a Hornsey Road
Suburb: Melrose
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: +64274481312
eMail: jordan@burkescycles.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
The criteria provided are ideal for defining eMTBs and pedal-assist eBikes. These criteria are in
line with international best practices and the equipment that the bike industry is now brininging to
market.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
I do. eMTBS and pedal-assist eBikes are wonderful tools that allow bike riding to be a more
inclusive activity.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
eMTBs and pedal-assist eBikes should have access to ANY infrastructure that their traditional
counterparts do.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
They should be allowed and they shouldn't be limited to certain areas.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Andrew
Last Name: Spencer
Street: 5 Simla Crescent
Suburb: Khandallah
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6035
Daytime Phone: 04 479 9319
eMail: rspencer@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes I think the vision is great, yet the Plan's proposed initiatives don't necessarily align with this.
This reflects that there are no plans for family friendly trails in and around the city, or opening up
technical riding areas like Te Ahumairangi (Tinakori Hill) for more challenging technical ridings (so
while the Council should develop the trails they are proposing I think they also should do the steps
outlined below). There are a number of strategies/initiatives that I think would create quick wins in
terms of achieving the vision in the Draft plan. These include: Opening up Te Ahimairangi (as the
trails exist already) as this offers technical riding not available elsewhere in Wellington (and is really
good). This area appears under-utilised from a recreation perspective, especially as it is close to
the city. Letting the Brooklyn Trail Builders complete more tracks in Polhill, like the proposed downhill only trail. The Council appear to be the road block to this happening. Getting better signage
around trails. Using Makara Peak's award winning signage system seems like an easy win (if you
think there needs to be a 'trail App - just download 'Trailforks' for free to solve this issue). Creating
trails that link up different parts of the city is an easy win and aligns with the vision in the Draft Plan.
These could double as commuter trails, and also places for family friendly riding. For example, an
off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city through Trellissick Park if
the Council supported this. This could also continue through Wilton Bush and link up to Karori.
Another easy win would be linking Wakefield to Central Park with an off-road trail.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
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Yes
No
Comments
Electric bike technology is developing quickly. It is envisaged that we will soon reach a point where
it is difficult to determine whether a bike contains this technology. We believe that the key here is
not the definition of what is an e-bike, but rather developing a comprehensive trail plan and strategy
that responds to the prospect of greater numbers of users. E-bikes will also increase the number of
potential cycle commuters. This in turn highlights the need for the Draft Open Spaces Plan
addressing issues like: - The Council needing to open up areas and make land available for further
trail development. This includes areas like areas like Huntleigh Park, Johnston Hill, Te
Ahumairangi, and Trellissick Park (noting that this would still leave 16 similar areas closed to
biking). The Council also needs to support proposed trail development like the new proposed trails
in Polhill. - Developing a greater range of trails - including family friendly trails through to expert
trails (both types of trails were identified as gaps within the Wellington Trails Business Plan. - Make
additional funding and resources available for trail development and maintenance. - Developing
trails that link different parts of the city. These trails can form a quality primary network accessing
major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an equitable
distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities. - Addressing issues
like signage (again these types of gaps and issues were covered in the Wellington Trails Business
Plan).

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
As stated earlier, this technology is developing quickly, and it will soon probably be difficult to tell ebikes from conventional bikes. Also, this technology will result in a wider range of people being able
to access Wellington's trail network, including old, young, and unfit people (the existing network is
largely challenging, requiring a medium to high level of fitness). The Council needs to consider the
growth in e-bike numbers against the vision contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan.
'Wellington City Council wants to strengthen and improve the open space access network through
a plan that will: 'provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the open spaces
of Wellington'. E-bikes will enable a wider demographic of users to enjoy Wellington's trail network.
This includes the old, young, and unfit. Tourists off ships will be able to get to the top of
Wellington's hills. Wellington needs to develop trails that cater for these additional user groups that
also leverage our unique city scape, and linkage between the city and the trails. 'ensure that tracks
provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels within each area.' As above.
E-bikes will increase the range and number of users. 'Achieve a quality primary network accessing
major destination points in Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an equitable
distribution of secondary and local track networks and recreational facilities.' E-bikes will increase
the number of cycle commuters. Wellington can develop off-road trails that link different parts of the
city. For example, an off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city
through Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. Another easy win would be linking Wakefield
to Central Park with an off-road trail.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
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No
Comments
Note the comments regarding the need to develop further trails in response to e-bike use. E-bikes
will increase the number of users of our trails, as well as the range of types of users (as having a
medium to higher level of fitness will no longer be needed to access trails). Therefore the Council
needs to respond to this by making more areas available for building trails on, and open up areas
that are closed to bikes, that are near the city.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
We note that the 6 tracks above were all listed in the 2004 Open Spaces Access Plan and only
Skyline has progressed. The Great Harbour Way appears to be a no-brainer for the city, noting that
we don't really see this as a off-road trail. We see each of the other initiatives as being good to
have. especially if they get funding (we are guessing that the Makara to Owhiro Bay track looks like
it would be a multi-million dollar build). However, we strongly think that there are better priorities
that are more aligned with the vision in the Draft Annual Plan than those listed including: - A
network of family friendly trails that link Wellington suburbs. For example, a trail could be put
between Wakefield Park and Central Park via the Town Belt, and another up Ngaio Gorge to
Zealania via Trelisick Park then under the railway through Otari. These easy tracks will provide
commuting and recreation options, activate the Town Belt, and provide great opportunities for
family riding and tourism. We believe that the main block to these happening is lack of Council
support (despite them entirely consistent with the vision in the Draft Plan). - The new tracks in the
Polhill and surrounding area that have been proposed by Brooklyn Trail Builders as we believe
these will deliver more benefit (consistent with the vision) to more people sooner, at a fraction of the
cost due to volunteer labour. We note that the Council is the block to this work happening, as the
Brooklyn Trail Builders are keen to progress with this initiative. - Opening the trails on Te
Ahumairangi. Earlier this year the Council officers clamped down and closed the various mountain
biking trails on Te Ahumairangi (that had been built illegally). While we agree with the Council's
actions (and do not condone illegal trail building) we observe that this network of trails was
exceptional (World class) and offered an advanced technical riding experience not available
elsewhere. We think that opening these trails is consistent with the vision contained in the Draft
Open Space Plan. This also provides access to trails close to where people live. This would come
at little/no cost to the Council (as the trails are already there, with lots of volunteers happy to help
with the development of them.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
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Yes
No
Comments
These are unformed legal roads. It seems entirely consistent to consider these as part of the open
space network. We assume that these may be used for roading in the future, which needs to be
considered in terms of putting things like trails on them.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The Council needs to adopt a universal signage system for the Wellington Trail Network. We note
that the signage system at Makara Peak is award wining. This should be used as a template. Our
read (from engaging with the Council officers) is that the blockage to doing this is within the
Council. There appears to be a view that the current signage is sufficient (which it isn't). The
Wellington Trails Trust would be happy to partner with the Council on doing signage throughout the
Wellington trail network. This includes getting funding for this. Electronic way-finding is already
sorted. 'Trailforks' is a free app that has every trail in Wellington on it (this is a global app). The app
works well, and also contains other features like bike shops, and bike washing facilities (which are
lacking in Wellington).

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
We think that encouraging people to use bells will be unsuccessful and ineffective. The correct
response to issues like user conflict is to develop the trail network further. Trails like Transient
(which was built for mountain bikers) have proved massively popular with riders, runners and
walkers. This is great - as we want all user groups to use this. In turn though it highlights the need
to develop additional trails in Polhill, like the proposed downhill trail (which is a far more effective
response to this issue than encouraging people to use bells!). The work done by the Wellington
City Council and the Wellington Mountain Bike Club recently making various track intersections
safer on Mt Victoria are the types of initiatives that make shared pathways better for all user
groups. It is noted that poor signage means that trail users are often unaware of the nature of trail
that they are on.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Wellington has very few entry level trails. These are the types of tracks that could be used and
accessed by people with reduced mobility. If there were tracks for people with reduced mobility,
then, by definition, the tracks will be usable by the broadest user group possible. These tracks
would also be suitable for children learning to ride bikes and tourists off cruise ships. These trails
could also link different areas of the City and be used by commuters. Developing these types of
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trails is need to achieve the vision contained in the Draft Plan. We note that none of the trail
initiatives (with the exception of the Great Harbour Way) achieve these types of outcomes.
Wellington needs to develop a comprehensive trail network that has trails for all types of users
(regardless of age, fitness, mobility), that also can be used as an off-road commuter network.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes they should be allowed in the open spaces network. They will be naturally limited to areas that
have suitable trails.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There are a range of steps that the Council could do which would be extremely effective in moving
towards achieving the vision contained in the draft plan. These steps include: 1). Developing a
comprehensive trail plan/strategy for Wellington city which has a wider range of trails for all user
groups. This should also include trails that can be used as off-road commuting trails linking
suburbs. Craig Starnes (of Brooklyn Trail Builders) has developed a draft plan of this nature
previously, but there seems to be no willingness from the Council to really look at doing this. The
Wellington Trails Trust wants to partner with the Council to develop this trail plan and strategy. 2).
Open up all Te Ahumairangi trails to mountain biking. This area offers world-class technical
mountain biking opportunities. The vision contained within the Draft Plan is unachievable without
the Council taking this leadership position. This areas offers technical advice riding trails that aren't
available anywhere in Wellington currently. The trails are already formed in this area, with limited
work needing to be done to open this up (around things like trail intersections). Accordingly this
would provide a significant step towards achieving the vision contained in the Draft Plan at little or
no cost to the Council. 3). Adopt and implement a universal signage system on Wellington's trail
network. We recommend Makara's award winning signage system. The Wellington Trails Trust
would happily work on this initiative with the Council. 4). Provide the trail builders with greater
access to Council land for trail building. As noted the Brooklyn Trail Builders have a number of
planed trails that appear to be being blocked by the Council (including a down hill trail that would
alleviate the pressure of the hugely popular Transient trail). These trails would provide significant
benefits to all users including walkers, runners, and cyclists. The Council should support these trail
initiatives. 5) Obviously these initiatives require funding, and the Council needs to budget for this.
The Wellington Trails Trust have told the Council we want to partner with you to get private sector
funding for these initiatives (to complement Council spending). To date the Council officers have
stalled this, saying that: 'there is little to be gained in raising funds at this point when from a regional
asset perspective, there needs to be greater clarity about where funds need to be most effectively
invested'. 6) We recommend that the Council accelerates developing a strategy that meets the
vision in the Draft Plan so we can start working on getting private sector funding for initiatives (to
complement the Council's investment). Finally, we note that there is good support for Wellington
trails network. We believe that this reflects that people see the trails being the way in which our
people and community connect with the environment and open spaces around Wellington City.
Support comes in the form of the work by the Wellington City Council, and also the countless
volunteer groups like Makara Peak Supporters, Brooklyn Trail Builders, Wellington Mountain Bike
Club, and Miramar Track Project. In addition, there is strong business support and investment in
developing this network, with recent examples including substantial funding being provided by
Transpower (for developing trails in Polhill), Wellington Airport (for developing a new iconic trail in
Makara Peak), and a wide range of other business who have made staff available to develop and
maintain tracks in the Wellington city. We would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and
thank all of these members of our community for developing the trail network we enjoy today. By
further refining the Draft Plan we have a significant opportunity to develop a world-class multi-user
trail network that achieves the aspirational visions contained within the Draft Open Spaces Plan.
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Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Darcy
Last Name: Mandeno
Street: 98 Mortimer Terrace
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: 04 463 9662
Mobile: 027 559 9883
eMail: darcy.mandeno@outlook.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Maybe further clarification, as in section five of the Draft Open Space Plan it states; 'In New
Zealand, power-assisted cycles fitted with electric auxiliary propulsion motors with a combined
maximum power output not exceeding 300 watt are not considered motor vehicles and are defined
as conventional cycles.' which doesn't quite read the same as the question above. Is this a question
of having a harmonised definition? If a cyclist can provide the following watts for example, would the
rating be? Human @ 300w + ebike @ 300w = 600w (as I read the question above) or Human @
200w + ebike @ 100w = 300w (as I read the quote from section five) Both pose different issues in
terms of the techology and I am unfamilar with how clever ebikes are with their motor speed control
etc (not your problem but the rules may have implications for manufacturers and or end users).
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Initially I had some reservations, but the plan seems to suggest a fair and pragmatic compromise
accepting that ebikes are probably inevitable and should be planned for. By allowing these forms of
transport/recreation it may encourage what may have previously marginalised people (ie disabilities
etc) the abiltiy to enjoy the regional network. There is probably deeper social benefits allowing than
preventing.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
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better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
I think there is no subsititute for physical signs. Use of software/smartphones/technology should
supplement rather than superced traditional methods of wayfinding signage, i.e the use of QR
codes on signs to enable people to link to websites with further local information on Maori and
Pakeha histories, ecological, geological, or mapping information. Maybe also suggested routes or
route planning tools.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
The issue may be better solved with cyclists learning to vocalise their presence, I believe this is
more friendly and less passive aggressive (perceived) than a bell.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Additional one way trails particuarly on shared paths, ie Polhill's Transient is very popular with
walkers, runners, cycle comuters and MTBers. Further education of the risk to any persons
listening to media (headphones) whilst running/walking or cycling. Enforcement of dogs to be kept
on leashes whilst using trails seems to be non existant, despite signage encouraging this.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes access, although I suspect this will self limiting anyway by cost/logistics/topography. Single use
spaces already exist and these probably should remain this way ( e.g. Makara Peak MTB Park).

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
One of the largest criticisms that cyclist recieve (this rant is more about road use rather than the
trails as per this submission) is they don't contribute to road use. This is incorrect and maybe
awareness should be made about this. A few considerations are, and I'm probably talking to the
converted here. -Most cyclists (over 16) are also drivers/car owners. -They provide a nett health
benefit to society and the cost benefits are passed onto to tax/rate payers. -Less cars reduces road
maintenance requirements and improve travel times. -Environmental nett benefits also providing
cost advantages. However having said that I think maybe in terms of driver perception maybe a
cycle warrent of fitness with a nominal charge could be used, using local bike shops as the
facilitator. Two benefits are; -Drivers 'see' that cyclist do infact directly contribute to road
infrastructure/maintenance. -Bicycle minimum safety standards are met. As a cyclist I would hate to
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pay but I can see the larger benefit.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Chris
Last Name: Stone
Organisation: self
On behalf of: self
Street: POBox 11035
Suburb: Te Aro
City: Wellington
Country: NZ
PostCode: 6011
Daytime Phone: 0294950360
Mobile: 0294950360
eMail: cstone@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
An excellent vision to more fully utilise and develop the regions outdoor spaces

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
The plan considers low power e-bikes, especially those activated by pedalling (rather than battery
only).

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments
I am happy to share most tracks with e-bikes, ideally those activated by pedalling. The reality is
walkers, runners, riders operate at a wide range of speeds, and the rules should to always be
considerate of others.The exception are those tracks with characteristics suited to one
type/capability of user - e.g. faster, technical downhill MTB tracks.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I am keen to open up and develop open spaces to extend the options for outdoor activities walking, running, riding.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Where the tracks are practical, and linked. There seems little point developing short out-and-back
tracks.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments
Digital signage is useful, especially the ability to download routes (GPS) onto electronic devices.
Physical signposting is also important, at track junctions and maps at entry areas seems most
practical.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Encouraged more than enforced. It is a simple courtesy as a MTB rider to let other users know you
are there.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
The intentions of the plan are clear, and set out aspirations to extend options for access, and
develop of new and maintenance of existing tracks. There are some areas not included in the plan
which could be developed better for MTB - Polhill reserve (separation of downhill MTB tracks from
uphill/walker. Also Te Ahumairnagi/Tinakori, which is close to the city but with limited MTB options.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
In principal, yes, to provide access to the widest span of the community. Practically, scooters will
need far better tracks, so the suitable track network will be more limited. Focus close to
city/suburbs. Scooters are less compatible with MTB.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I am a keen walker, runner and MTBer, and regular use and appreciate Wellington's track network.
I support efforts to develop and extend the options. Thanks WCC.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Iain
Last Name: Bramwell
Street: 33 Saddleback Grove
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0212676157
eMail: iainbramwell@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
It seems unclear to me on how you plan to police the use of e-bikes and enforce the e-bike
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restrictions as defined by your definition. I would like to see e-bike access trialed before being fully
implemented. The safety and added track maintenance issues surrounding e-bikes are not very
well understood, so until we see and can assess the impact of e-bikes I'd like to see e-bike use
allowed for a limited period with the ability to revoke their use if necessary.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I would not like to see e-bikes on two way single track or dual use tracks. I also think e-bikes should
not be used on primarily uphill singletrack. I think they are fine to be used on downhill singletracks
that have access via road or 4wd track. In the case of Makara Peak I do not wish for the proposed
tracks to be useable by e-bikes. I think that the tracks should be limited to using snakecharmer to
reach the summit and then the downhill tracks in the northern end of the park.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I also support the MTB single track from Hawkins Hill down to red rocks, proposed by Brooklyn
Trail Builders. This with the initiatives linking Makara peak to the Karori Stream coast, Karori Stram
coast to Makara Beach, and Makara Beach to Otari-Wiltons makes for some epic great rides
starting and ending in the city. Karori Stream to the South Coast should be made as a high priority.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
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better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Consitsant signage for trails across the city is needed. MTB priority trails need to be clearly marked
as do dual use and two-direction trails. This is good for better wayfinding but most importantly it is
needed for the SAFETY of all track uses.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
How about some friendly human communication rather than a bell which basically shouts 'get out of
my way'. Something to discourage the wearing of headphones on trails might also be useful.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
I think that the current plan does not correctly anticipate the future requirement for MTB trails in the
city as the sport will continue to grow over future years. Already some tracks are overused, creating
a safety hazard between walkers and bikers and putting current trails under a high maintenance
burden. More trails within the already established MTB and walking areas should be developed
catering for all difficulty demands. Within the city grade 2 dual use trails and grade 4/5 MTB trails
are under represented. The Town belt and Tinakori Hill in particular is prime for further
development.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, open spaces are for all to enjoy. Most tracks are not suitable for mobility devices as they are
either too rough, too steep or too narrow. So long as mobility devices can be used on tracks that
does not impede other people enjoyment then they should be allowed.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Draft Open Space Access Plan from Mather, James behalf of: WCC Environmental Reference Group

Introduction
Walkers, runners and cyclists enjoy over 340 kilometres of walkways and tracks in Wellington City.
To ensure these are well-managed and planned for the future we are doing a minor review of the
Open Space Access Plan 2008. This plan guides the use and management of tracks and walkways
in and between the city’s open space network.
The review proposes opportunities for electric bike (e-bike) use within the open spaces network,
and an updated implementation plan for track planning and development. We also wish to hear
from you on a number of matters, including:
whether paper roads should be included into the open space network
whether cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell
if accessibility within the open spaces is adequately addressed.
Privacy Statement
(Note: all submissions (including name and contact details) are published and made publicly
available as part of our Committee processes. Personal information will be used for the
administration of the consultation process and decision-making on the Annual Plan. All information
will be held by the Wellington City Council, 101 Wakefield Street, and submitters have the right to
access and correct personal information)
Submitter Details
First Name: James
Last Name: Mather
On behalf of: WCC Environmental Reference Group
Street: 101 Wakefield Street
Suburb: Wellington Central
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6011
Mobile: 0221968220
eMail: James.Mather@WCC.govt.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both
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Draft Open Space Access Plan from Mather, James behalf of: WCC Environmental Reference Group

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast
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Draft Open Space Access Plan from Mather, James behalf of: WCC Environmental Reference Group

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
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Open Space Access Plan Consultation from WCC’s Environmental Reference Group
11th July 2016
The Environmental Reference Group (ERG), established in 2001, is an advisory group set up
under a Terms of Reference (TOR) to inform the work and activities of Wellington City
Council (WCC) on issues relating to the natural environment.
The purpose of the ERG is to:
 provide feedback and advise the Council on its natural environment policy, planning and
asset management matters (including the development of the Council’s Long Term Plan)
in the developmental stages of all relevant projects;
 be an information conduit to and from the Council; and
 identify and comment on the broad spectrum of community expectations and concerns
associated with the management of the natural environment.
The Environmental Reference Group of the Wellington City Council is keen to offer our
expert advice to the Open Space Access Plan review. We have had the opportunity to
provide early verbal feedback to the open spaces plan and thank the Council officers for
giving us that opportunity. We are willing to meet with councillors or officers conducting the
review to discuss and support this process.
We would like to make an oral submission on this consultation.

General Comments
1. Please number all paragraphs in documents out for consultation as this allows easy
reference within a submission. Within the document, please standardise subheadings,
bullet points, dashes etc. to allow easier reference. In the submission on the
consultation document below the main heading under which the comment is made are
underlined, sub headings are in bold and then we have counted the number of
paragraphs from the main heading or described the section that is being commented on.
2. Ensure that there are clear criteria for decision making. For example under 5.3 Track
networks, there are seven criteria for setting track‐work priorities listed but there is no
indication as to the priority or importance of each criteria and no cross referencing to
the thirteen network principles on page 11.
3. Cross referencing to other policies and plans is required especially those relating to
biodiversity, stormwater management, freshwater management, transport, cycling and
walking policies, commuting and land development. For example the track network is
used by community groups and council staff for environmental restoration projects.
4. Future proof open space access by planning ahead. This means planning possible
connections to existing tracks and potential new tracks that may not be constructed for
many years. This ensures that opportunities to develop new linkages, tracks and
reserves are not inadvertently over looked when subdivision occurs. A planning
1
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requirement to protect and enhance existing open space connections and enable new
connections is essential with all new subdivisions/development. A fund from Reserve
contributions to purchase land to safeguard or enable future open space connections is
essential. For example the new subdivision in Newlands has no connection to the
track/cycleway on Wakely Road. See map 1. Below.

Map 1. Newlands Subdivision
In some instances purchased land could be subdivided to separate the area required for
open space and/or connections and the remaining land could then be sold. Retaining paper
roads, reinstating queen’s chain along streams and providing public access and connections
when subdivision occurs are essential. With adequate planning rules,
subdivision/development should be an opportunity not a threat. See map 2. below showing
a new pedestrian access from a new subdivision in Nelson City showing that although these
connections can be expensive they are possible if carried out in conjunction with new
subdivisions.

2
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Map 2. Subdivision in Nelson City.
5. We agree with section 1.4, Other Providers and would like WCC to ensure that the track
network and its vision are integrated, within the council and between the council and its
partners including other councils and central government especially the Department of
Conservation and the Walking Access Commission.
6. We agree that paper roads should be included as part of the open space network as
legal roads are currently legal access and as such are already part of the open space
network.
7. Work with The Walking Access Commission to update the commissions maps (WAMS)
which show all legal roads and should show all gazetted reserves. Some WCC Reserves
do not show up on the WAMS which could be due to a number of factors including that
some WCC reserves may not be gazetted.
8. Add paper roads and all land owned by WCC and GWRC to WCC’s web map so residents
can clearly see where they have legal access.
9. Mobility scooters moving at an appropriate speed with appropriate rules should be
allowed on parts of the open space network.

Comments on the Consultation Document
3
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1. Introduction
Page 3.
1.1 What is the Open Space Access Network?
In this section it is implied but not stated that this discuss document is largely about land
owned by WCC. This needs to be made explicit and a discussion and /or cross referencing is
needed on;
1. WCC’s policies about public access over private land.
2. WCC’s policies over land purchase to add to the open space network.
3. WCC’s policies on protection of open space values on private land.
Page 3.
1.1 Paragraphs 3 and 4.
Add valuing and protection of stormwater management and erosion control.
Page 4.
1.2 How do tracks fit in?
Focus Awareness
We agree with these outcomes relating to signage and information and feel that WCC can
do significantly better in this area.
Page 4.
1.3 The Council’s role
Page 4.
Paragraph 1.
There is a cost to the rate payer of providing recreational opportunities even if there is no
direct user charge.
Page 4.
Paragraph 5.
It is useful to separate tracks that are principally for recreation and those that have a
significant transport function.
Page 5.
Paragraph 7.
We strongly agree with this paragraph on linkages as it enables great, cheaper and easier
use of the track network.
Page 6.

2. Current track network

Page 6.
2.2 Weaknesses of Wellington’s track network
We strongly agree with bullet point 2 Lack of secondary connectors and bullet point 7
Inconsistent signage.
Page 6.
2.4 Threats to Wellington’s network
Bullet point 4. Developments ending or dissecting access. There is a need to consider the
open space network when approving all subdivisions and developments. This needs to be
embedded into the planning rules.
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Page 7.
2.5 Accessibility opportunities and constraints
We agree with the final paragraph which includes listing the number and locations of paths
and walkways that have sealed surfaces and flat pathways and reviewing whether more
accessible tracks need to be constructed. We are surprised that this is still to be done.
Page 8.

3. Vision

We agree with the vision.
Page 11.

5. Network principles

Bullet point 4. There needs to be clear guidelines for when shared tracks are/are not
appropriate.
Bullet point 9. We agree with this point, “Pest control, emergency services, and general
management purposes will be catered for by the network, where appropriate”. We would
like two additions to these bullet points.
1. Tracks will be provided for council restoration works in otherwise inaccessible locations
where appropriate.
2. Tracks will be provided where possible for community groups for environmental restoration
projects.
These activities include: weed management, animal pest control, planting and maintenance
and environmental education. Enhancements made by these activities, to degraded areas of
open space, significantly develop biodiversity, recreational and amenity values for the future,
with relatively little expenditure by the City Council.
Careful planning for future network extensions and track maintenance is important in
creating safe access for volunteers and for the efficient transport of equipment, plants and
rubbish to and from restoration areas. Support for the many thousands of hours community
groups annually commit to protecting and restoring biodiversity in Wellington green belts
need to be actively demonstrated in both the council’s track planning and maintenance
processes.

Bullet point 13. We agree with this definition of and restriction on electric bikes.
Page 11.
5.1 Recreation Uses
Second group of bullet points.
Bullet point 2. Trampers also want a degree of isolation and an urban wilderness experience.
Bullet point 3. There can be conflict between cyclists/mountain bikers and dogs and there
needs to be cross referencing between dog on and off lead areas and cycling. Dog leads end
up across tracks at knee height.
Page 12.
5.3 Track networks
A new bullet point “cost benefit” needs to be added. Some tracks are more expensive than
others due to a wide range of factors that includes track classification.
5
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A new bullet point “community and council environmental restoration activities” needs to be
added.

Page 12 & 13. 5.4 Track assessment
We agree with the paragraph (first ‐) on environmental impact.
Under the paragraph (second‐) on Public safety we note that using switch backs to slow
cyclists can lead to poor sightlines.
Page 14.
5.5.2 Walking, running, equestrian and biking events
We agree with this section.
Page 15.
5.7 Horses
We agree with this section.
Page 15.
5.8 Electric bikes
We agree with the second to last paragraph on limiting e‐bikes as e‐bikes have more value
for commuters than for recreation.
Pages 16,17,18, 19. Schedules A, B, C, D
We are not able to comment on the level of detail in these schedules.
Page 20.

6. Key Initiatives

We agree with these initiatives but feel that they could be developed further to increase
linkages into communities. For example the Harbour Escarpment Walk could possibly have
another link on the existing formed track above the quarry near Glover Street which could
be used on windy days and to provide a circular route. The Harbour Escarpment Walk could
also possibly be linked via Tyers Stream Reserve to Khandallah. Maybe a pedestrian clip‐on
could be added to the current railway bridge over Centennial Highway/the urban motorway
to enable this.
The Rural Coastal Connection track should be done in sections with access from the rural
hinterland as this would make it more accessible.

6
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Submitter Details
First Name: Emma
Last Name: Levy
On behalf of: Myself
Street: 62 Salamanca Road
Suburb: Kelburn
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 044994998
Mobile: 0274521402
eMail: emmalevy@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I think the vision is really good. As a mother I would like to see more family friendly trails. This
reflects that my son recently went riding, and when I went with him on the trails in Aro Valley near
where we live, it was too tough for me to ride. The tracks were really steep and technical. While I
know that good mountain bikers probably love this sort of track, it was way too advanced for me to
ride with my kids. We also went to Makara Peak, and it was even tougher. Shortly after this my son
fell off his bike on one of these trails and ended up with a head injury in hospital for 3 nights. He
hasn't been riding since, and I can't say that I am keen to try and make him go, which is pretty sad. I
think that the current track network falls short of the vision in the draft plan because Wellington
lacks family friendly tracks. I really want my kids to ride, but the road is too dangerous. The crazy
thing is so are Wellington's mountain bike tracks. I have asked lots of people where there are family
friendly trails, and so far no one seems to know (they tell me to go and ride up the Hutt river, but
that is a fair way from the city, and also looks boring). I look forward to the Wellington City Council
building trails that match the vision. There seems to be a big gap currently.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
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No
Comments
I did not know there were electric bikes. This could be really cool, as now I might be able to go out
and get to the top of some of the big hills around the city, like up Mt Victoria, or up to where the
windmill is above Brooklyn.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
As above, I did not know they had them. This is a way for me to get out and ride with my boys. I
guess that regardless whether my bike is electric, the trails close to here will still be too technical
and steep for me to ride down.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
See comments above.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Building new tracks seems like a good thing. To me I think there needs to be some new trails near
where I live. Also, the Plan talks about the new proposed tracks being challenging, which probably
means they will be too tough for me and the kids. I walk my dog in Aro Valley lots during the day
and we run into bikers going up and down the main trail. The uphill riders are going slow, so it isn't
a problem. However, the riders going down hill are sometimes going pretty quickly. We have talked
to a man who we see maintain the track (Craig?) and he says that his group of volunteers want to
build more tracks, especially a downhill bike only track. This seems like a good idea, and I think
they are volunteers, so it seems like a cheap fix. Then we would be free to walk our dogs!
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Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
I am not sure.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The Council can just put some decent signs on the tracks. When I walk the dog I get confused
which tracks are walking and biking. Also, the signs don't actually tell you how to connect to
different parts of the city. I have been walking up to the Brooklyn windmill for a few years, and just
discovered that there are really nice tracks that go all the way up to the top of Hawkins hill. There
should be better signs on the trails explaining this.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I am unsure if this will scare me more or less when I am walking the dog! The Council should ban
people who wear head phones on the tracks. I see lots of people running or walking with them.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
As I said before, there needs to be more family friendly trails. I would be keen to access the trails
more, and despite being pretty fit, find the tracks too steep and technical to ride on. The tracks we
walk the dogs on in Aro Valley (Polhill) are even steep to walk up (I don't even know how the bikers
get up them). We walked the tracks on Mt Victoria and they are also steep.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
See my comment above. Good luck on a mobility scooter!
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Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Build more family friendly entry level trails close to where we live, so I can go riding with my kids.
This seems to be 100% in line with the vision that is in the plan. Also, I don't see any tracks in the
plan that link up different parts of the city. My brother lives in Chartwell, and there seems to be
endless green bush between where we live and his house. How come there are no bike tracks that
run through the bush in Wilton? I know that when we walk between Highbury Park and Brooklyn I
am amazed at how close these places are to each other. It seems faster to walk between the two
places than it would be to drive.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Ed
Last Name: Griffin
Street: 11A Owen Street
Suburb: Newtown
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 02108160555
eMail: edwardolivergriffin@yahoo.co.uk
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Hill needs to be accessible to mountain bikers

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
My main comments on the plan are the exclusion of mountain bikers to Te Ahumairangi Hill
Wellington is one the best places to ride in the world. The proximity of tracks and trails to the city
means it is accessible and caters for a wide range of skill levels. However, the closure of Te
Ahumairangi Hill to mountain biking is hampering Wellington being the biking capital of New
Zealand. 1. Vision to Increase mountain biking tourism for a wide range of user interests, skills and
abilities and fitness within each area Reference page 8 For Wellington to increase mountain biking
tourism it has to compete with world class tracks located in Rotorua, Nelson and Queenstown. All
the former locations have one thing in common, easy access to tracks. Te Ahumairangi Hill
provides easy access from the city to an area which caters for unlimited riding for a range of skill
levels an abilities. It has over 200 metres more height than Mt Vic and near to many of the premium
hotels. For Te Ahumairangi Hill to be closed is not in sync with this vision, in fact it is obstructive to
it. 2. Closed tracks list inconsistency Reference page 16 I object to tracks on Te Ahumairangi Hill
being closed to mountain biking There is no consistency for tracks on Te Ahumairangi Hill to be
closed for mountain biking. The other locations on the list closed to mountain biking are specific
reserves, parks or walkways with steps. Te Ahumairangi Hill is none of these. All the other town
belt areas in Wellington do not contain such broad restrictions. The restrictions should be lifted 3.
High quality mountain biking enjoyed by all levels of ability Reference : 5.1 The Wellington region
offers a wide variety of high quality mountain biking and walking/running opportunities that can be
enjoyed by all age groups and levels of ability. The greatest appeal for Te Ahumairangi Hill is that it
offers mountain biking for those at the highest skill level and it is near to the city. Nothing in
Wellington compares. This level of difficulty is needed to grow and mature riders to competitive
levels. Wellington does a wonderful job of catering for novice and intermediate riders but there are
no specific areas for expert riders. The only downhill tracks in Wellington were lost when a land
owner decided not to use his land for trails anymore. Furthermore having tracks that are near to the
city mean that riders can enjoy biking at lunch or after work. Te Ahumairangi Hill could cater for all
types of riders and is near to the city. However, it could also cater for expert riders and provide
them with a place to improve. Wellington could produce world class riders with the right facilities. 4.
Alleviating user conflicts Reference: 5.3 Track networks: User group conflict - A track is unsuitable
for shared use when conflict between users can't be mitigated. Many of the illegal tracks on Te
Ahumairangi Hill are not used by anyone other than mountain bikers, so there is currently no user
conflict. The tracks which are currently legal have the highest footfall which promotes user conflict.
Re-directing mountain bikers to their own dedicated tracks would alleviate user conflicts on Te
Ahumairangi Hill. 5. Shared use of majority of tracks Reference: 5.5 of the plan states 'The Council
intends that use of the majority of tracks is shared between bikers, walkers and runners. In
particular, easy mountain bike tracks and connector tracks are well suited as shared-use tracks.
Opportunities to increase the number of these tracks may be investigated as new initiatives through
the draft annual plan process.' Having Te Ahumairangi Hill largely closed to mountain biking is not
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in line with this statement at all. Mountain bikers have no way of connecting from the top of the hill
to the bottom, and closing Te Ahumairangi Hill to mountain bikers means there is no opportunities
to increase the number of tracks connecting up or down the hill. At the moment the only one tracks
goes from the top the bottom and the other tracks traverse the top of the hill. There are no loops
and riders are forced to find their own way down the hill on illegal tracks. Opening up Te
Ahumairangi Hill to mountain biking would mean that the biking community could produce some
good easy up-tracks to the top, and provide cycling loops (previously mentioned to be important).
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Fiona Lewis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Colin Webb <cjwebb@paradise.net.nz>
Sunday, 10 July 2016 9:59 a.m.
BUS: Access Plan
Comments on access plan

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Hi, we have had a look at the proposals and overall they seem sensible, including the
priority areas for mountain bikers.
Some other points. The proposals will be successful as long as the different types of users
respect each other and ensure multiple use works well. In our experience this is nearly
always the case already. We don’t see, therefore, that there should be any problem with e‐
bikes.
Our experience is that mountain bikers always let you know that they are coming (even in
areas where the signs say they should give way to walkers) and we have never found a
problem with this. So, we don’t see the need for any requirements about bells (bikers
shout out “coming through” or similar).
The significant problem we do have when hiking is uncontrolled aggressive dogs, and this
includes areas where dogs are required to be on leads (or under control) such as Wilton
Bush/Otari, Belmont Park and Wrights hill and associated tracks. Most dog owners (80%)
respect other users and even if their dog is not a lead will control the dog, and even let you
know if the dog is aggressive, which is great. However, the remaining 20% of dog owners
take no notice of the signs re dogs on a lead, do not control their dogs even when the dog
behaves aggressively toward other users, and some dog‐owners go as far as being
threatening and abusive toward other users. For this 20%, our most common experience is
to be confronted by an aggressive dog/s (usually not on a lead) in a way that means we
cannot continue on the track we were walking on. Often the owner makes no attempt to
put the dog on a lead or control it. In such cased the dog owner is often abusive,
aggressive or dismissive (going as far in in one instance recently to take a branch and
threaten us). I have no suggestions about what could be done about this as it comes down
to people’s respect for other track users. I do wonder if there is any advice available about
how to protect yourself in these cases (does pepper spray or something similar work?).

Dr Colin J Webb and Pasang D. Sherpa
26 Shotter Street
Karori
Wellington 6012
1
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Submitter Details
First Name: Bob
Last Name: McNeill
Street: 3 Old Bullock Road
Suburb: Aro Valley
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
eMail: bob@bobmcneill.net
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
E-bikes are not limited to 25km/h; the motor may cut or ramp down at that or another speed, but the
bike will usually go much faster if you just pedal it harder, or if you're going downhill. The speed's
not the relevant thing in any case, since mountain and road bikes easily exceed 25km/h. The
important thing is that it's pedal assist only, and electric only.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
I don't have one, or want one, particularly, but they are going to be hugely popular; look at France,
USA or Australia for example. You can't stop them even if you wanted to. E-bikes are only really
faster up hills, compared to a modern road bike or cross country bike. I can see them being brilliant
for commuters in Wellington. For the offroad tracks, which I suspect you are really worried about, I
don't think electric e-mountain bikes are likely to become a huge problem in wellington; they are
very heavy, and the truth is you just really can't go all that fast on them because of that - they can
take a lot of stopping going downhill and most novice riders will discover this early on, in the
process becoming familiar with some foliage. To be honest a better way of looking at it is that it's
just a more effective way of making a bike go faster uphill; compared to, say, buying a $8,000
carbon road bike. Or just getting fitter

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Increased access, and linking up existing tracks, is the most important thing. The area west of
wellington is very pretty and close to the city. Increasing non-motorised recreation access to it
should be the priority, including, if necessary, taking land into to public ownership; too much of this
land is privately owned. I would prioritise the Karori Stream track above others here; followed by the
Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach track (being familiar with the area, how pretty it is, and the difficulty of
access) And for Heaven's sake, please stop vehicle access onto the beach at Owhiro Bay. Just
look at the state of the place. And, frankly, some of the people. Paper road or no paper road, this
needs to stop

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
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No
Comments
Yes. Far too many of these are disappearing and exploring them made difficult by private
landowners. The opportunity is to re-pupose them for track building; ie, for non-motorised access,
which is considerably less expensive than putting in a road that may not be hugely useful today,
and offers minimum disturbance to the natural environment while providing maximum access A
particular opportunity is the area north east of Makara Beach, which is currently difficult to explore

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The current big brown boards are more than adequate for anyone with even a modest IQ. There
are probably too many signs in fact; people going out in the outdoors should be encouraged to take
responsibility for their own safety, which seems in my opinion to at least be in possession of a map
(paper or digital), and the ability to read it.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Don't be ridiculous. Bikes haven't had bells on them since the 1980s; the people who're asking for
this haven't ridden a bike since well before then. trying this, you will just make a laughing stock out
of yourselves, and everyone will just ignore it. The main problems here are obvious: 1) For
pedestrians, there really is no substitute for looking where you're going; if on a shared path, look
behind you before changing direction, etc 2) I have noticed since moving to Wellington that there is
a very obvious focus on separating cars from cyclists. This is fine, but at the same time many of
these shared tracks put cyclists and pedestrians together. Pedestrians possibly are more
dangerous; they often don't look where they're going, and often I'm sure aren't aware they are on a
shared path The logic of putting pedestrians together on heavy use tracks, especially in town, and
separating those from the cars, is, I'm afraid, not sound. The fact is, bikes have been modernised
since the 1980s, now they are fast (as fast as the cars are allowed to go in town, 30-50km/h is quite
normal). It is this that made them a viable option for commuting by bike, which you are also
promoting. (The principal danger to cyclists in town is people entering/exiting parked cars - your
current policy of snaking cycle lanes behind the parked cars is absurd. I do notice I'm not the only
one telling you this... ) Please also note this. The people who advocate for bells on bikes argue that
you can't hear them coming because it has no engine. You can't hear a trolley bus either, and
within 10 years you won't be able to hear most of the cars because they'll be electric. So there
really is no substitute for just looking where you're going.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
I don't see why not. This is likely to be self-regulating to be honest; much of the terrain in the
network is unlikely to be suitable for mobility-aid type vehicles

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
The track network in Wellington is fantastic, and I can see how much work goes into it. The
development of mountain bike tracks and partnerships with locals to increase access is also
fantastic. In short your work on the track network which cyclists use is really very good; I can only
imagine a different unit works on the urban cycle path network, which is a mess. I do think there are
one or two issues with the track network in and between the reserves: 1) Despite the signage,
when out riding in the Te Kohapu reserve, around the Brooklyn Wind Turbine, round the sanctuary
fenceline and over Wright's Hill, plus on the Polhill Gully tracks, there are always - always - people
with their dogs off the lead. This is dangerous. On a typical ride I will tell several dog owners to put
their dog on a lead, most of the time getting abuse in return. It's spoiling this area for riders,
especially on the narrower tracks. Highbury Fling, Fenceline and Transient are the worst tracks.
Can't your ranger do something about this? Can't you fine these people? Can we close the
singletrack trails to dogs? I don't ride where bikes aren't allowed, in the Waimapihi for example. I
can read the sings and respect the fact that bikes aren't appropriate in some places. Why should I
obey the rules when dog owners don't? It's not just one or two, it's probably 60-70% of dog owners
I've encountered over the last year, say. I would say it's getting worse - there are some people out
on their mountain bikes with a dog running around with them. It doesn't take a genius to see how
this is going to end 2) The latest proposals from Brooklyn Trail Builders (who do much good work,
but with whom I am not affiliated) which I believe you are now considering, focus too heavily on
Advanced grade trails. I understand why they naturally want to build these, most them are probably
advanced riders. Of course maybe if they're going to build the trails, they should be able to build
what they like... but my understanding is no-one else is currently allowed to build new trail in the Te
Kohapu and Polhill reserves Most riders are not advanced, and too many of the downhill trail
proposals are for advanced trails. These need to come down a grade; or alternatively, others need
to be invited to build trails in this area as well, so that the trails you approve, and help to fund, cater
to a wider pool of riders. Example, the new downhill trail proposed to take the load off Transient is
Advanced grade. Most of the riders I see on Transient (I ride it several times a week) are clearly not
advanced riders. How will building an advanced trail then relieve traffic on Transient? Building
Serendipidy didn't, subjectively anyway. You need another grade 3 trail, that's why it's popular, it's
pretty and not like an obstacle course 3) I was disappointed not to see in the plan any mention of
access to Oteranga Bay / Black Gully, an obvious route between the south coast and Opau/Makara
Beach. Also Outlook Hill and Mount Wai-ariki, the two highest points within the western hills and
which have stunning views, are still closed. Can we please have improved access, and more tracks
in the Windfarm area including the summits?
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Andy
Last Name: Carruthers
Street: 105 Northland Road
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0212446051
eMail: andy@line2line.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Opening up Te Ahimairangi (as the trails exist already) as this offers technical riding not available
elsewhere in Wellington (and is really good). This area appears under-utilised from a recreation
perspective, especially as it is close to the city. Letting the Brooklyn Trail Builders complete more
tracks in Polhill, like the proposed down-hill only trail. The Council appear to be the road block to
this happening. Getting better signage around trails. Using Makara Peak's award winning signage
system seems like an easy win (if you think there needs to be a 'trail App - just download 'Trailforks'
for free to solve this issue). Creating trails that link up different parts of the city is an easy win and
aligns with the vision in the Draft Plan. These could double as commuter trails, and also places for
family friendly riding. For example, an off-road cycle trail should link Khandallah and Crofton Downs
to the city through Trellissick Park if the Council supported this. This could also continue through
Wilton Bush and link up to Karori. Another easy win would be linking Wakefield to Central Park with
an off-road trail.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
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No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
We need more trails.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: kevin
Last Name: O'Donnell
Street: 81 Durham Street
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6021
eMail: kevinodartnz@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
There is little mention of the benefits of trails for ecological restoration. Trails don't only connect
people to communities and nature but allow access to areas to clear weeds and plant native trees.
They also allow for pest control and monitoring. I believe in trails firsts, then tree planting, then
trapping of pests. We need more trails for this to happen and your key initiatives fall flat.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
These are old key initiatives, mentioned in 2004 in the Open Spaces Access Plan. The reason
these have not progressed except for the skyline track is nearly more important than the tracks
mentioned. 12 years is too long to remain key. It doesn't mention one of the busiest areas for users
in Central Wellington - the Polhill area tracks built and maintained by Brooklyn Trail Builders. If you
want to in your own words 'provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the
open spaces of Wellington' then these key initiatives fall flat. A downhill trail below the current trail
called Transient in Polhill (used by 75000 a year) is needed if you want to provide these
opportunities. By building a downhill only trail for mountainbikers you have a designed a trail
network that works rather than causes conflict. It is too busy at the moment, bells or signs will not
alleviate his, you need better trail design =another trail for downhill traffic.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Design not bells works- why? A lot of runners choose to wear ear phones, they will not hear a bell
anyway. Many dog walkers allow their dogs to run free, a bell is no use.It doesn't fix the problem.
You need intelligent trail networks and design. All trails are not equal. Trails close to town should
have separated traffic, remove the downhill mountain bikers from the uphill walkers and runners.
Then no bells are needed. Trails further from town, have less traffic and the chance for conflict is
reduced so much meaning you don't need bells.Very few walkers are found ten kilometres from
town.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
There needs to be emphasis on separation of traffic at key areas. The Green Hills of Wellington are
awesome and can be enjoyed by all but there are areas where you should seperate users.
Serendipity, a trail in Polhill, should be made mountainbike specific.There needs to be more grade
2 trails linking suburbs but the council has shown it is not willing to spend the money. Much of the
maintenance of these trails are done by volunteer groups- there needs to be additional funding to
cover this. You have aspirations but alas you don't follow this with cash, which shows it is taken for
granted I'm afraid. The six key initiatives are examples of this -still key 12 years later.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
They should be welcomed if they can cope with the trails, good on them.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Mountainbike access to Tinakori hill is limited for no sound reason. As a frequent runner in this
area, the steep hard downhill trails I like to run are used by mountain-bikers but very few others.
They should be allowed formal access -they do a great job in planting trees and maintenance- use
them rather than alienate them.They are entitled as rate payers and fellow Wellingtonians, times
have changed, you have question about ebikes now. The idea that walkers are better or more
worthy than other users is an old idea.
Attached Documents
File
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Submitter Details
First Name: David
Last Name: Morgan
On behalf of: Myself
Street: 167G Parkes Line Road
Suburb: Maymorn
City: Upper Hutt
Country:
PostCode: 5018
Mobile: 021913580
eMail: dwm_morgan@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
This is a gap that has previously been identified within the existing trail network, being that there
needs to be a greater range of trails. There is a lack of entry level and family friendly trails for all
recreational types (including biking, running and walking). These trails need to be close to where
people live. There also needs to be technical and challenging trails, like the trails that are closed on
Te Ahumairangi and more development at Polhill including the downhill only track.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I would say that e-bikes will far exceed those capability ratings (and already do) and still not be
called a motorised vehicles. Despite speed and specs if they look like a bike people think of them
as one (albeit a fast one)
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
But where it makes sense. Ultimately its going to be hard to police and people who own e-bikes see
them as bikes.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
See above re Te Ahumairangi and more development at Polhill including the downhill only track.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
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No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Where it makes sense but not compulsory. E.g. Hutt road is a shared path and a bell makes sense
there

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes and Yes (clearly not ideal to meet a scooter on the shared path on polhill.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Ryan
Last Name: O'Connell
Organisation: Switched on Bikes
Street: 117 Daniell Street
Suburb: Newtown
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 0220758754
eMail: ryan@switchedonbikes.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered by human energy and may
be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts of battery power. eBikes
exceeding 300w are regarded as motorised vehicles. (This is consistent with the NZTA definition.
The speed limiter of 25km/hr is not present on the majority of the eBikes sold in NZ and would
therefore prevent most people from accessing tracks. The bikes with a 25km/hr speed limiter are
primarily sold for the European market and are therefore significantly more expensive than eBikes
sold for the NZ market.)
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Electric bikes are a realistic transport option for many instead of driving. Barriers to many people
choosing to cycle are hills, head-winds and fitness- eBikes go some way to mitigate these factors.
Another significant barrier to people cycling in Wellington is that they feel unsafe on the roadsallowing people to ride eBikes on commuting routes reduces the need feel unsafe in city traffic. As
with regular bicycles, they must be ridden with courtesy to other track users.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
In general it strikes a good balance. In addition: Consider including eBike access to this Alexandra
Rd plan: 'Develop tracks beside Alexandra Road to keep walkers, runners and people on bikes
away from traffic' If it's not already being considered, perhaps include eBike access in this
assessment: 'Assess the proposed tracks links between Newtown and the central city to ensure
they integrate with the Town Belt track network and minimise conflict with Town Belt users.
Potential commuting access, D 2'

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Particular focus on the Great Harbour Way, including cycle and eBike access.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
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Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
With a focus on the technology being available and easy to use by visitors to the city.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I don't have any significant objections to this idea, as long as it isn't a punitive approach. I would
however rather the focus was on courteous riding in general, the development of better/alternative
infrastructure and design that encourages people to slow down and enjoy the public spaces. In
particular, the Wellington Waterfront could have less straight, empty paths that encourage people
to go fast. Plants, trees, different surfaces, temporary installations, art works placed on the paths
that people need to go around that encourages a reduces speed. Outside of the scope of the Open
Spaces plan, but the development of a separated roadside cycleway for fast commuting cyclists
would draw the fast riders away from the shared spaces.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Great to see that disabled access is has been prioritised!

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, mobility devices should be allowed. They should not be limited to certain areas, however
suitability of trails should be clearly signposted where possible. The person should be able to make
their own choice as to the suitability of their own access.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Thanks very much for the opportunity to submit on this plan. I am happy to be contacted in regards
to this submission.
Attached Documents
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File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Warren
Last Name: Young
Street: 51 Highbury Road
Suburb: Highbury
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 0212734250
Mobile: 0212734250
eMail: warren67young@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I say no, but simply as it is not as forward thinking as could be. We have a unique city where the
urban environment sits in a significant natural environment that us as citizens and visitor can easily
use. Agreeably the existence of a network has an ecological effect, but it's effect is appropriate if
managed and contained, in particular due to its proximity to the urban environment. Agreeably if we
had an area of utterly pristine natural space, then obviously we should touch this lightly. Conversely
we have significant areas of bush/open space where we can spread the load (the effect of
humans). We should also note, as a means of management, the groups such as Makara Peak
supporters and Brooklyn Trail Builders provide a low cost (if any) quasi-guardianship model. Not
only do they build tracks but it is also the restorative planting, weed eradication, and pest
management that are significant contributions. Our rates can't cover enough as it is so this is a winwin situation.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
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I think your definition for e-bike is appropriate, however I am unsure if they align with NZ'ers
expectation for experiences in the bush. Quiet as they are, their speed uphill can be significantly
higher than a bike. The speed of a self powered/human bike can be a significant to a walker, then
an e-bike will be disturbingly excessive to the walker. I think there is already enough tension
between users, we need not exacerbate it.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I understand the intention for allowing e-bikes to the open space network is about improving
accessibility for a wider proportion of the populace. This is agreeable however I do not think the
extent to which it is indicated is appropriate. I support creating commuter routes, but in areas such
as Makara Peak, I think it is incongruous to the general usage in the area. Maybe it is appropriate
on some 4 WD / gravel road, but not single track. The Skyline track has portions of 4WD/ gravel
roads, however I still think this is not an appropriate place for e-bikes. Maybe around Pencarrow
head or the South Coast as you have indicated on map 9. Fundamentally my view is NO.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
As above. I would add, even when riding up Brooklyn hill Road it is quite disconcerting when
passed by a e-bike. Quite silent, quite fast. Not appropriate for an open space experience for other
users.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Yes, these are great but I think there could be more. I've written comments below.
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Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Things can always be better. Generally fine. I think the issue is more about ensuring the
appropriate users are using it. E.g. downhill tracks are not for walking up!

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Fa comprehensive trail network which facilitates and supports the various types of use is the
solution of mitigating tension between users on the trail. A bell is only a consideration as the
network does not do what it should. As a mountain biker and walker in the Pohill Gully I consider my
use, timing and direction of these trails. Frankly riding down Transient is just as un-nerving for a
rider as it would be for a walker coming up. It is not ideal. Brooklyn Trail Builders are advocating for
a downhill route to connect to Serendipity. This is logical solution and would negate the need for
bells. Windmill and car parts further up is an example where it works very well. Another point would
be making trails that are for distinct uses - exclusively. Deliverance and Serendipity should be
downhill mountain biking tracks only. To think someone should be walking up these track is beyond
logic. At the same time I support the creation of technically challenging walking only tracks.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Firstly I think you need to define accessibility. Providing access to e-bike's is a means of improving
accessibility, however if a trail network provides tracks with an easy gradients, with consideration to
skill level and the mitigation of possible fear-ful experiences (its no point cutting a low gradient into
a steep hill, when the perceived sensation is scary). I suspect this would achieve the same with
possibly better outcomes. This would allow children, less fit, older people and those who can't
afford an e-bike to engage in the environment and I would argue a better and more fulfilling
experience. I would proffer the idea of connectivity. We need to create a network that connect our
open spaces, or improve the connections that achieves that accessibility where it is currently
difficult. I believe the Brooklyn Trail builders submission promotes ideas to this effect. Another
would be opening up more areas or trails to mountain biking. Ahu Mairangi is the golden
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opportunity here. It has some trails open to mountain biking but in reality this is few in number. As I
understand this area has relatively low use. As per the proposed map for an e-bike commuter route,
there appears to be an extensive network of trails. There is room for all if a considered network is
developed. Accessibility is one thing, attractiveness is another. From a mountain bikers
perspective, this is about creating (or rather permitting) the development of technically challenging
trails. Ahu Mairangi appears to be an opportunity in this respect. At the same time I do not support
'shuttling' = vehicle supported transported biking. Wellington has some recognition as an attractive
place to visit for mountain biking is, as Rotorua is, what CHCH is aspiring to have with it's gondola
supported bike park. However in my opinion there is much to go. In this situation this is about
technically challenging trails. This location is close to the city, close to other locations such as
Polhill and Makara. This is 'low hanging fruit'. We make this attractive, we get nights stayed. We get
an increase in tourism dollars. My last point is about 'off road' bike commuter routes. I like the
routes proposed in the e-bikes maps = over Mount Vic, and Ahu Mairangi. I think our road
infrastructure is limited and difficult to implement 'cycleways'. I've been in a bus coming down Ngaio
Gorge. It was wet, the cyclist was being cautious as you would expect, the bus was right behind
him. There is no space to pass. However if between the hours of 7 - 9am they could come down
through Tressilick Park, wouldn't this be a good thing? Likewise even riding up perceivably a wide
road of Glenmore is far from comfortable. I think there should be bike access through the Botanic
Gardens to Glen Road. This is a mostly sealed and relatively wide accessway. There is visibility
and you just travel at a safe speed so it is considerate to walkers and other garden users, because
it beats the crap of having cars and buses coming up beside you.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Assuming what the Council lend out is generally what is called a mobility scooter then they can go
where they want. If they go all terrain it should not be the case.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Mike
Last Name: aslin
Street:
Suburb: Wellington
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 0212073018
Mobile: 0212073018
eMail: mike.aslin@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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25kph is too fast, and reduces the reaction time people have on shared tracks when traditional one
party will be travelling much slower up. Its dangerous to walkers who will not be expecting someone
travelling up tracks at those speeds. Increased wear on tracks will require a lot more maintenance
which will put a strain on the volunteer network

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
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not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Because its a band aid to the problem, people need to be more aware of each and each others
rights. Putting the responsibility onto Cyclists when the vast majority are extremely considerate is
unfair should we make walkers wear bells around their necks so we can hear them coming down
the trails just in case a mountain biker isn't looking?

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
If the council is serious about taking advantage of the large potential for tourism money related to
cycling, there needs to be more challenging network of tracks. If you look to gold standard whistler,
the ratio of Expert/Extreme tracks to Intermediate/Beginner is almost 2:1 where as in Wellington it is
almost 1:4 We are missing a great opportunity to further the reputation of Wellington as a tourist
destination by continuing to ignore the exist trail network and infrastructure of Te Ahumairangi. With
many trails already existing, a large community of volunteers at its disposal, and relatively low
points of conflict the hill ticks all the boxes to create a place for advanced to expert riders to be
attracted to. While the council is to be commended for creating an environment in which more
people are encouraged to become active and enjoy the fruits Wellington has to offer, It needs to
look long term. People rapidly advance beyond the beginner/intermediate tracks which we posses
in abundance therefore a focus on providing more difficult tracks over the next 10 years should also
be included. The growth of tourism has been explosive recently and it would be a shame not to
capitalise extra money this could bring to region
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Teresa
Last Name: Christianson
Street: 4 Glamorgan Street
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 021902115
eMail: teresa@cheney.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I think use of e-bikes opens up riding to people who would otherwise stay at home and sit on the
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sofa. Anything that encourages people to get involved in sport is a good thing.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I think they are a good starting point. If they work well then may want to open up more tracks.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Technology is good in addition to good physical signage, but clear physical signage in-situ is more
important.
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
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not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
When I lived in the UK all bikes were required to be fitted with a bell. However, whenever I used
mine I found that people were likely to jump, be afraid, or think I was being rude. I found a cheerful
'hello!' was much better.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
They should be allowed access, and limited to safe areas.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I use the open spaces every day as a dog walker, and regularly as a trail runner and mountain
biker. I was very pleased to see some really positive steps for promoting harmonious use of the
trails by all those groups, in particular giving mountain bikers priority on downhill trails, as this
should reduce the likelihood of dangerous encounters. I do note that Serendipity on Polhill has
been omitted from this list, and it would be good to include it, as riders do go quite fast down there.
The obvious omission from the open plan is any mention of opening up Te Ahu Mairangi to
mountain biking. This wonderful resource is right on our doorstep, and it seems a shame to me that
this is not to be considered. Areas that are developed for mountain biking bring enormous benefits
to other open space users. * Mountain bikers have done a large amount of conservation work at
Makara Peak, including re-planting natives and pest control, and that effort would be welcome on
Te Ahu Mairangi. * Uphill mountain biking trails are fantastic for trail runners, as they have a
steady, easy pitch, and adding these to the gut-buster trails that currently exist on Te Ahu Mairangi
would be welcome for the days I don't feel up to losing my lungs. * After the big wind storms three
years ago, most mountain biking trails were cleared by volunteers within weeks. Dog walkers on Te
Ahu Mairangi did not show the same community spirit, and trails were blocked by trees for months
as dog walkers waited for the council to come do the clean-up for them. If mountain bikers were
using Te Ahu Mairangi then this volunteer effort could have saved the council money, and returned
the resource for use of dog walkers much quicker. * Dog walkers, mountain bikers and trail runners
all harmoniously enjoy Mt Victoria together. That is a much better developed and utilised resource.
Te Ahu Mairangi could be the same if we harness the volunteer track building community of
mountain bikers. I would also like to add that, during the controversial period where mountain bikers
were riding illegally built trails, my dog and I never once had a negative encounter with a mountain
biker. This is mostly because we stayed off those trails, as they were no good for dog walking.
Ironically, the existing trails mountain bikers are allowed on are also the ones that are most heavily
used by dog walkers, so are more likely to cause negative encounters (not that we've had one
there, either!)
Attached Documents
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Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Serge
Last Name: Peeters
Street: 22 St Albans Ave
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
eMail: speeters@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Far too many tracks have been made dual-use. Too many tracks have been made Dual-use track
will spoil the experience for walkers even where pedestrians have priority. Walkers will constantly
have to step aside to let mountain bikers pass. Walking with young children will be stressful. Yes, to
dual-use where they act as connectors for cyclists.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
25km/h is too fast for dual-use tracks.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
25km/h is too fast for dual-use tracks. Should be limited to bike priority tracks only.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Should be limited to bike priority tracks only.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, but there are too many tracks for dual-use. Technology may encourage even more mountain
bikers on dual-use tracks.
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes cyclists should have bells. On dual-use tracks bells will be a nuisance for walkers. Cyclists may
get the impression that walker will have too jump on the side to let them through. Bells should only
be used when necessary and not as a means to intimidate walkers.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Far too many concessions to the mountain-bike lobby. I enjoy mountain-biking but I also enjoy
walking on bike-free tracks.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There are maps showing for Priority Mountain Bike Tracks. For Open Space Areas Closed to
Mountain Bikes and Cycling we only get a list, no maps?
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Francis
Last Name: Hoen
Organisation: Johnsonville Cycles
Street: 11 Burgess Road
Suburb: Johnsonville
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6037
Daytime Phone: 04-4783042
eMail: johnsonvillecycles@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
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Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
A connection from Horokiwi Rd to Cornish St Petone would be good

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
No limits

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There are many mountainbike trails on TeAhumairangi hill that are currently considered illegal or off
limits. As the hill is currently considered to have the least amount of use by the public it would be
great to have access to some of these as they are the some of the only grade 5 (expert) trails in
Wellington. If the council is keen to promote Wellington as a cycling destination we need some
more difficult MTB trails. Both Queenstown and Rotorua have grade 5 trails and internationally they
are considered two of the best MTB destinations in the world. Many of my mountainbiking friends
around the country already consider Wellington to have some of the best trails in NZ. Providing
some expert level trail that is within 10 minutes of the city centre would greatly enhance their
perception of Wellington as NZ's ultimate MTB destination
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Justin
Last Name: Lane
On behalf of: Justin Lane
Street: 24 Avon Street
Suburb: Island Bay
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6023
Mobile: 0276005322
eMail: Justlane1@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The vision is good. The document in entirety is quite indirect and I question how a council staff
member might confidently apply it and how the public would fully understand the intent or process
under which new trails would be considered.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
E bikes and how they are used is likely to evolve quickly and a precise definition is likely to become
obsolete. E bikes that are consistent with other users and don't create undue distribution should be
allowded. In general terms ebikes that might have the characteristics of motorbikes should be
excluded.
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
cycle opportunities, including ebikes is consistent with encouraging exercise and activity, provided
they do not reduce the enjoyment of other trail users.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, but what is proposed is fairly restrictive.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
All of the six tracks are wonderful plans, however there are many other ideas that could form a
higher a higher priority. The Brooklyn trail builders outline some excellent, quickly achievable and
more accessible ideas which should be included.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
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better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Move to consistent signage in line with Makara over time.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Not a priority. Ensuring the likes of the polhill trails are expanded given the high useage will be
more effective than the use of the bell (which by the way is not always easy heading down hill).

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
The work down to date in Wellington with council support and volunteer groups has been amazing.
The council has shown vision in allowing access to many areas. But to help grow access and help
Wellington become a more liveable city, more impetus than is expressed in the open spaces
document, on trails in around the city is desirable. Some further trails as outlined by BTB in Polhill
should be a top priority. The various linkage tracks also suggested by BTB are further modest cost
initiatives that would provide huge benefit. Linking Brooklyn, down towards the South coast (.e.g.
From Mitchel St) would improve access, particularly in poor weather when riding further outwards
the radar dome etc is not great as it's very exposed. There are significant opportunities for family
friendly and even off road commuter trails in the green belt around Brooklyn, Berampore and out to
Island Bay.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Draft Open Space Access Plan from Smith, Andrew organisation: Victoria University of Wellington behalf of: Frazer Allan, Deputy
ViceChancellor (Engagement), Victoria University of Wellington

Introduction
Walkers, runners and cyclists enjoy over 340 kilometres of walkways and tracks in Wellington City.
To ensure these are well-managed and planned for the future we are doing a minor review of the
Open Space Access Plan 2008. This plan guides the use and management of tracks and walkways
in and between the city’s open space network.
The review proposes opportunities for electric bike (e-bike) use within the open spaces network,
and an updated implementation plan for track planning and development. We also wish to hear
from you on a number of matters, including:
whether paper roads should be included into the open space network
whether cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell
if accessibility within the open spaces is adequately addressed.
Privacy Statement
(Note: all submissions (including name and contact details) are published and made publicly
available as part of our Committee processes. Personal information will be used for the
administration of the consultation process and decision-making on the Annual Plan. All information
will be held by the Wellington City Council, 101 Wakefield Street, and submitters have the right to
access and correct personal information)
Submitter Details
First Name: Andrew
Last Name: Smith
Organisation: Victoria University of Wellington
On behalf of: Frazer Allan, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Engagement), Victoria University of
Wellington
Street: PO Box 600
Suburb: Wellington
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6140
Daytime Phone: 04 463 5670
eMail: andrew.j.smith@vuw.ac.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both
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Draft Open Space Access Plan from Smith, Andrew organisation: Victoria University of Wellington behalf of: Frazer Allan, Deputy
ViceChancellor (Engagement), Victoria University of Wellington

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast
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Draft Open Space Access Plan from Smith, Andrew organisation: Victoria University of Wellington behalf of: Frazer Allan, Deputy
ViceChancellor (Engagement), Victoria University of Wellington

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
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Draft Open Space Access Plan from Smith, Andrew organisation: Victoria University of Wellington behalf of: Frazer Allan, Deputy
ViceChancellorFile
(Engagement), Victoria University of Wellington
OpenSpacesSubmission

Need Help?
Privacy Statement
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15 July 2016
Dear Sir / Madam,
I am writing on behalf of Victoria University of Wellington in support of Wellington City Council’s
broad vision for developing the open space access network.
Wellington already has an enviable worldwide reputation for ready access to open spaces, which
offer physical, emotional and social benefits for the city’s residents. Added to this, our open
spaces are a major attraction for visitors to Wellington, representing real benefits for the
regional economy.
Rather than resting on its laurels, however, we believe Wellington City Council should continue
to look for ways to improve our open spaces, in particular by connecting them to create
commuting and recreation corridors.
While we cannot comment on specific details within the draft plan, we are strongly in favour of
any developments that would give effect to the following principles (outlined in section 5 of the
draft plan):
 The network will cater to a wide range of skill and fitness levels, abilities and interests
 Increased accessibility of the network to those with limited mobility, push chairs and
wheelchairs
 Integration of the network with the wider city and regional networks, and the transport
needs of pedestrians and cyclists
 Physical sustainability of all tracks, and minimal long-term maintenance
 Minimal environmental impact of the tracks, and where possible, avoidance of
ecologically significant sites.
Victoria University takes a keen interest in these issues for two reasons:
 Improving student experience
One of the University’s primary goals is to offer a student experience that is second to
none, and Wellington’s open spaces are a major part of how we can make this goal a
reality for our 21,000 students.
Furthermore, Wellington’s “clean, green” image is a significant drawcard for prospective
students, in particular to those coming from overseas, and is a significant point of
difference to our competitors.


Areas of academic expertise
Improving access to our city’s open spaces is also linked to areas where Victoria has
considerable academic expertise.
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We have a multidisciplinary group of researchers investigating how we might improve
the health and wellbeing of our communities. By maintaining and improving our open
space access network, the Wellington City Council would make a major contribution to
our research and advocacy efforts in this respect.
We also have a multidisciplinary group involved in research around enhancing the
resilience and sustainability of our natural heritage and capital. This research area has a
very broad remit, but an important part of the work involves promoting cycling and
public transport as a responsible, healthy and sustainable way of commuting, and an
important means of managing our environmental impact.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this draft plan.
Yours sincerely,

Frazer Allan
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Engagement)
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Submitter Details
First Name: Aileen
Last Name: Campbell
Organisation: none
On behalf of: individual
Street: 4 London Road
Suburb: Korokoro
City: Lower Hutt
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 5012
eMail: aileen.campbell@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Good, but needs to be extended: all these initiatives were in the last Open Spaces Plan in 2004 To
meet these parts of the vision: provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within
the open spaces of Wellington ensure that tracks provide for a range of user interests, skills,
abilities and fitness levels within each area. The following initiatives could be added: Opening up
Te Ahimairangi (as the trails exist already) as this offers technical riding not available elsewhere in
Wellington (and is really good). This area appears under-utilised from a recreation perspective,
especially as it is close to the city. Letting the Brooklyn Trail Builders complete more tracks in
Polhill, like the proposed down-hill only trail. The Council appear to be the road block to this
happening. Getting better signage around trails. Could use Makara Peak's award winning signage
system Creating mountain bike trails that link up different parts of the city and could double as
commuter trails, and also places for family friendly riding. For example, an off-road cycle trail should
link Khandallah and Crofton Downs to the city through Trellissick Park if the Council supported this.
This could also continue through Wilton Bush and link up to Karori. Another easy win would be
linking Wakefield to Central Park with an off-road trail.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
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better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Basic signs as per Makara Peak would be a good start. Could also use Strava to map trails, have a
link on information about the trails to the latest strava rides.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Abrupt noise scares pedestrians and no more effective than speaking to them, can only be used
when pedestrians are actually in sight, which makes it just as appropriate to politely speak to them.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Limited to certain areas as impractical to make all trails completely mobility friendly. Main commuter
tracks absolutely should be

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Marco
Last Name: Renall
Organisation: PNP Cycling Club
On behalf of: PNP Cycling Club
Street: 199 Miromiro Road
Suburb: Normandale
City: Lower Hutt
Country:
PostCode: 5010
Daytime Phone: 04 4963650
Mobile: 0212689506
eMail: mark.renall@fire.org.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Focus on Grade 1 and 2 easy trails that need to be built by expensive machinery. MTB trail builders
can build Grades 3 to 5, but they need WCC support with planning and materials.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
You can't set a watts limit because it can't be measured. An E-Bike is any MTB with electric assist.
They are not fast and are ridden sensibly.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
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the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Let all E-Bikes ride all MTB trails. They are not ridden by hoons. Older and less fit riders enjoy
them and they should be encouraged everywhere.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Allow E-Bikes on every trail. If one becomes a problem, the MTB riders will ask the rider to be more
sensible. They are not motocross bikes.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The Great Harbour Way is too expensive and exposed to the sea weather. Throw this money at offroad trails and much more could be achieved.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments
Signage is gradually improving but more is always better.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Just when you need to brake, you cannot reach for the bell. If pedestrians keep to the left, a rider
doesn't have to warn them.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
They are fine on good quality trails

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
We need more Grade 1 Family off-road Trails so that riders can get off the more dangerous vehicle
roads. We need more off-road links between suburbs.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Ruth
Last Name: Murphy
Street: Flat 18, 305 Evans Bay Parade
Suburb: Hataitai
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: 04 910 1132
Mobile: 021 421110
eMail: ruth.murphy@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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I support e-bike access within reason because it allows more people access to our amazing open
spaces. However, it needs to be clearly defined/restricted with some way to monitor or enforce the
restrictions to prevent it being abused by motorised bikes of all sizes. If the uptake is so significant
that quiet and peaceful enjoyment of our open spaces is compromised then the issue should be
revisited.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
The greater the access to the outdoors the better - the protection and accessibility of our open
spaces is what make Wellington so unique.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
In some situations, such as on the waterfront where there are higher volumes of pedestrians, but
not on mountain bike trails.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes - the more people who can enjoy our open spaces the better. Ideally there should be at least
one major accessible trail though key outdoor spaces such as Mt Victoria, as long as the rest of the
walking and mountain bike trails weren't compromised.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Kaye
Last Name: Jervis
Street: 445 Makara Road
Suburb: Makara
City: Karori
Country:
PostCode: 6972
eMail: jervis@actrix.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I would like to leave things as they are. I feel that the access of paper roads across farmland may
cause a lot of issues with all the new health and safety regulations and be a nightmare of
identifying hazards and maintenance of roads etc.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
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No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jason
Last Name: Krupp
Organisation: Private
Street: Flat 11, 410 The Esplanade
Suburb: Island Bay
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6023
Daytime Phone: 044990790
Mobile: 021701898
eMail: jasonkrupp@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I would like to congratulate the council on a well-rounded plan. It strikes a reasonable balance
between different uses of public land, and for the most part aims to encourage different uses, not
restrict them (where possible). I mostly use the city's tracks in my capacity as an avid mountain
biker, and I am principally writing from this perspective. Wellington is in many respects unique in the
Southern Hemisphere due to the proximity of excellent mountain bike tracks to the city. This
encourages residents to cycle more, and offers alternative commuting routes. It also has positive
economic effects, with the community supporting a number of bike shops, and the well-established
lifestyle link between cycling and craft beer ensures continued support for many of the city's unique
breweries and bars. As the recent promotional video series showed, Wellington City Council wants
to leverage the mountain biking network to attract more tourists - a commendable initiative. There is
an opportunity with the Draft Open Spaces Access Plan to enhance this network at little cost to the
city, chiefly by remaining open to further community track development. I would encourage city
officials to frame the final plan so that many of the open areas remain open to the idea of further
development, rather than restricting uses outright.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
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Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Electric bikes need to be approached with caution. By allowing unfit people access to mountain
biking tracks via a motorised e-bike poses the risk that these riders may choose trails above their
skill level. As it stands, non-motorised mountain bikes self-regulate this issue: Riders have to
acquire a minimum level of fitness to reach potentially risky tracks. In attaining these fitness levels,
riders improve their skills on the way, hence minimising the risk when they do ride higher risk trails.
Should the council decide to allow e-bikes on the trail network, it should be done on a very limited
basis, if at all. That Schedule C stipulates that all Makara downhill tracks will be open to e-bikes
underscores this point.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The Draft Open Spaces Access Plan rightly raises two issues concerning Te Ahumairangi Hill. The
first is under use, and the second is illegal mountain bike track building. There is an opportunity to
address both by allowing legal tracks to be built by the community. The draft plan acknowledges
the capacity of the community to build track under council guidance, and this should be encouraged
on Te Ahumairangi Hill. The experience on Mt Victoria has shown that the mountain biking
community goes to great lengths to maintain access to tracks, including reshaping entrances and
exits to avoid user conflicts; closing illegal trails; performing maintenance; and a host of other duties
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besides. Another benefit from opening up Te Ahumairangi Hill to mountain biking an opportunity to
improve the environment. The Brooklyn Hill mountain biking community have been very active
removing invasive species, and restoring native bush through planting. The community is also
active in maintaining tracks, and putting in erosion protection where necessary. The Te Kopahou
area also has great potential for mountain biking. The mountain biking community lost a significant
private facility when Long Gully changed ownership, and there is scope to recoup these losses at
Te Kopahou. I would like to encourage WCC to leave the possibility for future development in this
area to occur in the Draft Open Spaces Access Plan, so that a plan change is not necessary should
a worthwhile project arise.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The plan states that on certain tracks mountain bikes will have priority, as opposed to saying
certain tracks are to be used by mountain bikes exclusively. This, in my experience, is a mistake
because it puts walkers onto downhill specific tracks, where riders have very little capacity to stop.
This significantly increases the chance of user conflicts and will very likely result in serious injury. I
have personally observed tourists walking the Hippies track on Mount Victoria because the signage
is ambiguous.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I am wary of the bell proposal. Currently bikers have to be polite to walkers, and a bell may give the
impression that they have right of way. 'Get out the way, can't you hear my bell?'

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Submission on the WCC Draft Open Spaces Access Plan - Jason Krupp
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submission on the Wellington City Council’s Draft Open Spaces Access Plan
Submitter:
Jason Krupp
11/410 The Esplanade
Island Bay
General response to the Draft Open Spaces Access Plan
I would like to congratulate the council on a well‐rounded plan. It strikes a reasonable balance
between different uses of public land, and for the most part aims to encourage different uses, not
restrict them (where possible). I mostly use the city’s tracks in my capacity as an avid mountain
biker, and I am principally writing from this perspective.
Wellington is in many respects unique in the Southern Hemisphere due to the proximity of excellent
mountain bike tracks to the city. This encourages residents to cycle more, and offers alternative
commuting routes. It also has positive economic effects, with the community supporting a number
of bike shops, and the well‐established lifestyle link between cycling and craft beer ensures
continued support for many of the city’s unique breweries and bars. As the recent promotional
video series showed, Wellington City Council wants to leverage the mountain biking network to
attract more tourists – a commendable initiative.
There is an opportunity with the Draft Open Spaces Access Plan to enhance this network at little cost
to the city, chiefly by remaining open to further community track development. I would encourage
city officials to frame the final plan so that many of the open areas remain open to the idea of
further development, rather than restricting uses outright.

Specific responses to the Draft Open Spaces Access Plan
Electric bikes
Electric bikes need to be approached with caution. By allowing unfit people access to mountain
biking tracks via a motorised e‐bike poses the risk that these riders may choose trails above their skill
level. As it stands, non‐motorised mountain bikes self‐regulate this issue: Riders have to acquire a
minimum level of fitness to reach potentially risky tracks. In attaining these fitness levels, riders
improve their skills on the way, hence minimising the risk when they do ride higher risk trails. Should
the council decide to allow e‐bikes on the trail network, it should be done on a very limited basis, if
at all. That Schedule C stipulates that all Makara downhill tracks will be open to e‐bikes underscores
this point.

Te Ahumairangi Hill
The Draft Open Spaces Access Plan rightly raises two issues concerning Te Ahumairangi Hill. The first
is under use, and the second is illegal mountain bike track building. There is an opportunity to
address both by allowing legal tracks to be built by the community. The draft plan acknowledges the
capacity of the community to build track under council guidance, and this should be encouraged on
Te Ahumairangi Hill. The experience on Mt Victoria has shown that the mountain biking community
goes to great lengths to maintain access to tracks, including reshaping entrances and exits to avoid
user conflicts; closing illegal trails; performing maintenance; and a host of other duties besides.
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Another benefit from opening up Te Ahumairangi Hill to mountain biking an opportunity to improve
the environment. The Brooklyn Hill mountain biking community have been very active removing
invasive species, and restoring native bush through planting. The community is also active in
maintaining tracks, and putting in erosion protection where necessary.

Te Kopahou
The Te Kopahou area has great potential for mountain biking potential. The mountain biking
community lost a significant private facility when Long Gully changed ownership, and there is scope
to recoup these losses at Te Kopahou. I would like to encourage WCC to leave the possibility for
future development in this area to occur in the Draft Open Spaces Access Plan, so that a plan change
is not necessary should a worthwhile project arise.

Mountain bike only vs mountain bike priority
The plan states that on certain tracks mountain bikes will have priority, as opposed to saying certain
tracks are to be used by mountain bikes exclusively. This, in my experience, is a mistake because it
puts walkers onto downhill specific tracks, where riders have very little capacity to stop. This
significantly increases the chance of user conflicts and will very likely result in serious injury. I have
personally observed tourists walking the Hippies track on Mount Victoria because the signage is
ambiguous.
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Submitter Details
First Name: Mal
Last Name: Bull
Street: 98B Cortina Avenue
Suburb: Johnsonville
City: Wellington
Country: NZ
PostCode: 6037
Mobile: 021 833633
eMail: mal@bullz.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I think in concept that the general vision is appropriate. I'd add that it should support other initiatives
such as encouraging non private-vehicle commuting.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
on a trial basis - it should be explored. In some circumstances there are legitimate reasons that
some people will need assistance in using these areas. Management of this will need to be careful
to avoid abuse. But there is no knowledge whether the risk of abuse is a real threat.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
on a trial basis only. Once we learn the challenges we can refine the appropriate rules.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I note that there is no inclusion of an extension to Serendipity. This would make a lot of sense
providing a downhill MTB track avoiding encounters on Transient. I think this should be added.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
I think that these provide access and links between different areas and should be part of the plan.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
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Comments
I think the existing technology works well. I do however suggest more and consistent physical signs
on most trails

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I presume this is so other users hear cyclists. In my experience they always hear me - I call out
'hello' and they hear (I also have a bike which makes noises). However any users (cyclists
included) which use headphones on tracks which restricts a users ability to hear other users
(runners, walkers, cyclists) is what causes issues.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
It doesn't include Tinakori hill and the ongoing discussion regarding riding which I think needs to be
addressed in a manner which suits all recreational users of the area. I also think Trellisick park
should be included. in addition to the recreational aspects I firmly believe that anything which takes
cyclists of the road for the commute to work is important.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
I don't know about limited - but areas physically suited to it should be tweaked to make them
accessible. Areas which aren't shouldn't be invested in. I would dislike to see a large investment
made to make an unsuitable area work. Any impact on other users needs to be considered.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
For me the 3 big things are 1. Improve commuter access to the city via offroad trails. (e.g. Treliisick)
2. Improve sharing of tracks (re-aligning MTB exits, communications, build trails which avoid
conflict) 3. Open up more areas to cycle access by considering opening new areas (e.g. Tinakori
and Trellisick) and linking existing tracks (e.g. the spiders forest link track is a good example) MTB
is an increasingly popular recreational activity (I coach 40 college students plus their parents) that
continues to grow. Providing better access improves Wellingtonians quality of life (I know may who
won't leave wellington due to its trails) as well as provides the opportunity to promote Wellington as
a MTB destination (something I already do) - benefitting the wider community.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Meagan
Last Name: Robertson
Organisation: Revolve Cycling
On behalf of: Revolve Cycling members
Street: 32A Ohiro Road
Suburb: Aro Valley
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: 64278260006
Mobile: 64278260006
eMail: meagan@dinniss.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Wellington City Council wants to strengthen and improve the open space access network through a
plan that will: provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the open spaces
of Wellington ensure that tracks provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness
levels within each area achieve a quality primary network accessing major destination points in
Wellington and adjoining districts, and linking with an equitable distribution of secondary and local
track networks and recreational facilities. Revolve has been, and remains, supportive of the plan's
vision. We are lucky to live in a city that values the outdoor experience and recreation so highly both for residents and tourists. However, we do have a few different ideas on how this vision can
be achieved.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
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E-Bikes are an issue that is likely to divide the riding community. As such, the Club is neutral
towards them, so need for nor against. However, while defining them as above seems like a good
idea policy-wise, we feel it would be a fairly difficult specification to 'police'. We do agree with the
plan for limited access on a trial basis, so that some research can be done the impact of this type of
riding with other trail users. We also appreciate that the proposed areas are well selected and
avoid e-bikes using uphill singletrack, which we believe may enhance conflict.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
E-Bikes are an issue that is likely to divide the riding community. As such, the Club is neutral
towards them, so need for nor against. However, while defining them as above seems like a good
idea policy-wise, we feel it would be a fairly difficult specification to 'police'. We do agree with the
plan for limited access on a trial basis, so that some research can be done the impact of this type of
riding with other trail users. We also appreciate that the proposed areas are well selected and
avoid e-bikes using uphill singletrack, which we believe may enhance conflict.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Revolve is supportive of the council's plan for restricted access within the track network. We also
appreciate that the proposed areas are well selected and avoid e-bikes using uphill singletrack,
which we believe may enhance conflict. By keeping access mainly to either 4wd tracks for climbing
and to descending trails, the impact of the speed differential between ebikes and normal riders is
lessened.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
While we agree that these are all good initiatives, we do believe there are other areas that should
be prioritised before these - particularly The Rural Coastal Connection. While it would truly put
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Wellington on the map as a destination for tourists, we feel it might be more appropriately funded by
The New Zealand Cycleways project.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
It is great to see that the council is looking to invest in making it easier to find tracks and to make
connections between the various areas. However, we believe the focus on digital wayfinding
should only occur after physical signage is present and consistent throughout Wellington. Digital
wayfinding is already largely taken care of by crowd-sourced initiatives such as Trailforks.com. We
have seen how the roll out of new signs at Makara Peak and Mount Vic has improved the user
experience and we would like to see better signage in the Town Belt. We appreciate that signage is
more expensive to maintain, but our stance is that it is more useful. However, we do have some
concerns about the way the signage is worded, such as 'Recommended for Walkers/mountains
bikers'. This leaves track selection 'open for interpretation' and is particularly unclear for visitors
whose first language is not English. For this reason, extremely clear signage in an area such as
Mount Vic is paramount. A number of our members have witnessed discussions between tourists
about what the 'Recommended for mountain bikers' signage actually meant, even though it's only
been there for a few months. In terms of promoting the open space network, the videos created by
Wellington City Council were a great way to showcase different trails. Once physical signs have
been completed, it would be great for Wellington City Council to become a hub for tracks and clubs
in the region. We have some ideas for how to implement this that will be discussed at our oral
presentation.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Revolve does not believe that using bells is the answer to user conflict, which we understand is the
intention behind this suggestion. We believe signage and one-way tracks are better solutions in the
interim, and also think Council should consider user experience on dual-use tracks. 'Quantity over
quality' seems to be the general consensus when it comes to tracks in Wellington. While this is
understandable given the limited area for trail building, it is important to consider how much user
exeprience is compromised to allow for this. There are tracks where mountain bikers are not
allowed, but 'bike priority'not 'no walkers allowed' is as far as far as the council seems willing to go why is that?
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Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
TRACK ASSESSMENT Rovolve supports having a clear framework for assessing new track works,
either brand new tracks or significant reworks. The club is also supportive of the goals of Our
Natural Capital Plan. A significant part of the appeal of mountain biking as a sport is the fact that we
are recreating in a green space, whcih is why it's eseential to support its maintenance and planting
in the areas. Revolve has previously participating in planting work parties and donate money
towards Makara Peak Supporters at our annual Women f Dirt event. Section 5.4 attempts to
document how these decisions will be made in principle. We want to have more clarity around how
the assessment will be run in practice to ensure that the biodiversity values and recreation values
are balanced. Questions we have are 1) who will make the assessments? Council officers or 3rd
parties? 2)how will biodiversity values be balanced with recreation and community engagement
values? 3)who makes the final decision? Council officers? Councillors? AREAS CLOSED TO
MOUNTAIN BIKING Te Ahumairangi Revolve support numerous club's request for status of Te
Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt Management Plan (the Plan). The plan currently only
allows for 4 trails to be ridden on for mountain biking and no further trails to be developed for
mountain biking. We are unclear as to why this is the case, given the information noted in the
document about Te Ahumairangi. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many activities - a
small number of people walk or run there and, when they do, it is predominately along the ridgeline.
This is explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited sectors of
the Town Belt'[2]. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised given its
size and proximity to the central city'[3]. However, because of its steepness it is well suited to
advanced mountain biking. So why ban the sole activity that could make the numbers of users in
that area flourish? Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing - as mentioned specifically in the
Plan[1] - recreational activity that should be a permitted activity in all of Wellington town belt.
Providing more advnaced options within a short distance to the city provides an incentive to riders
looking to improve, and we've found that as women in Revolve become more advanced, they find a
lack of difficult trails in the area. User conflict and safety must be managed in all public shared
spaces. We understand that user conflict is a concern in Te Ahumairangi; however, given the
significantly larger number of walkers at Mount Vic, the trail re-development taking place there
should provide an example of how good trail building can help diffuse user conflict.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Sean
Last Name: Duggan
Organisation: Myself
On behalf of: Myself and my daughter
Street: 36 Monaghan Avenue
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 0272411801
Mobile: 0272411801
eMail: duggan.sean@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I strong disagree with any proposal that allows electric motorbikes on to mountainbike tracks, if
you're not fit enough to get to the top of a hill on your own you need to get fitter not fit a motor. Plus
when faster rider(s) currently come up behind a rider it's only polite and expected that the slow
rider(s) pull to one side and let the faster rider(s) through as soon as there's a suitable spot on the
track. If e-motorbikes are allowed on tracks this will be far more common especially for slower riders
or those riding with a child as I often do. If my 9yr old daughter can get to the top of Makara Peak
under her own power, it can't be that hard, she's actaully been doing it since she was 7.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I object to the word e-bike; they are motorbikes and while I have no problem with them on 4wd
tracks I strongly disagree with allowing them on singletrack trails like what's being proposed for
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Makara Peak with only downhill.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Only allowing them on 4wd tracks not on singletrack

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Only allowing them on 4wd tracks not on singletrack

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I'm in favour of more tracks especially ones that link areas together, giving greater scope for longer
rides and different loops to be explored.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
More tracks/roads away from cars, fabulous
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
As much as I like technology there's very little to beat good trail signage like the current design at
Makara. Phones go flat or can't always get signal.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Unless you're going to encourage walkers and runners to not have headphones on.. no bell will be
heard, we have to slow right down and shout from close range normally to be noticed in my
experience.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
More tracks of all grades, from commuting e-motorbike trails to advanced expert trails. The longer
connecting tracks like that around the south coast are really appealing. Put in
hutt/shelter/camping/toilets and people can do mini break over nighter trips or organise events
which would bring many riders to Wellington to take part.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
yes but obviously the existing mountainbike tracks shouldn't be dumbed down to that level.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Promote Wellington as a mountain biking destination. The quality of the facilities we already have is
amazing, I have biked all over the world but very few places have what Wellington has, world-class
tracks within such a short distance of the CBD. This should be built on and pushed as a reason to
visit this great little city.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Richard
Last Name: Tait
Street: 176 Cecil rd
Suburb: Wilton
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0212276162
eMail: Richardtait@clear.net.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
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This is ok for commuter bikes but impractical for mountainbiking

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I would like the review to take the opportunity to enable a wider track network for mountain bikes
authorised on Te Ahumairangi. The exclusion of much of Te Ahumairangi from the mountain bikelegal list of open spaces is anomalous compared to Mt Victoria, for example, which sees much
higher use by walkers and yet user conflict is managed effectively. Allowing well managed access
by mountain bikes to Te Ahumairangi, on a new, sanctioned network of trails designed in
partnership with the mountain bike community, would further enhance Wellington's leadership and
reputation as a recreational destination for tourists, and provide further recreational biking options
for expert bikers looking for technical trails that aren't otherwise available around the CBD. Risk of
user conflict would be minimal as these trails would not appeal to walkers.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Mike
Last Name: Haworth
Street: 97 Churchill Drive
Suburb: Crofton Downs
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6035
Daytime Phone: +642102435306
Mobile: 021 024 353 06
eMail: mike.haworth@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
I don't think many people will bother to download an app to find trails. I think physical signs are
more immediate and have greater accessibility.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
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No
Comments
I think that those who regularly use shared pathways are already able to purchase a bell if they see
fit. I am not inclined to agree with the question because its not clear whether the council intend to
enforce bell use for simply erect a politely worded sign.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I am disappointed that WCC does not see fit to ask for public input on the subject of Mountain Bike
access to Te Ahumairangi as part of the Open Space plan. The implementation plan lists
Berhampore golf course as being up for its restriction being lifted, there is much greater interest
from the Mountain Bike community in Te Ahumairangi, yet any possible change to its status goes
unmentioned. I have made a submission on the case for Mountain Bike access to Te Ahumairangi
and I hope that WCC are able to give this case due consideration.
Attached Documents
File
Mike_Haworth_OpenSpaces_submission_Te_Ahumairangi
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Te Ahumairangi
The Missing Link in the Mountain Bike
Trail Network
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The draft Open Space plan is a well thoughtout and forwardlooking document.
It acknowledges Wellington's unique possession of trail network embedded in the city and
states that its focus is to provide walking and cycling tracks close to where people live. It
acknowledges the efforts of community involvement in track building and cooperation with
WCC. And, crucially, the principals of the plan state that WCC will be responsive to user
demand.
I moved to Wellington 10 years ago, in part, because of its reputation as a mountain biking
friendly city.
Since that time, I have seen Wellington's Mountain Bike trail network develop from a small
number of informal trails built by enthusiasts, into larger scale projects run with council
funding and support. The Mountain Bike (MTB) trails at Polhill were not all strictly legal
when I first moved to Wellington but over time, local groups have worked with the council
and made legitimate tracks such as Transient, these tracks are now some of the most
popular in Wellington. 10 years ago, trails at Mt Vic were largely informal and poorly marked,
now there are much improved tracks and signage. Over these same 10 years, the informal
trails at Te Ahumairangi have not been developed. They are now fenced off and community
built cycling infrastructure has been physically dismantled and obstructed by WCC
contractors.
So why do Mt. Vic and Polhill have flourishing trail projects while Te Ahumairangi does not?
The reason is a legislative rather than a practical reason. The community is not able to
engage with the council to create new trails because MTB access at Te Ahumairangi is
restricted to 4 specified trails and building of new trails is not permitted1 . Why then is MTB
restricted here? Again, this not for any practical reason, but rather it is historical. There are
no geographic features preventing Te Ahumairangi from having the same designation as Mt
Vic or Polhill. In fact, because it is far less used by walkers, it is actually much b
 etter suited
for MTB use than either Mt Vic. or Polhill.
Lets look at the case for MTB at Te Ahumairangi in terms of how it aligns to the draft Open
Space plan and its stated principles.
1. “.. tracks will cater for demonstrated recreation demand”.  There is clearly a demand for
MTB at Te Ahumairangi. While unsanctioned trail building is obviously undesirable, it is
undeniably a sign of trail user demand.
2. “Tracks will be shared use wherever appropriate”.  Te Ahumairangi has a very low
utilisation, therefore it’s hard to make a case for why Te Ahumairangi continues to be an
exception to this principal.
3. “A wide range of skill and fitness levels abilities and interests will be catered for by the
network”.  The terrain at Te Ahumairangi is unique, the hill is higher than Mt Vic and has
some very steep terrain. There is an opportunity a a full spectrum of trails from family
oriented trails to steep downhill trails.
1

http://wellington.govt.nz/~/media/have-your-say/public-input/files/consultations/2016/06-open
-spaces/open-space-areas-tracks-closed-to-mountain-bikes-cycling.pdf?la=en
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4. “The Council plans to develop short, easily accessible walking and cycling tracks close to
where people live”.  The suburbs of Ngaio, Crofton Downs, Khandallah and Johnsonville
are not well served for Mountain Biking compared to suburbs nearby Makara, or Polhill,
Mirimar or Mt. Vic.
5. “..provides alternative transport routes and connections”.  Mountain Bike trails at Te
Ahumairangi formed part of my daily commute until WCC contractors fenced, obstructed and
physically dismantled these trails. Changing the designation would allow these connections
to be reestablished.
So after reading the draft Open Space plan, I met with council officers to discuss changing
the status of the area. Below are the reasons I was given for not changing, each presented
with my rebuttal:
1. “Residents won't like it”.  We teach our children to s hare and to p
 lay nicely with others.
Being a member of a residents association d
 oes not make you immune to this principal.
2. "Fall line trails, cause erosion"  Naturally, informal trails aren't going to be built to high
standards. Any issues of trail sustainability can be addressed once community and WCC are
allowed to work together. Yes, there is steep terrain at Te Ahumairangi, but there are also
steep trails at other locations in Wellington and these issues are well managed.
3. "Conflict with walkers"  All areas where there are dual use trails will have some conflict,
be it real or perceived. These issues can be addressed, in a similar manner to the way they
are at Mt. Vic., once the community and WCC are able to work together.
4. "It will disturb wildlife”  On well designed trails, mountain bikes are no more destructive
than walkers and is certainly much less harmful than dogs, which are permitted at Te
Ahumairangi. In 2011 DOC commissioned a study on the impact of mountain biking vs
walking on the Heaphy track2, they found no significant environmental impact and
recommended that bikes continue to be permitted.
It is clear that none of these objections present any more of an issue at Te Ahumairangi,
than they do at locations where Mountain Biking is currently permitted.
In Summary:
The principals of the Open Space plan emphasize equality of access, responsiveness to
demand and provision of access to trails near where people live. It’s clear that the current
restrictions at Te Ahumairangi are not inline with these principles.
The case against changing restrictions on the area is very weak, especially the
environmental claims, which are wholly unsupported by fact.

2

http://doc.govt.nz/Documents/about-doc/policies-and-plans/national-parks/heaphy-track-mou
ntain-bike-trail-report.pdf
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WCC has an opportunity to take a positive step, to engage with the community, and enable a
flourishing trail project similar to those at Polhill or Mt. Vic. Te Ahumairangi is in fact better
suited than other areas for such a project as it has such low utilisation by walkers.
I hope that after reading this you can agree that Mountain Bike access at Te Ahumairangi
should be reconsidered, if not for immediate removal from the list of restricted areas, then at
least for the matter to be put up for a public consultation.

Mike Haworth
mike.haworth@gmail.com
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Submitter Details
First Name: David
Last Name: Foster
Organisation: n/a
Street: 8 Alder Place
Suburb: Newlands
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6037
Daytime Phone: (04) 8194209
Mobile: 027 693 0260
eMail: nerysdave@xnet.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I admit to having no knowledge on this subject though

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
Don't want to discourage people from getting out and about. Could be me in a few years wanting to
do that

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
As a Newlands resident I am particularly keen on the Harbour Escapement walk. It sounds great.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Follow Makara Peak's lead
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
A polite 'excuse me' should be just as effective

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
It appear to be an appropriate balance

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
They will already be limited to certain areas by nature of the areas

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I also like the proposed link between Seton Nossiter reserve and the Belmont Gully area
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jack
Last Name: Goodson
Street: 93 Grays Road
Suburb: Camborne
City: Porirua
Country:
PostCode: 5026
Daytime Phone: 042376333
Mobile: 0210681119
eMail: jackmcph33@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I think the vision is good and looks kindly upon mountain bikers

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
I think e-bikes that have limited speeds will allow for more people such as the elderly or disabled to
have access to Wellingtons trail networks. I think that e-bikes will be good for the mountain biking
community and won't cause problems as suspected from speed if they are speed limited.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
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not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
It doesn't have to be a bell but some sort of way to notify a walker that they're coming is necessary

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jacob
Last Name: O'Donoghue-Price
Organisation: High Low Racing
On behalf of: High Low Racing
Street: 184 Glenmore Street
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: +64279507400
Mobile: +64279507400
eMail: jacob.odonoghueprice@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Need bike access at Tinakori Hill... I'm currently training to be a professional enduro racer and I
need these trails in order to allow me to get the speed and technical ability I need to win the race's.
Wellington suffers from a lack of technical riding so once all the riders you are trying to introduce to
the sport they then have nowhere to progress to and end up just riding on walking trails (that
actually build skill). Also there is hardly any walkers that walk there so it is a waste of space that
could be better used for mountain bikers. Another thing is that there are already trails there so all
we would need to do is change a few exits to make it safe for everyone and we'll have the sickest
trails and bike park around!

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
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Comments
Yea e-bikes are fine.. They're not gonna do anymore damage than the likes of Declan Wilcock
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skiding up all the trails and running in to walkers and people playing pokemon go etc...

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Yeah gets more people into the sport!

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Yeah the more riders the more opportunity to expand the sport and trail network... Better for
everyone!

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
A descending trail at polhill!!! Bike access to Tinakori Hill!!

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Think signage is fine, much more important things to focus on...

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Yeah anything that lets people know I'm fanging it down for the kom...

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
As I've stated above, there needs to be more technical trails in the wellington region... At the
moment I myself and other members of wellington's most exclusive riding group 'The High Low
Crew INTL' aka 'High Low Racing' are extremely restricted on where we can ride to progress our
skills... This leads us to having to ride on areas I will not disclose in this submission... If Tinakori
was made legal for riding this would make wellington a go to place in New Zealand for up and
coming shredders bringing a healthy injection of bank into the local economy. I can't even begin to
explain not even our want, but NEED for this to happen, aiding us all on our journey to the top of
the mountain bike world... The question you need to ask yourself is when we are standing on the
podium of the ews or dh world cup do you want us to promote wellington as a killer place for riding
that everyone should go or somewhere you should stay well clear of, because at the end of the day
it's on your head...

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yeah why not.. As long as I can ride tinakori I'm happy!

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Have stated in previous comments... Also have you considered shuttles?? My gag scale would be
maxed out if you bought such a wonderful thing to welly... Thank you can I hope you consider my
submission
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Iain
Last Name: Thorpe
Street: 27 Grove Road
Suburb: Kelburn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 021606332
Mobile: 021606332
eMail: iain@thorpe.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
At a high level the vision is fine, but as a mountain biker and a walker I do not think enough priority
is given to mountain biking. I see very few pedestrians when biking and not so many when walking.
If walkers, for example, are not using the track network as intensively as other users then the track
network should only be closed to users apart from walkers only to a limited extent to reflect that less
intense usage by walkers. Development of Wellington's mountain biking network could be a
significant draw for travelers to the city and is an issue that I consider the Council should give
priority to not just in the interests of bikers but for the economic benefits for the city of encouraging
visitors who are interested in biking.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I see e-bikes primarily as a mechanism for encouraging people to use forms of commuting apart
from cars. I welcome them on any mountain bike track that can reasonably be part part of a daily
commute, but cannot see any reason why they need to have access to tracks at places like Makara
Peak that are for recreational purposes. Access there should be for running, walking and normal
cycling only. I would be happy with an exception allowing e-bike use on all mtb tracks for people
with an illness or physical disability (apart from unfitness) so that they can also get more enjoyment
out of the recreation space.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
A direction finding app or link to google maps or similar showing the track network would be helpful.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Because you can politely warn people that you are coming or ask them to move using your voice.
Requiring people to have bells is needless, probably wont help much and may seem rude or curt
when the spoken word (ie. 'please') might not.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
I have no difficulty with their using tracks that are graded and widened appropriately so that they
can use them and not interfere with other users ( in the interests of both users, not just the able
bodied). I would not like to see too many of those types of tracks, because they may spoil the
character of some of the wilder spaces.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I believe there are excessive limits on mountain bikes in the green space at present. Te
Ahumairangi is a perfect example. Walkers tend to use the top and the Northern Walkway and are
rarely on the more minor tracks. There is no reason at all that is apparent to me why there should
be a general ban on mountain bikes in this space. I would also like to see more concrete proposals
for the development of more tracks in many areas, for example the Polhill area has a little of space
and much opportunity for more tracks like the very successful and well made Clinical Track off
Holloway Road. There are also some significant ares of green space that have no track in them for
no obvious reason. An example is the block of land on the north side of Aro Vally between it and
Kelburn in the are of Adams Terrace. A combined walking and mountain biking track to link Kelburn
to the Aro Valley would be welcome. Clearer rules for dog owners using tracks would also be
helpful. Dogs should be welcome but they must be on leads, specifically short leads. Dogs running
free or on the long, extendable leads favoured by many owners create risk and are a matter of
concern to other track users.
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Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Anthony
Last Name: Edmonds
Street: 1A Rawhiti Terrace
Suburb: Kelburn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 021499466
Mobile: 021499466
eMail: anthonyedmonds@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The vision is great. Keep up th egood work. I agree that there should be: - Trails that provide
outstanding opportunities for recreational and tourism. The benchmark is Queenstown, Rotorua,
and Nelson. Wellington is quickly falling behind these proactive towns and cities. The Wellington
City Council needs to make this happen rather than being the barrier to allowing this to happen.
The Council needs to open up the closed trails on Te Ahumairangi, as these are 'outstanding'.
Equally the Booklyn Trail Builders want to build 6 new tracks in the Polhill area. This is another
'outstanding' opportunity, so whu are the Council stopping this if your vision is to 'provide for
outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism'?. The Draft Plan says explicitly that Te
Ahumairangi is 'one of the least visited sectors of the Town-belt' (section 8.1.1) and is 'greatly under
utilised given its size and proximity to the central city' (section 7.1.1). It is laughable that given these
statements, and the vision in the Draft Plan, that the Council officers are running an ongoing battle
with mountain bikers who want access to the epic trails that are on Te Ahumairangi already. - The
vision in the Draft Plan says that the Council wants to 'ensure that tracks provide for a range of
user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels in each area'. Where are these trails relative to
where I live (being Kelburn)? There are lots of intermediate and advanced trails in Aro Valley and
Makara Peak. However, there are no family or entry level trails. I note that the trail initiatives don't
appear to include any either. Open up family trails on Mt Vic, Polhill, Te Ahumairangi, Johnson Hill,
and Trellissick Park. These areas are close to where people live. If the Council doesn't open up
these areas and support the creation of entry level and family friendly trails, how will the vision be
achieved? Magic maybe? - The vision also talks about a 'high quality primary network accessing
major destination points in Wellington'. Where are the proposed trail initiatives that support this?
This is an epic idea, as these same trails could be used by families and entry level riders. Craig
Starnes (of Brooklyn Trail Builders) has previous scoped out off-road commuter trails between
Wakefield Park and Central Park, and from the city through Trellissick Park, through Wilton Bush
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and on to Karori (all off-road). Again, if the Council are serious about the vision, just allow this stuff
to happen rather than blocking it. Volunteers will line up to build these trails, and Wellington's large
mountain biking community will help provide money for this. I think the Council is the block to
achieving the vision contained in the plan.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
E-bikes will open up the trail network to a whole lot of new people, including the young, the old, the
unskilled, and the unfit. This includes tourists off cruise ships. Electric bikes will also enable offroad tracks to be used more effectively by commutes. All of these concepts and rider groups are
consistent with what is contained in the 'vision' in the draft plan ('outstanding opportunities for
tourism', 'tracks provide for a range of user interest, skills.....', 'a quality primary network accessing
major destinations....' In response to this the Council needs to focus on having a trail plan that
matches the potential growth of riders (who have a range of skills) as a result of the pending growth
in e-bikes.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives
1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast

yes no
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6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
All trail initiatives are good ones! I note that the same 6 initiatives were in the 2004 Open Spaces
Plan!! The trail initiatives are good, and should happen - so keep up the good work. There also
needs to be initiatives that support the vision in the plan. These include: - Creating entry level and
family friendly trails that link up different parts of the city. Ask Craig Starnes for his plan for an offroad commuter trail between Wakefield Park and Central Park, and from the city through Trellissick
Park, through Wilton Bush and on to Karori (all off-road) - then get on and build these types of
trails. This is entirely consistent with the vision. - Open up the closed trails on Te Ahumairangi. This
would be a world class mountain biking area, and offers technical trails that aren't available in
Welliongton. The Draft Plan calls Te Ahumairangi under utilised, so get on and utilise it! - Let the
Brooklyn Trail Builders build the proposed new trails on Polhill (Aro Valley). This is an epic area
that gets huge usage from runner, riders, and walkers. Trails are the way people connect and
access our environment.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Put the same signage system on all the trails that Makara Peak uses. This award winning signage
system can be used by runners, walkers and riders. I would happily personally pay to put these
signs on a range tracks in and around Wellington, and find other people willing to do the same!
Trailforks is a free App that has all the Wellington trails on it. It even shows where the bike shops
and bike maintenance facilities are (these are pretty lacking in Wellington too by the way).

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Simply create a trail network that caters for the different user groups. You have to wonder where
the Council's thinking is at if this is a serious idea.
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Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Make more land accessible for trails.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Hang on. If I can't find trails suitable for taking my 10 year old son running or riding on - what hope
does granny have on her mobility scooter. It would be epic to see the Council create trails that
'provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities, and fitness levels within each area'. As
outlined earlier, there are big gaps in Wellington's trail networks, being entry level family trails, and
also technical trails. The Council needs a plan to address this. Note that the trail builders and
mountain bikers are keen to address this, but need to Council top provide the green light to
developing these trails. Without this 'green light' the vision in the Draft Plan won't be achieved.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Open up Te Ahumairangi. Let the Brooklyn Trail Builders build the proposed 6 new tracks in Polhill
(Aro Valley). Ask Craig Starnes for his plan for an off-road commuter trail between Wakefield Park
and Central Park, and from the city through Trellissick Park, through Wilton Bush and on to Karori
(all off-road) - then get on and build these types of trails. This is entirely consistent with the vision in
the draft plan. Adopt Makara Peak's award winning signage system for Wellington's trail network. I
am happy to chip in and pay for some of this personally. Keep up the good work!
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: David
Last Name: Butterfield
Street: 8 Colorado Grove
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 0272323925
eMail: dmabutterfield@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
A vision of providing outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism through a track network is
fantastic. However, its not clear how this vision will be achieved. Volunteer groups and the Council
have done a good job to date with the tracks that have been built over the last twenty years that are
widely used by a range of users from mountain bikers, runners and walkers (which is great).
However, to really achieve the Council's vision, much more needs to be done which will likely
require some investment. Wellington could easily have a track network that rivals say Rotorua that
benefits both locals and enables Wellington to become a tourism destination, both for mountain
bikers and other track users including walkers and runners. I believe that Wellington needs: - better
coordination and consistency across different track sites. - Includes consistent signage, mapping
and marketing. - Includes better linking of the separate track areas eg Makara Peak - Wrights Hill Polhill/Hawkins Hill - more family friendly bike tracks - something between the flat tracks and the
basic Makara Peak tracks ie something with less constant climbing - additional tracks including: a
grade 3-4 downhill track in Polhill to reduce traffic conflict on the Transient track. Serendipity has
already successfully achieved this for the lower Transient track. - an intermediate grade track up
from Red Rocks or Owhiro Bay to the Barking Emu/Tip Track intersection - an intermediate down
track from Wrights Hill to Makara Peak (graded between Deliverance and Salvation) - Connecting
tracks from the Tawa Tawa Reserve to Hawkins Hill - Better associated infrastructure and facilities
e.g. toilets and bike washing facilities at key places that people use such as Polhill

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
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by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
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vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I have no comment on this.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I'm neutral on this. I suggest a trial or a pilot in order to get better information

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Any additional track is a good thing. I would like to see - more family friendly bike tracks - something
between the flat tracks and the basic Makara Peak tracks ie something with less constant climbing additional tracks including: a grade 3-4 downhill track in Polhill to reduce traffic conflict. Serendipity
has already successfully achieved this for the lower Transient track. - an intermediate grade track
up from Red Rocks or Owhiro Bay to the Barking Emu/Tip Track intersection. Also perhaps a
dedicated bike track down to Red Rocks from Hawkins Hill - an intermediate down track from
Wrights Hill to Makara Peak (graded between Deliverance and Salvation) - Connecting tracks from
the Tawa Tawa Reserve to Hawkins Hill - Better associated infrastructure and facilities e.g. toilets
and bike washing facilities at key places that people use such as Polhill
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Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, to the extent that they fit into a planned track strategy.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
I recommend the use of a common signage and mapping strategy - probably adopting the new
system introduced at Makara Peak.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
No. In general, different users (ie cyclists and walkers/runners) generally happily coexist with little
conflict. On bells themselves: - I don't know of any mountain biker who has a bell on their bike and I
can't imagine bikers either adding a bell or using them if they had one. - It is much better to use
track design to slow bikers and use signage to encourage good behaviour eg cyclists calling out

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
No comment

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
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Comments
The cycling community (together with the Council) have done a fantastic job in building great trails
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that are used not just by cyclists, but walkers and runners. It is fantastic to see these trails being
used by a range of users. I find that the cycling community is also active in the conservation front,
with planting of natives and pest control. Their work has really enhanced our environment, our
ability to connect with the environment while providing great recreational options and developing a
resource which could also prove to be a great tourist attraction with a bit more development
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Marty
Last Name: Dinniss
Street: 71 Buckley Road
Suburb: Wellington
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6023
Mobile: 021775742
eMail: marty@dinniss.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I am an employer (10 staff) and am constantly faced with staff moving to other cities. Access to the
town belt is a unique feature of Wellington and should be better promoted. I am a mountain biker
primarily, walker second and Wellington's town belt is a tremendous resource. We need to ensure
that it caters for a diverse range of interests well. We're not far from that; however there are a few
sticking points that, with a little thought and investment, could really embed the townbelt as a point
of difference for our city. From our offices in Willis St, some of my staff and I can go mountain biking
on (almost) world class trails at lunchtime and be back within an hour. This is a unique
proposition,possibly for any city in the world. Let's leverage it.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
This definition should state somehow that an ebike must be pedaled to generate forward
momentum. '...primarily pedal powered...' appears to leave a lot of room for interpretation. These
bikes should not be able to accelerate in anyway with the use of a throttle only.
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
This must be limited to wide trails - ie 4WD tracks to avoid user conflict.The unexpected speed of ebikes is confusing and potentially dangerous.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
The only trails i disagree with are Makara Peak. If these were limited to 4WD trails i'd be
comfortable. Why dumb down a good fitness initiative - we have one of the most obese
communities in the world. Plenty of people of all ranges can ride on Makara Peak. Encourage some
more low grade trails in there so there are development stages for people and encourage riding.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Simple - more signage. Heaps of apps already exist, but once you're on the ground looking for
instant instruction you don't want to be walking around looking at your phone the whole time doesn't this defeat the purpose?

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
A bell would detract from the enjoyment for mountain bikers and other users who are in these areas
for the serenity. Who enforces use? What about walkers and runners and track users with
headphones in? When would it be appropriate or inappropriate use?...This is a minefield let's not
go there! Allocate some (even just one initially) one-way tracks, erect appropriate signage and see
if it works. The best place to do this, in my view, would be Transient on Polhill. However there are
other shorter tracks on Mt Victoria for which this would also be useful.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
POLHILL RESERVE there are a couple of initiatives which i believe could mitigate user conflict in
Polhill Reserve A) make the tracks one-way for all users. The return on investment in the Clinical
trail would be greatly enhanced by some signage at the bottom of Polhill Reserve notifying its
existence. This trail is suitable for all users in an uphill direction. B) more signage to inform visitors
to the city or new trail users what to expect. If users expect to see mountain bikers on the trails they
won't be surprised when one comes around a corner. C) develop a new trail for mountain bikes in
the Reserve. I don't think this will be necessary if the trails are one-way TE AHUMAIRANGI /
TINAKORI HILL appears to have been excluded from this plan. It is an area, which i have used for
mountain biking on a number of occasions and now seems embroiled in user conflict
controversy.This is not necessary, it has been proven on mount Victoria that even rudimentary
changes to trail intersections can mitigate user conflict. Some thought, vision and potentially
investment in education, signage and fencing could further mitigate these conflicts.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes - only 4WD tracks and possibly walking only tracks

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
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Comments
Track Assessment around canopy gaps requires further consideration. Forest ecology is such that
small gaps in the canopy are quickly filled by new or surrounding individuals. While there should be
no need for the creation of large gaps in the creation of trails small gaps as opposed to 'keep the
tree canopy intact and not create canopy gaps...' is not workable in all areas.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: David
Last Name: Wilcock
Organisation: Individual and Business
Street: 191A Riddiford Street
Suburb: Newtown
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
eMail: nzedsurfer@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Pedal assisted bikes should be allowed everywhere standard bikes can go. The pedal assist
makes not difference going down hill. Going up hill may assist. Not supporting throttle controlled
bikes. It will give more accessability to more people. I can imagine wanting to use one when I get
older or due to health reasons.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
Accesssability to everywhere a standard bike can go.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Should be everywhere a standard bike can go ....a pedal assist bike makes no difference Give
people the opportunity to go places they want to go not restrict them. What if it was a family and
one couldnt go because they had an ebike ?

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
A great opportunity to open up areas not presenly accessable. We need more circuits and classic
rides around Wellington . Particularly overnight rides

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
This will help link up and give access to areas we presently dont have.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
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No
Comments
Improve signage Consistancy needs improvement ..not just Wellington but the region. Needs clear
signage to warn walkers not to enter down hill mountain bike trails for safety reasons. Particularly
the trails made by the mountain bikers .....esp the steep down hill trails . Use software like Trail
Forks to help people find the trails but also find where they are on the trails Could also make an
app like what Rotorua have. Which can have safety features ...eg GPS coordinates for an accident.
GPS coordinates on signs Clear signage to indicate the entrance to other trails ...Maps would help
too. Esp for Tourists.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes particularly on share trails eg Polhil ...where there is a lot of two way traffic Other trails one
way its pointless. Unless you have a walker standing in the middle of the trail...a kind word is more
appropriate.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Work together with other councils and regional council to have consistancy and promotion of Trails
in Wellington Region. Marketing / Tourism Provide improved facilities eg Carparks - expanding ,
Toilets, Showers, Bike washing. Even considering Cafes, bike maintanence etc.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes why not as long as its suitable and makes sense. eg room for overtaking ...has to be wider

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There is a real potential to provide a very good trail network through out Wellington and the region.
That has the appropriate facilities to attract Tourism to not only visit but also stay. I have met
people and customers who chose to live and work in Wellington for the outdoors eg Mountain
biking and walking trails. With further promotion as a region we could make Wellington an attraction
for people who enjoy the outdoors. Where in the world do you have a city surrounded nearby with
outdoor facilities so close ? We have had customers / tourists who have not realised what outdoor
activities they could do in Wellington. eg Mountain biking. They were looking at passing throught to
either go to Rotorua or Nelson.! We need to seriously do promotion to capture more people and the
tourist dollar. It is also an attraction for potential skilled workers who could consider moving here to
work !
Attached Documents
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Submitter Details
First Name: James
Last Name: Cooney
Street: 181 Pembroke Road
Suburb: Wilton
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0226547434
eMail: james_cooney@yahoo.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
I agree with WCCs vision for open spaces access. Wellington has been lagging behind other
tourism centres such as Rotorua and Queenstown when it comes to consistent and accessible trail
usage. This has, however, greatly improved in recent years due to the council's cooperation with
and support of trail building projects. I look forward to seeing further improvements in the future.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Current e-bike technology is very hard to control. Enforcing power output and speed restrictions will
be virtually impossible to enforce. The vision to provide all users with access to outer areas of our
recreational areas is sound. However, since users come in all shapes and sizes, the resulting total
power output of an e-bike as defined in the draft can vary wildly. While a young or beginner cyclist
may only be able to sustain less than 100W of power, a fit cyclist can maintain in excess of 400W,
creating a 700W moped. While the 25km/h speed restriction is designed to combat this potential
power excess, this will still lead to a large speed differential on steep uphill trails where the average
user may ride at less than 10km/h. I would therefore define a power-assisted cycle as a moped.
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes I agree that access can be granted to existing 4WD, double width and otherwise
commuting/access trails. However, access to specifically designed mountain bike single trails has
to be carefully considered. There are various way to increase the accessibility to areas as Makara
Peak is demonstrating with their new low-gradient uphill trail project.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I can envisage the most common use of E-Bikes on the proposed changes to Makara Peak is to
'shuttle' the advanced downhill trails. There will be strong interest in using E-Bikes to shorten the
ascent to the summit via the 4WD roads and then ride down the downhill trails. This could provide a
unique tourism opportunity. However, I see user conflict issue on all remaining uphill trails and
these should not have e-bike access at this stage unless they are specifically required to access
the 4WD and downhill trails.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The more trails provided, the better users can be spread out around the city. Also, the more
opportunities created for access routes to major trail networks, hopefully the less likely users are to
drive cars to them.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
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Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, as above the more opportunities created for access routes to major trail networks, hopefully
the less likely users are to drive cars to them.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
The council can actively review and update well established trail apps such as Trail Forks.
Standardised signage and signage guidelines will help users more easily navigate the city trail
network.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
As both a mountain biker and a trail runner, my experience is that mountain bikes can be heard well
in advance of being seen. A bell is only of use when the rider can see the other trail user from a
way off. The greater problem is when users approach blind corners with a large speed differential
in which case a bell does not resolve the problem.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, they should be allowed access. The numbers would be significantly small enough that user
conflict would be minimal.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Mountain bike access to Te Ahumairangi Hill has long been contentious. In my view, this area of
town belt has specifically been preserved for recreational use but is currently under utilised. It offers
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a great opportunity for residents in the western and north-western suburbs to ride directly to the
trails from home. The north-western suburbs, such Ngaio and Khandallah currently have limited
access to large mountain bike terrain. A number of areas of the hill are well suited to technical
mountain bike trails. There has been a recent trend in the Wellington region to decrease the
technical grade of existing mountain bike trails to allow greater access to less-advanced users but
they have not been replaced with new technical trails and our range of technical trails is lagging
behind other mountain bike hot-spots such as Rotorua, Nelson and Queenstown. The areas of Te
Ahumairangi Hill that are of interest to Mountain Bikers are of less interest to walkers and runners
due to the steep gradient and minimal conflict is foreseeable, especially with well designed signage
and entry/exist points. As for the environmental impact, the mountain biking community has proven
that there is strong support and volunteer resources available for rubbish clearing and replanting
projects. Where erosion has occurred, the trail armoring and reinforcement has been added to
resolve the issue with minimal environmental and visual impact. In summary, the council should
review its stance on mountain bike access to Te Ahumairangi Hill.
Attached Documents
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Submitter Details
First Name: Nick
Last Name: Hunn
Street: 22 Fairview Crescent
Suburb: Kelburn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 021944972
eMail: nick.hunn@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Great progress has been made in opening up Wellington to mountain bikers. We are privileged to
live in a city where we can safely ride our bikes away from traffic, enjoying the outdoors, while
getting and staying fit and healthy. Our family of 4 all benefit from our local trails and we hold our
heads high when we say we are mountain bikers from Wellington. The benefits of biking are well
known. For me, in addition to the above, I also commute by mountain bike several times a week,
mostly using off-road trails. Our family are high users of the trail network. We ride, build trails,
support MTB events of all types, and promote Wellington biking around the country and overseas.
We see first hand the benefits that biking has bought to Wellington. We see tourists from NZ and
overseas enjoying the MTB parks and trails, we see huge numbers of Wellingtonians riding,
commuting, competing and bettering their lives and those around them by jumping on their bikes.
We must continue what we have all started and build on the successes of the Council and MTB
community. This means more tracks, a mixture of trail types, and leveraging the hard work of the
MTB community. My priorities are to provide link tracks between the city and the MTB parks,
connection tracks that link the MTB parks and as many suburbs as possible, and more trails in
areas the MTB community want to build them (eg Polhill, Te Ahumairangi, Johnson Hill, and
Trellisick Park - among others). It makes no sense to close Te Ahumairangi. The non MTB user
numbers are extremely low and it is a huge asset not being used. The Brooklyn Trail Builders want
to build more trails and they have proved they know what they are doing with the hugely popular
Transient and Clincal, and many others. Their plans should be supported. I'm not convinced the
Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach track should be a priority. It could suck up too much resource that
could be put into a large number of other tracks and areas.
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would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
To me, bikes are human powered and I do not like the idea of mixing an engine powered vehicle
with pedal powered ones. I stay off roads as much as possible to stay away from vehicles and
anything travelling too quickly (in the hands of people who aren't experienced). For reasons of
safety, sharing spaces with like minded people, and the purity of some forms of recreation, I don't
want to bring engine power into what is a people powered zone. On a slight tangent, I also don't like
jet skis sharing the surf with surfers or motorbikes/scooters in cycle lanes, or snow mobiles on ski
slopes. Mobility scooters on footpaths are an exception. They are slow and the benefits of moving
people from a to b (or just being mobile) would far outweigh any detriments.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Certainly keep e-bikes out of Makara Peak MTB park.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
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Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
The more bike tracks the better. As long as maintenance is okay, or rough trails are marked as
difficult, then we should exploit all sensible trail building.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Bells on the waterfront make sense, and on some Hutt Vally river trails, but lots of our shared off
road trails need both hands on brakes at all times. It would be better to have good signage so that
walkers don't go on shared trails if they can not handle the bike traffic.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
How about more signs around trails - like the ones at Makara bike park.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Certainly not on any primary MTB bike trail. No problem with paved surfaces or flattish 4WD trail.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
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Submitter Details
First Name: Ben
Last Name: White
Street: 236A The Esplanade
Suburb: Island Bay
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6023
Daytime Phone: +64272900423
Mobile: +64272900423
eMail: Benjamin.white@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes though the priorities don't seem to align particularly well (see below).

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Particularly support access to South Coast via Karori Stream given the recent closure of Long Gully
Station to the public after 30 years of the owners allowing access. This is a tragedy and is keenly
felt by people wanting more remote experiences. However, I note that achieving the vision requires
building more trails in and around city with greater focus on having a range of trails (currently
lacking family friendly trails and more technical trails). The vision requires this to be in and around
the City (not miles away). Surely we want to create opportunities for people to ride the kinds of
tracks they want to ride without driving to them - its embarrasing how many people are driving to
Makara Peak to go riding! In this regard there actually is an inconsistency between the vision and
the 'priority trails' though I still support the majority of them). To achieve the vision there needs to be
greater access to land (especially in and around the city - areas like Huntleigh Park, Johnston Hill,
Te Ahumairangi (Tinakori Hill), Trellissick Park). These areas are close to where people live, can
provide outstanding tourism and recreation opportunities, cater for different range of users in terms
of skills, abilities and fitness, and could also form part of a quality primary network accessing major
destination points in Wellington. The Council has done a good job to date, achieving the vision will
require greater input and work, and money. This includes working with user groups to develop and
improve trails, address signage issues, and build infrastructure.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
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Access to private land to create the opportunity for more remote experiences e.g. around the South
coast/Cook Strait.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
The Council is doing an amazing job! The open spaces plan is an opportunity to create an even
greater integrated track network and to create corridors that link existing track networks, reduce the
amount of car travel associated with mountain biking and reduce the unaccpetable level of illegal
track building by sanctioning more grade 4-5 tracks being built. Opening up Te Ahumairangi for
mountain biking should be a priority. There is a need for more technical trails in the city as is
evidenced by wide spread illegal trail building. Some great tracks exist already that are reasonably
sustainable. Similarly Brooklyn Trail Builders should be allowed to build a grade 4/5 track in Polhill
to complement the amazing trail network that has been built to date with WCC support. Also greater
thought needs to be given to opening up tracks to create commuter routes/links between the city
and current mountain biking areas e.g. the main trail through Otari Wilton and Trellisick Park.
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Last Name: Wilcock
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Street: 191A Riddiford Street
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City: Wellington
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eMail: nzedsurfer@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
Agree to have Ebikes with access to all areas where normal bicycles have. Reason being that
Ebikes are pedal assisted. Not throttle control. They assist people particulalry up hill. Down hill no
difference to a normal bike. I may need to use one so I can still have access when I get older and if I
had any health issues.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
Should have access to all places where standard bicycles have access to. Ebikes make no
difference as long as they are pedal assist. Not throttle controlled. Going down hill is the same as a
standard bicycle. Going up hill will be a similar speed to a standard bicycle. So it shouldnt be a
safety issue. Reminds me of the days when motor cars where first introduced having to have a
person walking in front with a red flag. I hope it doesnt come to that !

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Ebikes should have as much access as the standard bikes. As mentioned above.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
A great opportunity to open up and provide longer and circuit rides / walks Something we dont have
much of in Wellington.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
A good opportunity to open up areas that are presently unexcessible.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments
Certainly needs improvement. This should be done in conjuction with other councils / reginal
council. Signs could be bigger Room for advertising ? Sponsors ? Clear signage warning walkers of
cyclists eg Steep Down Hill sections particularly should be for bikers only ! For safety reasons.
Some areas should only be mountain bikers only, particularly if they have been purpose build by
mountain bikers.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
not compulsory but some shared trails its advisable. However may not be effective....particularly if
they are mountain bike trails and down hill trails. Recommended for shared trails eg Polhill where
there is frequent mixed purpose ...walkers and bikers

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Marketing / Tourism needs to be addressed together with providing and adding further
infrastructure eg toilet / shower and bike washing facilities.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes why not as long as its suitable and sensible to do so.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
There needs to be consistancy between councils and regional council 1 Signage 2 Trail standards
and consistancy 3 Accessability to trails 4 Improvement to infarstructure , carparking, toilets,
showers, bike washing. Add business services and opportunities ie Cafe, Bike maintanance,
clothing etc. 5 Promotion and marketing of Mountain biking and walking trails. Its a very good
opportunity to add value to trourists to visit Wellington as a destination. We have a shop and have
noted people by passing Wellington to go to Nelson or Rotorua to go mountain biking because it
wasnt promoted enough. It needs to be promoted as a region...not just Wellington. Put together a
long term plan for marketing Wellington as a destination for mountain biking, but also put in the
funding to provide the necessary facilities. Having a bicycle workshop at Wellington Airport with
showers would be a start. Together with information for people to stay in Wellington longer to go
mountain biking.
Attached Documents
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Submitter Details
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Organisation: Wellington mountain bike club
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City: Wellington
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eMail: jourdanlethbridge@yahoo.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Te Ahumairangi Request for status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt
Management Plan (the Plan). Te Ahumairangi has the potential to be a world class facility for
wellington in terms of mountain biking, it has steep technical terrain and if managed properly could
be a great asset for wellington as a whole. You only have to look at the likes of Queenstown,
Rotorua, Whistler and now the 25 million dollar adventure park being built in Christchurch. There is
massive potential to having world class tracks within the city you only have to look at the likes of
Queenstown over the last 10 years and how much exposure its had and the amount of people that
come specifically to ride. I feel Wellington is ten years behind all the other places as a mountain
bike destination. If you invest in good well built grade 3 4 and 5 tracks people will come specifically
to ride them. There are no other places in New Zealand where you have such good trails so close
to the city this is what you as a council should be selling and investing in for economic growth. We
need bike priority tracks as no ones going to want to come here to ride when they could meet a
walker around the corner they will just go to the likes of Rotorua where this is not an issue. You're
never going to get a huge amount of tourism by building more grade 1 and 2 tracks theres no one
traveling overseas invest in 3 4 and 5 tracks. Key messages -Open up Te Ahumairangi for biking All of the tracks in the town belt that have bikes specifically for biking should be bike priority tracks
in the town belt such as mystic portal, serendipity, hippies -Invest in building world class trails -A
relatively low investment on tracks will bring huge returns for tourism and economic growth for the
city will come.
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Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
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would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I am opposed to e bikes

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
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Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Signs to show the difference between a walking track and a bike track.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
This is ridiculous walkers should take out their headphones and be more aware of their surrounding
while on shared use tracks.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
e Ahumairangi Request for status of Te Ahumairangi to be changed under Town Belt Management
Plan (the Plan). Plan currently only allows for 4 trails to be ridden on for mountain biking and no
further trails to be developed for mountain biking. Section 8.1.5.1: Mountain bike access to the hill
will be limited to the Northern Walkway track, Huntingdon Street to Ridgeline track, West-East
Connector track and Grant Road track. Rest of town Belt areas do not contain such broad
restrictions. Mountain biking is a legitimate and growing - as mentioned specifically in the Plan[1] recreational activity that should be a permitted activity in all of Wellington town belt. User conflict
and safety must be managed in all public shared spaces. This conflict is best managed when
activities have strong user representation. The Wellington Trails Trust provides a unified voice for
mountain bikers in Wellington, which will improve discourse and accountability. Wellington Trails
Trust is working with WCC to execute on the 10 year plan that will see Wellington being recognised
as World's Best mountain bike city. Key to achieving this goal is development and improvement to
the urban trails that connect the greenbelt to Wellington's city. 3 of the key areas suitable are Mt
Vic, Polhill and Te Ahumairangi. Further track development is restricted in Te Ahumairangi and this
needs to be addressed. Te Ahumairangi is steep and not well suited for many activities - small
number of people walk or run there and when they do it is predominately along the ridgeline. This is
explicit in the Plan, which describes Te Ahumairangi as 'one of the least-visited sectors of the Town
Belt'[2]. The Open Spaces Access Plan describes it as 'greatly under-utilised given its size and
proximity to the central city'[3]. The under-utilisation of Te Ahumairangi limits its potential
contribution to the objectives of the Plan, including 6.1.3 Participation in sport and recreation is
encouraged and supported. The steep terrain is well suited for advanced/expert mountain bike
trails. The development of such trails would result in significant increase of recreational users in
this part of town belt. [1] Section 8.1.5 Recreation: 'mountain biking is increasing in popularity'. [1]
Section 8.1.1 Character and use [1] Section 7.11
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Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Tom
Last Name: Sheridan
Street: 59C Volga Street
Suburb: Island Bay
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6023
eMail: Emailtomshark@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I support access as long as the ebikes are as stated above, pedal assisted with no motor no
stronger than 300w
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
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Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Tim
Last Name: Carter
Street: PO Box 3017
Suburb: Thorndon
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6011
Mobile: 021192933
eMail: eye5two4@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
My apologies for plagiarising from another submission, however that said, I wholeheartedly agree
with the following opinions and statements as if they were my own (and some of them are)... Trails
that 'provide outstanding opportunities for recreational and tourism'. The benchmark is
Queenstown, Rotorua, and Nelson. Wellington is quickly falling behind these proactive towns and
cities. The Wellington City Council needs to make this happen rather than being the barrier to
allowing this to happen. Even the Hutt City Council is pushing forward with expansion plans in
conjunction with WTP to expand the Waiu Street MTB park into the Mohaka Valley, there are also
more trails planned for the Belmont Area MTB park and Porirua is growing it's share in mountain
biking trails within the Wellington Region. Wellington is at risk of even lagging behind it's own
'smaller cousin' councils. The Council needs to open up the closed trails on Te Ahumairangi, as
these are 'outstanding'. Equally the Booklyn Trail Builders want to build 6 new tracks in the Polhill
area. This is another 'outstanding' opportunity, so why are the Council stopping this if your vision is
to 'provide for outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism'?. The Draft Plan says explicitly
that Te Ahumairangi is 'one of the least visited sectors of the Town-belt' (section 8.1.1) and is
'greatly under utilised given its size and proximity to the central city' (section 7.1.1). It is laughable
that given these statements, and the vision in the Draft Plan, that the Council officers are running
an ongoing battle with mountain bikers who want access to the epic trails that are on Te
Ahumairangi already. The vision in the Draft Plan says that the Council wants to 'ensure that tracks
provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels in each area'. There are lots
of intermediate and advanced trails in Aro Valley and Makara Peak. However, there are no family or
entry level trails. I note that the trail initiatives don't appear to include any either. Open up family
trails on Mt Vic, Polhill, Te Ahumairangi, Johnson Hill, and Trellissick Park. These areas are close
to where people live. If the Council doesn't open up these areas and support the creation of entry
level and family friendly trails, how will the vision be achieved? The vision also talks about a ''high
quality primary network accessing major destination points in Wellington'. Where are the proposed
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trail initiatives that support this? This is an epic idea, as these same trails could be used by families
and entry level riders. Craig Starnes (of Brooklyn Trail Builders) has previous scoped out off-road
commuter trails between Wakefield Park and Central Park, and from the city through Trellissick
Park, through Wilton Bush and on to Karori (all off-road). Again, if the Council are serious about the
vision, just allow this stuff to happen rather than blocking it. Volunteers will line up to build these
trails, and Wellington's large mountain biking community will help provide money for this. I think the
Council is the block to achieving the vision contained in the plan. Mountain biking within the
Wellington Region is huge and so is the national and international mountain biking tourism sector.
Wellington has had a reputation over the past 10-15 years as one of the MTB capitals but more has
to be done to retain a place near the top of that list. I personally know dozens of overseas (mainly
Australian) MTB tourists itching to come to NZ to ride, Wellington is ideally located to link
destinations like Rotorua and Taupo, with Kaiteretere and Queenstown. By expanding the existing
MTB trail network with more flow and jump trails it can only be a win for all.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives
1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and

yes no
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beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Open up Te Ahumairangi. Let the Brooklyn Trail Builders build the proposed 6 new tracks in Polhill
(Aro Valley).

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
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Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Penny
Last Name: Krieg
Organisation: Loose Leash Dog Walking Newlands
On behalf of: Penny Krieg, Philip Krieg, Loose Leash Dog Walking Newlands
Street: 23 Miles Crescent
Suburb: Newlands
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6037
Daytime Phone: 044787458
Mobile: 0211795043
eMail: looseleashdogwalking.penny@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments
Limited to certain tracks as you propose, due to concerns on track width, surface, potential
damage, Speed, passing areas, sightlines...

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
What about farmland, grazing stock ... are they to be fenced along each side & gated. Most
members of the public aren't good with stock, closing gates ... Or staying on tracks ! (but off road
tracks are safer to walk than narrow country public roads

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes !!! hard to hear when cyclists are approaching from the rear ... wind noise, gravel under foot,
wind through the power pillons !

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes ! if tracks suit their use!

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Track building - love the 70 degree batter ? back angle cut into track sides on slopes = far far less
rock falls and slips ie the new Curton Park track Melksham to Foxham ! Will require far less
maintenance than others cut by contractors in the northern suburbs, ie Gilberd, Lawsons ... Many
current tracks require maintenance ie gravel added to the surface... Not enough passing bays, and
gorse blackberry removed from sides - may dogs will jump up or down the bank to clear the track,
(on lead), so other users can pass ... but only if there is no gorse or blackberry - then they go on
strike !!! lol please also ensure pickly trimmings are removed from track edges as they can injure
dogs paws ! :( Ta
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: John
Last Name: Cleveland
Street: 158 Moxham Avenue
Suburb: Hataitai
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Mobile: 027 7549847
eMail: johncleveland@hotmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Overall I am happy with the work in the plan, but I do not support e-bikes in the town belt areas, and
I believe there should be some more tracks opened for cycling in the Te Ahumairangi area.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
I think it is important to differentiate pedal assist only bikes, from bikes with throttle control (which
are essentially electric motorbikes).

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
I support access to some areas of the trails (such as Makara Peak and Redrocks) but do not
support any form of motorised bike (or other vehicle) in the central town belt land, which I think
should remain non-motorised.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Remove tracks within the town belt land and ensure only pedal assist bikes (not throttle controlled
ones) are allowed in the other areas.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
All of these are outside of the central city. At least one of the key initiatives should be focussed on a
more central track proposal such as opening up more tracks on Te Ahumairangi for mountain biking
and cycle commuting.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments
I still support physical signs as they get used by casual track users more. Electronic systems such
as phones or apps for wayfinding assume you have a phone, battery and cellphone coverage
(which is marginal along much of the newly proposed rural costal connection.)

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I've tried this on my bike already but get a mixed reaction from walkers. Many seem annoyed by the
bell and I find a friendly 'Hello' or 'passing on your right' gets a better response so I would not
support this becoming as policy.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
There are three very good mountain biking cycle commuter possibilities, with Mt Victoria and Polhill
being heavily used but Te Ahumairangi, while being in a great location, can't be used. Very few
tracks are allowed for bikes and those that are are not great for riding or commuting routes. There
could be significant improvements in this area with very little impact on walkers and other users of
the town belt.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Only on a few limited paths (such as existing 4wd tracks). Most paths are not suitable for them, and
making paths mobility friendly removes the natural look and feel of the paths for walkers and
cyclists, as well as needing significant maintenance.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Richard
Last Name: Herbert
Street: 8 Duval Grove
Suburb: Tawa
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 5028
Daytime Phone: 04 2326828
Mobile: 0274455942
eMail: herbert.r@xtra.co.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
It seems a reasonably definition but then I'm not very aware of how this measures up to product that
is actually being sold into the market. Is there a clear recognisable divide between power assisted
peddle bikes and electric motor or farm bikes?

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
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No
Comments
I do not support allowing e-bikes on shared use trails and tracks that are less than 2 meters wide,
and have a sealed (bitumen or concrete) surface rather than a shingle or clay soil surface. The
addition of a battery and motor mechanism to a bike adds additional weight which to going to lead
to a worse outcome for any pedestrian involved a clash, and potentially also make the bike less
maneuverable and harder to stop in an emergency situation. I also do not support e-bike of the
open space network because it will become like the dog walking issue. Having to have a dog on a
lead is not enforced enough and so the requirement is ignored, much to the reduced enjoyment of
others wishing to share the facility. We have already had issues with motor bikes using the Tawa
Valley Pathway and if e-bikes are permitted then this boundary between peddle power and motor
are only further blurred to provide inferred acceptance for those wanting to push the boundaries.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
If e-bikes are to be permitted then they should be restricted to routes that are predominantly used
as commuter routes and where the route is surface is sealed (bitumen or concrete) and not less
than 2 meters wide, and predominantly flat with long sight-lines.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
Not in favour of the Coastal route or Karori Stream routes being opened up at this time until further
progress is made with other initiatives and to maximise preservation of the endangered coastal
environment ecology.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
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Comments
Yes, but only to the extent that it makes sense to do so; ie the route provides some connectivity that
doesn't currently exist (it not just a no-exist route), and it fits within the Plan strategy. It is noted that
the paper road comprising the northern end of Ohariu Valley Road through spicier forest to Tawa is
not included in the Plan consultation document.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Adding Q-Codes to way-finder makers to bring up route maps - as is done by DOC on Colonial
Knob. Adding additional routes and points of interest to the 'Well Walks' and 'My Parx' apps.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
This seems to be recognised practice in European countries where there is a significant cycle
usage

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
But more could be said about tracks suitable for mobility scooters, which could be allowed on
suitable - e.g. Tawa Valley Pathway. In fact I wasn't aware that they were not allowed and there is
some usage already with a frequent mobility scooter user present when the mayor opened the
Tawa Valley pathway.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes should be allowed but with the same criteria as for e-bike above. Within Tawa only the Tawa
Valley Pathway meets this criteria.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Agree that Skyline walkway should be given priority for completion of the section north of
Johnsonville to integrate with the Porirua Outdoor Recreation Park area and Spicer Forest and
Tawa suburb. Preferably this should follow the Ohariu ridgeline west of stebbings valley; and / or if
more expedient the eastern stebbings valley route via Marshals ridge should also be persued.
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Submitter Details
First Name: Miles
Last Name: Carter
Street: 42 Nairn St
Suburb: Mt. Cook
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6011
eMail: milesjcarter@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
While I have concerns about e-bikes causing conflict due to high speeds and erosive potential on
trails, I also recognise that they're an increasingly important green mode of transport, and believe
that overly restrictive limits on speeds and power could limit their advantages over and potential to
replace vehicles such as mopeds, as well as likely make a proportion of users that may otherwise
be responsible into rulebreakers. I feel the answer is to take more of an angle of severely limiting
where they are allowed to be used rather than severely limiting the power and speed they can have

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
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Yes
No
Comments
I believe that e-bikes are a good thing if they replace use of cars and dirtbikes, and that on certain
trails they should be able to be used without issue. However I have major concerns about
enforcement, both of the use of them on more remote trails where they aren't allowed, and
especially of the power/speed limits. It's far easier and externally less obvious to modify an e-bike to
make double or more than double the legal power than it is something like a moped, and bikes that
make far more than 300w can easily be bought on Trademe right now. I expect overpowered bikes
to be used on any trails open to e-bikes as a matter of course with close to zero chance of people
being caught doing so. I'd also expect that if there is not clarity on the types of trails e-bikes are
allowed on (mountain bike trails in some places, but not in others for example) that they will be
commonly used illegally, again with little to no chance of people doing so being subject to
enforcement of the rules. For this reason I think there should be a solid distinction that e-bikes are
only allowed on certain 4wd roads and certain 'shortcut' trails inside the city used by commuters.
There could however be perhaps an allowance for riders using an e-bike because they are
disabled to give them the same access rights as a conventional cyclist (and they'd need to display
some tag or sticker on their bike)

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
I believe e-bikes should only be allowed on 'shortcut' routes in the city that could be of use to
commuters and some 4wd trails and there should be a clear distinction on this, so that an e-bike on
a singletrack trail or a purpose-built mountain bike trail is clearly breaking the rules. At Makara
Peak, I believe only the 4wd roads should be open to e-bikes - I have very major concerns about
the plans to open up some of the mountain bike trails and the precedent it would set. I don't believe
Makara Peak should be a ground for experimentation with the impact of e-bikes The Skyline
walkway should not be open to e-bikes, many parts of it are too narrow and twisty. Allowing e-bikes
on sections that are suitable would I feel be too much of a temptation for riders to break the rules in
accessing these sections or in linking them up The singletrack section of the Red Rocks track
should be closed to e-bikes - and I would lean towards both the tip track and red rocks track
completely. There is too much potential for conflict with fast uphill riders on e-bikes and fast
downhill riders. The sanctuary fenceline should be OK but I would have concerns about increased
erosion on steep climbing sections that normal cyclists would dismount on. I wouldn't have an issue
with a test of e-bike access here. I am not opposed to any of the other proposals for e-bike access,
and believe there are likely other trails in the city where access should be considered (e.g. across
McAllister/Liardet St Park and the wider tracks in Central Park). For me the focus should be on ebikes as green commuters, not so much as an alternative to mountain bikes for recreation.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives
1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and

yes no
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beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
I am for all of the proposals but feel some have more value than others. By far the most valuable for
me and what should be the priority is the Karori Stream Access, particularly between the current
publicly accessible ends of South Makara and South Karori roads. An access for bicycles between
South Makara Road and South Karori Road would be fantastic - this, if surfaced smoothly enough
to allow more than just mountain bikes, would allow road cyclists to do a loop of some distance
entirely on quiet scenic roads/trails away from the city, the likes of which isn't currently possible
closer than Upper Hutt. Just the ride along South Makara road and back is currently mildly popular
with recreational road cyclists going by data from the app Strava even though it's a dead-end and a
way out from the city, which would suggest a lot of potential here. A connection here would also
greatly increase awareness of the scenic beauty of the South Makara area which many Wellington
residents have never visited, or at least not gone further than the golf course, with real potential
tourism benefits.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
I believe the council's current signage and installation of maps is excellent on a national/global
scale, and am against the waste of resources in trying to improve what's already good. Online
presence on outdoors stuff could be improved though.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
My concern with bells is they give some less experienced cyclists an entitlement that they can ring
the bell and expect people to move out of the way. Combined with the large proportion of
pedestrians and runners that use headphones, and the propensity of pedestrians to move
unpredictably when startled, this can cause accidents that would have been prevented had a bell
not been used. I was myself as a child hit from behind by a an older child on a bike because they
rung the bell and I 'moved out of the way' right into their path. Cyclists are safest passing
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pedestrians without startling them at a respectful speed and distance and this is what should be
what should be encouraged as correct practice. With good cycle infrastructure and a rider
respectful of the personal space of others, the need to use a bell should be extremely rare, and
when it is using one's voice is often more polite or appropriate. Bells can be used appropriately and
can be useful, but they are not a necessity nor a substitute for careful and respectful riding. I also
feel that encouraging bells is unfair to enthusiast cyclists such as serious mountain bikers and road
cyclists who are unlikely to be frequently riding on shared pathways.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
They should definitely be limited to certain areas as they travel at low speed and can completely
block narrower trails

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
I believe that the lowest section only (4wd standard track) of the main track in Trellisick park should
be opened to bikes. I have seen people breaking the rule here to walk their dogs via bike several
times and it seems to cause no conflict. The track seems totally suitable for bikes being wide and
flat and rarely seeing heavy foot traffic. I also believe tracks and trails in Berhampore Golf Course
should be opened to bikes. I am for the proposals of Wellignton Mountain Biking Club of new
offroad mountain biking trails from the top of the Tip Track down to Red Rocks. In general I feel that
the Access Plan does not have enough consideration of what use Wellignton's open space can be
for green commuting. I would like to see more connecting pathways between certain streets and
across certain parks that allow pedestrians and especially cyclists to take shortcuts away from the
roads. Too many newer housing developments have been built without pedestrian access paths to
nearby streets commonly seen on older areas of the city. In some places this forces residents that
might cycle to work instead of drive to ride a couple of km up and down a big hill, when a track cut
through the bush would be a few hundred metres in a straight line to the same destination.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Dean
Last Name: Johansson
Street: 154 Campbell Street
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: (04) 938 0627
Mobile: 022 186 1810
eMail: djohansson154@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
It's an impressive plan

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
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Comments

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments
The Urban Coastal Connection should have a high priority as it will benefit so many users. The
Karori Stream Access should have a high priority due to its proximity to Makara Peak Mountain Bike
Park and with the recent closure of access to the Coast through Long Gully.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
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not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes cyclists should be encouraged to use bells, but we do not have a culture of bell use on bicycles
in NZ. Because of this walkers may take the bell ringing the wrong way. A public education
campaign may help. At present a friendly greeting is the best option to alert other track users.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
They should be allowed on any tracks where the surface and width of the track is suitable.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
The council should look at limited access to some areas that are currently closed to cyclists: The
Botanical Gardens, Otari Wilton's Bush and Trelissick Park. Commuter cycling routes could be
developed through the Botanical Gardens to make it easier for cyclists to get from Thorndon to
Kelburn. The road routes are either too busy or too steep for many. Also a path running just inside
the gardens, parallel to Glenmore St would be a far safer and more pleasant ride than the ride
uphill on the road. In Otari Wilton's Bush, a path running along the stream would also be a safe and
pleasant commuting alternative to the busy Wilton Road and Churchill Drive. This would provide a
useful link between Ian Galloway Park and Karori at one end and Crofton Downs at the other. This
could possibly be extended by building a track through the gully between Churchill Drive and
Blackbridge Road. A path through Trelissick Park would be an excellent commuting alternative to
the Ngaio Gorge road. We are so lucky to have the green spaces that we have around Wellington
and the network of tracks that allow access to them. It is exciting that the council is committed to
enhancing this network of tracks and improving the standard of these tracks and their connectivity.
The council has an excellent history of working with volunteer and community groups around the
city on track building and conservation projects. Long may this continue.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Struan
Last Name: Robertson
Street: 67 Orangi Kaupapa Road
Suburb: Northland
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Daytime Phone: 0272442601
Mobile: 0272442601
eMail: struan@robertsonclan.nz
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
The vision looks really sound. I am a keen mountain biker, and being able to go mountain biking so
close to the city is a key reason I love living in Wellington. It would be great if there were off-road
tracks that linked up different parts of the city. I would love to be able to ride from my home in
Northland down a cool track through Te Ahumairangi to the city. This would be easy to build, as I
know lots of volunteers would jump at the opportunity to do this.. When I read the plan in detail I
see it says that Te Ahumairangi is 'greatly under utilised'. I had been riding there on what I think
were some of the best mountain bike tracks in NZ last year, but the Council then closed all these
good trails down (as it turned out that they had not approved them getting made). While I don't think
people should just build tracks where ever they want, it seems odd given the vision in the plan that
these trails are now closed. The tracks that I can ride on Te Ahumairangi aren't fun to ride. I have
kids and there is a lack of trails that I can take them riding on, in and around Wellington. We have
lots of intermediate tracks, but are lacking family trails, and also really advanced riding (which is
what Te Ahumairangi offers). There needs to more trails built close to the city. The other area I ride
a lot in is Polhill. I know the Brooklyn Trail Builders had plans for a downhill only trail. Building this
would be great. I think there is potentially room for lots more trails in this area, and it is close to
where lots of people live. The vision talks about building tracks that link different parts of the city.
Lots of people, including me, use Polhill (Transient) to commute on. I think the Council should build
more trails that link parts of the city together. As I said earlier, from Northland being able to
commute through Te Ahumairangi would be great. Note that these off-road tracks down't need to be
big flat highways, in fact the beauty of riding Transient is how much fun it is to ride. The signage on
Wellington's tracks needs sorting out. While I know my way around, how anyone from out of town
(like a tourist), or new riders, would get lost. As a medical professional (in mental health) I know the
importance of exercise, so think it would be great to see the Council continue to build trails close to
where people live. This concept of building trails near where people live seems to be stated lots in
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the Draft Plan, but there are no initiatives in the Plan that actually do this.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
E-bikes will mean that people like me are able to continue riding for many years to come, which is
awesome. E-bikes will introduce lots of new people to riding, including older people, young people
and unfit people. The Council needs to respond to this by developing more trails. E-bikes also
make commuting by bike even easier, so getting on to building off-road tracks that are mentioned in
the Draft Plan that link up different parts of the city should be something that the Council gets onto
straight away. There seems to be no initiatives in the plan that actually are trails of this nature.

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
See above

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
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Comments
Any trail is a good trail, as this is how people get out and see Wellington's spectacular landscape
and environment. Note my comments about the need to build more trails close to where people live.
Simply open up the closed trails on Te Ahumairangi and you will go a long way towards achieving
the vision in the Plan. Also not the comments about Polhill. Just let the bikers get onto building a
downhill only track that is really fun to ride, and you will take a whole lot of pressure of Transient.
There are no plans for trails that link different parts of the city that could be cool off-road commuter
trails.

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Unsure why this is an issue.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Just put up good signage. The only decent signs are on Makara. Runners, walkers, tourists, and
riders would all benefit from getting good signs.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I looked on the internet, and you can't even buy a bell. Simply invest more in making trails that cater
for different users. It is interesting to see that there are no mountain bike only tracks in Wellington.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
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Comments
Yes. However, the tracks will be too steep.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Keep up the good work Council. Build more trails in Polhill, as this is the sort of area that people will
come to Wellington to ride in. Open up the closed trails on Te Ahumairangi. Put up signage like the
ones that Makara Peak has. Build family friendly and entry level trails that link up different parts of
the city. These can then also be used as off-road cycle commutting options
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Nick
Last Name: Bedford
Street: 99 Campbell Street
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6012
eMail: aprilnick@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes I agree the vision is appropriate. However I would question it's application. With respect to
mountainbiking (MTB) in particular, Wellington has an opportunity to become an iconic destination
within New Zealand for both domestic and international tourism. At the current time, my impression
would be that it would not be a 'priority' destination for MTB tourism, but it absolutely, positively
could be. A look at the WREDA website finds no mention of MTB as a campaign area, yet tourists
frequently travel to NZ to ride, especially from Australia and now Asia having direct links to the city.
In addition, the provision of a range of tracks catering to differing abilities is not fairly distributed for
MTB in Wellington. Dedicated trails for advanced riders are missing and that also limits the
desirability of Wellington as an MTB destination.

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
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wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes as long as climbing is on well formed surfaces/4wd access roads only. Soft surfaces/hand cut
trails may not stand up to heavier bikes with additional power output. They have also not been
designed with that style of bike in mind, and corners/sight lines may not support the climbing
speeds these bikes can generate.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
The tracks at Makara such as possum bait line, climbing tracks from the base (koru/sally
ally/missing link/aratihi) should not be used.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
as long as they provide meaningful improvements to the existing track network without creating
conflict with landowners then I support this.
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How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Signage at Makara peak has undergone a significant improvement. consistency could be better
across the network. in these days of gps locators provide gps coordinates at intersections as that
can help speed access for emergency services.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Access to Te Ahumairangi Hill should be broadened for mountainbiking. It is an excellent 'untapped'
resource, as demonstrated by the flurry of unsanctioned track building over the last few years.
These unsanctioned tracks were popular because they were different to the majority of trails in the
existing network, and of a more difficult ('technical') nature. Mountainbiking has changed
considerably in the last decade. Bikes have changed and riding habits have developed. With
appropriate drainage, entry and exit points and consultation an opportunity exists to make a real
improvement to the existing network. There is unlikely to be any significant impact to flora and
fauna and as Makara peak has shown track building and ecosystem development can coexist.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Alexandra
Last Name: Holt
Street:
Suburb: Te Aro
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6011
eMail: alexandra.holt1394@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
I say yes, BUT I only say yes to them being allowed access in a limited capacity. With faster riders
it wouldn't matter, it is uncommon for advanced riders to be riding at at least 25km, but with slower
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riders it could get difficult having to let large numbers of e-bike riders pass all the time.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
Perhaps create apps for this purpose? Everyone is nearly constantly with their phones now, so the
Council could have apps which show the available tracks and what their uses are (Ie, mountain
bike only, dual carriageway etc).
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
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not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Cycling is expensive enough without having to buy a bell. Also between braking, changing gears
and using dropper posts there aren't a lot of extra fingers to use one. And generally anyone paying
attention will be able to hear a bike coming, so I don't think having to use bells would add much.
Also if this was ever made mandatory it would be ridiculous to police it.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
I don't think that they should be excluded. Everyone has a right to enjoy the place they live in. I feel
similar about limiting them - but at the same time would be annoyed if I crashed into one when
riding. I think it would have to be managed carefully.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Jason
Last Name: Gurr
Street: 15 Lynmouth Avenue
Suburb: Karori
City: Wellington
Country:
PostCode: 6012
Mobile: 0274468035
eMail: Chopitdaddy@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
I feel a closer look at shared access at Te ahumairangi hill cloud be looked at for certain grade
trails ( 5 upwards) to provide a better training ground for our local riders . The hill has potential for
everyone to enjoy , and it looks to me any user conflict could be quite easy to control . The addition
of trails in o this hill would be a big plus to our city .

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Sarah
Last Name: Atkin
Street: 12 Wisteria Grove
Suburb: Maungaraki
City: Lower Hutt
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 5010
eMail: sarah.a.climber@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
They are still really a motorised vehicle. Just creating more risk and conflict to other users. If they
are allowed in any open spaces area or tracks, i think it should be limited to places where sight
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lines are good and you would alright with letting motorbikes in that area.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
No, should be kept to wide tracks / 4wd roads only. If really feel necessary, open up the grade 1
and 2 trails to them only. any harder and they are a danger to themselves. If they dont have the
required fitness/skill to access these trails they shouldnt be riding them, they could get lost or hurt
but going further than they normally would and running out of battery or having a mechanical or
riding a track beyond their skill level.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
Yes
No
Comments
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Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
Everybody just needs to learn to be curtious. Not really much point having a bell these, nearly
everyone rides, walks, runs or whatever with headphones in so wont hear it anyway.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
Open up Te Ahumairangi Hill for mountain bikers. Good hill, easy access, and steep gradient for
harder, steeper and more technical tracks which wellington highly lacks. Make them single way and
single use for mountain bikers to stop conflict on track. build a couple of walking/hiking tracks to
keep the walkers separate, put the odd tight hairpin with steps in it to stop and discourage selfish
and inconsiderate mountain bikers from riding the walking trails. This will hopefully discourage
anymore illegal trail building as there will finally be some harder trails to ride and progress on.
Adding this hill (city side of the hill) will attract more mountain bikers into the city either for a
weekend or while traveling to the other island if going via ferry. where as currently they just carry
on through to either nelson or rotorua (closest riding destinations on either island) Change some of
the highly used by mountain bike trails on mt vic to mountain bike only and one way. such as hippys
due to blind corners and jumps.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
yes, in the same areas as what e-bikes are allowed on. as they are essentially the same thing.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Submitter Details
First Name: Craig
Last Name: Ward
Street: 5 St Louis Place
Suburb: Brooklyn
City: Wellington
Country: New Zealand
PostCode: 6021
Daytime Phone: 0220717503
Mobile: 0220717503
eMail: craig.ward@gmail.com
Wishes to be heard:
Yes
I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be
fully considered.
Correspondence to:
Submitter
Agent
Both

Submission
Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be
made?
Yes
No
Comments

Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how
would you define them? An electric bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered
by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated power of up to 300 watts
of battery power, as well as limited to 25 km/h. All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised
vehicles.
Yes
No
Comments

Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit
wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the Proposed e-bike Track Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of
the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes
No
Comments
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Yes, although I have some reservations especially in Makara where I feel it may be hard to enforce
the 4WD up only rule. Have you considered a trial for 12 months to consider the impact? I'm not a
fan of opening trails to ebikes due to the risk of crashes and trail erosion. However in the grand
scheme of things the benefits of increased trail use, getting those who wouldn't otherwise explore
the trails out into the outdoors and improvising accessibility especially for the disabled far outweigh
any personal preference.

If you agree with the e bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened
to e-bike use are a good balance?
If not, what changes do you propose?
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, but as above I suggest a trial period of 12 months so both the impact on trails (though all
seasons) can be assessed and people have a chance to adapt their attitudes to e-bikes.

Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
Six Key Initiatives

yes no

1. The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest
2. The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge
3. The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Poneke/Great Harbour Way
4. The Rural Coastal Connection - Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach
5. The East-West Connection - a track linking Otari-Wilton's Bush to Makara Road and
beyond to the coast
6. Karori Stream Access - Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Comments/Suggestions
Comments

Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network?
A paper road (unformed road) is a legally recognised road that provides access to a particular area.
Refer to welington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes
No
Comments
Yes, but not to the detriment of high quality single track trails. As a runner and mountain biker my
preference is use single track trails where ever possible, they're generally easier to run on (less
ruts, softer surface) and offer a more enjoyable ride on a bike.

How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and
better promoting the open space network?
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Yes
No
Comments
Signage/Wayfinding: Physical signage is far more important than digital signage. There already
exist multiple digital signage applications (Strava, TrailForks, Google maps, etc..) that can and will
do a better job than the council especially through crowd sourcing of data. There's no point
reinventing the wheel in this space. Where the council could leverage a digital platform is linking
some of this data together in the Wellington context. For example, an 'Outdoor Welly' app for
smartphones that suggests places to ride with links to the relevant trail forks or strava router. This
could be a one stop shop for tourists and visitors to the area looking for a particular experience eg
'Routes for families', 'Scenic rides', 'Extreme mountain bike loops' etc... Like a spotify playlist for
outdoor recreation.

Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If
not why not?
Yes
No
Comments
I think some trial users may find a bell confrontational even thought the intention may be to just alert
them to your presence. It's far easier to shout a friendly hello or excuse me. Also, I think those users
who will use a bell probably already have them and those that don't wont' increase their uptake
whatever the message from the council.

Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space
network? If not, what more can be done?
Yes
No
Comments
- Better and consistent signage is required across the trail network, particularly in high volume
areas both from a wayfinding perspective and safety of all trail users. (Mt Vic especially0) - Relax
attitude towards dog, especially in the reserve's. There needs to be a trade off between nature and
allowing people to enjoy the area with well behaved dogs.

Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? If so, should they be limited to certain areas?
Comments
Yes, where the areas can accomodate them. eg wide, shared use areas with low speed.

Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Comments
- Wellington's fantastic trail network is incredibly important to me. As a trail runner, dog walker,
mountain biker and commuter. As also an immigrant to New Zealand and the area easily accessible
green space was high on my list of priorities when choosing a city to live in. - Te
Ahumairangi/Tinakori Hill needs to be brought into scope of the open space review. Unlike Mt Vic
which is heavily used the majority of trails for mountain bike users are not shared. Work is required
on the areas where trails meet high volume walker trails but as can be seen from the Mt Vic this is
easily achievable. This is a gem of a riding location so close to town that should be opened up for
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more people to enjoy. - MTB bike track priority is a great initiative, both as a mountain biker and
trail runner. Serendipity seems like an obvious omission from the list however? Especially when
Transient now takes the majoirty of foot traffic. Creating a MTB priority descent track to reduce the
risk on upper transient, especially during commutes, would be a great idea.
Attached Documents
File
Draft Open Space Access Plan
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Draft Open Space Access Plan
We are keen to hear your thoughts on the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
You can have your say:
•

By making a submission on this form or in writing and send it to us by post – Draft Open Space Access Plan,
Freepost REPL01, Wellington City Council, P.O. Box 2199, Wellington.

•

By making a submission online at Wellington.govt.nz

•

By sending an email to: accessplan@wcc.govt.nz

Please contact the Wellington City Council on 499 4444 for more information.

Enter your name and contact details
Mr
*First name

Mrs

Miss

Dr

David

*Last name

Craig

Street address
Suburb

Ms

28A Owhiro Bay Parade
City

Owhiro Bay

Phone

0212213842

Wellington

Email david@craigandcoltart.co.nz

*Mandatory fields

I am making a submission
As an individual

On behalf of an organisation

Name of organisation
I would like to make an oral submission to the City Councillors.
Yes

No

If yes, provide a phone number above so that a submission time can be arranged. Oral submissions are planned for
first week of August.

Submissions close 5pm on Wednesday 13 July 2016
Privacy statement

All submissions (including name and contact details) are published and made available to elected members of the Council and the public. Personal information supplied will be used
for the administration and reporting back to elected members of the Council and the public as part of the consultation process. All information collected will be held by Wellington
City Council, 101 Wakefield Street, Wellington. Submitters have the right to access and correct personal information.
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Draft Open Space Access Plan – Have your say
1) Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be made? Refer Section 3, page 8 of the
Draft Open Space Access Plan for the Vision.
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

The sentiment of the vision is great but it should be clear that its trying to cater for the widest range of users possible

2) Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how would you define them? An electric
bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated
power of up to 300 watts of battery power, as well as limited to 25km/h . All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised vehicles.
Yes

No

The definition above is fine but I believe within those parameters the complying ‘ebike’ should be referred
to as a conventional bike as stated in the plan under point 5.8 page 15 and as such should not be treated
as something different to a non ‘ebike’ bicycle. There is an existing traffic flow problem on the key uphill
trails with speed differentials. I believe the solution is to provide slightly wider passing bays at relatively
regular intervals. This will cater for more varied speed differentials and future proof the uphill trails for increased
user volumes. Going downhill there is no difference.

Comments/suggestions

3) Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the
Proposed e-bike Tracks Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

Allowing ‘ebikes’ is important because it creates the opportunity for a much wider group to use the trail network.
Especially now for those who have loved using the trails and want to continue that enjoyment into their older years
or those who have some physical situation that may prevent them or take the joy out of going up the trails

4) If you agree with the e-bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened to e-bike use are a good balance of
commuter and recreation tracks?
Yes

No

If not, what changes do you propose?
Again as mentioned above, why is there a separation of the ‘ebike’ when it’s defined in the plan as a conventional
bicycle. Why is there any separation? The question should be is it a good balance of commuter and recreation tracks?
And yes I think it is good balance for bikes.

5) Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
1.

The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest

Yes

No

2.

The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge

Yes

No

3.

The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Pōneke/Great Harbour Way

Yes

No

4.

The Rural Coastal Connection- Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach

Yes

No

5.

The East-West Connection – a track linking Otari-Wilton’s Bush to Makara Road
and beyond to the coast

Yes

No

6.

Karori Stream Access – Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Yes

No

Comments/suggestions
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6) Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network? A paper road (unformed road) is a legally
recognised road that provides access to a particular area. Refer wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

Absolutely agree. The more options for access, the more accessible the network becomes.

7) How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and better promoting the open
space access network?
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

There could be a smart phone map or app on the WCC site that shows the trails with GPS function. For physical signage I think
it just has to be clear so that people unfamiliar with the trails such as tourists can’t get lost. Just the name of a trail
is not necessarily helpful but having a small map on the sign would help for reference.

8) Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If not why not?
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions
I believe using your voice is more appropriate because it can be changed to suit the situation whereas an incessant bell
could antagonise or not necessarily convey a polite message.

9) Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space access network? If not,
what more can be done?
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions
From a biking perspective if ‘ebikes’ are not seen as conventional bicycles then no. The current plan is not going far enough at all
for accessibility.

10) Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the Council’s open space network?
If so, should they be limited to certain areas?

Any mobility device that fits within the accepted parameters should have access and depending on the device they
would naturally be used on the network trails that suit the device.
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Who we are reaching
You don’t have to complete this section but this information helps us to know who we are reaching. (Note: the information you provide is
open to public view.)
I am

male

female

My age is

under 18 years

18-29 years

30-39 years

40-49 years

50-59 years

60 years or older

Which of the following best describes you?
Residential ratepayer

Commercial ratepayer

Residential and commercial ratepayer

I rent

Other

Which ethnic group do you belong to? (You can tick more than one box)
New Zealand European

Cook Island

Chinese

Māori

Tongan

Indian

Samoan

Niuean

Other (such as Dutch,
Japanese, Tokelauan, Somali)
Please state:

1st fold here – fasten here once folded

Other issues/matters or general comments
There is a fundamental error in the consistency of the proposed plan.
‘ebikes’ as outlined in the plan and non ‘ebikes’ are both defined as conventional bicycles which is correct according to the law.
But on the proposed access maps they are treated differently to each other when they are in fact defined as the same.

2nd fold here

Free Post Authority Number 2199

FREEPOST 2199
Draft Open Space Access Plan REPL01
Wellington City Council
PO Box 2199
Wellington 6140
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Draft Open Space Access Plan
We are keen to hear your thoughts on the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
You can have your say:
•

By making a submission on this form or in writing and send it to us by post – Draft Open Space Access Plan,
Freepost REPL01, Wellington City Council, P.O. Box 2199, Wellington.

•

By making a submission online at Wellington.govt.nz

•

By sending an email to: accessplan@wcc.govt.nz

Please contact the Wellington City Council on 499 4444 for more information.

Enter your name and contact details
Mr

Mrs

Ms

Miss

Dr

*First name
*Last name
Street address
Suburb

City

Phone

Email

*Mandatory fields

I am making a submission
As an individual

On behalf of an organisation

Name of organisation
I would like to make an oral submission to the City Councillors.
Yes

No

If yes, provide a phone number above so that a submission time can be arranged. Oral submissions are planned for
first week of August.

Submissions close 5pm on Wednesday 13 July 2016
Privacy statement

All submissions (including name and contact details) are published and made available to elected members of the Council and the public. Personal information supplied will be used
for the administration and reporting back to elected members of the Council and the public as part of the consultation process. All information collected will be held by Wellington
City Council, 101 Wakefield Street, Wellington. Submitters have the right to access and correct personal information.
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Draft Open Space Access Plan – Have your say
1) Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be made? Refer Section 3, page 8 of the
Draft Open Space Access Plan for the Vision.
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

Recreation should be available to all for as long as possible, if possible. The vision appears
to reinforce this.
While you might have the ability to enjoy a downhill fun trail you may not necessarily have
the physical capabilty to get there. Your implimentation plan does not allow for this.
2) Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how would you define them? An electric
bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated
power of up to 300 watts of battery power, as well as limited to 25km/h . All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised vehicles.
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

If the law classifies an ebike as a bike then I believe the council should also consider
mountain bikes and legal ebikes together.
Ebikes are here now and are considered bikes in this low power. The council needs to
continue to develop these trails to meet the demand of these new users along with the
expanding mountain bike population.

3) Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the
Proposed e-bike Tracks Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

Mountain biking is fun, especially the downhill element. It gives you a feeling of freedom
and athletic excitement.
As people age their body deteriorates and it becomes difficult to access trails they have
enjoyed for possibly many years.
As you age you should still have access to these downhill trails if at all possible.
Ebikes should have access at least to the downhill direction mountain bike priority trails

4) If you agree with the e-bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened to e-bike use are a good balance of
commuter and recreation tracks?
Yes

No

If not, what changes do you propose?

All priority mountain bike trails that are downhill in gradient or direction should be available to
ebikes.
Key uphill access trails should also be available where no other access to downhill trails are
available. Passing lanes should be incorporated into these uphill single tracks to allow for passing
opportunity. This would relieve traffic flow issues for varying speeds and fitnesses.
5) Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
1.

The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest

Yes

No

2.

The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge

Yes

No

3.

The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Pōneke/Great Harbour Way

Yes

No

4.

The Rural Coastal Connection- Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach

Yes

No

5.

The East-West Connection – a track linking Otari-Wilton’s Bush to Makara Road
and beyond to the coast

Yes

No

6.

Karori Stream Access – Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Yes

No

Comments/suggestions
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6) Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network? A paper road (unformed road) is a legally
recognised road that provides access to a particular area. Refer wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

Connections off road should be encouraged throuhgout the city. These sort of
connections will only strengthen wellingtons recreation amenity.

7) How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and better promoting the open
space access network?
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

Trails should be directional and marked clearly in this way

8) Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If not why not?
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

Frightens people when its rung too close behind someone. Bikers need to be
aware of pedestrians and act to carefully pass.

9) Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space access network? If not,
what more can be done?
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

Electric bikes allow easy access to our trail network for a wide range of people
with varying disabilities or degenerative diseases that no other vehicle can.
If access is limited to 4wd tracks and a few downhill singletracks in makara only, i
feel the council is unfairly taking recreation amenity away from athletically
disadvantaged people.

10) Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the Council’s open space network?
If so, should they be limited to certain areas?

Mobility scotters should be allowed in any area they can access in a way
suitabile to how they are made and intended.
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Who we are reaching
You don’t have to complete this section but this information helps us to know who we are reaching. (Note: the information you provide is
open to public view.)
I am

male

female

My age is

under 18 years

18-29 years

30-39 years

40-49 years

50-59 years

60 years or older

Which of the following best describes you?
Residential ratepayer

Commercial ratepayer

Residential and commercial ratepayer

I rent

Other

Which ethnic group do you belong to? (You can tick more than one box)
New Zealand European

Cook Island

Chinese

Māori

Tongan

Indian

Samoan

Niuean

Other (such as Dutch,
Japanese, Tokelauan, Somali)
Please state:

1st fold here – fasten here once folded

Other issues/matters or general comments
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Fiona Lewis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stephen Franks <sfranks@paradise.net.nz>
Saturday, 9 July 2016 4:59 p.m.
Joel De Boer
Draft Open Spacer Access Plan

Joel de Boer: Recreation and Parks Planner,
Wellington City Council,
P.O Box 2199, Wellington.
]
From:
Stephen Franks
61 Hawker Street,
Mount Victoria,
Wellington 6011
Phone: 04 385 9524

I make this submission as an individual. I do not ask to be heard but would be happy to elaborate on any
point.
Introduction: This submission is largely in the order of the form provided:‐
1. “The Vision” is aspirational tripe, conveying nothing more than ritual piety. It detracts from the
usefulness of the draft as a planning document – that is that it should enable users to know how
competing priorities will be ranked, what will be sacrificed if necessary, what must and will be achieved
and what is merely a virtue signalling expressions of hope.
2. I think there is insufficient recognition that “environmental impact” and avoiding “openings in the
canopy” and affects on regenerating bush, are not trumping considerations. They and indeed regeneration
generally should not have discouraging weight, and they should not consume resources that would be
saved with better balancing. They should be subordinate to the human desire to see out, to see views, to
see the sun, and not to feel oppressed by the dark cold damp of unmodified regenerating bush.
I think I have probably spent more time than 99% of New Zealanders in the bush, and I have personally
closed for regeneration nearly 700 ha of my Wairarapa land.
But land near a city is for people. Human preferences and uses should unapologetically prevail. Tracks
should have many clearings and openings, many areas where people using tracks and reserve land
generally can see and feel reassuring evidence of human use, occupation and assistance if needed.
Native plants should not have trump status over a desirable track route. Or over the benefits of the open
vista that is possible under pine trees and deciduous tree light in winter.
I have used the Mt Vic town belt to exercise my dogs and me for 30 years. It is unfair to women to close in
tracked areas with dense native vegetation. Female friends are less likely to use tracks that go through
dense stands of native planting, than the tracks that experience the light and openness of pines and grass
1
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banks and views. They report feeling more need for company, and even then more apprehensive about
being harassed or worse, where the cover is dense. You would know that good urban park design allows
for ready line of sight to other people. There is far too much recent reflex native planting on Mt Victoria,
and other sites, of plants that can only close in the roads and paths, and reduce the sense of safety
provided by long viewshafts and ready availability of help.
Similarly there are too few open views now from most bike tracks, though they are fantastic for people like
me who want to ride single track at high speed. For dual use they become much less attractive as they
close in, and the light goes.
3 and 4. I support e.bikes anywhere on the “open space network”. They are quiet, inoffensive and they are
enabling a lot of older people to stay involved in activities with younger people. If necessary, because of
their greater weight, they could face a speed limit off sealed roads. They are too quiet so should be obliged
to use bells

5. Of the “six key initiatives” the Escarpment” and Karori Stream routes appeal to me as priorities for
cycling. If possible there should be parallel routes for walking and cycling where the topography means
that cyclists will be going fast.
8. The use of bells should be encouraged, though without giving cyclists the feeling that they gain a right of
preference with their bell.
The “open space network” is unsuitable for current mobility scooters but design developments may
change that.
I want it recognised that dogs running with their owners (including owners on bikes) is among the sights
that should bring joy to most hearts. And dogs off leads rarely feel they need be as aggressive as when on
leads. They quickly sort out their pecking order. We should be paying more respect to our cultural
inheritance of dog companionship and dog fitness, and less to those who will be anxious until dogs are
never within 20m of them.
Thank you Council for all that has been achieved on tracks over the last two decades. Stay out of the way
of the volunteer track builders – support them with money, and recognise that nature soon sustainably
fixes mistakes, if we make them, as soon as we stop traffic. We do not need to worry too much about
losing a tree or a plant. The great gift of our climate is that whatever replaces it will be thought beautiful
by us as soon as it becomes familiar. Who would have thought that the Tip Track, for example would be
thought beautiful. Even looking at the activity in the landfill can be interesting.
Ignore the NIMBYs more and accept that consultation usually draws out the nervous and busybody types
who would rather see no change to any status quo.
I am a residential ratepayer.
Regards
Stephen Franks
M (027) 492 1983, H (04) 385 9524, W (04) 815 8033
www.stephenfranks.co.nz
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Open Spaces Access Plan consultation, July 2016 – Makara Peak Supporters
submission
Wellington is a vibrant and energising place to live because it already has one of the best urban open space
access networks in the world ‐ resulting from over 20 years of enduring partnerships between Wellington
City Council and the many community groups, including Makara Peak Supporters. With some of the
opportunities presented in this plan, Wellington could be an international show case of an exceptional
place to live and enjoy natural regenerated bush, by bike and on foot. This can be achieved with some epic
new tracks; fine tune existing of networks; creating good linkages between these track nodes;
strengthening the partnerships with local expertise through the community groups; and increased funding
to support and develop these vital year‐round recreational facilities.
Below we have included comments around the plan [corresponding reference numbers are indicated in
square brackets] and responded to the specific questions included in the consultation.
[1. Introduction]
[1.5 Community trail builders]
Given the significant and enduring volunteer effort and expertise within the various mountain bike trail
building groups – please include a recognition of this higher level of input, commitment and effort from
these groups given it is mainly mountain bike volunteers that create and maintain tracks.
[2. Current track network]
[2.1 Strengths of Wellington’s track network]: Add bullet point to highlight the significance of mountain
biking:
 Provides a good range of recreational and commutable options for mountain biking.
[2.2 Weaknesses of Wellington’s track network]: Add bullet point:
 Poorly resourced maintenance schedule.
[2.4 Threats to Wellington’s network]: Add bullet point:
 Poorly resourced maintenance schedule.
[3.0 Vision] Add bullet point:
 Link Wellington City, its suburbs and existing recreational track nodes to the south coast to connect
people with both the inland and coastal experience that uniquely defines Wellington as a vibrant and
energising capital city.
[5. Network Principles]
[5.0] Makara Peak Supporters agree with the definition of e‐bikes.
[5.1 Recreational users]
 [existing bullet point] Improves access for users by providing consistent onsite signage [while
interactive maps and wayfinding technology can enhance the experience for some users, Wellington
currently lacks consistent trail end maps of networks (e.g. Polhill Reserve area) that articulate the local
track network as well as good information the linkages and access between the various track nodes].
 [existing bullet point] Mountain bikers/cyclists seek inter‐connected tracks that provide for a wide
range of skills and abilities that are accessible throughout the year. They also seek a series of lookout
points and areas to congregate and sit to fully enjoy the surroundings.
[5.2 Track design] Add bullet point:
 New tracks are designed to aid the restoration of native bush where possible i.e. by providing access for
planting and pest control.
16 July 2016
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[5.4 Track assessment]
Environmental impact: “Where track development means protection of vulnerable indigenous biodiversity
is not practical or possible, and/or environmental assessment shows that mitigation and remediation are
not possible, then specific users will be excluded and/or directed elsewhere.” – the assessment should be
based on whether a track design can handle an anticipated number of users rather than whether a site can
handle a particular user group. The track design, construction and maintenance is more significant for
assessing suitability for mountain bikers, who should have access to ecological areas as much as runners /
walkers.
[5.5.1 Sharing info]
A more proactive approach to information and education is needed rather than just including information
on council or DOC websites which users would have to actively seek out. Better onsite signage as well as
using social media, local media, newspapers etc.
[5.5.2 Walking, running, equestrian and biking events]
Is there a cap on the number of events allowed, and how will this be determined?
[Schedule B – Priority use for mountain bikes] Please add Serendipity track and the Sanctuary Fenceline
Downhill section. These tracks are purpose‐built for downhill mountain biking and have alternate tracks for
other users that start and end at the same point.
[Schedule C – Tracks approved for e‐bike use]
For Makara Peak, use of e‐bikes should be restricted to uphill only on the 4‐wheel drive tracks, and
downhill only on tracks North of Snake Charmer (plus SWIGG/Starfish, Lazy Fern, Live Wires). Please
remove Koru, Sally Alley, Nikau, Leaping Lizard and Possum Bait Line from the plan.
[6.0 Key initiatives]
Please re‐prioritise the Karori Stream Access as a higher priority. This initiative would add a major
opportunity for connectivity of the current networks to the coast which is a significant component of
Wellington’s natural landscape.
[7.5 Sector Information]
[7.5 Sector 5 – Makara Peak]
 [Paragraph 2] Please include recognition of Makara Peak Supporters and volunteer input: 90% of
Makara Peak’s tracks are built and maintained by volunteers.
 [Paragraph 3] Karori Grade 2 track is now complete.
 [Paragraph 5] – There is no local track network at the South Coast.
[7.7 Sector 7 – Te Kopahou / Careys Gully]
This return climb from the South Coast in conjunction with the proposed Karori Stream Access track would
create a phenomenal loop and access to the coast.
[7.8 Sector 8 – Grenada North / Belmont Regional Park / Tawa]
We strongly support the link to Porirua as this is key component of the extended route that could run from
Kapiti via Makara Peak to the South Coast.
[8. Appendix 1 – Track classification]
 Bikers – please refer to the NZ Cycle Trail Design Guide standard. The numbered grade system is
preferred, but please replace “Beginner” with “Easiest” (‘beginner’ can be disrespectful to experienced
but cautious riders)
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[Track classification diagram] – This diagram doesn’t reflect the nature of mountain bike tracks: that
difficulty of track does not mean more remote, e.g. the Grade 1 ride to Baring Head is relatively
remote, in contrast to Grade 4/5 tracks on Mt Victoria which are very urban.

[9. Appendix 2 – Track specification] – Please refer to the NZ Cycle Trail Design Guide: walking track
gradient up to 15 degrees is too steep for the ‘average’ biker.
[10. Appendix 3 Implementation plan]
[5. Makara Peak]
[5.1Planning]
 Makara Peak Supporters to support the items listed under ‘planning’ and ‘development’ with the
exception of:
o “Investigate a track connection between Chamberlain Road/Victory Crescent Reserve…” –
please remove this as it is not part of the Makara Peak Supporters plan.
[5.2 Development]
 “developing a more accessible link at the rear of the park and investigating a link to the Makara Saddle”
– MPS supports this and would like to see a Grade 3 climb up to the entrance of Makara peak to
encourage linkages and greater use of other entrances to Makara Peak.
 “including connections with Mud Cycles – MPS supports the connections with this facility. Reference to
building the Grade 2 track can be removed as this is now complete. Good signage does need to be
installed in the area so users can confidently explore the area.
 “New linking walkway through Homewood Crescent Reserve” MPS supports this new linkage if it is a
mountain bike friendly track to provide an off‐road alternative access to Makara Peak, avoiding Karori
Road from nearby suburbs.
[Unfunded projects (pg68)]
 Sector 5 is not mentioned – please include it here and refer to the Makara Peak management plan
consultation.
 Sector 6 ‐ Upgrade of St John’s Pool track – MPS supports this initiative to encourage people to ride up
to Makara Peak.
 Sector 7 ‐ Aro Valley to the South Coast – MPS strongly supports this initiative to enable a longer and
rewarding loop that could take people to the South Coast via Makara Peak and back.
 Sector 7 – we would strongly support a link between Polhill Reserve and Makara Peak.
 Sector 17 – Karori Stream Track initiative – MPS would like to see this as a high priority which could be
achieved with a link from Leaping Lizard, making it easier to access from the drainage land to the south
coast. This could be a very popular half day loop ride starting from Happy Valley or Karori, providing
riders with a range of environments on their ride. Given the level of recreational riding at Makara Peak,
any additional rides from this node is likely to see high volume of usage.
 Sector 17 – East West Connection from Makara Peak to skyline – this could be moved to a lower
priority as it would currently lead to a ‘dead end’ rather than providing an extended loop ride.
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Submission questions:
Q: Is the plan’s vision still appropriate?
Yes.
Q: Do you agree e‐bikes have been defined properly?
Yes.
Q: Do you support allowing e‐bikes in the open space network? Give reasons.
Yes, we support the use of e‐bikes on certain tracks across the network for a trial period while we are able
to monitor the impact, issues and uptake of e‐bikes. At Makara Peak we would like to see usage restricted
to Snake Charmer 4WD track only for uphill use and downhill use restricted to tracks north of Snake
Charmer (plus SWIGG/Starfish, Lazy Fern, Live Wires). Opening up other downhill tracks would necessitate
the uphill use of single tracks.
At this point we don’t know how much interest there will be in e‐bikes and the technology/pricing will
change rapidly. Our major concerns, other than potential wear and tear on the trails is the safety aspect of
faster e‐bikes clashing pedal only bike users. In our recent survey of trail users at Makara Peak, there was
some concern indicated about the use of e‐bikes in the park.

Q: Do you think the tracks proposed for ebike are a good balance of commuter and recreational tracks?
Yes, with a trial of tracks at Makara Peak restricted to uphill use only on Snake Charmer 4WD and downhill
only on tracks north of that (plus SWIGG/Starfish, Lazy Fern, Live Wires).

Q: Do you agree with the 6 key initiatives?
Yes – the initiatives will add a significant opportunity for Wellington trail users. Lookout points and
congregation points with appropriate shelter will ensure users and get the most out of these new trails.
Makara Peak Supporters would like to see a higher priority given to the Karori Stream Access initiative
(connecting Karori and Makara to the South Coast).

Q: Do you agree that paper roads should be included as part of the open spaces network?
Yes.
Q: How do you think the council could better focus use of technology for signage, wayfinding and better
promoting the open spaces network?
Technology can support the use of tracks but shouldn’t be used as an alternative to good onsite maps and
wayfinding.
While tracks may be added to networks around Wellington, this shouldn’t hold up the introduction of
systems which can be designed to allow for additions and updates.
This is a health and safety consideration as well as enjoyment of users encourage to explore and also use
correct tracks understanding the alternatives open to them
Way finding is critical for a consistent experience across Wellington. Design work has already been done for
Makara Peak signage and this design can be used as a basis for other network.
16 July 2016
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Q: Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways?
No. All trails users should be discouraged from using headphones.
Q: Do you think the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open spaces
network?
There don’t appear to be any proposed plan within the open spaces network to address accessibility.
Q: Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the
Council’s open space network? Or limited to certain areas?
Like the challenge of providing Grade 2 tracks, given the terrain and topography, tracks suitable for mobility
scooters and devices would need to be designed for those groups in mind.
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Draft Open Space Access Plan Submission

Submitter:

Viv Chapple
186 Cockayne Road
Ngaio
WELLINGTON 6035
Ph 479 1998
chapplengaio@xtra.co.nz

I am making this submission on my own behalf, and do not wish to speak publically to it, but am happy to answer any questions that may arise as
a result of my comments.
I am female, aged between 50-59 years, a residential ratepayer of NZ European origin and a big user of the Wellington walking track network, so
feel confident I have something to contribute!
By and large this is a well-thought out and presented document and I am thrilled about the big six track initiatives – they can’t come soon enough!
I do have some comments as follows:
Q1

The Vision is all about how we will impact on the landscape, but nothing on how the landscape will impact on us. The mere fact that
people want to be in the environment, rather than a gym for exercise indicates how the natural environment is part of the experience, so I
would amend as underlined “ensure that tracks provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels within each area as
the natural topography allows”

Q2

Yes, I support your definition of e-bikes

Q3

It seems churlish to refuse to have e-bikes where cycles can already go, but the more bikes of any sort that you put on walking tracks the
more degraded those tracks become for walkers, and the more cyclists there are on the shared walkways the more dangerous it is for the
walkers.

Q6

Paper roads should be included in the network but not at a financial cost out of proportion to their recreational value

Q7

By and large I have found the traditional signage to be useful, and thoughtfully placed. I would rather Council concentrated on building
and maintaining tracks rather than the building and maintenance expenses of gee whizz technologies

1
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Q8

I would love it if cyclists used a bell!

Q9

My experience of a wheel chair bound family member made me appreciate what great access there is in Wellington, with the exception of
Cummings Park, where unleashed dogs are a source of trepidation.

Q10

As a walker, I don’t want to be near anything that can travel at 50km an hour.

Some other points:
P6

the document notes informal track building as a threat to the track network, but as a track user I see advantages to users driving network
connections.

P7

Khandallah Park is used as an example of inconsistent standards, with walks starting out on tarmac and ending up on steep steps.
Actually the park is a wonderful example of use for varying levels of ability, all in the one place. You can start out on tarmac and end up
on steep steps. That’s what makes the park so attractive to so many different users at the same time. Or are you implying that Kaukau
should be in tarmac all the way to the top, which would erode the experience for those who climb it as it is currently?

P16

The silo nature of the Open Space Access Plan, the Dog Policy and the Park Management Plan causes me concern. Three plans, often
involving the same space e.g. Sirsi Crescent to Kaukau in Khandallah Park. Currently it’s included in Te Araroa (no dogs) as a walking
track, a cycle track, a proposed e-bike track, and a proposed off leash dog track. Surely madness lies this way?

P61

3.1
There is a lot of energy in Ngaio at the moment linking new local tracks to the Skyline, especially around the two new subdivisions
in Silverstream Road and Huntleigh Park Way. Surely Council should be capturing this while the subdivisions are still in the planning
stage?

P64

10.1
Completely endorse the call for a Kiwharawhara Park and Bridletrack link, but what is missing is a Cockayne Road to Piwakawaka
link and a Chelmsford Park to Heke St link. The Piwakawaka down to Cockayne, Bankot, Abbott through Ngaio School and up Awarua to
Bell’s track to the Skyline would give an east-west traverse of the Ngaio Valley and be a nice mix of an urban and green walk, so these
two should be added to the never-never schedule

P68

Sector 10 connecting track from Ngaio Gorge Road to Kaiwharawhara Stream. Hasn’t this already been done?

Thank you for taking the time to read this submission and for developing an access plan for well into the future.
2
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Draft Open Spaces Access Plan

16 July 2016

This submission has been prepared on behalf of Mt Cook Mobilised, a group which
represents residents of Mt Cook, and is affiliated to the Newtown Residents Association.
Mt Cook Mobilised (MCM) thanks Wellington City Council for the opportunity to comment on
the Draft Open Spaces Access Plan, June 2016. Mt Cook is situated close to central
Wellington, and is experiencing population densification in line with Council’s urban growth
policy. There has been a noticeable increase in the number of children living in Mt Cook over
recent years.
Mt Cook residents value the parks and tracks around Mt Cook, with many residents using
the parks and trails. The monthly Papawai Reserve gardening working-bees bring the
community together and help to build community spirit. MCM also uses Papawai Reserve
(the local name for a section of the Town Belt below Prince of Wales Park) to celebrate our
annual Mt Cook Spring Fling, a community picnic.
MCM appreciates that the Wellington region offers a wide variety of high quality walking,
running and mountain biking opportunities. We encourage the use of the open space around
Mt Cook for active pursuits. As a general principle we would like to see a reasonable
balance between the different user modes.
MCM would like to make the following comments on the plan:
Signage
Our open space tracks are a great asset to the city. To help visitors have the best
experience possible, and to reduce the possibility of getting lost, we suggest that the signs
are always in a prominent place, and are maintained regularly, particularly when they have
become sun-bleached and hard to read, or when they have been graffitied or vandalised.
Electric Bikes - MCM suggests that the policy on electric bikes is kept simple as it will be
difficult to police electric bikes and ensure they have a maximum continuous rated power of
up to 300 watts as well as being limited to 25km/hour.
Dog-walking - The plan lacks details on dog walking areas, which we feel is an oversight as
many walkers are accompanied by their dog. MCM suggests that more areas are opened for
dogs to be walked off the lead. A possibility for this would be the area recently deforested in
Prince of Wales Park, behind the Poneke Dojo and above the Mystic Portal track.
Difficult Mountain Bike Trails - MCM suggests that difficult mountain bike trails should be
designated as “mountain bike only” and not for shared use. This will ensure that there are
fewer opportunities for conflict on these difficult trails, which are not designed for walking.
However, where the trail route goes between points that walkers may also want to get to and
from, there should be alternative routes for walkers. (A good example of this is the case of
Mystic Portal, where there is already a good alternative sealed track between Connaught
Terrace in Brooklyn and the lower Prince of Wales Park).
Mystic Portal– Mystic Portal is an expert-level mountain biking track. It is within Sector 13 –
Central City and Waterfront, which includes Mt Cook. There is a portion of the Mystic Portal
track going up towards Brooklyn, at the intersection with the City to Sea Walkway in Prince
of Wales Park, near Hutchison Road, where there is potential for conflict between mountain
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bikers and walkers. Potential conflicts of this type need to be mitigated by designing the
mountain bike track in a way that forces a bike’s speed to be reduced before it meets the
intersection.
MCM is aware that the Wellington Mountain Bike Club, Mystic Portal trail builders and WCC
Rangers are in discussions about improvements to the Mystic Portal track to resolve this
potential conflict. MCM would like to see the signage improved; clear signage is also needed
to ensure that walkers are aware that they are on an expert mountain biking track rather than
a walking track. We appreciate that upgrades are being made to the trail’s intersection with
the City to Sea Walkway, and we are very appreciative of this co-operative approach
between WCC and outdoor pursuits groups.
We have identified a further safety issue where Mystic Portal exits onto Westland Road (off
Hutchison Road, near Wright Street). There is no signage at the trail exit to warn walkers
that mountain bikers may be exiting at speed. The presence of the mountain bike trail is not
obvious from Westland road, and the steepness of the last section of the trail requires it to
be taken at speed, something that those walking on the road would not anticipate.
MCM suggests that Mystic Portal track be added to Schedule B (Open space areas and
tracks that have a priority use for mountain bikes).
Bike Trail Challenges for Children – One of the challenges of living in the city is finding
ways to challenge children’s skills as they get beyond play equipment for very young
children. The ‘flying fox’ in Central Park, the children’s off-road bike track in Island Bay next
door to the skate park, and the off-road bike track in Mount Victoria near the Wellington
Badminton Hall are all good examples of activities where children can boost their skills and
confidence, and these activities help children to gain the cycling skills to allow them to
progress to trails in Makara Peak or Karori Park.
MCM suggests that the Mt Cook Play Area, the small park between Wright St, Hutchison Rd
and Wallace Street, probably needs further development, as currently the facilities are suited
to children under 5 years of age, because they are not that challenging for older children.
Possibly additional play equipment or a junior bike trail could be added to the sloped area of
the Play Area (near Wright Street), so long as it would not be likely to encourage noisy
gatherings late in the evening, as the Play Area is immediately adjacent to several
residences, i.e. we would envisage any extra facilities to be used by primary school-aged
children up to 13 years of age, rather than more mature young people.
The flat section of the Mt Cook Play Area (the Wallace Street end) is well used as a picnic
area, with play equipment for pre-school children. We would expect this type of use to
continue on the flat area of the Play Area.
Wayfinding on Tracks - MCM appreciates that WCC is looking to make it easier to find
tracks and to make connections between the various areas, both for leisure and for
commuting. MCM is concerned that WCC seems to be focusing on digital wayfinding. We
believe that physical signage is more effective than digital wayfinding once people are on the
tracks, and that physical signage is a worthwhile investment.
MCM supports tracks being open to walkers, runners and mountain bikers/cyclists and
agrees that easy mountain bike tracks are well suited to shared-use. A priority would be
reviewing the quality of the signs indicating expert mountain bike tracks that are not for
walkers to use.
Litter Bins
We would like to see litter bins in the car parking areas at the start of all the tracks, to
encourage visitors not to litter.
To re-iterate, MCM appreciates the work WCC has put into the Draft Open Space Access
plan and hopes that our recommendations are taken on board.
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PO Box 19056, Wellington 6011

Date
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Contact

Craig Palmer
President, Mt Victoria Residents Association

Phone

04 385 0366

Email

mtvicra@gmail.com

Draft Open Space Access Plan
Parks, Sport and Recreation
Wellington City Council
PO Box 2199, Wellington 6140
Email: accessplan@wcc.govt.nz

Submission on Open Spaces Access Plan
The Mt Victoria Residents’ Association Inc is an active advocate on behalf of the Mt
Victoria community, aiming to further the interests of our neighbourhood with local
and central government.
We would like to be heard in support of our submission.
The Mt Victoria part of the Town Belt is a significant asset for residents in this
otherwise densely populated urban area. We value being able to easily access the
park, particularly for walking, and there is a significant minority of people who enjoy
walking their dogs in our park. There are even a small number of people who enjoy
mountain biking here. It would be useful if the survey information on park users had
been included with these proposals to inform dicussion.
1
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We note that some of the proposals in this document have already been
implemented, e.g mountain bike-only pathway signage on Mt Victoria. We question
the sincerity of seeking public consultation on proposals when the actions have
already been taken. This is a significant departure from the status quo of all paths
being shared (which itself was a significant departure from the previous regime of
walk-only paths). We are concerned that a list of bike only tracks has been
developed without wider consultation with the public or Mt Victoria residents. The
Mt Victoria Master Plan had extensive consultation and this list was not part of that
work. The Mt Victoria Residents’ Association would have appreciated being part of
this work and would have strongly advocated for at least an equal number of walk
only tracks on our intensively used park.
The implementation plan outlines different grades of track (page 1) however it is
unclear in the plan what type of tracks are being proposed in each area as this is
not specified.
Commuter links
The implementation plan includes planning to investigate opportunities to develop
more formalised commuter link tracks through the open space network eg Hataitai
to City track via Mount Victoria / Matairangi (potential to fund this via Transport
initiatives). Commuter links through the Town Belt are forbidden under current rules,
including the Town Belt Deed 1873 whereby no thoroughfare is to be built, and
where the Town Belt is to remain as a predominantly natural area in contrast to the
built up urban space for recreational purposes. The status quo should remain. We
do not support creating commuter routes through the Mt Victoria Town Belt,
including on the Hataitai to Mt Victoria track or on the Newtown to Mt Victoria
track (which is currently being upgraded for walking we thought) .
Electric motorbikes
We do not support the proposal to allow motorbikes (however powered) into our
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Open Spaces, or a 25 km hour speed limit. High use walking tracks and parks are
not suitable places to encourage electric motorbikes. Many of the electric
motorbikes now being used on the roads should not be used in our parks. They are
too fast and too intrusive. This detracts from the experience of all users who ‘get
there’ under their own steam. The Getting Everyone Active and Healthy, a key
outcome of Our Capital Spaces – An Open Spaces and Recreation Framework For
Wellington: 2013–23 - supports healthy activity not motorised leisure.
Should motorcyclists want to get from Newtown to Mt Victoria there is a well
developed road network they can use.

In addition, Makara Mountain Bike park has

been specifically created from our park space for use by bikes and this should be
the only space for motorbike users who insist on going off road.
Electric motorbikes are poorly regulated nationally and it is very difficult to ascertain
if the 300 watt rating has been exceeded, or if a bike is electric-assisted (ie the
cyclist must pedal at all times) or not. We also question who is going to monitor
electric motorbike use to ensure compliance, and what will the consequences be of
non-compliance. We recommend the Council advocates to central government that
the rules around electric motorbikes are strengthened as a matter of urgency.
Advocacy should include ease of enforcement, and use of roads by other users as a
key considereation in electric motorbike regulation.
Bike only tracks
The proposal to allow some bike-only tracks is not supported. We note the
implementation plan specifically states all tracks will be shared.
We support making further tracks walk-only – particularly the Southern Walkway,
the Lookout Walkway, and all the smaller third tier tracks (they are too narrow for
cyclists to use safely with walkers). The list of walk-only tracks is very limited and in
areas that are not suitable for vehicle use in any case, and needs significant
extension for the majority of open space users who are on foot.

3
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We are concerned over the intersections of bike-only tracks, which encourage high
speed downhill riding, with walkers on tracks. We urge that some slowing measures
are installed near intersections so bikers are made aware of the need to consider
walkers. We also note that bike-only tracks are encouraging groups of bikers to
repeatedly access the summit by car so they can hurtle down Mt Victoria and
Majoribanks Sreet. They are then met by the car at Hawker Street and taken back
up to the summit.
The ‘nature trail’ to be developed on Mt Victoria near Alexandra Road specifically
for children appears to be being made as another cycle track. This is inappropriate
and people including children will not be able to enjoy ‘nature’ with others hurtling
past on bikes.
Paper roads
Paper roads can be useful for providing access to some areas but this needs to be
coordinated within the overall plan for an area.
Other matters
We recommend that Alexandra Road is made a 30 km hour speed zone which
would be suitable for all bike riders including electric motorbikes. This would
enhance the park experience for all users particularly walkers crossing this road.
We note while the Mt Victoria Master Plan gives priority to upgrade the Southern
Walkway and Lookout track, work seems to be prioritised in other areas. Can we
please see some coordination so that the identified priorities are in fact done first.
This proposed Open Access Plan needs to incorporate reference to the Mt Victoria
Master Plan.
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Submission for:
Open Spaces Plan
This submission is being made on behalf of Blind Citizens NZ Wellington Branch.
Established in 1945, Blind Citizens NZ, Inc. is the oldest advocacy group of blind
and vision impaired people.
As blind and vision impaired people, our usual mode of travel is on foot. We
often use walking areas for recreation purposes which are shared by other users
such as cyclists, children, pushchairs, skateboarders, dogs and joggers. We
appreciate the fact that open spaces may be used by all, but sometimes there is
a conflict. Blind and vision impaired people, ( many of whom are elderly), have
difficulty moving out of the way of cyclists, joggers and skateboard users, as they
may not hear them approaching. This is hazardous and can cause accidents.
We would like the Wellington City Council to consider the safety factors.
We do not agree with the proposal to allow electric bicycles to be used in open
shared spaces.
Some questions to consider are:
Could there be a tactile demarcation line so that blind people could walk where it
is safe?
Should cyclists be required to have bells on their bikes?
We feel that all users should take the utmost care when using shared spaces.
Pedestrians should have priority in shared spaces.
It appears to us that some users are reckless and inconsiderate of others in this
matter.
We do appreciate the efforts of Wellington City Council to promote the
accessibility of the City; however having a truly accessible city includes all areas
where people with disabilities choose to utilize. People should be able to proceed
anywhere in the city and be able to do so in safety.
We are prepared to speak in support of this submission at public hearings.
Contact details:
Mr. Shaun Johnson
04 384 7515
Shaun.zdots@xtra.co.nz
Mrs. Ann Bain
04 563 7139

abain@clear.net.nz
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Fiona Lewis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Wilson <hugo@actrix.co.nz>
Wednesday, 13 July 2016 1:17 a.m.
BUS: Access Plan
Submission re WCC Draft Open Space Access Plan

Submission re WCC Draft Open Space Access Plan
I wish to make the following comments on the draft plan for the management of the Open Space Access
Network, although I do not have sufficient knowledge to comment on all the questions.
Mr John M. Wilson, 142 Cortina Avenue, Johnsonville, Wellington 6037.
Phone (04) 478-8679

email hugo@actrix.co.nz

13 July 2016

I am a male residential ratepayer, New Zealand European age 60+
Question 5 – Six key initiatives. I support all six, but do not know enough to comment on other than the first
two:
The Skyline Track. Support, as the Kaukau section is near our house.
We live near McLintock Street North, and walk on the track above Flinders Park which goes from the end
of Old Coach Road to the stile leading to the track down to Ohariu Valley, and also joins the track to
Kaukau. I would like extra access to the track from McLintock Street North and the new section of road
which will eventually join the two sections of McLintock Street. At present there is access over grass (not
farmed) to the track by the stile, but this will eventually be taken over by housing along McLintock Street.
Harbour Escarpment Track. Support, as a member of a Newlands Walking Group.
I would expect it to have as well as access from Waihinahina Park access from from the new subdivisions
on the harbour side of Newlands, some of which have the start of a track.
Questrion 8: I would encourage the use of bells etc by cyclists and any other wheeled vehicles using tracks
and walkways, including mobility scooters.
Yours, John Wilson

1
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Rebecca Eng
Tel: 09 590 7072
Mob: 027 578 5232
Email: environment.policy@transpower.co.nz

16 July 2016
Wellington City Council
PO Box 2199
Wellington 6140
Attention:

Parks, Sport and Recreation
accessplan@wcc.govt.nz

Dear Sir/Madam,

SUBMISSION BY TRANSPOWER NEW ZEALAND LIMITED ON WELLINGTON
CITY COUNCIL DRAFT OPEN SPACE ACCESS PLAN
1. Transpower supports in part the Draft Open Space Access Plan (DOSAP) and seeks no
amendments.
2. The reasons for the submission by Transpower are set out below.
3. Transpower wishes to be heard in support of this submission and would not consider
presenting a joint case at the hearing.
4. Transpower could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission.
Transpower New Zealand Limited (“Transpower”) is the State Owned Enterprise that plans, builds,
maintains and operates New Zealand’s high voltage transmission network (the National Grid) which
links generators to distribution companies and major industrial users. The National Grid, which extends
from Kaikohe in the North Island down to Tiwai in the South Island, transports electricity throughout New
Zealand.
The National Grid comprises some 12,000 km of transmission lines and 167 substations. This is
supported by a telecommunications network of some 300 telecommunication sites that link together the
components that make up the National Grid. Transpower has a complex network of substations and
transmission lines that cross the Wellington City area.
The importance of Transpower’s assets and function have been recognised at a national level through
the Resource Management Act’s (RMA) instruments of the National Policy Statement on Electricity
Transmission (NPSET) and the National Environmental Standards for Electricity Transmission Activities
(NESETA).
Transpower has reviewed the DOSAP and supports the principle of providing recreation opportunities
in the form of open space access within Wellington City. Transpower notes the proposals for recreation
track improvement works and the construction of new tracks within the district. Some of the new
recreation track proposals in particular are located within close proximity to existing National Grid lines.
If not conducted in an appropriate manner, all such recreation track improvement and construction
works have the potential to compromise the safe and efficient operation of the National Grid. For
example, earthworks have the potential to compromise structural integrity of National Grid support
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structures and/or Transpower’s access to its assets for necessary maintenance, upgrading and
development. There is also the potential for future recreational tracks to be damaged by Transpower’s
vehicles and equipment.
Transpower therefore respectfully requests that the DOSAP sector maps are amended to show the
location of the National Grid lines. This is to ensure that the relationship between potential recreation
tracks with the National Grid is given full consideration at the implementation stage and to facilitate
consultation. Transpower also seeks that Wellington City Council consults with Transpower at an early
stage regarding the specific details of physical works to be carried out as a result of the DOSAP,
regardless of any resource consents required. This is particularly important as the Wellington City
District Plan (2000) does not specifically give effect to the NPSET and therefore lacks clear guidance on
the scale and nature of works that can be safely carried out within close proximity to National Grid
assets.
Please contact me on (09) 590 7072 or environment.policy@transpower.co.nz if you have any queries
or should you require clarification of any matter.
Yours faithfully
TRANSPOWER NZ LTD

Rebecca Eng
Senior Environmental Planner
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SUBMISSION : DRAFT OPEN SPACE ACCESS PLAN
There needs to more consultation with communities about this Plan many people have no idea what it proposes.
The title of "Open Space Areas" gives no indication that much of it is dedicated to providing access all over
Wellington hillsides and coast to a motorised vehicle. "Open Space to most people means, walking, no traffic, no
motorised vehicles. Though it contains other things beside E‐bikes one cannot concentrate on those when the
implication of E‐bikes outweighs everything else.
Apart from publication on Council's website there has been little publicity about this plan, there is not even a link
on WCC's website to say the Plan was advertised in the newspapers. The expiry date of this plan needs to be
extended so more people are aware of the extent of it and the implications.
The plan documentation is erroneous, misleading and confusing. The public should not have to spend hours flicking
back and forwarded trying to work out; nor should they have to print out a 76 page document plus maps because
of the conflicting information. Even the submission closing date has 2 different date, the main web page states
Submissions close 5pm Saturday 16 July, but the submission form states, Submissions close Wednesday 5pm 13
July 2016
The main document "Draft Open Space Access Plan " pg 18 states :
Schedule C "Open Space Areas and tracks that are approved for E‐bike use (developed April 2016"). It lists a
number of places, amongst many places listed is: South coast (Te Kopahou) along the coast line and the Tip Track
and Red Rocks Track). However the download Proposed E‐bike Tracks (maps) shows the E‐Bike tracks (purple
legend) going from Quarry around coast past Karori rock as proposed, not approved.
Section 7 of the Plan doc describes the areas together with a map, however the maps are not the same, nor the
same scale as those in the separate download " Proposed E‐bike Tracks, many of the proposed E‐bike tracks in
Section 7 are not shown (though there is still the legend box showing purple for E‐Bikes). For Example Pg32 & 33
& 7.7 Sector Te Kopahou/Careys Gulley shows No proposed PURPLE E‐bike track from Quarry to Karori rocks

A track especially built to enable E‐bike use from the Quarry pass Red Rocks along the coasts to Karori steam then
onwards to Makara (The Rural Connection), is a colossal waste of money.The cost of engineering to keep it out of
the sea will be prohibitive. Who will pay for this?? the uninformed ratepapers.
There is no indication of the costs to cover Wellington with these E‐Bike tracks, if this plan goes ahead are
ratepayers then committed to this expenditure with no further consultation.
Many existing tracks or even the lack of them are the only place walkers have to go away from the traffic and noise
of the city, where they can meander along and look at the view and not have to look behind them. E‐bikes can
travel up 32k/hr, walkers, including children and even dogs will all of a sudden have their pleasant walk interrupted
with a motorised vehicle, which at times can be silent tearing up behind them; their once carefree peaceful track
will be gone.
Though the South Coast track allows 4WD's a short distance there are not many of them and on certain days the
entrance use to be closed to motorised vehicles. The introduction of E‐bikes to the South coast will have a
detrimental affect on walkers, as well as an ecological affect on the Seal colony.

I am therefore against the proposal to provide E‐bikes tracks all over Wellington especially the South Coast, and
request that consultation on The Open Space Plan Access Plan be extended to enable further consultation on all
aspects it contains.
Donna Yule
5 Avon Street Island Bay
Wellington
donna.y @xtra.co.nz
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Fiona Lewis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel De Boer
Wednesday, 20 July 2016 11:40 a.m.
Fiona Lewis
FW: from the human zoo - a gully view - of the draft open space access plan

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Hi Fiona, can you please input this one too?
This should be the last one...
Cheers, Joel
-----Original Message----From: russell_taylor@clear.net.nz [mailto:russell_taylor@clear.net.nz]
Sent: Wednesday, 20 July 2016 11:29 a.m.
To: Joel De Boer
Subject: from the human zoo - a gully view - of the draft open space access plan
Feedback and comment from Russell Taylor
80-6 Holloway Road
Waimapihi
Aro valley
Wellington
Email russell_taylor@clear.net.nz
Ph cell 0220977236 landline 934 8516
‘Ma pango, ma whero, ka oti te mahi - together we can do it ?!“
Our enviroment, outer residential rural zone community, the gully, should not be a mountain bike
playground, nor the dog run!Please keep it a cul de sac community, a unique and valuable
backwater!
Back ground
I have lived and worked in Holloway Road since the 1970s. I was lucky to purchase 82 84 and 86
Holloway road in the 80s and subsequently the Kelly block ( Holloway ridge) . I commenced
building a home in 1990s after I returned from a 4 year stint in Otokia Otago . Since 1982 we
have had goats( up to 10 ) and chooks ( up to 30)and even horse and sheep, Gardens,volley ball
and petanque fire circle campsite caravan and bus park and landscaped altered the landform of
the old quarry and Morning Star goldmining shaft and old house foundations, in consultation,
orally in the main, with WCC, fire service etc as invariably all this involves access via the
commons,
We haved been part of the revegtation and opening up the george denton park and the karori
reservoir. we cleared blackberry and weeds, stabilised slips, cleared the streams and removed
truck and bin loads of accumulated rubbish prior to planting and clearing the old tracks and
1
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walkways and creating some new tracks. and have Planted 1000s of trees, some sourced by
from WCc initially for road reserves, then from the waimapihi work schemes projects and , private
propogation
In this arera we have advocated tracks ( not through tracks
- loops ) other
than the historical old sledge, bullock, bulldozer, service, and postie ones ( george denton was
illegally quarried for foundation rock of the BNZ in the 60s and the last houses in broshnahan
terrace blew down in the wahine storm.The clinical mountain bike track has mostly removed
covered the last of the 11 house foundation although there is still a connected sewer.WCC has
resolved the last formal ongoing access right of Mt pleasnt property owners and Brosnahan
terrace is no longer a paper or any road , its now town belt. )
We have been involved in the creation of the Waimapihi Reserve and it tracks (some through
what was then our property), the protection of Polhill and most specifically George Denton Park(
Brosnahan Tce - of which we have right of way for purposes of building and gardening for vehicles
. also the nd eart quake commission upgraded access post unpermitted excavations remedial
work ).
This has been in my role as secretary of the Mitchelltown society, as resident and steward,
community sentence supervisor, home owner, gardener, permaculturist hokey builder, upcycler
and in my work as co ordinator for Community volunteers .
I was the instigator of the rubbish weed removal s etc - the re vegetation track creation etc and
used to be part owner of 10 Acres of the holloway ridge. we had a work co operative, a housing
trust that bought with WCC assistance and housing corp the 23 state houses surplus when the
university designation( blight) was lifted. We then via a variety of subsidised DOL work and
training schemes cut and put in tracks to carry in the trees which have been planted that has
replaced the gorse, blackberry and now becoming the canopy for restablishing the hinau lowland
forest.
At this stage theres only one property the university retain and its in disuse for at leas the last 7
years. The old school was unfortunately neglected and subject of arson. We have a very active
battles with university, works public trust dosli and WCC We also created the special mitchelltown
R zone , a management plan for our community( which WCC in its wisdom scrapped!!!!!) claimed
and created Aro park and had battles with transit over roading and as well as with potential
developers.
We also have had many issue with NZED and latterly transpower re tracks to and from the pylons
for access .
Most recently we managed to get most of the regenerating bush fringe of this community
classified as town belt.( it was not orginally included and last minute broshnahan and waimapihi
were included )
Key in all of this was respect for the gully and st heritage, the fostering of community its residents
and the cul de sacca privacy of the gully.
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I have been a keen tramper and in my youth assisted create Borland lodge and Routeburn, Milford
Greenstone Motatapu and many tracks in Fiordland and Otago. I also was a keen cyclist and
lobbied for a south coast,Dunedin to Ingill cycleway using the old coach
route and railway.This work lead to the establishment of
the Otago rail trail.
I also assisted create the wheelchair estuary pathway in Green Island .
I am in regular, but latterly not always amenable, contact with WCC.
Since I discovered wildcat track builders in george denton and inaction of WCC in response I have
been alerted to what problems exist with informal tracks and formal tracks and the competing
interests
Since I ceased operating nationally in my work in 2013 I have been at home and in the city most
of the time and latterly operating from home and am probably the most acquainted local.
I objected to to the creation of the clinical track, despite local opposition and no environmental
traffic etc objection being responded to its gone ahead. I also note squatter was upgradeed at
considerable cost to become cyclable- I note its still classed as foot only offically on WCC website
yet the signs denote a up hill and down hill cycle track.
The waimapihi track that is on private land is foot only and is increasingly abused by cyclist – I
counted 7 “armoured" young men this last weekend come crashing out of there.
-------------------My concerns
THE OPENING UP OF THIS CUL DESAC TO THRU TRAFFIC AND LACK OF
ENVIROMWENTAL IMPACT assesment and consideration THE CREATION OF A WATER
RACE, SLIPS IN FRAGILE HILLSIDES THE DESTRUCTION OF VEGETATION ( THE
COLLARTORAL DAMAGE OF THE TRACK BUILDERS, THE DESIGN AND ROUTE COST
LACK OF FORETHOUGHT, USE OF ENVIROMENTAL FUNDS, misuse USE OF WCC
RESOURCES (for a small well off group of
users,)
THE ATTITUDE (and lies) OF wcc OFFICERS AND CONTRACTORS
SINCE THE TRACK HAS BEEN OPEN I HAVE WITNESSED MANY NEAR MISSES AND
CONCERNED AND DISMAYED AT BEHAVIOUR OF SOME OF THE MANY MOUNTAIN
BIKERS
AND ON THE ODD OCCASION MOTORBIKES.
I FEEL OUR COMMUNITY HAS BECOME A ZOO, and through route FOR ENCAPSULATED
AND MOSTLY WELL TO DO ARROGANT VISITORS.
THE WCC HAS SHOWN LITTLE RESPECT OR CONCERN FOR THE IMPACT ON FOLK WHO
LIVE IN THIS COMMUNITY AND I( AND OTHERS ) HAVE BEEN THREATENED, HARASSED
COMPLAINED ABOUT ABUSED AND ATTACKED.
NOW THE CYCLISTs DOMINAtNT AND THE PRIOR TRACK USERS HAVE ABATED.( Back in
the day more people used the WALKing only tracks than folk who visited the botanic gardens )
I am concerned about the objectives , the lack of planning the follow through of WCC and the
impact on the enviroment socially, economically, and biologically.
3
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I also do not believe there has been any specific consultation with the tangata whenua- the folk
who were born work live and die in the areas the tracks pass through and
the lack of control and ineptitude of WCC

I observe the WCC does not have the resources to guide the use and management of tracks and
walkways in and between the city’s open space network.
I also question whether this is good use of scarce resources and there is other priorities
The comment among this community is cyclists can’t read, they shout, they are hypocrites and
think they own the world and their experience is the only one!
-----------------------The review proposes
“ opportunities for electric bike (e-bikes) use within the open spaces network,”
whats the difference between a human powered , e bike a oil fuelled bike ?
they all have a rider or riders, they all have leave more than a footprint, travel faster than
pedestrian prams or wheelchairs. They threaten walkers.
they use oil and create carbon dioxide in manufacture delivery maintenance etc that makes no
mention of the lycra , helmets etc and the apparent parallel link with expensive SUV to get here.
“ an updated Implementation Plan for track planning and development.”
I could not locate the maps, sites, and current implementation plan, What was the plan and how
current is the WCC information on the WCC website.
Seems its links are disrepectful as well as being is out of date and erroneous.
“ W e also wish to hear from you on a number of matters “ ( will you listen respond to have a
dialogue about and make a joint agreement ?My experience with WCC has deterioated over the
last 30 years and and become very acrimonious in last few months.) “ including:

•
Do you think paper roads should be included
into the open
space network?”
As a blanket provision no.
Where there is specific good reason they could be treated as public access ways and should be
opened up. I and only if they are actually in WCC control, adequately managed maintained etc
and dependent on the views and interest of the locale community they pass through. Other use
should also be considered, ie gardens, orchards, housing…
The predominant automatic use should be walking! Cycling should be discouraged and walking
and other foot activity including gardening especially of edibile plants promoted .
The creation of a cycle way, bridge stairs should be like a demolition building and resource
consent.
4
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Especially if more than 25 square metres is proposed as being disturbed , it changes other users
access and activity, ,households organisation and business and if theres objection then any
proposed track should go through a notified consent process and require social economic and
enviromental impact considerations and reports/assessments especially with tangata whenua, of
history, current use, other possible public good, use of these commons and respect sites/ areas
of cultural and biological significance within the catchment and ecosystem.
•
“ Do you think cyclists should be
encouraged
to use a bell?”
No, they should dismount stop give way. They are already loud shouting squeaking brakes,
shouts of glee…..
They should have to dismount and stop whenever they encounter a walker pram and buggy pedestrian - but maybe not runners? (. Perhaps they should have to be preceded by a person
carrying a red flag ?) push chair buggy or in a narrow or blind corner!
•
Do you believe accessibility within the open
spaces is
adequately addressed?
Not sure what this questions means- are all areas adequateky
accessible? Should they be/ How to protect from traffic,
specific areas, safety
, risk,multiple and conflicting uses.
Perhaps the best response is not to do anything and stop any
incursion
disturbance of the soil water table, vegetation other than
by foot and manual.
There needs to be as many areas for the wheelchairs buggies
push chairs the
blind frail, agra phobic as other users with the most
significant interest being
those on foot within the locality and the least visitors
from a far using fuel .
I had it put to me the determinant should always be – does
the proposed
activity and which alternatives best look after the soil,
assist the
underclass, redistribute wealth and support households the
most . I like
that and ask that WCC adopt this for priority setting.

“The plan includes the following:
•
Open Space Areas Closed to Mountain Bikes
and Cycling'
The plan and the work managing could reframe this, and be
5
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positive, and have powered wheel tracked priority - but
how to communicate this )only areas tracks .
All tracksd and all tracks are in reality are multi use
tracks and need to have the rules/code that apply ( the
following current, are such, (are they not!) publicised
imposed and enforced
Keep left,
give way,
stop at intersection,
only overtake when the way is clear,
allowe adequate stopping distance,
do not ride on footpaths
slow at blind corners,
give way to uphill traffic,
multiple traffic has right of way,
no travelling with wheels on unformed tracks ,
and
no significant ( more than 25 metres) disturbance of soil,
waterways and
vegetation without impact report and assessment and consent
process
plus increasingly any geared wheeled vehicle should be
registered and
operator liscensed – they could even be micro chipped and
required to have
registration plate visible to a bystander.
Whats the story with quads bikes, jetski, boats?
•

“ Proposed e-bike tracks (maps on line)

No need for distinction ?
There could be specific fuelled wheeled other than push or
pull wheeled
vehichles but there would , and should always be foot
traffic
Mountain bike only tracks need to be on private land
restricted entry no open access and treated like sport
activity.
all commons should be open access
and
what about segway, uni, e cycles, tri- quads,s
motorbike,scooters, horses, skate
boards land yachts( sail and kite), tracked and wheeled
ski, boards etc
6
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What about other powered- solar, hydrogen, oil ,steam and
even remote
controlled powered vehicles.
It not merely walker foot track versus bicycles

•
"Proposed ‘Priority’ Mountain bike
tracks
maps (maps on line)"
Cannot see this working – seems there need to be mountain
bike only areas
where pedestrian go at own risk ( or is that what priority
means)and other
areas where mountain bikers and other vehicles don’t go
– its more about
the codes of behaviour applying and what can be done to
reward good
behaviour and habilitate deter offenders- confiscate bike,
fine offenders,
video camera and drone survelliance. Cycle police?,
•
"Horse Grazing Lease Areas maps
horses can use any tracks can they not and as can any beast
of burden dogs
cats pets- that should continue.
Other comments
I think having cycle ways of any nature as multi use whether
with motive
vechiles or pedestrians is problematic and cycling
skateboarding in
particular has real safety risk issues and traffic
enviromental and social downsides
the goal should be Wherever possible cyclways need to be
separate from motive vehicles and foot traffic( and
wheelchairs buggies prams) and the links tunnels bridges of
their own
Specific comments
I think having a signed upgraded walkway from pohill to
south coast via long
gully would be great- the kids of the gully used to regulary
travel this.
I am not in favour of linking this area with cycle tracks to
Karori bike park
--------------On this local area
mountain bikers and their co hort as well as dog owners,need
7
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to repect codes and advised,WCC role to educate and notify
The brosnahan hallway intersection needs to cope as a
turning point for large
vehicles- it’s the only legal turning point and have
seperate in and out cycle lanes
( the gravel is like ball bearings on the deterioated road
surface for cyclist)
Where there is combined use speed restriction need to be
provided ie make
holloway road immediately a 15 km traffic speed limit
That run off debri metal mud water needs to be fixed by non
civil construction methods
Clear pedastrian traffic ways i.e footpath kerb and channel
both sides of
the st ,fix the runoff seepage north of 66 hollway road,
opposite no
50 and again opposite no 15
Upgrade and maintain the private drive from no 1, bullock
track, haines tc,carey st and at top of st need to be
redesigned and maintained- especially for run off stormwater
and this needs to be done in consultation and agreement with
the private
interests
create betta provision for parking and gathering
This should be funded out of roading and given priority
Load and unload areas polhill aro st area needs to recognise
the dog
exercise, other sport and recreation activities i.e
gardening kite flying
Frisbee, picnicking, works access, partying, and tai chi
mediatation pokemoning
cycle lanes could be created with fold down impact resistant
barrier vegetation plastic wands etc
a seperate through cycle way could be created on the old
sewer line track right of way,linking the war memorial with
clinical and squatters
The wcc website needs to be consistent with linked mountain
bike info
Gardening revegetation parks stormwater and sewage needs to
be intergarted i .e
reinstate the old sewer line track to have cycleway
put in stiles plant vegetation and have barriers on all
8
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entry points to Waimapihi tracks which are pedastrian only
with access for adjacent landowners
not engage contractor to do felling and clearance on private
land
have a response team to address concerns especially
vegetation soil and stream disturbance
building and gardening activity needs to be recognised
The there needs to be adequate parking provision for exit
and egress, rest
gathering and clear what the common codes are
The predator free halo – no disturbance around the
sanctuary needs to be
enhanced /maintained
Also think there some “border control” issues that need
consideration
White mans foot print water borne invaders , nesting chicks
on ground poison
and predator control
-----------------------Summary conclusion
I also have the tension between an anarchist approach "let
communities do
their own thing " and problems with authorities and
bureaucracy and management
especially in light of the different skill levels
motivations and the
variety of competing objectives viewing nature , landscape
leave only footprints and who
bears the costs- wasters should pay approach re rubbish
collection a
user pay or taxes, whose the user beneficiary of the
commons, which includes the walkways and open transit and
access to through and from , the commons?
Regulate the mountain bikers and no mountain biking at
expense of traditional or other good use and activity.
Walkways for the people of wellington,
WELLINGTON FOR WELLINGTONIANS ESPECIALLY THE POOR.
COMMUNITIES AND GROUP ACTIVITIES OVER BUSINESS OR INDIVIDUAL
ACTIVITY!
Formally close some tracks, stop wheeled access on some to
9
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prioritise resourcing
I do not believe the walkways plan and management should be
determined by a minority and WCC pays too much attention to
complainants and seem the mountain bike fraternity- they are
not a community!- have the ear and ascendancy.
THERES LESS THAN 10% OF THIS COMMUNITY WHO CYCLE THE TRACKS
AND MOST OF US WALK AND RUN
The clinical and transient cycle ways have had a big and
frequent negative impact on this community

The the determinant should always be – does the proposed
activity, and which possible alternatives, best look after
the soil,the people- assist the underclass, redistribute
wealth and support households the most .Is there local jobs
income and control. A total ecological and sustainable
reference framework
I like that and ask that WCC adopt this for priority
setting.
---------------------------------------------------------------I wish to speak to the plan and this e submission (which is
done in haste, could be more reader friendly and concise
with examples and evidence, in text and with some footnotes
and more explanation. I do not have up todate computer
hardware and programmes , net access and resent having to
take the time to research and comment on what WCC pays its
officers heaps to do on my behalf where the rhetoric rarely
accords with reality..)
Russell Taylor
note
"Name
Squatters (Squatsville)
Location
Polhill, Wellington, New Zealand
Overview
Squiggly single track down from the bottom of the Roller
Coaster to Holloway
Road.
Grade
Intermediate or 2+ for the George Denton entry.
Access
Foot [Closed to Mountain Bikes per WCC Tracks Policy]
Getting there
10
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The entrance is on the far side of George Denton park. The
other entry is
about 100m up from the bottom of the Roller Coaster, look
for either of the
two pine needle single tracks heading off to the east.
Where

I
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Open Space Access Plan – Cycle Aware Wellington submission
We would like to make an oral submission. Please contact Alastair Smith 021 036 4443
agsmith37@gmail.com
Cycle Aware Wellington is a voluntary, notforprofit organisation aimed at improving conditions for
people who currently ride bikes and encouraging more people to bike more often. We advocate for
people who use their bikes for recreation and transport. Since 1994, we have worked
constructively with local and central government, NZTA, businesses, and the community on a wide
variety of cycle projects. We represent around 1,500 members and supporters.
Key points of our submission
●

We support the overall vision of the Plan

●

We welcome the proposal to allow electric assist bikes (eBikes) on selected tracks in the
Open Space Network.

●

The proposed eBike definition will mean that many eBikes that are used on the road can’t be
used on the Open Space Network, and we suggest that the NZTA definition be used.

●

We believe there are some useful commuting routes in the Open Space areas and tracks
closed to Mountain Biking/Cycling.

●

We welcome the inclusion of the Great Harbour Way/Te Aranui o Pōneke in the plan, and in
particular that signage will be installed on the parts that form part of the Open Space Network.

●

We support the use of information technology for wayfinding and promotion

●

We agree that the use of bells should be encouraged on the Open Space Network

Overall Vision
We support the overall vision of the Plan. Wellington is fortunate in having reserves close to the CBD
and easily accessible from all parts of the City. The Open Space Network gives access to these
reserves, and the vision of making the Network accessible to all is a good one.
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EBike access to Open Space Network
Electric assist bikes are becoming increasingly popular in Wellington, since they enable older and
less able people to bike despite Wellington’s hills and wind.
We welcome the proposal to allow electric assist bikes on selected tracks in the Open Space
Network. Several of these provide useful commuting connections, for example the Hataitai to City
Walkway, Newtown to Hataitai walkway, and Te Ahumairangi Hill. Because hills are less of an issue
for people riding eBikes, Hataitai to City could be a good alternative to more roundabout routes such
as around Evans Bay, particularly if the track surface was improved. These commuting connections
help to achieve the objectives of the Council’s C
 ycling Framework.
On Te Ahumairangi, the Northern Walkway from Weld St to the EastWest connector should also be
open for eBikes. This route has generally good sightlines and gradients, and is good sidling route
from Thorndon to Wadestown. It is shown as the blue trail in the map below.

Other tracks on which eBike access is to be allowed will provide valuable recreational riding
opportunities for less fit riders.
Monitoring the selected routes will provide valuable information about the impact of eBikes on the
environment and the experience of other users. We encourage the Council to follow through with this.
EBike definition
The definition of an eBike in the Plan is likely to lead to confusion. The Plan defines an eBike as “a
bicycle primarily pedal powered by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous
rated power of up to 300 watts of battery power, as well as limited to 25km/h”. Most eBikes currently
on sale and in use in Wellington comply with the NZTA definition: “a power assisted cycle has an
auxiliary electric motor with a maximum power not exceeding 300W and is designed to be primarily
propelled by the muscular energy of the rider” 1 i.e. they are not speed limited. Some eBikes comply
with the EU Pedelec standard EN 15194: limited to 250w of power, and speed limited to 25km/hr2.
These tend to be at the more expensive end of the market. The Open Spaces Plan appears to create
NZTA. L
 ow powered vehicles https://www.nzta.govt.nz/vehicles/vehicletypes/lowpoweredvehicles/
EN 15194 Cycles. Electrically power assisted cycles. EPAC Bicycles
http://shop.bsigroup.com/ProductDetail/?pid=000000000030215058

1
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a new definition which is neither the NZTA definition nor the EU definition. Although there are
proposals to adopt the EU standard in NZ, it is likely that there would be a legacy provision for eBikes
complying with the current NZTA standard, so these bikes would continue to be used in Wellington
for some time.
The proposed definition will limit access to eBike riders who can afford $40006000 for a higher end
eBike, rather than the more common $20003000 eBikes that comply with the NZTA definition.
The NZTA definition allows a throttle to manually control the amount of power assist. While in theory
this means that the eBike can be ridden without pedalling, the speed and acceleration is limited, and
in practice it would not be practical to ride the proposed Open Space eBike trails without pedalling.
In practice, it’s unlikely that eBikes will reach 25km/hr under power on the Open Space Network. The
tracks would not feel comfortable to people at that speed. Most sections of the suggested tracks have
significant gradients. Going uphill, it would be hard to reach 25km/hr with electric assist. Although it
might be possible to reach 25km/hr going downhill, this would be through gravity rather than electric
assist.
EBikes in general don’t go faster than a standard bike with a fit rider. An informal survey of bike
speeds on Wellington shared paths found that on average eBikes were only 2.6km/hr faster than
standard bikes, and the fastest bikes were standard bikes. If speed is found to be a problem, this is
best addressed through education and track design.
The proposed eBike definition will mean that many eBikes that are used on the road will not be able
to be used on the Open Space Network, and we suggest that the NZTA definition be used. This is the
stance taken by Department of Conservation with respect to eBikes on the Otago Rail Trail3 . DOC
report that there have been no issues with “trail maintenance or compliance, [or from a] H&S
perspective” “we have had no reports of cyclists (including ebike riders) riding dangerously or at
excessive speeds”4

Open Space areas and tracks closed to Mountain
Biking/Cycling
We believe there are some useful commuting routes in the Open Space areas and tracks closed to
Mountain Biking/Cycling. These include:
●

Paths parallel to Glenmore Street from the Botanic Gardens Founders Entrance to the West
Entrance near Orangikaupapa Rd. These paths are relatively wide with good sight lines, not
dissimilar to the paths where cycling is allowed between Upland Road and the Met Office, and
mean that slower commuting cyclists would not hold up traffic going up this section of
Glenmore St. The red line on the map below indicates a possible route.

Department of Conservation. Change to Otago Central Otago Rail Trail ebike policy.
http://www.doc.govt.nz/news/media-releases/2015/change-to-otago-central-otago-rail-trail-e-bike-policy/
4
Email from Jacob Dexter, DOC Alexandra, 13 July 2016
3
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Open Space Access Plan – Cycle Aware Wellington submission

●

Berhampore Golf Course/Wakefield Park. There are options here for an offroad commuter
cycling route that connects Island Bay to Newtown, avoiding Adelaide Rd. This could be
either on the east connecting Eden St to Duppa St, or on the west to connect Dover St to Mt
Albert Rd. Possible routes are indicated in red on the map below

●

While current tracks in Trelissick Park are not appropriate for shared use, developing a
cycling track through the area would provide a good commuting alternative between
Kaiwharawhara to Ngaio, avoiding the busy and narrow Ngaio Gorge Road.

In addition we support trail building by experienced responsible groups on Te Ahumairangi, in
consultation with WCC. These would provide recreational mountain biking close to workers in the
government centre, and opportunities for guided tours and bike hire close to the CBD and the cruise
ship terminal. There is little evidence of bike/walker conflict on Te Ahumairangi.

Great Harbour Way/Te Aranui o Pōneke
We welcome the inclusion of the Great Harbour Way/Te Aranui o Pōneke in the plan, and in
particular that signage will be installed on the parts that form part of the Open Space Network.
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New Initiatives
The plan proposes several extensions to the Open Space Network which we support. In particular,
the proposed Rural Coast Connection would open up an underused part of Wellington, and provide
a trail with some similarity to the very popular Hillary Trail in Auckland’s Waitakere Ranges5.

Digital media
We support the use of information technology for wayfinding and promotion, for example the use of
QR codes to give additional information about a track, as is being done on Porirua’s Ara Piko trail.
However this should not be a substitute for good quality conventional wayfinding signage.

Bells
Bells are a useful way for people to alert others when riding a bike. We agree that the use of bells
should be encouraged on the Open Space Network, but not made mandatory. Wellington
recreational riders already have an established etiquette of greeting other trail users by voice, which
works well.
Nā mātou noa, nā Cycle Aware Wellington
13 July 2013

5

Auckland Council. Hillary Trail. http://regionalparks.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/hillarytrail
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Wellington City Council
PO Box 2199
WELLINGTON 6140

Submission: Draft Open Space Access Plan – June 2016
We would like to speak in support of this submission. We may
choose to make additional comments at the hearing.
Background
We are keen users of the tracks and walkways in the city’s
reserves and Town Belt, and have been since our teenage years.
In the mid-1990s, WCC contracted one of us, (CH), and Simon
Kennett, to walk every track on the Mt Victoria / Tangi te Keo
section of the Town Belt, to make recommendations on what, if
any, tracks could be used by mountain bikers. Simon and CH
recommended to WCC a single circular route but WCC did not
accept our recommendation.
Comments
We recommend that the word ‘track’ be used throughout the
document, instead of the word ‘trail’, because the word 'track'
is part of standard NZ usage.
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We will use the numbering system which has been used in the
WCC draft.
The illustrations are excellent.
2. Current track network – pages 6, 7
2.4. Threats to Wellington’s network – page 6
 Unauthorised track building, mostly by mountain-bikers, e.g.,
on Te Ahumairangi (DomPost report with illustration), has
caused, and continues to cause, irreparable damage to
introduced and indigenous ecosystem yet we are unaware of
any prosecutions taken by WCC against those involved.
 Conflict of uses is a concern for walkers when passed by
mountain-bikers, often at speed, with no warning, and often
on tracks with short sight-lines.
 Poor design, e.g., the use of tyres to support part of
‘Serendipity’ track, in Polhill Gully, is not acceptable. Also the
cutting back of track banks on the corners of zigzags, in a
concave form, to enable mountain-bikers to speed around
tight bends, exposes walkers to considerable risk, and
exposes more soil to weathering and erosion than is
warranted. Examples include the ‘Jail Brake’ track in
Centennial Park, and a track north of the Velodrome.
 The use of tyres to support part of ‘Serendipity’ track, in
Polhill Gully, is not acceptable.
3. Vision – page 8
We recommend that this be a succinct statement, so we suggest:
“The entire track network be designed to foster residents’ and
visitors’ enjoyment and safety, while protecting our indigenous and
introduced ecosystems and their supporting soils.”
5. Network principles – pages 11-15
Horse riding. We recommend that all tracks in indigenous
ecosystems, mixed indigenous / introduced ecosystems, and
plantation forests, be closed to horse-riding. Horses are
unfortunately a vector of weed seeds into plant communities. This
would add greatly to the demands on funds from rate-payers for
the control of weeds species.
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Electric bikes. We oppose allowing the use of these vehicles on
any part of our track network. Even if limited in power output to 300
watts of battery power, and limited by an in-built cut-out to 25
km/hr, these vehicles would present an unacceptable risk to
walkers. E-bikes are heavier than mountain bikes, and when under
motor-power, plus pedal-power, their impacts on our erosion-prone
soils, and the root systems within the soils, would be considerable
and unacceptable. We understand that it is possible that e-bikes
with up to 1000 watts of battery power are likely to become
available. (see DomPost 25.6.2016, page F11 re electric farm
bike).We hope that WCC will ban the use of e-bikes.
5.5 Walking, running and mountain biking / cycling – page 13
We have never supported having all tracks open to walkers,
runners and mountain-bikers / cyclists, except for the ones that
have been already been declared closed. Walking is people’s
primary means of travel, so making it as safe as possible should
be WCC’s top priority. The approach of mountain-bikers without
warning, e.g.,without ringing a bell to advise walkers of their
approach, detracts from walkers’ enjoyment of the outdoors.
5.6.1 Motorised vehicle access – page 14
We support the first bullet point, with the proviso that ‘motorised
vehicle-based recreation’ includes the use of e-bikes. As stated
above, we do not support the use of e-bikes on any tracks.
5.7 Horses – page 15
We support the first sentence. We believe that the combination of
damage to soils and root systems caused by horses, plus the
efficiency of horses as vectors of weed seeds, must require that
they be excluded from tracks in our reserves and Town Belt.
5.8 Electric bikes – page 15
As stated above, we oppose allowing the use of these vehicles on
any part of our track network. Even if limited in power output to 300
watts of battery power, and limited by an in-built cut-out to 25
km/hr, these vehicles would present an unacceptable risk to
walkers. E-bikes are heavier than mountain bikes, and when under
motor-power, plus pedal-power, their impacts on our steep,
erosion-prone soils, and the root systems within the soils, would be
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unacceptably heavy.
Schedule A: Open space areas and tracks closed to Mountain
Biking- page 16
We commend WCC for compiling this list, and support the
retention of all areas listed.
We recommend that the following areas be added:
 George Denton Park to Brosnahan Terrace.
 Kelburn Park – tracks to Boulcott Street and to The Terrace
 Outer Green Belt – Horokiwi Road – Caribbean Avenue
 Seton Nossiter Park
We commend WCC for the swift response last year when we
reported an unauthorised track, and ‘jump’, constructed in
Huntleigh Park. We are grateful that our intervention resulted in the
erection of the sign promptly erected at the stile at the top of the
track, and we look forward to the removal of the ‘jump’ which was
still present on 4 June.
Schedule C: Open space areas and tracks that are approved
for e-bike use – page 18
We oppose the use of e-bikes on any tracks. We understand that
as more powerful e-bikes become available, walkers will not be
able to distinguish whether their power output exceeds 300 watts.
We believe that WCC will not be able to police the use of these
vehicles on our track network, whatever their power output.
Schedule D: Open space areas and tracks open to horse
riding – page 19
We oppose the inclusion of Woodburn Reserve in this list. Its
botanical and ecological values are such that its tracks, soils and
the included root networks must be protected from the impacts of
horse hooves, and protected from horse dung which is an efficient
vector of weed seeds.
6. Key Initiatives – page 20
The Skyline track. We support the completion of the ideal route of
the Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest.
Years ago we walked this inspiring trip along the top of the long
ridge linking the two areas.
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The Harbour Escarpment Walk– page 20
We support the implementation of this proposal. We have several
times walked from Newlands down to Malvern Road, Ngauranga,
an inspiring trip – scenic and with considerable botanical interest.
We have also clambered up from Hutt Road to Homebush Park
and to Onslow Road – both with botanical/ecological interest.
The Rural Coastal Connection– page 20
We welcome this resurrection of a former Wellington Regional
Council proposal in the 1990s, for a ‘Regional Coastal Trail’ from
Wairarapa to Kāpiti. The coastline from Owhiro Bay to Makara
Beach is largely Unformed Legal Road (ULR), with DOC land from
Opau Bay to Makara Beach. In the vicinity of Ohau Bay, and Te Ika
a Maru Bay, the ULR is some distance inland from Mean High
Water. We have tramped, and camped, twice along the route – a
very special experience. On one tramp, we camped near Cape
Terawhiti. On a solo trip, CH camped by Opau Stream, before
continuing to Titahi Bay.
The paper we presented to the Department of Conservation in
1992, “Some indigenous plant communities of the Wellington
South-west Peninsula”, provides an indication of the considerable
botanical interest in the area. (See WCC Archives).
The East-West Connection – Otari to Makara – page 21
We welcome this proposal. It would be a heritage route, because it
is part of the old Māori Track from Pipitea Pā to Owhariu Bay
(Makara Beach). (See The Great Harbour of Tara. G Leslie Adkin.
1959. Whitcombe and Tombs Ltd. Map VI, page 124). We have
walked the entire route from Thorndon to the boundary of the
former Bruce Kilmister’s farm with the private property above the
junction of Takarau Gorge Road and Makara Road.
Karori Stream Access
We welcome this proposal to obtain access along the farm track
beside Karori Stream, from the end of South Makara Road to the
sea. We have used this route several times over the years. The
ULR does not always follow the line of the farm track, so
agreement about access along the farm track would have to be
sought from the land owner..
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We once walked an over-grown farm track from the end of South
Karori Road to the south end of South Makara Road. To obtain
land-owner agreement to walk along this route would be a valuable
addition to walking opportunities. It is more accessible from the no.
3 bus terminus than South Makara Road.
We commend the following ULRs for consideration by WCC for
surveying, clearing and forming, as necessary, to provide walking
access, and the installation of way-marker posts:
We compiled the following list for inclusion in Wellington Botanical
Society’s submission. Examples of ULRs include:
 The ULR from the southern end of South Makara Road to
the south coast. Where the ULR does not coincide with the
farm track which is on the valley floor, we urge WCC to
negotiate with the owner of the valley-floor land to obtain
permanent legal walking access along the farm track, if to
attempt to construct a track on the slopes within the ULR
would not be practical.
 The ULR, once known as Sievers’ Track, from the era of
gold-mining on what is now Terawhiti Station. Karori Golf
Club had the ULR ‘stopped’ from South Makara Road,
across the golf course. Two of our members have traversed
the former ULR across the golf course, and followed the old
road alignment up through regenerating shrublands to a farm
road on neighbouring Terawhiti Station. We recommend that
WCC consider using the Public Works Act to uplift the
‘stopping’ of this heritage road. In addition, we urge WCC to
investigate if walkers have the right to use tracks, formed by
gold-miners in the 19th-century, to access the gold workings
on Terawhiti Peninsula. There is considerable botanical and
ecological interest in the plant communities along the historic
route, and at the sites of the mines.
 The ULR known locally as “Snowdons Road”, from WCC’s
Cliff Gaskin Reserve, Makara Village, to Te Ika a Maru Bay.
Beyond the reserve’s lawn, and some pines and shrublands,
there is a fine ‘primary forest’ remnant (Dr Geoff Park, Site
No. O205.1, in report compiled for WCC, 1999.)
 The ULR towards the west side of Tawa from the north end
of Ohariu Valley Road. Alternatively, towards Porirua City’s
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Broken Hill Road, where the ULR does not coincide with the
road built for access during the construction of Mill Creek
Wind-farm.
The ULR which runs north up the valley of Mill Creek from
Boom Rock Road. We urge WCC to negotiate access over
Pt 122, to contiguous publicly owned reserve land.
The ULR which runs south from Boom Rock Road, over the
area occupied by Mill Creek wind farm. We urge WCC to
negotiate access over Lot 1 DP 12350 to the north end of the
ULR which leads to the junction of Takarau Gorge Road and
Makara Road.
The ULR which runs parallel to Takarau Gorge Road.
The ULR which runs south-west from Rifle Range Road,
passing near the site of the former water-pumping station,
then north-east of Mt Kaukau and into Khandallah Park

Yours sincerely
Chris Horne and Barbara Mitcalfe
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Draft Open Space Access Plan
Submission from NA Deans and Family, Cashmere Ave residents
Phone: 04 4797 198
Address: 69A Cashmere Ave, Wellington.

13th July 2016

General Comments on the Draft Open Space Access Plan
1. Future proof open space access by planning ahead so that opportunities to develop new linkages,
tracks and reserves are not inadvertently overlooked when subdivision or other change occurs. A
planning requirement to protect and enhance existing open space connections and enable new
connections is essential with all new subdivisions/development and an important planning
consideration. Subdivision and other such development should be seen as an opportunity to the
open space network not a risk or weakness.
2. Paper roads are legal public access so should be considered part of the open space network. All
potential methods of enabling public access including to private land such as rates relief, easements,
covenants, leases etc should be considered to secure suitable public access.
3. All reserves, other public lands and all tracks should be seen as having multiple values and purposes,
especially where these purposes are aligned and complementary. Cross referencing to other
policies and plans is essential for decision making. Of special importance to the open space network
are policies and plans relating to biodiversity, stormwater and utility management, freshwater
management, transport, outdoor recreation, cycling and walking, commuting and land
development.
The remainder of this submission relates to the provision of access to and protection of the values of
Tyers Stream Reserve. The provision of access to this reserve is partly justified by the part that access
plays in enabling maintenance activities like weed and pest control and because community access
enables a reserve to be valued and cared for by its community.
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Tyers Stream Reserve: Proposal for Access, Management and Land Purchase
The Proposal
To better connect Tyers Stream Reserve to its neighbourhood community enabling community members to access
the reserve and to provide protection for the values of the reserve and surrounding land. These values include
ecological and ecological connectivity values, stormwater management values and landscape values.
As outlined in the Wildlands Consultants 2010 report “the protection of adjacent indigenous vegetation is important
for the long-term ecological health of the Reserve.”
Our request is for an active plan to achieve this objective with a budget and a timeline to:
1. Acquire land or reach agreement with landowners beside upper Tyers Stream to provide practical walking
access from public land in Khandallah into the upper reserve.
2. Ensure activities adjacent to the reserve, including discharges, building and subdivision/land development do
not detrimentally impact the values of the reserve. This includes provision for:
- active protection via rules, land ownership or covenants to the stormwater buffer vegetation
surrounding the reserve,
- active protection as above to the existing ecological corridor including that on adjacent private land,
- active protection as above to the natural hydrological system of the stream,
- intensive education on the importance of only putting/allowing rainwater into the stormwater system.
3. As part of the provision of numbers 1 and 2 above consider the purchase of 14 Karachi Crescent.
4. Encourage landowners in the riparian zone of Tyers Stream between Khandallah Reserve and Tyers Reserve
to maintain a vegetation corridor to enhance the instream values and to act as a wildlife corridor.
5. Encourage community involvement to support improving basic walking access from Khandallah, community
pest and weed control and where appropriate revegetation, in the Tyers Stream Reserve.
6. Actively investigate connections to the Reserve from Homebush Park, Glover Street walkway and the
proposed walkway at Malvern Road.
7. Investigate the protection and or acquisition of the forest remnant north of Homebush Park as part of any
future subdivision of this private land and enable a track link between this park and Tyers Stream Reserve.
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Location and Description
Map 1. Tyers Stream Reserve- General Location

Tyers Stream Reserve is located in Khandallah, Wellington. The 15.7 ha Reserve is a steep sided gully containing the
Tyers Stream, which is part of the larger Korokoro catchment, which flows into Wellington Harbour at Ngauranga.
Tyers Stream originates in Khandallah Park below Mt Kaukau. The stream flows into the reserve about 250 m below
Delhi Crescent. At the downstream edge of the Reserve above the end of Lower Tyers Road the stream is directed
into an underground channel. The Reserve provides indigenous and exotic vegetation cover beside c.800 m of the
stream’s length. The majority of the reserve is steep regenerating bush with no public access tracks or routes.
The main habitat types in the Reserve are regenerating mixed podocarp/broadleaf forest and low broadleaf forest.
The site contains stream and riparian ecosystems and a range of dominant forest species and quality areas of
regeneration. The site can be viewed from properties on the surrounding hills and forms an important scenic
backdrop to Khandallah and adjacent suburbs. The riparian margin also connects upstream to Khandallah Park and
Mt Kaukau.
The Reserve has ecological and ecological connectivity values, stormwater management values and landscape values.
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Map 2. Reserve Boundaries and Titles

Map 3. Reserve Area
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Access
Tyers Stream Reserve has no tracks for public access and no pedestrian connections to other Reserves or open space.
It has road frontage onto Gurkha Crescent, Raumati Terrace, Mandalay Terrace and Tyers Road unformed road
reserve. All of these access points are very steep and impractical for access, as shown by the contour lines on the
following three maps (NB contour intervals vary in different maps).
Map 4.Gurkha Crescent Access Point

Map 5. Raumati Terrace Access
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Map 6. Mandalay Tce Access

Map 7. Tyers Road Unformed Road Reserve Access
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Photo 1. View looking north towards of slope containing unformed legal road

Tyers Reserve is most easily accessed at its lower end through private property at numbers 7 and 27 Lower Tyers
Road via an overgrown 4 wheel drive track. This track is well benched at this end although poorly maintained and is
readily negotiable on foot. The track ends in the reserve upstream of where the stream is piped. It is possible to
follow a poorly marked pest control track running beside the stream which follows the usually benched sewerage
line. This is negotiable with some difficulty especially around a small waterfall about 600m upstream of the lower
reserve boundary.
Map 8. Aerial of Tyers Road Access
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Photo 2. Looking west (upstream) towards the Reserve from the 4-wheel drive track.

Photo 3. Looking east (downstream) from the Reserve at the 4 wheel drive track near the reserve boundary
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Pedestrian access would be desirable from Khandallah and Tyers Road as would and connections to Homebush
Reserve, the existing walkway parallel to Glover Street and the proposed walkway off Malvern Road. See map below
from WCC Draft Open space access Plan 2016. Access across Centennial Drive could be achieved with a pedestrian
addition to the railway bridge.

Key

Existing WCC tracks.
Proposed WCC tracks
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Human modification
A sewage line follows the 4 wheel drive track and then continues through the reserve roughly parallel to the stream.
In a few places there is a sewage smell and there is a sewage contamination warning sign at the lower end but this is
much less than in other current tracks such as Trelissick Park. Ideally the few sewage leaks would be fixed to stop the
apparent sewage contamination in the stream. In places the sewage pipeline route provides a benched area that
can be walked on.
Photo 4. Sewage contamination sign

Photo 5. Sewage manhole and benched track.

There is an old dam across the stream not far upstream of the lower reserve edge. There are also the remains of
what appears to be a water supply pipe line.
10
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Photo 6. Waterfall over Tyers Stream dam.

Photo 7. The dam wall from below.

Photo 8. The base of the dam showing remains of water supply pipes
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Vegetation
Wildlands Consultants produced a report in 2010 entitled WEED CONTROL AND RESTORATION PLANTING IN TYERS
STREAM RESERVE, WELLINGTON CITY.
This report states, in summary:
“Tyers Stream Reserve has ecological features and values that are important at regional and district levels. Wildland
Consultants (2009) undertook an analysis of the ecological significance of the primary forest remnants in the Reserve,
which was ranked third equal for ecological importance in this study (Primary Forest Remnant 0505.2; Park 1999,
assessed as Site 162; 13.48 ha in Wildland Consultants 2009).
The reasons for this high site ranking are listed below, in order from national, to district level:
 Contains an ‘Acutely Threatened’ land environment; ( Acutely Threatened land environment is considered a
national priority for protection (Ministry for the Environment 2007a, 2007b);
 Department of Conservation ecosite;
 Greater Wellington Key Native Ecosystem;
 Conservation Site 1B in the District Plan;
 Contains remnants of pre-1840 indigenous forest; one of only 86 such areas (c.270 ha) in Wellington City
(Park 1999);
 Large size primary forest remnant; fifteenth largest out of 426 remnants (Park 1999);
 Surrounded and buffered by indigenous vegetation;
 Riparian areas are primarily indigenous vegetation;
 The area contains and protects a stream1.
The main management issues for Tyers Stream Reserve … include pest animals, existing and potential pest plants,
stream water quality, and development pressure on adjoining land. While the Reserve has adequate legal protection,
the indigenous vegetation on adjacent properties is not legally protected. This adjoining vegetation provides an
important buffering function to the Reserve, and the overall health of the Reserve could be detrimentally affected
if this buffering vegetation was to be removed. [our emphasis].
While these advisory notes deal mainly with pest plants and restoration plantings, ongoing pest animal control,
improvement of stream health, and the protection of adjacent indigenous vegetation is important for the long-term
ecological health of the Reserve.”

Figure 1 from WEED CONTROL AND RESTORATION PLANTING IN TYERS STREAM RESERVE, Wildlands Consultants
12
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Photo 9. Tyers Stream inside Tyers Stream Reserve

Photo 10. Tyers Stream inside Tyers Stream Reserve. Note tape marking trap line.
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Fresh water ecology
There is no evidence of any assessment of the in-stream ecological values of Tyers Stream, with only recent data in
the Freshwater Fish database. Long fin eels, koaro, banded kokopu and numerous freshwater crayfish (koura) have
been recently observed by night spotlighting. One banded kokopu was 23cm long. All these are regarded as
threatened native species by DOC.
Photo 11. 23cm banded kokopu in Tyers Stream reserve

An aquatic species survey would be desirable and could be undertaken if it was considered valuable. Undoubtedly
there has been fish passage impediment due to stream piping, dams and other instream works at the lower end of
the reserve and/or downstream of the Reserve which would not likely be worth remediating. However the presence
of these threatened fish species suggests the habitat is suitable for climbing fish species and would improve with
better riparian management. Tyers Stream is mostly piped below the reserve to the sea, but there is a short section
of open stream below the reserve running parallel to Centennial Highway.
Map 9. Tyers Stream; Route from the Reserve to the Sea
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Stormwater management
Currently the stream hydrology is influenced by piped stormwater but not to the point of preventing native fish
living in it or to the point of causing major erosion. There should however be no new stormwater entering the
stream until the instream values and potential for its exacerbating erosion can be determined.
WCC should ensure good sediment capture systems are employed for any new storm water entering the stream as
well as stringent erosion and sediment control measures from any new developments that could cause stormwater
to drain into Tyers Stream during construction. These measures are needed to maintain fish habitat.
Stormwater storage systems, swales and semi permeable materials for driveways should be a requirement to reduce
and control any new stormwater discharge into the stream.

Water Quality
Water quality in the stream is generally good, with an apparently healthy aquatic invertebrate population although
no detailed assessment has been undertaken. The biggest risk to instream life is that a variety of contaminants such
as paint, cement and fence stain is regularly dumped down stormwater sumps that feed directly into the stream, as
illustrated in photo 11.
Photo 12. Charcoal coloured fence stain in upper Tyers Stream above the reserve. Note sewage line.
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Photo 13. Paint in Tyers Stream above the reserve

Soil stability and erosion control
As outlined in the Wildlands Consultants 2010 report “the protection of adjacent indigenous vegetation is important
for the long-term ecological health of the Reserve.” This adjoining vegetation on the steep valley sides also
moderates stormwater flow and prevents erosion. Removal of this vegetation should require a notified resource
consent as it could have more than minor impacts on downstream properties, the reserve and the instream values of
Tyers Stream. Legal protection of adjacent indigenous vegetation, to maintain the surrounding vegetation buffer
would be desirable.

Birds and Reptiles
The following bird species have been noted from the upper end of the forest beside Tyers Stream Reserve:
Kaka
Morepork
Kingfisher
Blackbird
Silvereye
Goldfinch

Tui
Harrier
Eastern rosella
Song thrush
Fantail

Kereru
New Zealand Falcon
Grey warbler
House sparrow
Chaffinch

The reserve provides core habitat for species such as grey warblers, with the habitat being significantly enhanced by
the ecological corridor effect of a largely intact tree canopy vegetation in adjacent properties which links through
Khandallah to the Mt Kaukau Reserve.
Lizard survey of Wellington City Council Administered Parks &Reserves: June 2014 Dr Sabine Melzer and Trent Bell
EcoGecko Consultants Limited found Copper skink & Ornate Skink in Tyers Stream Reserve. A single common skink
has been sighted nearby.
16
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Pest Species
There is a regional council pest trap line consisting of mustelid traps and rat bait stations through the Reserve
running parallel with the stream with some branches heading up slope in some locations. Presumably the Reserve is
accessed occasionally by people checking the trap line. Presumably there are trapping records for mustelids.
Khandallah area has recently started a rat trapping programme. There is no evidence of possums in the immediate
area.
Photo 14. One of the traps and a bait station on a trap line in the reserve.

Land for Sale at 14 Karachi Crescent
There is a currently an unmodified land title on the market in the upper end of Tyers Stream with access from 14
Karachi Crescent. This property is close to the edge of Tyers Stream Reserve. It is being marketed by Leaders Real
Estate.

This property contains significant buffer vegetation, provides a significantly to the vegetation corridor, adds to the
biodiversity values of the area, provides significant landscape values and could provide a public access entry point to
the reserve.
17
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Map 10. 14 Karachi Crescent.

Rates valuation
Land value

$285,000

Valuation number

16810-68719

Land area

3,325 m2

Legal description

LOT 2 DP 330111
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Photo 15. 14 Karachi Crescent road frontage.

Photo 16. 14 Karachi Crescent
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Photo 17. Looking east to 14 Karachi Crescent. White house in top left hand corner is 16 Karachi Cres.
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Draft Open Space Access Plan
Submission from NA Deans and Family, Cashmere Ave residents
Phone: 04 4797 198
Address: 69A Cashmere Ave, Wellington.

13th July 2016

General Comments on the Draft Open Space Access Plan
1. Future proof open space access by planning ahead so that opportunities to develop new linkages,
tracks and reserves are not inadvertently overlooked when subdivision or other change occurs. A
planning requirement to protect and enhance existing open space connections and enable new
connections is essential with all new subdivisions/development and an important planning
consideration. Subdivision and other such development should be seen as an opportunity to the
open space network not a risk or weakness.
2. Paper roads are legal public access so should be considered part of the open space network. All
potential methods of enabling public access including to private land such as rates relief, easements,
covenants, leases etc should be considered to secure suitable public access.
3. All reserves, other public lands and all tracks should be seen as having multiple values and purposes,
especially where these purposes are aligned and complementary. Cross referencing to other
policies and plans is essential for decision making. Of special importance to the open space network
are policies and plans relating to biodiversity, stormwater and utility management, freshwater
management, transport, outdoor recreation, cycling and walking, commuting and land
development.
The remainder of this submission relates to the provision of access to and protection of the values of
Tyers Stream Reserve. The provision of access to this reserve is partly justified by the part that access
plays in enabling maintenance activities like weed and pest control and because community access
enables a reserve to be valued and cared for by its community.
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Tyers Stream Reserve: Proposal for Access, Management and Land Purchase
The Proposal
To better connect Tyers Stream Reserve to its neighbourhood community enabling community members to access
the reserve and to provide protection for the values of the reserve and surrounding land. These values include
ecological and ecological connectivity values, stormwater management values and landscape values.
As outlined in the Wildlands Consultants 2010 report “the protection of adjacent indigenous vegetation is important
for the long-term ecological health of the Reserve.”
Our request is for an active plan to achieve this objective with a budget and a timeline to:
1. Acquire land or reach agreement with landowners beside upper Tyers Stream to provide practical walking
access from public land in Khandallah into the upper reserve.
2. Ensure activities adjacent to the reserve, including discharges, building and subdivision/land development do
not detrimentally impact the values of the reserve. This includes provision for:
- active protection via rules, land ownership or covenants to the stormwater buffer vegetation
surrounding the reserve,
- active protection as above to the existing ecological corridor including that on adjacent private land,
- active protection as above to the natural hydrological system of the stream,
- intensive education on the importance of only putting/allowing rainwater into the stormwater system.
3. As part of the provision of numbers 1 and 2 above consider the purchase of 14 Karachi Crescent.
4. Encourage landowners in the riparian zone of Tyers Stream between Khandallah Reserve and Tyers Reserve
to maintain a vegetation corridor to enhance the instream values and to act as a wildlife corridor.
5. Encourage community involvement to support improving basic walking access from Khandallah, community
pest and weed control and where appropriate revegetation, in the Tyers Stream Reserve.
6. Actively investigate connections to the Reserve from Homebush Park, Glover Street walkway and the
proposed walkway at Malvern Road.
7. Investigate the protection and or acquisition of the forest remnant north of Homebush Park as part of any
future subdivision of this private land and enable a track link between this park and Tyers Stream Reserve.
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Location and Description
Map 1. Tyers Stream Reserve- General Location

Tyers Stream Reserve is located in Khandallah, Wellington. The 15.7 ha Reserve is a steep sided gully containing the
Tyers Stream, which is part of the larger Korokoro catchment, which flows into Wellington Harbour at Ngauranga.
Tyers Stream originates in Khandallah Park below Mt Kaukau. The stream flows into the reserve about 250 m below
Delhi Crescent. At the downstream edge of the Reserve above the end of Lower Tyers Road the stream is directed
into an underground channel. The Reserve provides indigenous and exotic vegetation cover beside c.800 m of the
stream’s length. The majority of the reserve is steep regenerating bush with no public access tracks or routes.
The main habitat types in the Reserve are regenerating mixed podocarp/broadleaf forest and low broadleaf forest.
The site contains stream and riparian ecosystems and a range of dominant forest species and quality areas of
regeneration. The site can be viewed from properties on the surrounding hills and forms an important scenic
backdrop to Khandallah and adjacent suburbs. The riparian margin also connects upstream to Khandallah Park and
Mt Kaukau.
The Reserve has ecological and ecological connectivity values, stormwater management values and landscape values.

3
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Map 2. Reserve Boundaries and Titles

Map 3. Reserve Area
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Access
Tyers Stream Reserve has no tracks for public access and no pedestrian connections to other Reserves or open space.
It has road frontage onto Gurkha Crescent, Raumati Terrace, Mandalay Terrace and Tyers Road unformed road
reserve. All of these access points are very steep and impractical for access, as shown by the contour lines on the
following three maps (NB contour intervals vary in different maps).
Map 4.Gurkha Crescent Access Point

Map 5. Raumati Terrace Access
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Map 6. Mandalay Tce Access

Map 7. Tyers Road Unformed Road Reserve Access
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Photo 1. View looking north towards of slope containing unformed legal road

Tyers Reserve is most easily accessed at its lower end through private property at numbers 7 and 27 Lower Tyers
Road via an overgrown 4 wheel drive track. This track is well benched at this end although poorly maintained and is
readily negotiable on foot. The track ends in the reserve upstream of where the stream is piped. It is possible to
follow a poorly marked pest control track running beside the stream which follows the usually benched sewerage
line. This is negotiable with some difficulty especially around a small waterfall about 600m upstream of the lower
reserve boundary.
Map 8. Aerial of Tyers Road Access
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Photo 2. Looking west (upstream) towards the Reserve from the 4-wheel drive track.

Photo 3. Looking east (downstream) from the Reserve at the 4 wheel drive track near the reserve boundary
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Pedestrian access would be desirable from Khandallah and Tyers Road as would and connections to Homebush
Reserve, the existing walkway parallel to Glover Street and the proposed walkway off Malvern Road. See map below
from WCC Draft Open space access Plan 2016. Access across Centennial Drive could be achieved with a pedestrian
addition to the railway bridge.

Key

Existing WCC tracks.
Proposed WCC tracks
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Human modification
A sewage line follows the 4 wheel drive track and then continues through the reserve roughly parallel to the stream.
In a few places there is a sewage smell and there is a sewage contamination warning sign at the lower end but this is
much less than in other current tracks such as Trelissick Park. Ideally the few sewage leaks would be fixed to stop the
apparent sewage contamination in the stream. In places the sewage pipeline route provides a benched area that
can be walked on.
Photo 4. Sewage contamination sign

Photo 5. Sewage manhole and benched track.

There is an old dam across the stream not far upstream of the lower reserve edge. There are also the remains of
what appears to be a water supply pipe line.
10
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Photo 6. Waterfall over Tyers Stream dam.

Photo 7. The dam wall from below.

Photo 8. The base of the dam showing remains of water supply pipes
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Vegetation
Wildlands Consultants produced a report in 2010 entitled WEED CONTROL AND RESTORATION PLANTING IN TYERS
STREAM RESERVE, WELLINGTON CITY.
This report states, in summary:
“Tyers Stream Reserve has ecological features and values that are important at regional and district levels. Wildland
Consultants (2009) undertook an analysis of the ecological significance of the primary forest remnants in the Reserve,
which was ranked third equal for ecological importance in this study (Primary Forest Remnant 0505.2; Park 1999,
assessed as Site 162; 13.48 ha in Wildland Consultants 2009).
The reasons for this high site ranking are listed below, in order from national, to district level:
 Contains an ‘Acutely Threatened’ land environment; ( Acutely Threatened land environment is considered a
national priority for protection (Ministry for the Environment 2007a, 2007b);
 Department of Conservation ecosite;
 Greater Wellington Key Native Ecosystem;
 Conservation Site 1B in the District Plan;
 Contains remnants of pre-1840 indigenous forest; one of only 86 such areas (c.270 ha) in Wellington City
(Park 1999);
 Large size primary forest remnant; fifteenth largest out of 426 remnants (Park 1999);
 Surrounded and buffered by indigenous vegetation;
 Riparian areas are primarily indigenous vegetation;
 The area contains and protects a stream1.
The main management issues for Tyers Stream Reserve … include pest animals, existing and potential pest plants,
stream water quality, and development pressure on adjoining land. While the Reserve has adequate legal protection,
the indigenous vegetation on adjacent properties is not legally protected. This adjoining vegetation provides an
important buffering function to the Reserve, and the overall health of the Reserve could be detrimentally affected
if this buffering vegetation was to be removed. [our emphasis].
While these advisory notes deal mainly with pest plants and restoration plantings, ongoing pest animal control,
improvement of stream health, and the protection of adjacent indigenous vegetation is important for the long-term
ecological health of the Reserve.”

Figure 1 from WEED CONTROL AND RESTORATION PLANTING IN TYERS STREAM RESERVE, Wildlands Consultants
12
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Photo 9. Tyers Stream inside Tyers Stream Reserve

Photo 10. Tyers Stream inside Tyers Stream Reserve. Note tape marking trap line.
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Fresh water ecology
There is no evidence of any assessment of the in-stream ecological values of Tyers Stream, with only recent data in
the Freshwater Fish database. Long fin eels, koaro, banded kokopu and numerous freshwater crayfish (koura) have
been recently observed by night spotlighting. One banded kokopu was 23cm long. All these are regarded as
threatened native species by DOC.
Photo 11. 23cm banded kokopu in Tyers Stream reserve

An aquatic species survey would be desirable and could be undertaken if it was considered valuable. Undoubtedly
there has been fish passage impediment due to stream piping, dams and other instream works at the lower end of
the reserve and/or downstream of the Reserve which would not likely be worth remediating. However the presence
of these threatened fish species suggests the habitat is suitable for climbing fish species and would improve with
better riparian management. Tyers Stream is mostly piped below the reserve to the sea, but there is a short section
of open stream below the reserve running parallel to Centennial Highway.
Map 9. Tyers Stream; Route from the Reserve to the Sea
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Stormwater management
Currently the stream hydrology is influenced by piped stormwater but not to the point of preventing native fish
living in it or to the point of causing major erosion. There should however be no new stormwater entering the
stream until the instream values and potential for its exacerbating erosion can be determined.
WCC should ensure good sediment capture systems are employed for any new storm water entering the stream as
well as stringent erosion and sediment control measures from any new developments that could cause stormwater
to drain into Tyers Stream during construction. These measures are needed to maintain fish habitat.
Stormwater storage systems, swales and semi permeable materials for driveways should be a requirement to reduce
and control any new stormwater discharge into the stream.

Water Quality
Water quality in the stream is generally good, with an apparently healthy aquatic invertebrate population although
no detailed assessment has been undertaken. The biggest risk to instream life is that a variety of contaminants such
as paint, cement and fence stain is regularly dumped down stormwater sumps that feed directly into the stream, as
illustrated in photo 11.
Photo 12. Charcoal coloured fence stain in upper Tyers Stream above the reserve. Note sewage line.
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Photo 13. Paint in Tyers Stream above the reserve

Soil stability and erosion control
As outlined in the Wildlands Consultants 2010 report “the protection of adjacent indigenous vegetation is important
for the long-term ecological health of the Reserve.” This adjoining vegetation on the steep valley sides also
moderates stormwater flow and prevents erosion. Removal of this vegetation should require a notified resource
consent as it could have more than minor impacts on downstream properties, the reserve and the instream values of
Tyers Stream. Legal protection of adjacent indigenous vegetation, to maintain the surrounding vegetation buffer
would be desirable.

Birds and Reptiles
The following bird species have been noted from the upper end of the forest beside Tyers Stream Reserve:
Kaka
Morepork
Kingfisher
Blackbird
Silvereye
Goldfinch

Tui
Harrier
Eastern rosella
Song thrush
Fantail

Kereru
New Zealand Falcon
Grey warbler
House sparrow
Chaffinch

The reserve provides core habitat for species such as grey warblers, with the habitat being significantly enhanced by
the ecological corridor effect of a largely intact tree canopy vegetation in adjacent properties which links through
Khandallah to the Mt Kaukau Reserve.
Lizard survey of Wellington City Council Administered Parks &Reserves: June 2014 Dr Sabine Melzer and Trent Bell
EcoGecko Consultants Limited found Copper skink & Ornate Skink in Tyers Stream Reserve. A single common skink
has been sighted nearby.
16
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Pest Species
There is a regional council pest trap line consisting of mustelid traps and rat bait stations through the Reserve
running parallel with the stream with some branches heading up slope in some locations. Presumably the Reserve is
accessed occasionally by people checking the trap line. Presumably there are trapping records for mustelids.
Khandallah area has recently started a rat trapping programme. There is no evidence of possums in the immediate
area.
Photo 14. One of the traps and a bait station on a trap line in the reserve.

Land for Sale at 14 Karachi Crescent
There is a currently an unmodified land title on the market in the upper end of Tyers Stream with access from 14
Karachi Crescent. This property is close to the edge of Tyers Stream Reserve. It is being marketed by Leaders Real
Estate.

This property contains significant buffer vegetation, provides a significantly to the vegetation corridor, adds to the
biodiversity values of the area, provides significant landscape values and could provide a public access entry point to
the reserve.
17
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Map 10. 14 Karachi Crescent.

Rates valuation
Land value

$285,000

Valuation number

16810-68719

Land area

3,325 m2

Legal description

LOT 2 DP 330111
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Photo 15. 14 Karachi Crescent road frontage.

Photo 16. 14 Karachi Crescent
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Photo 17. Looking east to 14 Karachi Crescent. White house in top left hand corner is 16 Karachi Cres.
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SUBMISSION ON DRAFT OPEN SPACE ACCESS PLAN
FROM ; Frances Lee, 24 Orari St, Ngaio, Wellington 6035.
Tel 4792 600. email flee24@clear.net.nz
I am making a submission as an individual.
I do not want to make an oral submission to the City Councillors.
Thanks to the WCC officers concerned - this is an interesting draft containing much
information. For some of the maps the planned routes are difficult to see exactly
where they may lie on maps. More detailed information might be required before such
tracks are formed..
3. VISION. An addition could relate to more publicity/publications being available
for visitors showing links between WCC ‘open spaces’ along adjoining roads to create
good day walks..
Also there could be material for visitors to reach tracks in adjoining authority areas
such as Rimutuka Forest Park, Tararuas, Te Araroa Trail. There is such a vast
range of day walks available from Wellington.
Promoting these walks are part of the aim to get people ‘active and healthy’ as well as
showing Wellington off as a “Wonderful Walking Capital City”.
5. NETWORK PRINCIPLES.
Some tracks have been built to suit only young active people whereas a zigzag uphill
route is more suitable for the older person. This needs to be included.
Schedule A.
It is important that Trelissick Park remains as an area closed to Mountain
Biking/Cycling. Its steep slopes, many winding and narrow tracks with often boggy
surfaces after rain makes a mix of walkers and cyclists dangerous.
6. KEY INITIATIVES.
I agree with Nos. 1,2 (High) and 3,4 (Medium).
7. SECTOR INFORMATION.
Sector 3- Kaukau. I support a track from end of Rifle Range Rd to Skyline Track. It
would be based on an old track. Tracks to the tops/skyline from Ngaio/Khandallah are
important as they are used by many groups beyond locals. I do not see problems with
them possibly being inconsistent in their standard - this is part of ‘outdoor
experiences’.
Sector 10. Trelissick Park and Environs. I support the submission made by the
Trelissick Park Group. The park has a variety of tracks including some ‘tramping
tracks’. These provide an important opportunity for children to be guided by adults in
some experiences they would encounter in the mountains.
There is an opportunity here for some publicity/signage to be provided between
Trelissick Park and a) Huntleigh Park a delightful and somewhat unknown park, b)
tracks in Crofton Downs from the Sanctuary to Sea Walkway and c) the Bridle Track.
PAPER ROADS.
It is important that all paper roads remain on WCC maps for consideration by the
public for incorporation into an existing network or new track when such
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developments are being considered. Maps showing these paper roads are somewhat
‘indistinct’ and more detailed information might be required when planning is
proposed.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
15 July 2016.
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Submission to
Wellington City Council Draft Open Space Access plan
Plan for the management of the Open Space Access Network June 2016
From NZ Horse Network, on behalf of our members
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Page 1

Introduction
“Most cities have large urban parks for public recreation, or areas of open space on the urban fringe for
tramping, bush walks and biking”
From the very first sentence in it’s introduction this draft document fails to recognise recreational horse riding
as a traditional, and valid recreational activity or horse riders as part of the community. It removes horse riding
as the normal part of nonmotorised recreation i.e. walking  cycling  horse riding (not just walking  cycling),
and sets out a plan clearly skewed toward the sport of mountain biking, rather than recreation for the whole
community. Something which will skew recreational provision, further toward a male gender bias.
The additional factor for horse riders, is the proportionality of resources provided per rates dollar paid. Horse
owners on average pay a huge premium on their rates either through their own property, or as part of the expense of
keeping a horse on a leased\rented property. In Auckland, equestrian properties pay the highest rates, 32x times
the average urban householders rates (Auckland Rural Advisory Panel information). Yet equestrians have the lowest
access to public recreational infrastructure or facilities.

UK

Horse riders in Wimbledon,
London making their way from
urban stables to the Wimbledon
Common, and other London parks
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Kista, Stockholm. Sweden

Amsterdam urban centre park
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Page 3

Even when specifically mentioning the origins of routes, the draft absolutely ignores the history of, and
continuing demand for horse riding, or even mention it as part of recreation.
“It may be a specifically built road or track, may have evolved from use or have been adapted
from a former farm track. The main categories of users are pedestrians, cyclists and vehicle
users. This plan bases its classifications around these users.”
Annoyingly, we see even overt references to horses ignored such as “Old Coach Road”.

We strongly oppose a draft open spaces network plan, for recreation, that
prioritises vehicle users, over horse riders.
This does not in any way match up with the Vision for the plan, to
“provide outstanding opportunities for recreation and tourism within the open spaces
of Wellington.
ensure that tracks provide for a range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels
within each area”
The Draft plan sets out to completely remove horse riders as recognised members of the community; to make
us second class ratepayers. Worse, it later admits to not having even investigated the demand for horse riding,
nor consulted with any equestrian groups, nor

This plan should be an embarrassment to all Wellington Councillors, who should be
working on behalf of ALL members of the community.

5.7 Horses
This one paragraph seeks to remove horse riders, and recreational horse riding as an activity. It offers opinion,
without any reference or consultation to back it up as if it were fact. Despite the rest of the document up until
this point quite clearly showing that the writer(s) have no knowledge of, or consideration for the horse riding
community, or horse riding as either transport, or a recreational or tourism activity.
Tracks and open spaces are generally closed to horses due to potential track damage and the
incompatibility of horse riding with other track uses.
All activity potentially damages tracks. The largest numbers of users, will create the largest amount of user
damage, and the weather (which operates 24 hours x 365 days) has by far the greatest impact on tracks.
The so called “incompatibility of horse riding with other track uses” is opinion of the writer(s) only, with no
foundation. Horses are legal road users, and we share with all other forms of transport, and recreation there
despite receiving little support from road safety or policing. Across New Zealand horses and other track uses
share on a daily basis. Perhaps the people of Wellington are particularly intolerant, or incapable of sharing with
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others? If this is the case then this special characteristic of Wellingtonians should be noted, along with the
appropriate research references providing this information.
Horse riding is best suited to dedicated specificuse tracks and areas.
Says who? Opinion without any basis does not belong in a Council plan or policy. Horse riders have shared
the roads, bridleways, and tracks of this country since 1814 when they first landed on these shores. We
continue to share tracks across the country, and around the world it is common to share trails  yes, even
singletrack trails in wooded areas with low visibility.
Trail sharing with horses is common in cities with far larger populations than any city in New Zealand, including
Wellington. 80% of the San Francisco “Bay Area Ridge Trail” is shared by all 3 nonmotorised recreational
user types  pedestrian, equestrian and wheeled. [The Golden Gate bridge crossing being the major part of the
20% equestrians are not permitted on] Los Angeles, and San Diego both have shared trail systems, and Los
Angeles is planning further trails which will bring equestrians right into the urban areas.
All bridleways in the UK are shared use, and many rights of way include access for carriages as well as ridden
horses.

The Council may investigate horse riding demand and explore the suitability of tracks and
open space areas for horses in accordance with this policy
So this Draft open spaces plan has been created without investigating the demand for horse riding.
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Once this policy\plan is in place, it effectively hands over large areas of public land to single user groups, or at
least gives them priority. When public space is allocated to, or prioritised for a single, vocal, group they begin
to take ownership of that area, and may see other activities as ‘encroaching’ on ‘their’ space. There is no
incentive for them to use the area in a way that allows, or recognises the community ownership of that area,
nor to ensure that their behaviours are courteous or inclusive of others. This lack of recognition of the rights of
others, and the responsibility to share leads to conflict, rather than resolving it.
It is unfortunate, that the Wellington City Council has failed to learn from their experience with bikes on roads.
Instead this plan will deliberately disenfranchise some members of the community from public open spaces,
and then be surprised when this creates discontent, and resentment amongst horse riders, and a feeling of
entitlement and ‘right’ amongst the cycling community. A mirror of the way in which motorists were encouraged
to disenfranchise bikes from roads through being prioritised for so long.

The Paradox of Demand
The obvious paradox of demand is that if there are niche activities with little demand, then allowing them to
participate in, and share resources with others will make little difference.
For horse riders, the inference in this report appears to be that there is a very small demand. If this is the case,
the arguments about potential track damage, or user conflicts are irrelevant. There will be so few horses on
the tracks that it will be a novelty to come across them, and they will make little or no impact on the tracks, so
making specific provision to ban horses from public tracks and trails is rather like banning someone from
walking their pet cat. There are so few who wish to do so, the effort of creating a separate policy, and
enforcing it is wasted, and makes our cities a far less interesting place..
Of course, if there is a large demand, then they are a valid and valuable part of the community that deserves
attention, and access to resources commensurate with their population.
As with cyclists, there is also the issue of latent demand. The ‘build it and they will come’ factor.

2.4 Threats to Wellington’s network
“Conflict of Uses”, should be replaced with “Conflict of Goals”.
Years of research into recreation should have banished this phrase from the recreation lexicon, as it has little
meaning. It implies that only those with differing uses of a trail or recreation space may have conflicts, yet
conflict may exist (and we have seen plenty of public examples of it) between those with exactly the same use
e.g. 2 mountain bikers.

Conflict in outdoor recreation settings (such as trails) can best be defined as "goal
interference attributed to another's behavior" (Jacob and Schreyer 1980, 369). As such, trail
conflicts can and do occur among different user groups, among different users
within the same user group, and as a result of factors not related to users' trail
activities at all.
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In fact, no actual contact among users need occur for conflict to be felt. Conflict has been
found to be related to activity style (mode of travel, level of technology, environmental
dominance, etc.),focus of trip, expectations, attitudes toward and perceptions of the
environment, level of tolerance for others, and different norms held by different users.
Conflict is often asymmetrical (i.e., one group resents another, but the reverse is not true).
- Moore, R. L. (1994). Conflicts on multipleuse trails: Synthesis of the literature and state of the practice.
Washington, DC: Federal Highway Administration.

Reduction in user conflict requires recognition of other legitimate trail activities.
In a time of increasing population and decreasing trail budgets we must work towards expansion of recreational
trails f or all. P
 rioritising or favouring one recreational activity over others, when allocating public space will
create tensions in the community that may not be repairable, if and when the ‘demand’ by other user groups is
finally recognised.
The mountain biking community in Wellington already have almost exclusive use of large areas of public land
e.g. 200 hectares for Makara Peak Mountain Bike Park Note, despite this being a ‘shared’ area with walkers,
the place is named a Bike Park, and the expectation is therefore set that mountain bikers can behave as if this
is a single use area.

The draft Draft Open Space Access Plan breaks almost every one of the 12 principles
offered for minimizing conflicts on multipleuse trails,
that were outlined in Moore, R. L. (1994). Conflicts on multipleuse trails: Synthesis of the literature and state
of the practice. Washington, DC: Federal Highway Administration.. A document that is recognised as one of the
groundbreaking pieces of research into multiuse recreation practices.

Unformed Legal Roads
Use of the term paper roads, tends to undermine the legal status of unformed roads. We completely oppose
any move to remove the legal right of passage for horse riders along unformed roads.
The Territorial Authority has a duty to ensure that the public may pass and repass along legal roads, by
ensuring that they remain unobstructed by fences, locked gates or other obstructions from adjoining
landowners.
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Fiona Lewis
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mary Ellen Gordon <meginz@icloud.com>
Friday, 15 July 2016 2:54 p.m.
BUS: Access Plan
Lisa Snow
Open Space Access Plan Submission

To: Wellington City Council
From: Lisa Snow and Mary Ellen Gordon on behalf of Wellington Dog Owners Group
Subject: Open Space Access Plan Submission
The Wellington Dog Owner’s Group asks that as part of its review of the Open Space Access Plan the
Council changes the plan to permit off leash dog walking on some tracks. This would allow dog owners to
experience the benefits outlined on page 3 of the plan, which as Wellington ratepayers, we should be
allowed to do. This is particularly important since the existing off leash exercise areas in Wellington are too
small to go for an actual walk, limiting opportunities for exercise and enjoyment for dog owners since a lot
of our recreational time is spent with our dogs.
We acknowledge that some people may not want to share a track with an unleashed dog; however the same
applies to speeding mountain bikes, which are allowed on most trails and have priority on twenty-three of
them. It’s only fair to treat dog owners the same way as this other group of recreational trail users. Given
Wellington’s large number of tracks, we believe this should be feasible. It would provide dog owners with
good recreational opportunities at no cost other than for signage and perhaps rubbish bins.
We propose that the system for dogs on trails be similar to that for mountain bikes in that the default for
most trails would be walking with dogs leashed, but with walkers of off-leash dogs having priority on a
small number of well-signed trails.
We propose that the trails above the Murchison off leash exercise area / Tawatawa Reserve be designated as
off-leash because they are already predominantly used by dog walkers. That being the case, we also propose
that those trails and the Murchison off leash exercise area itself be added to the list of places in Schedule A
where bikes are prohibited. Some dogs chase, or are frightened by, bikes and there are many other places in
Wellington where people can cycle.
We also ask that signs be put up around that reserve noting that horse riding is not permitted. Given horses
are permitted to graze nearby, they are sometimes ridden in the exercise area and on the surrounding trails.
Not all dogs are great with horses, and it’s irritating to have to step around large piles of horse droppings
while being legally obligated to pick up even tiny dog droppings.
Opening up the Tawatawa reserve for off leash walking would be beneficial for dog owners in the Southern
suburbs. We would be happy to work with the Council and dog owners to identify at least one off leash trail
to the North, West, and East of the city (where it’s less obvious where the optimal locations are) as well.
Thank you for considering our submission. Please note: We would also like to make an oral submission

1
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Northland Peace Trail – Northland to CBD

750 m long short-cut from Northland to Thorndon. Descending from 170m to 105m at an average
of 5 degrees average

The red line shows the proposed Peace Trail. The orange lines are existing tracks.
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?hl=en&authuser=0&mid=1qIQXM1skpnMdT9wJay4WBTqq6Q
This route passes through alienated Town Belt land and meets all five criteria for Wellington Town
Belt additions outlined in section 2.6.4 of the Town Belt Management Plan. However, it may be that
an easement could be purchased to cross the top of the private sections involved. These sections
originate at Glenmore Street and the top ends of them are inaccessible.
The greatest challenge is the departure off Orangi Kaupapa Rd, which is near vertical and would
require a cleverly designed set of steps. The recent construction of a house cantilevered off this
slope (just three houses down the road) indicates that this is technically possibly. While expensive,
this would be an iconic project that the local community would help raise funds for.
Having walking access through this forest would be useful for weed and animal pest control. Once
restored, this forest would provide for greater ecological connectivity between Te Ahumairangi and
the Botanic Gardens.
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This would be the shortest route to the northern CBD for around a thousand residents, living in over
330 households (see map above) and the most pleasant route for many others.

As it would also add to recreational opportunities (walking, running, and orienteering/geocaching) it
is highly likely that a large volunteer effort could be mustered to contribute to the track build
physically and through fundraising.

Current Options for Walking to northern CBD:
Orangi Kaupapa/Northland to Hawkstone St via steps off Orangi Kaupapa Rd – 1.9km with road
safety danger due to no footpath, & substandard steps.
https://www.google.co.nz/maps/dir/-41.2794217,174.7615915/-41.2746611,174.7739803/@41.2791078,174.7690984,16z/data=!4m14!4m13!1m10!3m4!1m2!1d174.7631257!2d41.281492!3s0x6d38b1d2a6a10827:0x1300ef6106ae4580!3m4!1m2!1d174.7636998!2d41.2814335!3s0x6d38b1d2bc7b1fad:0x1300ef6106ae4570!1m0!3e2?hl=en

Orangi Kaupapa/Northland - Hawkestone St via Garden Rd 2.8 km
https://www.google.co.nz/maps/dir/-41.2794217,174.7615915/-41.2746611,174.7739803/@41.2791078,174.7690984,16z/data=!4m14!4m13!1m10!3m4!1m2!1d174.7594134!2d41.2835721!3s0x6d38b03317c0a60d:0x3b00f67af36eb622!3m4!1m2!1d174.7636998!2d41.2814335!3s0x6d38b1d2bc7b1fad:0x1300ef6106ae4570!1m0!3e2?hl=en

Orangi Kaupapa/Northland to Hawkestone St via proposed Peace Trail – only 1.45km, and very
peaceful. The track would be very sheltered from the prevailing wind, and collect the early morning
sunlight, making it a very pleasant route to work or school.
This would provide a 2.0km walk to Wellington Girls College, vs 2.5km via unsafe Orangi Kaupapa
steps. Or via Military Road track, which is extremely steep and dank.
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Submitter: Michael Crowley

Question 6.
Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space
network?
Yes
I believe it is important to secure ongoing public access to paper roads. In other
parts of New Zealand there has been ongoing legal issues around access to paper
roads, and the best way to avoid this is to act early and open up access to avoid
other customary understandings to develop.

Question 11.
Other Issues/ matters or general comments
Te Ahumairangi Hill
I believe Te Ahumairangi Hill should be opened for mountain biking. Endorsing and
improving the safety of the existing unsanctioned trail network is the best way to
manage ongoing access this area which as a park is under utilised.
The current unsanctioned trail network demonstrates a clear demand for that type of
trail that is not available else where in Wellington, and elsewhere in NZ so close to a
city. While the number of people attracted to the type of trail in the area is low, it is
the type of riding that attracts committed riders from other parts of the country
bringing in valuable tourist dollars.
The Urban Coastal Connection + The Rural Coastal Connection
Along with the paper roads network , the Urban and Rural Coastal Connections, also
combined with the existing trail around Pencarrow to the Wairarapa would make for
a destination multi day ride that would attract visitors from all over New Zealand and
give access to the rugged south coast in a way that current doesn't exist. It would be
a great bolt hole for the developing connected network of trails.
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Section 93(2) Land Transport Management Act 2003
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Government Policy Statement on Land Transport: 2015/16-2024/25
http://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/petone-to-grenada-link-road/
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1) The proposed track from Horokiwi to Seton Nossiter Park via Lincolnshire
Farm and Belmont Gully;
2) The proposed track between Mark Ave and Jamaica Drive.
The proposed track from Horokiwi to Seton Nossiter Park via Lincolnshire Farm and
Belmont Gully would intersect at two points with the preliminary alignment for the
P2G Link Road where it crosses Belmont Gully. The proposed track between Mark
Ave and Jamaica Drive would intersect with the preIiminary alignment for the P2G
Link Road north of Mark Avenue, in close proximity to where the P2G Link Road will
connect to the existing State highway network.
It will be important to recognise any timing implications of the Council's proposed
implementation plan for the tracks in this area in relation to the development
timeline for the P2G Link Road. The Transport Agency would like to engage with the
Council as early as possible in relation to this matter.
The Transport Agency considers that grade separation between the track network
and the road/State highway network will be required where these proposed tracks
intersect the P2G Link Road. As such, appropriate grade separation measures need
to be provided through the planning and design phases of both the tracks and the
P2G Link Road. This is necessary to ensure that the land transport system is well
integrated and the desired connections are achieved.
Additionally, the P2G Link Road may provide opportunities for the Council to
improve the track linkages through the Belmont Regional Park with Hutt City.
The Transport Agency welcomes the opportunity to discuss these matters further
with you and to work with you to refine this plan as it progresses.

Yours sincerely,

Susan Rawles

Planning Advisor - on behalf of the NZ Transport Agency
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Address for service of submitter:

Contact:

Level 5, The Majestic Centre

Susan Rawles

100 Willis Street

Planning Advisor

PO Box 5084, Lambton Quay

susan .rawles@nzta. govt. nz

Wellington 6145

04 897 4694

New Zealand
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Draft Open Space Access Plan
We are keen to hear your thoughts on the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
You can have your say:
•

By making a submission on this form or in writing and send it to us by post – Draft Open Space Access Plan,
Freepost REPL01, Wellington City Council, P.O. Box 2199, Wellington.

•

By making a submission online at Wellington.govt.nz

•

By sending an email to: accessplan@wcc.govt.nz

Please contact the Wellington City Council on 499 4444 for more information.

Enter your name and contact details
Mr

Mrs

*First name
*Last name
Street address
Suburb
Phone

Ms

Miss

Dr

Nikki
Cordner
26 Freeling Street
City

Island Bay

Email

0275498157

Wellington
paekawakawa@gmail.com

*Mandatory fields

I am making a submission
As an individual
Name of organisation

X On behalf of an organisation
Island Bay Natural Heritage Charitable Trust (for Paekawakawa Reserve)

I would like to make an oral submission to the City Councillors.
Yes

X No

If yes, provide a phone number above so that a submission time can be arranged. Oral submissions are planned for
first week of August.

Submissions close 5pm on Wednesday 13 July 2016
Privacy statement

All submissions (including name and contact details) are published and made available to elected members of the Council and the public. Personal information supplied will be used
for the administration and reporting back to elected members of the Council and the public as part of the consultation process. All information collected will be held by Wellington
City Council, 101 Wakefield Street, Wellington. Submitters have the right to access and correct personal information.
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Draft Open Space Access Plan – Have your say
1) Do you think the plan’s vision is still appropriate? If not, what changes do you think should be made? Refer Section 3, page 8 of the
Draft Open Space Access Plan for the Vision.

X Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

IBNHCT support the vision of the Open Space Access Plan, especially providing opportunities for
recreation and achieving a quality network of tracks, especially recognition of destination points within
the City.
2) Do you agree we have defined e-bikes within the Open Space Access Plan correctly? If not, how would you define them? An electric
bike (e-bike) is defined as a bicycle primarily pedal powered by human energy and may be assisted by a maximum continuous rated
power of up to 300 watts of battery power, as well as limited to 25km/h . All other e-bikes are regarded as motorised vehicles.
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

no comment

3) Do you support allowing e-bikes access to the open space network? Please give reasons. Visit wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the
Proposed e-bike Tracks Maps or Schedule C, Page 18 of the Draft Open Space Access Plan.
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

no comment

4) If you agree with the e-bike access question above, do you think the tracks proposed to be opened to e-bike use are a good balance of
commuter and recreation tracks?
Yes

No

If not, what changes do you propose?

5) Do you agree with the six key initiatives?
1.

The Skyline Track between Old Coach Road and Spicer Forest

Yes

No

2.

The Harbour Escarpment Walk between Woodridge and Ngauranga Gorge

Yes

No

3.

The Urban Coastal Connection, including Te Aranui o Pōneke/Great Harbour Way

Yes

No

4.

The Rural Coastal Connection- Coastal track linking Owhiro Bay to Makara Beach

Yes

No

5.

The East-West Connection – a track linking Otari-Wilton’s Bush to Makara Road
and beyond to the coast

Yes

No

6.

Karori Stream Access – Connecting Karori and Makara to the south coast

Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

Support the direction of the Open Space Access Plan and enhanced opportunities for recreation via
improved connectivity of open spaces and existing track infrastructure.
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6) Do you agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space network? A paper road (unformed road) is a legally
recognised road that provides access to a particular area. Refer wellington.govt.nz/haveyoursay for the links to the Paper Roads maps.
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

no comment

7) How do you think the Council can better focus the use of technology for signage, wayfinding and better promoting the open
space access network?
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

no comment

8) Do you think cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell when they are using shared pathways? If not why not?
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

no comment

9) Do you believe the proposed plan goes far enough to address accessibility within the open space access network? If not,
what more can be done?
Yes

No

Comments/suggestions

Support an approach whereby the track design and classification is considered and determined as per
the best fit with the environment (location, terrain, connectivity etc). The user group(s), including those
with mobility difficulties, will be predominantly be determined by the track characteristics. This is
considered appropriate across an open space network as varied as that in Wellington.

10) Do you think mobility scooters and other mobility devices for the disabled should be allowed in the Council’s open space network?
If so, should they be limited to certain areas?

As in 9. above
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Who we are reaching
You don’t have to complete this section but this information helps us to know who we are reaching. (Note: the information you provide is
open to public view.)
I am

male

female

My age is

under 18 years

18-29 years

30-39 years

40-49 years

50-59 years

60 years or older

Which of the following best describes you?
Residential ratepayer

Commercial ratepayer

Residential and commercial ratepayer

I rent

Other

Which ethnic group do you belong to? (You can tick more than one box)
New Zealand European

Cook Island

Chinese

Māori

Tongan

Indian

Samoan

Niuean

Other (such as Dutch,
Japanese, Tokelauan, Somali)
Please state:

1st fold here – fasten here once folded

Other issues/matters or general comments

Island Bay Natural Heritage Charitable Trust strongly supports the WCC open space network, and the
ongoing opportunities for growth and renewal that are being considered and planned for.
As the owners of Paekawakawa Reserve in Island Bay, the IBNHCT would welcome the opportunity to
engage further with WCC on enhancement of the track connectivity between City to Sea Walkway,
Tawatawa Reserve, Paekawakawa Reserve and Island Bay (refer Sector 15.2 Development, p 67).
The development of a secondary connector track from City to Sea/Tawatawa Reserve into the existing
track network at Paekawakawa Reserve would provide both an "off-ramp" and a shorter loop for local
users into Island Bay village (not Shorland Park).
IBNHCT are also interested in enhancing the existing track network within Paekawakawa Reserve to
provide an accessible loop track for recreational purposes in the immediate vicinity of Island Bay.

2nd fold here

Free Post Authority Number 2199

FREEPOST 2199
Draft Open Space Access Plan REPL01
Wellington City Council
PO Box 2199
Wellington 6140
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Submission from Living Streets Aotearoa on
Open Spaces Access Plan
Contact person:

Ellen Blake

Email:

wellington@livingstreets.org.nz

Phone:

021 106 7139

Date:

16 July 2016

Submission
Living Streets Aotearoa thanks the committee for this opportunity to comment
on the proposals for how we use our open space.
This proposes some significant changes and is not a minor review of the Open
Space Access Plan. We would prefer this plan is withdrawn and proper
consultation is undertaken of a wider range of open space users (reflective of
how people prefer to be in open space) so that what appears to be a cycling bias
is balanced by a wider perspective. We understand that consultation with a
number of biking enthusiasts and businesses, and people interested in using and
hiring e-bikes within the open space network, and discussions with other
regulators were the only views sought prior to these proposals being publicly
notified.
We also note that some of the proposals being consulted on have already been
implemented. Is this a real consultation?
The term ‘trail’ is used interchangeably in this plan. We recommend the New
Zealand expression ‘track’ is used consistently.
Electric motorbikes
While we appreciate that it is important to have good controls on the use of
vehicles in our parks we have concerns about allowing or encouraging motorbikes into our parks - however they are powered – as this is detrimental to the
majority of open space users who enjoy the space on foot.
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The proposal to allow motorbikes (however powered) into our Open Spaces is of
concern. Many of the electric motorbikes now being used on the roads should
not be used in our parks. They are too fast and too intrusive. This detracts from
the experience of all users who move under their own steam, as a healthy
recreation. The 25km hour speed limit is excessive. We are not aware of any
bikes of this nature, or human powered, having speedometers so a better
measure that can be easily assessed is needed, i.e walking speed. We are
particularly concerned to see that these motorbikes are not used in the most
intensively used central parks (Te Ahumairangi, Mt Victoria, etc).
Electric motorbikes are poorly regulated nationally and it is very difficult to
ascertain if the 300 watt rating has been exceeded, or if a bike is electric-assisted
(ie the cyclist must pedal at all times) or not. Other countries define electricassisted bikes as those that must be continuously pedalled with the motor
cutting out at speeds over 20km hour. Other types of electric propulsion are the
same as other motorbikes. We understand that there are newer electric
motorbikes with up to 1000 watt ratings.
We recommend the Council advocates to central government that the rules
around electric motorbikes are strengthened as a matter of urgency. Advocacy
should include ease of enforcement, and the use of our public roads by other
users as a key consideration in electric motorbike regulation.
Our Open Spaces, particularly the Town Belt, are for recreation. Encouraging
active means to use parks should be adopted and not motorised forms of travel.
Bike only paths
We have concerns about changing the presumption that all paths are shared in
our parks (once it was all were walking) to bike-only recommended paths.
We are concerned that a list of bike only tracks has been developed without
wider consultation with the public. In particular we do not support electric
motorbikes on these busy paths: Hataitai to City Walkway, Newtown to Hataitai
walkway, and Te Ahumairangi Hill. Bike users always have the option of using the
extensive roading network to get to where they want.
We recommend that all tracks in reserves, and on the Town Belt, are closed to any
form of bicycle, unless specifically declared to be open to their use, and should be
signposted as such. A list of bicycle accessible paths should be included as an annex
to the plan.
For example, we note that until recently the track now called ‘Solitary’ from near the
old Wellington prison in Centennial Reserve had been a pleasant walk track through
some fabulous Wellington bush, and has now been severely damaged by cyclist use
to the point it is difficult to walk along. This is a conflict between users and trying to
make it bike only because it has been poorly managed is disadvantaging walkers.
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Walk only paths
We recommend at least an equal number of paths are created as ‘walk only’ paths to
be added to the small number of paths already listed in the plan. Most open space
users are on foot and this proposal is in line with the vision to be more equitable and
cater for the range of user interests.
We would like to see park maps and signage clearly set out walk only tracks - many
people prefer them and should be able to enjoy walk only sections in our parks. The
wayfinding should follow the hierarchy of tracks so that only major tracks are
marked to avoid confusion to new visitors.
We would far prefer the WCC parks team to be looking at improving accessibility for
older people and those with visual diabilities, in wheelchairs or with reduced
mobility to our parks - the fit and healthy have many options already. We would also
like to see some rapid progress on making more child-friendly places in our parks.
Use of bells by cyclists
We note the online form asks about use of bells by cyclists. We are not sure why this
is included only in the online form and what relevance it has to Open Access
planning. Use of bells is governed by the New Zealand Road Rules and is not a matter
for this plan to decide on.
This is one more reason to reject these proposals until a wider view is obtained [we
note that councillors will not include new proposals in a plan only reject what is
already proposed – therefore the need to ask first before putting plans out for public
consultation].
Paper roads
Living Streets strongly supports the inclusion of paper roads into an integrated and
managed open space network. There are many paper roads that would make
excellent pedestrian accessways, and the option to do this should be preserved until
future conditions allow this to occur. It is not clear in this plan whether all paper
roads would be included or only the few identified.
Accessibility
Accessibility has many aspects one of which is that open space should have several
good options for use by those in wheelchairs and visually impaired, in particular, to
enjoy our parks. These options must be provided where there is good public
transport access so that everyone can enjoy them.
Mobility scooter use of open space will only work if it is near to where mobility
scooter users live. Mobility scooters do not fit on public transport or in most private
vehicles. Part of the Getting Everyone Active and Healthy, a key outcome of Our
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Capital Spaces – An Open Spaces and Recreation Framework For Wellington: 2013–
23 supports healthy activity not motorised leisure. There should be opportunity for
people who need mobility aids (other than wheelchairs) to get out without
motorised support into our parks. This is a critical issue for the future as our
population over 65 increase significantly.
Accessibility also includes proper way-finding with an easy to understand track
hierarchy and legible signposting. We support maintaining tracks so it is easy to
identify the main route and where it goes. Physical signs in the open spaces are the
prime way of providing this information to a wide audience, with limited need for
further internet based applications.
We would like to be heard in support of our submission.
About Living Streets
Living Streets Aotearoa is New Zealand’s national walking and pedestrian
organisation, providing a positive voice for people on foot and working to
promote walking friendly planning and development around the country. Our
vision is “More people choosing to walk more often and enjoying public places”.
The objectives of Living Streets Aotearoa are:

to promote walking as a healthy, environmentally-friendly and universal
means of transport and recreation

to promote the social and economic benefits of pedestrian-friendly
communities

to work for improved access and conditions for walkers, pedestrians and
runners including walking surfaces, traffic flows, speed and safety

to advocate for greater representation of pedestrian concerns in national,
regional and urban land use and transport planning.
For more information, please see: www.livingstreets.org.nz
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Submission on Draft Open Space Access Plan, July 2016
Requested information
This provides information requested on the first page of the questionnaire.
Ngaio Crofton Downs Residents Association
c/‐ The Secretary, 13 Makererua Street, Ngaio
Phone: 971 5415 or 027 436 5264
ngaiopa@gmail.com
We would like to make an oral submission.
Introduction
The Ngaio Crofton Downs Residents Association (NCDRA) wishes to congratulate
Council and its staff on the quality of the draft plan. We first respond to the
questionnaire on the draft plan, and then draw attention to some local issues for
Ngaio and Crofton Downs.
Responses to the questionnaire
Q1: We support the vision. We suggest the addition of one word: “that tracks
provide for a wide range of user interests, skills, abilities and fitness levels … within
each area”.
Q2: We note that the definition of e‐bikes in the Plan is consistent with the New
Zealand practice of considering e‐bikes meeting this definition as conventional cycles
and not motor vehicles. We support this approach.
Q3: We strongly support e‐bike access to the open space network. This is because it
is important in terms of the vision for tracks to provide for a range of fitness levels.
By providing assistance on steeper sections, e‐bikes create opportunities for less fit
bikers to use more tracks. This is particularly important in Wellington where many
tracks are undulating.

Submission on Open Space Access Plan.docx
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Q4: We consider that all tracks on which mountain bikes or cycles are allowed should
be open to e‐bikes. They are not going to pose any greater risk to other track users
and the environment than other cyclists. Arguably they may pose less risk. We
suspect that, in general, e‐bike riders will be slower on the flat and down hill, more
careful and more inclined to stay on tracks than some other cyclists.
Allowing e‐bikes on cycle tracks will probably mean higher numbers of cycles over
time, and consequently greater damage to tracks. If this becomes a problem on
particular tracks then it should be addressed for all cyclists including e‐bikers, not by
discriminating in favour of the fitter over the less fit.
Q5: We are very supportive of the six key initiatives. The East‐West Connection –
from Otari to Makara Road – particularly excites us as feeder tracks from Ngaio and
Crofton Downs can link with this and provide alternative access to going through
Otari. We also note that the East‐West connection will enable a multi‐day walk
passing through our suburbs and on to the Rural‐Coastal Connection from Makara to
Owhiro Bay.
Q6: We agree that “paper roads” should be included as part of the open space
network, with signage indicating that this is the case. In some cases they will provide
challenging walking or tramping, a valuable addition to meeting the needs of a wide
range of users.
Q7: We appreciate that new technologies will increasingly provide alternatives for
signage, wayfinding, and promotion of the open space network. We strongly support
this where it results in better information at reasonable cost. We would be opposed,
however, to expenditure on such technology being at the expense of track
maintenance or work on new tracks.
Q8: Cyclists should be encouraged to use a bell on shared pathways. When cyclists
wish to overtake walkers a bell from some distance back is less likely to startle than a
shout, or hearing a noise from immediately behind.
It is important that cyclists are aware that deaf and hard‐of‐hearing residents use
tracks. Cyclists therefore must not assume that either a bell or shout will be heard.
Q9: The Plan could go further in addressing accessibility within the open space
network by including a commitment to active engagement from Wellington residents
who live with a disability. This will enable Council to better understand how the city’s
open spaces can be made more accessible for all residents. This process can include
identifying appropriate expectations relating to accessible tracks. It might also result
in better signage design and information that benefits all residents and not just
those who identify as disabled.
We also believe that the Plan needs to consider the enforcement of rules regarding
track usage, including use by cyclists of walking‐only tracks. For example, despite
signs prohibiting their access, some steep tramping tracks are irresistible to some
mountain bikers. This has disadvantaged walkers by causing damage to steps.
2
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Consideration needs to be given in the Plan of practical ways of managing this
problem, and other cases of inappropriate or prohibited track use.
Q10: We consider that mobility scooters and other mobility devices for disabled
people should be allowed wherever walking is allowed. Better signage and online
information is required so that all track users can learn whether they can manage
particular tracks. Tracks such as the section of the main Otari circular walk from the
north end to Troup Park, for example, would provide a good opportunity for mobility
scooter users to enjoy some of the wonders of Wellington’s natural environment.
In support of our approach in the preceding paragraph, we note that there would be
an uproar if less able walkers were prohibited from challenging themselves on tracks
some others might consider beyond their capacities. The key is providing information
to enable track users of differing abilities to judge whether they can manage
particular tracks. This principle should apply equally to those using mobility scooters
or other mobility devices.
We can summarise our position by saying that appropriate wording for signage and
other information would be “suitable for mobility scooters” or “unsuitable for
mobility scooters”, not “mobility scooters permitted” or “mobility scooters
prohibited”.
A definition of mobility scooters and other mobility devices will be required (as it was
for e‐bikes) to ensure that use of these is appropriate, such as a speed or power limit
on the capacity of mobility scooters to ensure that they do not travel at speeds that
pose risks for other track users or cause damage to tracks.
Local issues for Ngaio and Crofton Downs
Retaining and improving access to the north‐west from Ngaio and Crofton Downs
The map of Sector 4 (Otari Wilton’s Bush) on p28 of the Draft Plan shows a
significant obstacle for residents from our suburbs in accessing the Outer Green Belt.
Private land, some zoned for residential housing, lies Immediately adjacent to the
north‐west of both suburbs, except for the northern tip of Ngaio around Awarua
Street.
To the north is the Kilmarston block zoned for residential housing. The Sector 4 map
(p28) shows a proposed track from Patna/Heke Street westward across Lot 45 within
the Kilmarston Block and towards the Skyline Walkway. We understand this track is
dependent on an agreement between WCC and the landowner that it could be
constructed should residential housing proceed. At present there are tracks to the
north (Bell’s Track) and south (the Crow’s Nest Track). The latter in particular is quite
challenging. This makes it desirable that the proposed new track is less challenging (a
walking track as defined on p50 of the draft plan) if the terrain makes this feasible.
The Crow’s Nest Track proceeds from Huntleigh Park through private land (currently
zoned as rural) and then through WCC land to the Skyline Walkway. This track,
3
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maintained by a volunteer, has been popular with trampers and more able walkers
for decades. We recommend that Council recognise that this is a valuable track, and
that if the opportunity arises it either purchases the land or makes access a condition
of any future consent if there is a move to rezone the area.
The southern part of the private land is the site for the housing development at 131
Silverstream Road in Crofton Downs. A track from 131 to the Crow’s Nest Track
above private land is feasible and would be a great asset for Crofton Downs
residents, including those in the new development. It would also allow access to the
Crow’s Nest Track for Ngaio residents via Huntleigh Park to Crofton Downs. It would
in part mitigate any future loss of the part of the Crow’s Nest Track currently passing
through private land. Volunteers could be found to build this track with guidance and
assistance from Council if this raised the priority for the track by reducing its cost.
The ideal solution for improved access to the Skyline Walkway is the purchase by
Council of at least some of the rural land between Huntleigh Park and the Outer
Green Belt. This would provide, with further native regeneration, a continuous
corridor of native bush linking Huntleigh Park to the Outer Green Belt. This would
not only benefit residents concerned about future access up the Crow’s Nest, but
also help native birds to spread into Ngaio and Crofton Downs from Zealandia.
Cycling on the Crow’s Nest Track
The Crow’s Nest Track runs from the Skyline Walkway across both WCC and private
land to link with a track within Huntleigh Park. This track is not listed in Schedule A as
being closed to mountain biking. We are aware that some bikers descend the track
from the Skyline Track, exiting through Huntleigh Park. This is resulting in damage to
steps on the track. Further, it is resulting in mountain bikers exiting via Huntleigh
Park where cycling is not permitted. The section of the Crow’s Nest Track above the
private land needs to be added to Schedule A, and should have signage to this effect
where it departs from the Skyline Track.
A track from Cockayne Rd to the Piwakawaka Track and Odell Reserve
A track is proposed to allow access from Cockayne Road to the Piwakawaka Track
and the Odell Reserve. The Reserve has magnificent views and is close to a large
number of residents living in eastern Ngaio. At present access for these residents
requires substantial street walking either to Punjab Street or Old Porirua Road. The
track will allow either there‐and‐back access to the Odell Reserve, or a round trip
either via Punjab Street or Old Porirua Road. This track has been considered and
rejected by Council in the past. We continue to believe it has substantial merit, and
would like to see it in the Open Space Access Plan for further investigation.
A track from Heke Street to Chelmsford Park
This track is listed as for investigation in the 2015 Suburban Reserves Management
Plan. Chelmsford Park is a Dog Exercise Area (DEA), but is under‐utilised for this
purpose. Part of the reason is the difficult road access from Chelmsford Street, and a
4
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lack of available parking for those not wishing to drive into the Park from Chelmsford
Street. A track from Heke Street would encourage more dog owners to use the DEA,
both by providing improved walking access from a substantial part of western Ngaio
and giving more opportunities to find a parking space for those driving. It would also
encourage greater use of a picnic area away from the DEA, and provide off‐street
access from Heke Street via Chelmsford Park to the Ngaio station and Ngaio village.
Recommendations
We recommend that:
1. the word “wide” be added before “range of user interests …” in the vision
statement (Q1);
2. e‐bikes as defined in the draft plan be allowed on all tracks on which
mountain bikes or cycles are allowed (Q4);
3. “paper roads” be included as part of the open space network, with signage
indicating that this is the case (Q6);
4. new technologies for signage, wayfinding, and promotion of the open space
network be pursued, but with expenditure on this not at the expense of track
maintenance or work on new tracks (Q7);
5. cyclists be encouraged to use a bell on shared pathways (Q8);
6. the Plan go further in addressing accessibility within the open space network
by including a commitment to active engagement from Wellington residents
who live with a disability (Q9);
7. the Plan considers the enforcement of rules regarding track usage, including
use by cyclists of walking‐only tracks (Q9);
8. mobility scooters and other mobility devices for disabled people be allowed
wherever walking is allowed, subject the a definition of permitted scooters
and other mobility devices, such as that for e‐bikes, to ensure that use of
these is appropriate (Q10);
9. good signage and other information is provided to indicate which tracks are
suitable or not for mobility scooters and other mobility devices, with the
language referring to suitability rather than permission or prohibition (Q10);
10. the proposed new track from Patna/Heke Street westward to the Outer
Green Belt be a walking track as defined on p50 of the draft plan if the terrain
makes this feasible;
11. if the opportunity arises, Council purchases the private land through which
the Crow’s Nest Track passes, or makes access a condition of any future
consent if there is a move to rezone the area;
5
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12. a new track be built from the housing development at 131 Silverstream Road
to the Crow’s Nest Track above private land;
13. Council note that volunteers could be found to build the track referred to in
Recommendation 12 with guidance and assistance from Council if this raised
the priority for the track by reducing its cost;
14. the Crow’s Nest Track above private land be added to Schedule A as being
closed to mountain biking;
15. a track to allow access from Cochayne Road the the Piwakawaka Track and
Odell Reserve be included in the Plan for further investigation;
16. the proposed track from Heke Street into Chelmsford Park should proceed.
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